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Introduction 

The "Institut für Festkörperforschung" (lFF) is devoted to condensed matter research. Topics range from the physics 
and chemistry of liquids, via membran es, clusters, surfaces and thin films to homogeneous and inhomogeneous bulk 
solids. The IFF has a department structure consisting of 9 institutes and service groups. Its wide spectrum of 
experimental facilities and individual expertise enables the IFF to successfuIly tackle complex problems in elose 
coIlaboration between preparative, experimental and theoretical groups. Specialized laboratories and facilities exist 
for preparation of polymers, coIloids and ceramics or the growth of thin films and bulk single crystals. Besides 
standard methods for characterization, highly sophisticated techniques are available and constantly further developed 
such as ultra high resolution electron microscopy, neutron- and synchrotron x-ray scattering, and femtosecond laser 
spectroscopy. Characteristic for an institute of the HGF (Hermann von Helmholtz Association of National Research 
Centers) is the fact that the IFF buiIds, operates and makes available to external users the neutron scattering 
instruments at the research reactor FRJ-2. Last but not least, the IFF has a long tradition in teaching and training of 
young researchers, not only through the approximately 29 IFF scientists teaching at universities, but in particular 
through the Spring Schools ofthe IFF and the annual Neutron Laboratory Course. 

This annual report is intended to inform the international scientific cornmunity, including our scientific advisory 
board, about the scientific activities at the IFF during the past year. We have attempted to present a typical cross 
section through the research done at the IFF, including scientific highlights as weIl as results of lang term 
developments, for example the construction of new large-scale instruments. The scientific activities of the IFF have 
lead this year to 393 publications, of which 301 articles were published in journals, and a total of 356 extern al talks 
ofwhich 212 were invited. I hope you will enjoy learning about our activities. 

Since 01.01.2002 Prof. H. Müller-Krumbhaar is Chairman ofthe Visiting Committee ofthe" Minerva Center for 
Nonlinear Physics" at the Weizmann Institute, Rehovot, and the Technion, Haifa, Israel. On behalf of the Federal 
President, the Secretary of State ofthe Federal Ministry for Education and Research, Dr. Uwe Thomas, awarded Prof 
H. Müller-Krumbhaar the Bundesverdienstkreuz am Bande. Prof. H. Müller-Krumbhaar has been elected 
Member ofthe German Academy ofNatural Scientists LEOPOLDINA. Dr. AlIgaier, Prof. Gompper, Prof. Richter, 
and others received the "Erwin-Schrödinger-Prize 2002" for Interdisciplinary Research ofthe Stifterverband für die 
Deutsche Wissenschaft for their joint work on the subject ,,Amphiphilic Block Copolymers as Efficiency Boosters in 
Oil-Water-Surfacant". Prof. Tb. Brückel was elected Chairman of the "Research with Neutrons" Comrnittee. Dr. 
Hitoshi Endo was invited by the Rector ofthe Westfälische-Wilhelms-University ofMünster to this year's awards to 
the authors of outstanding dissertations. Dr. Paul Siegfried Bechthold has been named Extraordinary Professor at the 
University of Köln. Prof. Dr. Peter Grünberg has been awarded an honorary doctorate at the Ruhr-University of 
Bochum. Dr. Simone Wiegand has been awarded the Habilitation at the University of Bremen (Biology/Chemistry). 

AlexUl,der VOll Humboldt Research Prize 
Prof. B. Carter, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, USA 
Prof. F. Spaepen, Harvard University, Carnbridge, USA 

Alexallder VOll Humboldt Scholars 
Dr. Z. Dogic, Brandeis University, USA 
Prof. S.K. Dattagupta, S.N. Base National Centre for Basic Sciences, CaIcutta, Indien 

Prof. Dr. Knut Urban 
IFF Managing Director 2003 
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1. The Mission of the Institute for Solid State Research 

The Institute for Solid State Research (IFF) pursues research on condensed materials in the solid or liquid 
state. Based on i18 studies of bulk properties of condensed phases, the IFF is eoneemed with 
inhomogeneous systems and with the consequenees of redueed dimensionality. This refers in particular to 
the physics of boundaries, interfaces, thin films, and membranes. With regard to both theory and 
"experiment, the institute's research ean be understood in terms ofthree strategieal1y distinct eategories: 

• Phenomena oriented research: The search for, the discovery and explanation of general phenomena 
and behaviour in condensed matter systems, including the mathematical and physical concep18 and 
structures underlying this behaviour. 

• Materials oriented research: The investigation of specific materials or classes of materials with a 
view of gaining an understanding of their special properties and, where appropriate, exploring their 
potential for practical application. Production of novel materials, and preparation as weH as 
characterisation of well-defined sampies. 

• Methods oriented research: Development of new methods and the improvement of existing methods, 
both in the experimental and the theoreticaVnumerical sectors. 

The general physical basis for these research areas is provided by statistical physics and quantum 
meehanies. Together they deseribe on a microscopic seale the behaviour and the reaction to extern al 
influenees of eleetrons, atoms and molecules, the building blocks whose aggregation and eooperation is 
responsible for the formation of eondensed phases. The issues to which these connections give rise in the 
context of current research form the basis of the work of theoretical and experimental groups within the 
institute. 

Based on new teehniques of preparation and characterization on a microscopic atomic scaIe, the 
experimental groups carry out research projects to develop devices and tailor materials systems with new 
properties. This, in turn, has triggered the theoretical groups, employing modem techniques, to describe 
and come to an understanding of the extremely complex behaviour of these new systems. 

The foI1owing specific foci of work in the IFF are typical for the mission of a Helmholtz-Research-Centre: 

• Contributions to the construction and operation of new experimental equipment and instruments for 
international sources of neutron and synchrotron radiation. In addition to the Jülich Research Reaetor 
"DIDO", the neutron sources at Argonne, Berlin, Gaithersburg, Grenoble, München, Oak Ridge, Saclay 
and Appleton are used. Experiments with synchrotron radiation are earried out at BESSY, DELTA and 
HASYLAB in Germany, and intemationaI1y at Argonne (APS), Berkeley (ALS), Brookhaven (NSLS), 
Grenoble (ESRF), and Trieste (ELETTRA). 

• Use of the Jülich Computer Centre, mainly for theoretical investigations and large-scale numerical 
simulations. 

• Projects that require high levels of investment andlor the continuity of a highly qualified team of staff 
(in most cases in the context ofnational and international cooperative projec18 and services). Examples 
are the Centre for High-Resolution Microscopy, the operation of accelerators, the Electroceramies 
laboratory, supereonductor technology and the development of sophisticated numerical algorithms and 
programs. 

The research results of the IFF have ted to a broad and internationally recognized status. Special teehnical 
and scientific excellence was achieved in the following areas: appHcation of synchrotron radiation and 
neutron scattering, high-resolution electron-microscopy, electron spectroscopy, high-temperature 
superconductivity, magnetoelectronics, the physics of clusters, electron theory, dynamical features of phase 
transitions, quasicrystals, colloids, membranes and polymers. 
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Aprerequisite for the focal areas of research in the IFF mentioned above and its position in the 
international community as a partner for cooperation is its strong position in basic research. The IFF carries 
out basic research in areas with potential for the future of condensed matter science, also as aspringboard 
for applied research projects. 

Genuine innovation (as distinct !Tom continuous development) occurs typically as a by-product of 
curiosity-driven research. This is exemplified particularly welt by the discovery of the "giant
magnetoresistance" effect, which has become a very active area in solid state research. The effect has 
attractive appHcations for magnetic sensors, e.g. as read-out heads for data storage and for control of 
moving parts. The license revenue !Tom the patents on this effect represents the largest contribution to the 
total patent revenue of the Jülich Research Centre devolving from a single application! With this activity 
the IFF is also participating in the BMBF (Bundesministerium fur Bildung und Forschung, i.e. Ministry of 
Education and Research) project "Magnetoelectronics". 

2. Scientific and Technical Infrastructure 

Research "at the cutting edge" requires the capability to build and maintain experimental facilities in high
tech areas. This holds as wen for the basic research performed by the IFF at national and international 
soure es as for its applied research. Equipment must meet high international standards, and especially so 
when the work performed 1S to be "relevant for industry". Abasie requirement for the work of the 
Department is an infrastructure, within the IFF and the Research Centre itself, which supplies the necessary 
expertise, effectiveness, and facilities. 

The group Networks and Numerics maintains the workstation cluster and computer networks, and supports 
scientific staff in the design and performance of experiments. It supplies expert assistance in hard- and 
software, maintains the system-software of the IFF-Workstation-Cluster and trains mathematical-technical 
assistants. 

The Accelerator Group is responsible for the operation of the Compact-Cyclotron and the Tandetron. 

Construction and Workshop develop and build equipment for the IFF, !Tom simple mechanical components 
to sophisticated modem technology. The facility works closely together with the scientists and engineers of 
the Institute to achieve the ambitious quality and tolerance goals set by the experimentalists. 

Staff members in thc central facUities: 

K. v. Ameln, F. Bläsen, H.P. Esser, A. Bremen, H. Cremer, P. Eickenberg, M. Emmerich, H. Feilbach, U. Funk-Kath, R. 

Gehlhaar, R. Heckmann, J. Hainen, D. Henkel, K. Hirtz, R. Hölzle, T. Jansen, K.H. Johnen, T. Kohnke, S. Krahe, J. 

Lingenbach, T. Matulewski, W. Noack, P. Pickartz, M. Pohl, B. Radermacher, H. Sachsenhausen, L. Schätzier, H. 

Schnitzier, J. Schnitzier, J. Schramm, P. Stefelmanns, W. Stellmacher, H. Terberger, R. Thomas, E. Westphal, K. 

Wingerath. 

J. Hengesbach (INC), L. Kasterke (I ME), H. Schwalbach (ISG) 
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3. Other Scientific Activities: Collaborations with Universities, Institutions, and 
Industry 

The productivity of a Research Institute depends stronglyon its capacity for scientific exchange and for 
scientific and technical cooperation. In this regard, the JüUch Research Center offers excellent possibilities. 
The Centre's top class infrastructure offers efficient assistance, also for visiting scientists. Modern neutron 
scattering instrumentation appropriate for cutting-edge studies are available to a large number of IFF guest 
scientists in the DIDO reactor hall and in the neutron guide hall ELLA. The wide variety of collaborations 
in which the institutes for Neutron Scattering and Scattering Methods of the IFF are involved leads to 
optimal usage of these large-scale instruments. On the other hand, the availability of complementary 
facilities at other institutions is essential for the IFF. With the construction of instruments the IFF 
contributed to the development and improved usage of extern al large-scale facilities such as ILL and CEN 
(Grenoble), APS (Argonne, USA), DELTA (Dortmund), HASYLAB (Hamburg), BESSY (Berlin), NSLS 
(Brookhaven), and NIST (Washington). 

Bilateral agreements have been concluded with the Paul-Drude-Institute, Berlin, RWTH Aachen, and the 
Universities Bonn, Göttingen and Kiel for the use of the Jülich centre for high-resolution microscopy for 
specialized studies in the area of quantitative and high-resolution microscopy, and the use of the Jülich 
microseopes with correction of spherical abberation. 

In the past years, the IFF has expanded its activities as a sub-contractor to large companies (e.g. Bosch, 
Siemens, Daimler-Benz, Thompson, Philips) and contract work has become the main focus ofthe scientific 
work of several groups, especially in the context of large national (German) and international projects. Of 
special importance is the IFF's participation in the BMBF-Project "Magnetoelectronics". Under the 
auspices of the Technology Transfer Bureau of the Jülich Research Centre, the IFF leases equipment to 
companies that have established themselves in the Jülich Technology Centre. In addition, the IFF has 
designed and buHt pilot equipment for industrial companies. 

One of the most important duties of a Research Centre is to make its targe-scale instruments available to 
universities and other research organisations for research projects that need not necessarily have a direct 
connection with active research prograrns of the Centre. In this context it is of paramount importance for 
the IFF to keep the 16 neutron scattering instruments at the research reactor DIDO operating and to 
improve thern further. In the year 2002, neutrons were available for users at 185 days altogether. During 
this time 82 experiments were performed by IFF scientists and 116 experiments by external groups (38 
groups from each national and international universities, 7 groups from national, and 15 from intemational 
research institutes). 

Many staff members of the IFF serve in scientific committees (e.g. advisory boards for institutes and 
scientific societies, program committees for international meetings, editors of proceedings, journals, and 
databases, members or presidents ofthe boards of directors of scientific societies) as wen as referees, e.g. 
for the German funding agencies, special research areas, and prize cornmittees. 
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Institute Theory I 

General Overview 

Introduction: 

The research activities of the Institute encompass several key areas of condensed matter theory: (i) 
electronic and structural properties of complex systems ranging from large organie molecules, low
dimensional magnets, magnetic multilayer and mesoscopic contacts to complex solids; (ii) transport 
properties across interfaces, electronic excitations and dynamical properties of molecular clusters, solids 
and solid surfaces, as weH as the quasiparticle behaviour of transition metals and oxides resulting from 
electronic correlations; (ili) nano-scale tribology, friction, plastic deformation, adhesion and brittle 
fracture. 

The principal goal of these studies is to achieve a microscopic understanding of complex phenomena on 
an electronic and atomic scale. Although most of these topics involve fundamental issues associated with 
many-body interactions, they are nevertheless relevant to a wide host of practical applications in modem 
materials science. In fact, the majority of research topics is directly motivated by the aim of providing a 
quantitative or qualitative physical basis for possible future technologies. 

In line with the range of topics investigated a wide variety of conceptual and computational methods is 
currentlyemployed: density functional theory, molecular dynamics calculations, genetic algorithms, data 
mining techniques, time-dependent generalization of density functional theory, diagrarnmatic perturbation 
approaches, c1assical and Quantum Monte Carle methods, exact diagonalization schemes, as weIl as 
analytical methods. Needless to say that the state-of-the-art use of these methods benefits greatly from the 
excellent computational facilities available at the research center. The unique combination of basic 
physics questions and possible practical applications, investigated with these theoretical too1s in 
collaboration with experimentalists is the hallmark of modem condensed matter and computational 
materials science research. 

Research Topics: 

1. Curie temperature jrom jirst-principles calculations: 
The Curie temperature of Fe, Co, Ni, and Gd and the Neel temperature of Eu were calculated from a 
Heisenberg model in the mean-field and the random-phase approximation. The interaction parameters 
that determine the interatomic exchange interaction in the Heisenberg model were extracted from ab
initio calculations based on density functional theory. A good agreement of the critical temperatures in 
theory and experiment is only possible, if long-ranged exchange interactions are taken into account. 
For Gd, a strong dependence of the Curie temperature on the c/a ratio was found; an experimental 
verification is awaited. (G. Bihlmayer, S. Blügel; in collaboration with I. Turek) 

2. Ballistic electron transport through mesoscopic contacts: 
A previously developed method to determine the conductivity of nano-contacts based on 
semiconductor-heterostructures will be extended to the case of junctions via single molecules. (A. 
Bringer) 

3. Femtosecond spectmscopy ofmolecular clusters: 
''Pump and probe" experiments are an important tool to study the dynamics of quantum systems in the 
range of femto-seconds. Normally lifetimes of excited quantum states are deduced assuming that the 
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dynamics is relaxational. This is not necessarily the case. In short intervals of time the dynamics must 
be described by a time dependent Schrödinger-equation. This will be done for simple situations 
(atoms, small molecules). (A. Bringer) 

4. Mathematical modelling using a genetic algorithm: 
Many quantities of considerable interest (such as the electrical conductivity of a real material) cannot 
be predicted by first principles theory. However, by mining existing data for hidden correlations 
(using e.g. the genetic algorithm) it may be possible to generate mathematical models for such 
quantities that use readily computed descriptors and which are able to predict these quantities with a 
certain degree of reliability. CJ. Harris; A. Bringer) 

5. Computation ofthermal and mechanical properties using density functional metho(!s: 
A body of recent work has shown that the DFI' method with well-established exchange-correlation 
energy functionals describes the small changes necessary to compute quantities such as the stiffness 
matrix (elastic moduli) of even quite complicated crystals. Furthermore application of full Gruneisen 
theory gives a good description of thermo-mechanical properties like the coefficient of thermal 
expansion. These are currently supercomputer applieations, however, requiring a very careful 
treatment of phonon spectra. A lower level of theory (Debye-Gruneisen) is available but so far has 
been tested only for some elemental metals. The current status of the programme is to establish 
procedures for implementing Debye-Grüneisen theory in general and testing its area of applicability. 
(J. Harris; in collaboration with J. Rodgers, Y. LePage, P. Sehmidt) 

6. Magnetic imaging with the scanning tunnelling microscope: 
Up to now, a successful imaging of magnetic struetures on surfaces with the scanning tunnelling 
microscope was only possible using magnetic tips. Exploiting the dependence of the tunnelling current 
on the spin-orbit interaction, it has been shown both theoretically and experimentally that an 
investigation of the Ioeal orientation of the magnetization is even possible with non-magnetic tips. (S. 
Heinze, X. Nie, G. Bihlmayer, S. Blügel) 

7. Energy surfaces, structures and reactions ofpolymers and organic molecules: 
The electronic and structural properties of organic molecules are evaluated using density functional 
theory and molecular dynamics methods with the aim of understanding in detail the mechanism of 
reactions between polymer chains, and the catalysts and additives used in their production. The 
density functional programs run on the T3E supercomputers and are very demanding of computer 
resources for systems of the complexity studied here. The resulting energy surfaces, however, provide 
a consistent and extendible data base for developing simplified models that allow ca1culations on 
much larger systems. Of particular interest are: (i) the refinement of classical force fields for use in 
molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations, (H) the development of a model of "living 
polymers" that allows one to study the polymerization process in polycarbonate and other materials 
over a wide range of temperatures and densities. (R.O. Jones; in collaboration with J. Akola, P. 
Ballone, Bayer AG) 

8. Coulomb correlations in photoemission spectra: 
For the bulk and the surface of SrV03, an electronically strongly correlated material, the quasi
particle spectrum is evaluated using the dynamical mean field theory (DMFT). In agreement with 
experiment, it is shown that as a result of the reduced coordination numbers of surface atoms 
correlations effects are stronger at the surface than in the bulk. This result is of considerable 
importance for the interpretation of photoemission experiments. (A. Liebsch) 

9. Magneto-optical Kerr effect for non-equilibrium electron distributions: 
There is currently great interest in understanding the dynamical response of magnetic surfaces to 
excitations via ultra fast lasers (e.g., recent experiments in this area in the institute IFF-IEE). In order 
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to investigate to what extant the Kerr signal provides infol1l1ation on the time-varying magnetization 
of the sampie, the optical conductivity tensor is evaluated for non-equilibrium electron distributions 
generated by the initial pump laser. Of particular interest is the so-called bleaching effect (c1osing of 
certain excitation channels) at high laser intensities. (A. Liebsch; in collaboration with P. Oppeneer) 

10. Trajectories and their discrete counterparts: 
It is gene rally believes that trajectories can well be represented by their discrete counterparts, the so 
called Poincare maps (PM) which quite often are much easier to handle (e.g. numerically). It is shown, 
that in repelling systems (transient chaos) the PM gives misleading results. Even the sign of drifts can 
be erroneous. Modifying the PM by inc1uding the return time (time between two intersections) leads 
to correct results. At present correlation functions and diffusion are computed and compared by using 
PM and the modified PM. (H. Lustfeld; in collaboration with Z. Kaufmann) 

11. Characterization 01 tracer gas concentrations in the atmosphere: 
In the atmosphere small scale fluetuations of tracer gas, in particular pollutant, concentrations oeeur 
signalizing that the concentrations are singular funetions. It is shown that these singularities have to be 
charaeterized not by just one Rölder exponent but by an ensemble c1assifying the strength of these 
singularities. The situation is quite analogous to that of trajeetories: These have to be c1assified by an 
ensemble of Lyapunov exponents as wen. Just one exponent is not sufficient. (H. Lustfeld; in 
collaboration with Z. Neufeld) 

12. Friction, nano-sale tribology: 
A research aetivity related to many practieal applieations eoncerns the area of tribology, in particular, 
friction and re1ated topics such as plastic defol1l1ation, adhesion and brittle fracture. The influence of 
surface roughness on adhesion between elastic bodies is also investigated. Furthermore, Molecular 
Dynamics ca1culations are peifol1l1ed to understand the transition between lubrication and 
hydrodynamic lubrication. An important result was obtained within a recently developed theory of 
contaet mechanics between randomly rough surfaces, where the solids are assumed to defol1l1 
elastieally when the stress is below the yield stress, and plastically when the stress reaches the yield 
stress. Of key interest is the dependence of the (apparent) area of contact on the magnification. In 
most cases the area of real contaet is proportional to the load, If the rough surfaees, however, is self
affine fractal (Hurst exponent R) up to the lateral size L of the nominal contact area, and assuming no 
plastic defol1l1ation, then the real eontaet area is proportional to LH. (B.N.J. Persson; in collaboration 
with A. Volokitin, V. Samoilov, S. Zilbel1l1ann). 

13. Rubber Friction: 
When rubber slides on a hard, rough substrate, the surface asperities of the substrate exert oscillating 
forees on the rubber surface leading to energy "dissipation" via the internal friction of the rubber. A 
recently developed theory shows how the resulting frietion force depends on the nature of the 
substrate roughness and on the sliding velocity both for stationary and non-stationary sliding. 
Numerical results were obtained for the case when the substrate surface has a self affine fractal 
structure and are in good agreement with experimental observations. The theory is now used be tire 
companies in developing new rubber compounds for tires. At present the theory is extended to take 
into account the flash temperature in the rubber-substrate eontaet areas. (RN.J. Persson) 

14. Dynamical correlations in the electron gas: 
To understand dynamical correlations in the electron gas beyond the RPA, lowest order eorrections in 
the dynamieally screened. Coulomb interaction are evaluated numerically. The corresponding 
irreducible polarization diagrams have been known for 40 years but have resisted computation 
because of their complexity. By analytical means the resulting 7-dimensional integrals were now 
reduced to 3-dimensional integrals. For (k, w) outside the partic1e-hole eontinuum, dynamical 
correlations consist of two-particle-hole-pair, two-plasmon and coupled particle-hole-pair-plasmon 
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excitations. The results in this range compare weIl with experiments. Presently the calculations are 
extended to (k, w) inside the particle~hole continuum with the aim of analyzing additional available 
data. (K. Sturm; in collaboration with A. Gussarov, H. Lustfeld) 

15. Ballistic transport through realistic interfaces: 
A new ab-initio method for the calculation of ballistic electron transport has been developed on the 
basis of the density functional theory. The ballistic transport is described by the formula of Landauer~ 
Büttiker reformulated in terms of Green functions. By means of an implementation in the FLAPW 
method and by applying the embedding method to calculate the Green functions it is possible to 
investigate the transport properties of e.g. realistic magnetic tunnelling barrier systems such as 
Fe/MgO/Fe. (D. Wortmann, H. Ishida, G. Bihlmayer, S. Blügel) 

Stefan Blügel 
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Personnel 2002/2003 and areas of activity: 

Scientific starr 

Dr. G. Bihlmayer 

Prof. S. BIügel 

Dr. A. Bringer 

Dr. J. Harris 

Dr. R.O. Jones 

Dr. A. Liebsch 

Dr. H. Lustfeld 

Dr. B.N.J. Persson 

Technical Staff 

U. Winkler 

Guests 

Prof. P. Ballone 

Prof. K. Fischer 

Prof. H. Ishida 

Dr. 1l.lCoroteev 

IC. Rytkönen 

Prof. V. Samoilov 

Development of FLAPW method, electronic structure 
and complex magnetism 

fustitute Director 
EIectronic structure calculations, low dimensional magnetism, 
nano-spintronics, organic molecules on surfaces 

Problems of electron correlation, 
genetic algorithms for materials research 

Practical applications of computational and information al 
methods to materials research 

Structure and dynamics of clusters, molecules, and disordered 
systems; Project: "Chemistry Laboratory Computer" 

Electronic response at surfaces; correlated systems; 
ultrafast demagnetization 

Theory of nonlinear systems; atmospheric chemistry; 
dynamical electron correlations in metals 

Electronic response at surfaces, adsorbate modes, 
atomic friction, crack propagation 

Secretary 

(University of Messina) Development and applications 
of the MD/DF method, Monte Carlo calculations 

(FZ J ülich, retired) Vortices in high Tc superconductors 

(Nihon University, Tokyo) Electronic properties of 
surfaces, transport through interfaces 

(Academy of Science, Tomsk, Russian) Surface states 
and life time of surface states 

(University Jyväskylä, Finland) Adsorption on 
graphite layers 

(Moskau State University) Theory of friction 
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Prof. K. Stunn 

Dr. M. Trioni 

Prof. A. Volokitin 

Dr. 1. Sievebaek 

Postdocs 

Dr. J. Akola 

Dr. V. Caciuc 

Dr. Y. Liu 

Dr. T. Ohwaki 

Graduate Students 

S. Baud 

D. Boukhvalov 

M. Heide 

M. Lezaic 

Y.Mokrousov 

S. di Napoli 

D. Wortmann 

S. Zilbermann 

E2310207 

S216010 

(FZ Jülich, retired since 1.4.2001) Dynamical correlations 

(INFM UdR, Milano Bicoccia) Greenfunction embedding 
method 

(Samara University, Russia) Theory of friction 

(Tech. University Copenhagen) Theory of friction 

(University Jyväskylä, Finland) Structure and dynamics 
of organic molecules 

(University of OsnabfÜck) Development of parallelized 
PA W program, applications to AFM 

(Nagoya University) Carbon nanotubes 

(Tokyo University) Electronic structure theory 
of field emission 

(Besancon, France) Magnetic chains 

(Ekaterinburg, Russia) Molecular magnets 

Nanomagnetism, non-collinear magnetism 

Spin-gap materials 

Development of FLEUR code for one-dimensional 
systems, magnetic chains 

(Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina) Non-collinear magnetism in IGMR compounds 

Embedded Green-Function method, 
magneto-electronics 

(Tel Aviv University) Theory offriction 

Condensed Matter 

HGF Strategy fond magneto electronic 
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Liquid sulphur - a "simple" polymer? 

R. O. Jones and P. Ballonet 
Institute Theory I 

In recent years we have reported on density functional (DF) and Monte Carlo calculations 
on organic polymers, particularly bisphenol-A polycarbonate (BPA-PC). DF calculations provide 
essential information on the energy surfaces of the polymer and its reactants, and tbe results are 
used to derive the parameters of a simplified force field model. Monte Carlo calculations with 
this model have then provided new information ab out the polymerization and its driving force. 
We are extending these ideas to study liquid sulphur, often viewed as the simplest of all polymer 
systems. We describe DF calculations for the structures and cohesive energies of sulphur clusters 
and their reactions with each other. These provide essential input for Monte Carlo calculations now 
in progress. 

F&E-Nr: E2310207 

Density functional (DF) calculations provide a me ans 
of computing the geometrical and electronic properties of 
molecules, and of simulating the behaviour of hulk sys
tems. Such such calculations avoid the use of parameter
ized force fields common in the study of polymers, but 
they are very demanding of computing resources. Our 
first applications to polymers were to cyclic tetramers 
of hisphenol-A polycarbonate (BPA-PC) reacting with 
nucleophilic molecules ("active sites") such as LiOPh, 
shown schematically in Fig. 1. This reaction is a par
ticular form of ring-opening that produces an active site 
at the end of the chain. This can then react with another 
ring, leading to a "living polymer". The DF calculations 
provide reliable estimates of energy harriers and the over
all enthalpy change, and this information was used to 
develop a model force field for use in Monte Carlo and 
molecular dynamics calculations for systems with many 
thousands of particles. The model demonstrates a clear 
tendency towards polymerization that is enhanced by in
creasing the temperature T and particularly the packing 
fraction. Polymerization is highly reversible, Le. it de
creases upon decreasing the system density, and the tran
sition is driven by the entropy associated with the bond 
distribution [1,2]. 

The liquid-liquid phase transition in sulphur at 159°C 
is often described 80S ring-opening polymerization, and it 
is natural to ask whether the transition can be described 
by a similar model. Above the melting point (113°C) sul
phur is believed to comprise mainly 88 rings with small 
concentrations of homocyclic rings with up to 23 atoms 
[3]. At 159°C, there are dramatic changes in viscosity, 
specific heat, and other properties, and this liquid-liquid 
phase transition is often described as a ring-opening poly
merization of the 88 rings. Its apparent simplicity has 
made it the subject of many experimental and theoreti
cal investigations, but there is no consensus on the origin. 
For example, neutron scattering results have been inter
preted as indicating percolation rather than polymeriza
tion. 
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(a) 

(b) 

o-A-o+o- ... --(}+Q--® 

FIG. 1. Reaction of LiOPh with cyclic tetramer of 
BPA-PC. The product (b) is a Li-terminated chain. 

Liquid sulphur i8 not only a relatively simple system 
with a single element, but sulphur has the most solid al
lotropes of any element. The ring structures that occur 
provide an extensive data base for testing the parame
ters of force fields that can be used for long simulations 
for many particles. We have performed calculations on 
more than 60 isomers of sulphur clusters with two to 
18 atoms, focusing on the trends in structures, binding 
energies, and vibration frequencies. Full details will be 
published elsewhere [4]. 

Examples of the structures found are shown in Fig. 2 
for nine and ten-atom clusters. In addition to the ring 
structures 9a and lOa, we have 80 variety of chain struc
tures. Rings are more stable than chains, although the 
number of chain isomers 1s much greater. Chain struc
tures with planar tetramer terminations are the most sta
ble. The overall agreement with other calculations and 
with x-ray diffraction measurements 1s very good. 



9a 9b 

9c 9d 

ge 10a 

10b 10c 

FIG.2. Structures of isomers of S9 and SlO. 

The calculated cohesive energies (Fig. 3) of the most 
stable isomers of Sn clusters show some interesting 
trends. S8 and 812 are the most stable, but all larger 
clusters show similar cohesive energies. 
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FIC. 3. Cohesive energies of sulphur clusters Sn, 
n 2 -18). 

The common picture of polymerization in liquid sul
phur involves the opening of S8 rings to chains, followed 
by their reactions to longer chains. However, the energy 
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required to open the crown-shaped Ss isomer is ca. 28 
kcal/mol, and the interaction of two 88 ring singlets is 
repulsive (Fig. 4(a,b», and the most likely reaction path 
ia 

cyclo-Ss ---t chain-Sä (+nSs) -- Spoly (1) 

where the double dots indicate a triplet radical. The 
course of this reaction is shown in Fig. 4{c-f), and the 
calculated energy barrier is only 5.4 kcal/mol, in rea
sonable agreement with experimental estimates. These 
structures and energies have been used as database be
hind a force field for sulphur interactions that we are 
using to study the thermodynamic properties of liquid 
sulphur. 

a 00 
b % 
c O~ 
d <J~~ 
e 0~ 
~ 

FIG.4. Reactions of (a-b) two S8 (D4d) rings, (d-f) an S8 
chain (triplet) with an 88 ring (D4d)' The shortest distances 
between the uruts are: (a) 2.53 A, (b) 2.32 A, (c) 2.58 A, (d) 
2.38 A, (e) 2.28 A, (f) 2.13 A. 

t Permanent address: Universita degli Studi di Messina, Di
partimento di Fisica, 1-98166 Messina, Italy. 
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Surface vs. bulk Coulomb correlations in photoemission spectra of perovskites 

A. Liebsch 
[PP Theory I 

Photoemission spectra of the perovskite series Sr",Cal-'" VOa reveal strong modifications associ
ated with surface contributions. To study the effect of Coulomb correlations in the bulk and at the 
surface the quasi-particle spectra are evaluated using the dynamical mean field theory. It is shown 
that as a result of the reduced co ordination number of surface atoms correlation effects are stronger 
at the surface than in the bulk, in agreement with experiment. 

Photoemission is a key spectroscopy for the investiga
tion of electronic properties of strongly correlated ma
terials. Because of its surface sensitivity there is grow
ing concern to what extent the data are representative 
of bulk properties and whether they need to be cor
rected for surface effects influencing the one- and many
electron properties. To study these questions Maiti et 
al. [1] and Sekiyama et al. [2J performed photoemission 
measurements on SrxCal-x VOa using a wide range of 
photon energies. As a result of the frequency depen
dent escape depth of the photoelectron, the spectra re
veal striking variations evidently associated with surface 
modifications of the electronic structure: emission from 
the coherent peak near the Fermi level is reduced and 
correlation-induced satellites have larger weight than in 
the bulk. The same trend is observed on SrRuOs and 
LaxCal-x VOa. 

The understanding of surface effects in photoemission 
spectra of transition metal oxides is important in order 
to distinguish them from correlation phenomena in the 
bulk. Although the electronie properties of strongly eor
related materials are currently a field of intense experi
mental and theoretieal investigation surface effects have 
so far received little attention. Here, we use the dynami
cal mean field theory (DMFT) [3J to evaluate the surface 
and bulk quasi-particle spectra of SrVOa[4J. We show 
that beeause of the planar electronic structure of per
ovskite systems and the concomitant narrowing of the 
surface local density of states correlation effects at the 
surface are more pronounced than in the bulk. We cal
eulate the self-energy for a multi-band system using a re
alistic Ioeal density of states appropriate for SrVOa and 
find qualitative agreement with photoemission data. 

Electronic structure calculations for SrVOa within the 
Iocal density approximation (LDA) show that the con
duction bands near EF consist of degenerate t2g bands 
derived from V4+ (3d!) ions. The filled 0 2p bands are 
separated from the t2g levels by a gap of about 1 eV, and 
the cubic erystal field of the V-O octahedron shifts the eg 
bands above the t2g bands. Fig. 1 (a) shows the t2g bulk 
bands of SrVOa. Aceording to the predominantly planar 
electronic structure, the bulk density of states Pb(W) ex
hibits the eharacteristie asymmetrie peak related to the 
van Hove singularity at the X point (see Fig. 1 (b)). At 
the surfaee, the t2g degeneracy is lifted sinee only the dxy 
band exhibits strong dispersion within the surface plane 
(the z axis defines the surface normal). To evaluate the 
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FIG. 1: (a) Tight-binding fit to LDA t29 bulk bands of SrVOa 
(EF 0). (b) Solid eurve: isotropie bulk density of states; 
dashed and dotted curves: local density of d"''',lIz and d"'l1 
states in the first layer of SrVOa. 

surface density of states we use a Green's function for
malism for semi-infinite tight-binding systems. Fig. 1 (b) 
shows the Ioeal density of states Ps(w) of the dxz,yz bands 
for the surface layer of SrVOa. Its spectral weight is re
duced at low and high energies but enhanced at inter
mediate energies. Thus, the effective width of P8(W) is 
smaller than that of Pb(W) although their total widths 
are identieal. In eontrast to the dxz,yz density, the den
sity of dxy states nearly coincides with the bulk density, 
reflecting the planar nature of the t2g states. 

To interpret the experimental photoemission data we 
evaluate the quasi-particle spectra by aceounting for 10-
cal Coulomb correlations. According to the one-electron 
properties discussed above we are dealing with a non
isotropie system where two narrow bands interact with a 
wider band. The key quantity eharacterizing the effect of 
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FIG.2: Quasi-particle density of states ofSrV03 derived from 
DMFT. (a) bulk t2g states, (b) surface d",,,,,yz states, (c) sur
face d",y states. Solid curves: U = 4.3eVj dot-dashed curves: 
U = 4.0 eVj dashed curves: bare densities. 

Coulomb eorrelations is the eomplex self-energy. Since we 
negleet the weak hybridization between t2g bands, I:(w) 
is diagonal in orbital space and depends on the Ioeal den
sity of states within eaeh layer. 

Fig. 3 (a) shows the bulk quasi-particle density of states 
of SrV03 for two Coulomb energies: U = 4.0eV and 

[1] K. Maiti, D.D. Sarma, M.J. Rozenberg, I.H. Inoue, H. 
Makino, O. Goto, M. Pedio, and R. Cimino, Europhys. 
Lett. 55, 246 (2001). 

[2] A. Sekiyama, H. Fujiwara, S. Imada, H. Eisaki, S.1. 
Uchida, K. Takegahara, H. Harima, Y. Saitoh, and S. 
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4.3 e V, with J = 0.7 e V. These results show that in the 
bulk U must be larger than 4 e V to obtain the satel
lite observed in photoemission spectra. The peak near 
2 eV above Ep agrees with inverse photoemission data. 
Although for U = 4eV there is eonsiderable correlation
induced band narrowing and an emerging satellite shoul
der, the inerease of U to 4.3 e V yields an even narrower 
coherent feature near E p, with the missing weight shifted 
to the lower and upper Hubbard bands. 

The surfaee quasi-particle speetra for SrV03 are shown 
in Fig. 3 (b) and (e). The lower Hubbard peak of the 
dxz,vz states is clearly visible aIready for U = 4eV be
cause of the narrower loeal density of states in the first 
layer. A larger U shifts the satellite to higher binding 
energies. The comparison with the speetra shown in 
Fig. 3 (a) demonstrates that eorrelation effeets for a fixed 
value of U are stronger at the surface than in the bulk: 
The coherent peak near Ep is narrower at the surfaee 
and the incoherent satellite feature is more pronouneed 
than in the bulk, in agreement with experiment. 

The surfaee quasi-particle density of dXIJ states in 
Fig. 3(e) is intermediate between Nb(W) and Ns(w) for 
dxz,vz. Although there is little single-electron hybridiza
tion between t2g bands, the Ioeal Coulomb interaetion 
mixes them so that the dXIJ surfaee speetrum involves 
eontributions arising from the more strongly correlated 
dxz,uz states. The eoupling between narrow and wide 
bands is a genuine multi-band effeet and underlines the 
fact that single-particle bands in the presenee of 10-
eal Coulomb interactions cannot be eonsidered indepen
dently. 

Note that the many-body reduetion of the quasi
particle band width is much larger than the surface
indueed one-eleetron band narrowing. On the other 
hand, since the on-site Coulomb energy is not far from 
the critical value for a metal-insulator transition, the 
band narrowing substantially enhanees the infiuenee of 
eorrelations at the surface. 

In summary, we have performed DMFT quasi-particle 
ealculations for SrV03 in the bulk and at the surfaee. 
As a result of the planar nature of the t2g states and the 
surface narrowing of the local density of states on-site 
eorrelation effects are more pronounced at the surfaee 
than in the bulk, in agreement with photoemission data. 
The two-dimensional eharacter of d states near E p is one 
of the hallmarks of transition metal oxides. The surface
indueed enhancement of correlation effects diseussed in 
the present work should therefore be a phenomenon ob
servable in many materials. 

Suga, cond-mat/0206471. 
[3] A. Georges, G. Kotliar, W. Krauth, and M.J. Rozenberg, 

Rev. Mod. Phys. 68, 13 (1996). 
[4] A. Liebseh, submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett. 



Adhesion between elastic bodies with randomly rough surfaces 

B.N.J. Persson 
Institute Theory I 

I have developed a theory of adhesion between an elastic solid and a hard randomly rough 
substrate. The theory takes into account that partial eontact may oecur between the solids on all 
length seales. For self-affine fractal surfaces, when the fractal dimension is elose to 2, complete 
contact typically oeeurs in the macro asperity eontact areas. For a fractal dimension larger than 
2.5, the area of (apparent) contact decreases eontinuously when the magnifieation is inereased. 

Even a highly polished surface has surface roughness 
on many different length seales. When two bodies with 
nominally Hat surfaces are brought into contact, the area 
of real contact will usually be onIy a small fraction of the 
nominal contact area. 

How large is the area of real contact between asolid 
block and the substrate? This fundamental question has 
extremely important practical implications. For exam
pIe, it determines the contact resistivity and the heat 
transfer between the solids. It is also of direct impor
tance for sliding friction [1,2J, e.g., the rubber friction 
between a tire and a road surface, and it has a major 
inHuence on the adhesive force between two solid blocks 
in direct contact. I have developed a theory of contact 
mechanics [3], valid for randomly rough (e.g., self affine 
fractal) surfaces, but negiecting adhesion. Here I con
sider adhesion for randomly rough surfaces for the most 
general case where partial contact occurs at the interface 
on many different length scales, see Fig. 1. 

FIG. 1. A rubber block (dotted area) in adhesive eontact 
with a hard rough substrate (dashed area). The substrate 
has roughness on many different length seales and the rubber 
makes partial contact with the substrate on all length seales. 
When a contact area is studied at low magnifieation it appears 
as if complete eontact occur, but when the magnifieation ia 
inereased it i8 observed that in reality only partial eontact 
oeeurs. 

The present theory is based on the contact mechanics 
theory developed in Ref. [3]. This theory recognizes that 
it is essential not to exclude apriori any roughness length 
scale from the analysis. Thus, if A(>') is the (apparent) 
area of contact on the length scale >. [more accurately, 
we define A(>') to be the real contact area (projected 
on the xy-plane) if the surface would be smooth on all 
length scales shorter than >'], then we study the function 
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P«() A(.\)/A(L), which is the relative fraction of the 
rubber surface area where contact occurs on the length 
scale >. LI( (where ( 2:: 1), with P(l) = 1. Here 
A(L) = Ao denotes the macroscopic (nominal) contact 
area [L is the diameter of the macroscopic contact area 
so that Ao ~ L2]. 

Consider a rubber ball (radius Ro) in adhesive con
tact with a perfectly smooth and hard substrate. The 
elastic deformation of the rubber can be determined by 
minimizing the total energy, which is the sum of the (pos
itive) elastic energy stored in the deformation field in the 
rubber ball, and the (negative) binding energy between 
the ball and the substrate at the contact interface. The 
free energy minimization gives the JKR pull-off force: 
Fe = (31C12)Rot::.'Y, where t::.'Y = '11 +1'2-/12 is the change 
in the surface free energy (per unit area) upon contact 
due to the rubber-substrate interaction. Consider now 
the same problems as above, but assume that the sub
strate surface has roughness described by the function 
z = hex) and that the width L of the nominal contact 
area is much larger than the long-distance cut-off (or roll
off) length >'0 = 21C I qo of the surface roughness power 
spectra. In this case we can still use the result for Fe 
above (even when only partial contact occur at the inter
face), but with t::.'Y replaced by 'Yeff(l) given below. 

Consider the system at the length scale >. = LI (, where 
L is of order the diameter of the nominal contact area. 
We define qL = 21CIL and write q = qL(. Let P(a,() 
denote the stress distribution in the contact areas un
der magnification (. The function P(a, () satisfies the 
differential equation (see Ref. [3]): 

ßP ß2 p 
ß( = f(() ßa2 ' (1) 

where 

f«() = ~ [1 ~ 1I2 r (3 qL
4 
C((qL) , (2) 

where E is the elastic modulus and 1I the Poisson ratio. 
The surface roughness power spectra 

C(q) = (2!)2 J d2x (h(x)h(O»)e-iq
.
x

, (3) 

where z = hex) is the height of the surface above a Hat 
reference plane (chosen so that {h} 0), and ( ... ) stands 
for ensemble average. 



The relative (apparent) area of contact (projected on 
the surface xy~plane) when the system is studied under 
the magnification ( can be written (see Ref. [3)): 

P«() = i: .. d(j P«(j,(), (4) 

where the detachment stress (ja = (ja«() is defined below. 
P«(j, () can be obtained by solving Eq. (1) subjected to 
the boundary conditions: 

P(-(ja«(),() = 0, P(oo,() O. (5) 

These equations state that detachment occurs when the 
local stress on the length scale LI( reaches -(ja«(), and 
that there is no infinitely Iarge stress at the interface. 

Let us consider the system on the characteristic length 
scale.>. = LI(. The quantity (ja«() is the stress necessary 
to induce a detached area of width A, which is given by 
the theory of cracks: 

_ [l'eff«()EQ] 1/2 
(ja - 2(1 _ v2) (6) 

where Q = 27r I A 'qL. Here l'eff( () is the change in 
the effective surface energy upon contact, which can be 
determined from pe,) as described in Ref. [4J. 

Fig. 2 shows (a) the effective interfacial energy l'eff(l) 
and (b) the normalized area of real contact, P«(l) = 
A«l)/Ao (as obtained by studing the interface at the 
highest magnification , (d, as a function of of qoho 
(where ho is the rms roughness amplitude). Results are 
shown for qoJ 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8, where J rv ßl' / E. 
Note that for qoJ = 0.4 and 0.8 the macroscopic inter~ 
facial energy first increases with increasing amplitude ho 
of the surface roughness, and then decreases. The in
crease in l'eff arises from the increase in the (contact) 
surface area, while the decrease result from the elastic 
energy stored at the interface. As shown in Fig. 2(b), for 
small ho the two solids are in complete contact, and, as 
expected, the complete contact remains to higher ho as 
8 ""' Al' / E increases. Note also that the contact area is 
nonzero even when l'eff(l) is virtually zero: the fact that 
l'eff(l) (nearly) vanishes does not imply that the contact 
area vanishes (even in the absence of an externaiload), 
but implies that the (positive) elastic energy stored at 
the interface just balances the (negative) adhesion en
ergy from the area of real contact. The stored elastic 
energy at the interface is given back when the block is 
removed, and when l'eff(l) :::::: 0 it is just large enough to 
break the block-substrate bonding. Since it is the area 
of real contact that is important in sliding friction, it is 
clear that the adhesion interaction may affect the jriction 
force strongly even when no adhesion can be detected in 
a pull-off experiment. 
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FIG.2. (a) The macroscopic interfacial energy, and (h) the 
normalized area of real contact, P(<;l) = A«l)/Ao, es a func
tion of of qoho. For qo8 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 es indicated, 
and with the roughness exponent H = 0.8. 

The results presented in Fig. 2 are in good qualitative 
agreement with the experimental data of Fuller, Tabor, 
Briggs, Briscoe and Roberts. Unfortunately, those au~ 
thors did not measure the surface roughness power spec
tra so no quantitative comparison is possible. A collab
oration is underway, where the theory will be quantita
tively tested with measurements performed on rough sur
faces for which the full surface roughness power spectra 
has been measured [5J. 
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An Embedded Green-function approach to the ballistic electron transport 

D. Wortmann,1 H. Ishida,2 G. Bihlmayer,l and S. Blügel1 

1 Institute "Theory 1" 
2College 0/ Humanities and Sciences, Nihon University, Sakura-josui, Tokyo 156, Japan 

We present an efficient method for calculating tbe conductance of ballistic electrons through 
an interface from first-principles using tbe embedding approach of Inglesfield. In our metbod tbe 
Landauer-Büttiker formula for ballistic transport is expressed in terms of two quantities tbat axe 
available in tbe embedded Green-function formalism without additional ca1culations. As a proof 
of principle we calculate on tbe basis of tbe density functional theory tbe spin-resolved electron 
transmission tbrougb a model system of ferromagnetic Co monolayers sandwiched between bulk Cu. 

Studying electron transport through a thin interface 
layer or through a nanoscale contact between two elec
trodes forms a base of future technologies such as molec
ular electronics and spin electronics. According to the 
Landauer-Büttiker[l] formula for ballistic transport, the 
conductance across the interface is determined by the 
transmission probability of electrons at the Fermi energy 
€F. In other words, the conductance calculation is re
duced to a scattering problem for an electron impinging 
on thc interfaee. 

The embedding approach of Inglesfield[2] provides a 
general framework to treat e1ectronic states at the inter
face sandwiched between two bulk systems. Inglesfield 
showed that the effeets of the bulk crystals beyond the 
embedding surfaces on both sides of the interface can be 
represented by an energy-dependent potential acting on 
the embedding surfaces. By simply adding the matrix 
elements of the embedding potentials to the Hamiltonian 
of an isolated slab, one can obtain the Green function of 
the entire system. 

We start with defining the one-electron Green function 
with areal energy e, 

where v(r') denotes the one-electron potential. In the em
bedding method the boundary condition of this Green 
function is controlled by means of the so called "embed
ding potentiaP' Gs~ which relates the value and nor
mal derivative on Sa of an outgoing solution oI the 

V2 

serni-infinite 
bulk 

FIG. 1: Setup used in embedding calculations. Tbe region of 
interest is a slab n between the two boundaries Si and 82. 
n is infinite in two dimensions and of finite size normal to 
the boundaries. Outside the region n two semi-infinite bulk 
regions Vi and V2 are attached. 
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Schrödinger equation with energy € by 

Applying Green's theorem, one may show that 1/J(f), a 
solution of the Schrödinger equation for energy €, satisf1es 

1/J(f) = -~ a~2 ha[ G(f, x) on1/J(x) - OnG(r, X'J1/J(x) J dx, 

(3) 
where r is any position in region n, x is any position at 
the interface Sa, and On denotes a surface normal deriva
tive with n pointing outwards from n. In Eq. (3) we 
omitted the energy dependence oI the Green function for 
simplicity. 

In the following we use the first superscript, 1 or 2, to 
distinguish between states in Vi and those in V2, the sec
ond superscript, i or 0, to distinguish between incoming 
and outgoing states, and the subscript, bor e, to distin
guish between Bloch and evanescent waves. For example, 
1/Jti (f') stands for aBloch state in volume Vi propagating 
toward the interface. Let us define an expectation value 
oI the normal component oI the eurrent operator on So< 
by 

Ja(~, 1/J) = :i h .. [ <!>*(x) on1/J(x) - On~*(x) 1/J(x)] dX. 

(4) 
Ja(<!>,1/J) remains constant iI Sa is moved around inside 
the bulk crystal suppose that <!> and 1/J are solutions of 
the Schrödinger equation, thus we have, 

Ja(1/Jr;O,1/Jc:,0) = 0, (5a) 

Ja(1/Jr;o,1/Jr) = Ja(1/Jro,1/J~O) 0, (5b) 

Ja( 1/Jro) 1/J'P0) = Ow) (5c) 

where Eq. (5c) provides a condition for normalizing the 
Bloch states. 

By substituting Bq. (2) in Eq. (4) we obtain a useful 
expression, 



Now we consider a scattering process in wbich aBloch 
state b incident from the interior of the bulk crystal VI is 
scattered at the interface and either reflected back into VI 
or transmitted into V2. The corresponding wave function 
can be expressed as 

{ 

'!/J~i(T) + ETbv'!/J!O(T) , r in Vi. 
'!/J(T) = "'t .,,2:(;;,,\ .... TT , 

L.J Iw' 'f'v' T, ,T m yz 
Vi 

(7) 

where Tbv and tbv' denote reflection and transmission co
efficients, respectively, with subscripts v and v' running 
through both Bloch and evanescent states. As the Green 
function in Eq. (3) fulfills the outgoing boundary condi
tion on 81 and 8z the reflected and transmitted waves in 
Eq. (7) do not contribute to the integral in Eq. (3). As 
a result, Eq. (3) is simplified to 

'!/J(T) = -i r [G(r,x)On'!/J~i(X) -OnG(r,x)'!/Jti(x)] dX, 1S1 
(8) 

The Green function with the outgoing boundary condi
tion can be expanded as 

G(r, r') = E gvvl'!/J~O(T)'!/J~~(r'), (9) 
VtV' 

for f in Vi. and fl in V2. Let us denote the complex con
jugate of '!/Jti(T) by '!/Jt~(T), which is aBloch state prop
agating toward infinity. With this in mind, substituting 
Eq. (9) in Eq. (8) one has 

'!/J(T) = E i 9b'vl'!/J~~(T), f in V2. (10) 
v' 

Comparing Bq. (10) and Eq. (7) yields 

(11) 

According to the formulation of Landauer the conduc
tance r of ballistic electrons tunneling at a small bias 
voltage through the interface n can be expressed in terms 
of the transmission probability of all the Bloch states at 
the Fermi energy €F as 

1", 2 1", z r = - ~ I tw I = ~ I gb·b' I . 
211" W 211" b. b' 

(12) 

With the use of Bq. (5), the above equation may read 

r = 2~ L L g;vJl('!/J~o,'!/J!nh('!/J~o,'!/J~ngp'v" (13) 
pv p'v' 

Using Eqs. (6) and (9), one obtains 

r = ~ r dähdxl' r dX2dXZ
IG(ih,xz) 

11" 1S1 182 
x <zJaS;(X2,X2') G*(X2 ',XI') <zJGS1

1 (XI',Xt},(14) 

or after introducing a shorter matrix notation 
r - 2Tr(G <1<G-1G* <1<G- 1) - :;r 12'-' 82 21" S1 . 

We implemented the embedding formalism witbin the 
framework of the FLAPW methoq[3,4]. Like in standard 
FLAPW electronic structure calculations we introduce 
a finite basis set of functions with a different represen
tation within muffin-tin spheres around the atoms and 
the remaining interstitial region. Using the LAPW-basis 
functions Eq. (1) turns into a matrix equation and the 
Green-function matrix is obtained by a matrix inversion. 

Figure 2 depicts the spin-resolved reflection coefficients 
for Cu electrons scattered by a ferromagnetic 5 monolayer 
Co film determined by Eq. (14). These results are in very 
good argeement with those in Refs. [5,6]. The dashed line 
corresponds to the majority spin channel wbile results for 
the minority spin are shown by the squares connected by 
solid lines. In the majority spin channel the reflectivity 
of the Co layers is low and varies smoothly over a wide 
energy range. Tbis is easily understood from the bulk 
bandstructures of Cu and Co which both show a sin
gle band of the same 2D-symmetry character around the 
Fermi energy. For the minority spin, however, we find 
astrang energy dependence of the reflection coefficient. 
The nearly perfect reflectivity below -0.7 eV is due to 
the absence of Co states wbich are allowed to couple to 
the incoming Cu wavefunction. 
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15 0.6 
0 
<.> 0 r:: 
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.~ 0.4 
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FIG. 2: Spin-resolved reflection coefficient for a ferromagnetic 
Cu/5 ML Co/Cu(OOI) layer for kn = O. The zero of energy 
was chosen to be the Fermi level. Note that the resouance 
peaks actually reach a value of oue as shown in the mset. 
The difference between two energy grid points was 5.5 meV 
(inset: 0.08 meV). 
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Wavepacket Motion across a Nanoscale Contact 

Andreas Bringer 
[PP Theory [ 

Wave-packet motion of an electron through a ring-shaped nano-contact is investigated. The 
wave-packet will usually be split into various independent parts corresponding to different interna! 
processes in the contact region. The example, shown here, demonstrates, that reflection comes from 
inlet and outlet of the ring. 

Modern eleetronic devices are based nanoseale contacts 
between electrodes. The electron transport through such 
contacts can be easily manipulated by electric and mag
netic fields and signals ean be transmitted. The contacts 
can be realized in semiconducting sandwich structures, 
as "break" -contacts between metallic electrodes, or as 
"molecular" -bridges consisting of an organic moleeule. 

Electron transport in nanoscale devices is ballistic, 
in contrary to transport over larger seales, where the 
electron motion is diffusive. It requires a quantum
mechanical treatment. The conductance is given by the 
transmission probability for electron waves at the Fermi
energy [1]. 

A striking eonsequence of the quantum nature of ballis
tie transport through nanostructures is the quantisation 
of conductanee. The conductanee jumps discontinuously, 
when the Fermi-energy is varied in the contaet region via 
gate-eleetrodes. The number of open transport channels 
ehanges abruptly at fixed energies depending on the ge
ometry of the eontact. A large variety of interference 
phenomena may arise from the geometry of the contact. 
The most prominent one is the Aharanov-Bohm effect 
in ring-shaped contacts. The conduetance of the contact 
changes periodically with an applied magnetic field [2]. 

The device of Appenzeller et al. [2] was formed in 
an InGaAs-InP layer structure by reactive ion etching. 
Shape and size of the contact between the electrodes are 
shown in figure 1. 

A 2-dimensional electron gas exists in the InP bound-

W:85nm 

Rj : 325nm 

Ro : 410nm 

FIG. 1: schematic drawing of the ring contact showing the 
values of the inner and outer radii and the width of the ring. 
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ary layer. At low temperatures « lK) the mean free 
path of the eleetrons is larger than the contaet size, Le. 
the electrons move like free electrons in a plane with an 
effective mass determined by the eonduction band of IuP, 
m* .037me• To determine the conductance of the ring 
a free-particle Schroedinger-equation in 2 dimensions was 
solved with boundary conditions and the transmission as 
function of energy determined up to 40me V [3]. Over this 
range of energies the Fermi-energy ean be varied changing 
the density of the electron gas by gate-electrodes. The 
quantization of momenta vertical to the walls produces a 
complieated finestrueture in the spectrum. Waves with 
up to four radial nodes appear with inereasing energy 
and interfere with each other. Figure 2 shows a closeup 
of the spectrum of the solution, ineoming without node, 
between 15 and 16 meV. The closeup demonstrates a 
further important mechanism in transport through geo
metrieal restrictions. The ineoming particles couple res-

. onantly to the intern al modes of the geometry, in this 
case the orbital modes of the closed ring at 15.35 and 
15.7 meV. 

With the detailed knowledge of the spectrum it is easy 
to set up an ineoming wavepacket outside the contact in 
the "source" electrode, propagate it in time and study 
transmission of a single electron into the "drain" elec
trode. At the end of the process the packet will be split 
into a transmitted and a refiected part with weights cor
responding to the total transmission and refiection prob
abilities. Even more information is eontained in the out
going wavepacket. As outlined above the component of 
the momentum of an eleetron vertieally to the boundary 
may be changed discontinously. The outgoing wavepack
ets eontain parts moving faster or slower than the incom
ing packet. Furthermore an electron may be refiected be-



fore entering the ring or after one roundtrip, which leads 
to a time delayed part. 

As a specific example an Gaussian wavepacket at 15.35 
meV with a halfwidth of .1 meV (corresponds roughly to 
the experimental temperature) is discussed here. With 
the experimental values for size and width of the ring and 
the effeetive mass quoted above the proper timescale is 
picoseconds. Classieally an electron would pass the ring 
in roughly 6 ps. The spread in energy corresponds to a 
spread of 10 ps in time. The spread in spaee is roughly 
twice the diameter of the eontaet. In figure 3 the packet 
is shown just after entering the ring. The direction of 
eurrent is always from top to bottom. 

FIG. 3: contour-plot of the probability density of a Gaussian 
wave-packet entering the ring 

The wavelength of the incoming wave generates two 
nodes inside the ring. The wave propagates with two 
no des in the ring. 7 ps later the wave-packet reaches the 
drain 

FIG. 4: eontour-plot of the probability density of a Gaussian 
wave-packet reaching the drain. 

[1] Büttiker,Phys. Rev. Lett. 57,1761 (1986) 
[2J J. Appenzeller, Th. Schäpers, H. Hardtdegen, B. Lengeier, 

and H. Lüth, Phys. Rev. B 51,4336 (1995). 
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The probability of reflection into the souree is maxi
mal. Again 6 ps later the rest of the packet is concen
trated elose to the drain. 

The probability of transmission is maximal. Now the 
rest of the packet makes a roundtrip back to the source, 
which is reached 6 ps later. 

FIG. 5: wave-packet eoneentrated at the drain, highest prob
ability of transmission, 

FIG. 6: roundtrip of the rest of the packet completed, reflec
tion into the souree starts again 

Reflection into the source starts again and the whole 
proeess is finished a few ps later. 

The method of wave-paeket propagation is an alterna
tive to stationary state caleulations. It will get important 
again in the context of femtosecond speetroscopy. 

[3J A. Bringer, IFF-Jahresbericht 1996 
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Dresden: 14.05.2002 

Lustfeld,H. 
Appropriate Hoelder exponents for an active tracer 
field 
Seminar and Workshop on Microseopie Chaos and 
Transport in Many-Particle Systems 
Dresden: 23.08.2002 

Lustfeld,H. 
Appropriate Hoelder exponents for an active tracer 
field 
Seminar and Workshop on Chemie al and Biological 
Aetivity in Flows 
Dresden: 20.09.2002 

Lustfeld,H. 
Properties of realistic tracer gas chemistry in the 
atmosphere 
Seminar and Workshop on Chemical and Biological 
Activity on Flows 
Dresden: 25.09.2002 

Persson,B. N. 1. 
Sliding friction 
Twannberg Workshop on Nanoscience 
Twannberg, Schweiz: 30.09.2002 - 04.10.2002 

Persson,B. N. J. 
Sliding friction 
German-Japanese Workshop 
Hayama, Japan: 10.09.2002 - 13.09.2002 



Persson,B. N. J. 
Sliding friction 
1st ESF~Nanotribology Workshop 
Portovenere, Italien: 19.10.2002 - 23.10.2002 

Posters 

Akola,J. 
Improved force field for hydrogen bonding -
applications to water 
HGF-Workshop : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 06.11.2002 

Antons,A.; Schroeder,K.; Berger,R.; Blügel,S. 
The neutral Cd-vacancy complex in Si and GeClusters 
and Steps on Si(lll) : 
surfactant effect due to As and Sb 
Physics Congress : European Physical Society 
(Condensed Division) 
Bristol: 07.04.2002 - 11.04.2002 

Heide,M.; Heinze,S.*; Nie,X; Bihlmayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
Ab initio investigations ofFelW(llO) : magnetism, 
domain-walls, STM-images 269 
WE-Heraeus Seminar on Magnetism on the Sub
Micrometer Scale : Interactions and Microscopy 
Bad Honnef: 07.01.2002 - 09.01.2002 

Heide,M.; Nie,X; Bihlmayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
Ab initio investigations ofFelW(110) : magnetic 
structure of domain-walls 
2nd Annual Meeting ofthe RlN (Computational 
Magnetoelectronics) 
Oleron Island, France: 05.10.2002 - 09.10.2002 

Heide,M.; Nie,X; Bihlmayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
Ab initio investigations ofFelW(llO) : magnetic 
structure of domain-walls 281 
WE-Heraeus Seminar on Spin-Orbit Interaction and 
Local Structure 
Wandlitz: 12.06.2002 - 15.06.2002 

Lustfeld,H.; Neufeld,Z.* 
Active tracer fields in mildly chaotic flows and higher 
Hoelder exponents 
3. Dresdner Herbstseminar des Arbeitskreises 
Nichtlineare Physik 
Dresden: 03.12.2002 

Wortmann,D.; Ishida,H.*; Blügel,S. 
A transfer matrix method for ballistic transport : 
MgOlFe(OOI) 
Physical Society Meeting of the European Physical 
Society CMD 19CMMP 
Brighton, UK: 07.04.2002 - 11.04.2002 

Wortmann,D.; Ishida,H.*; Blügel,S. 
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An embedded Green-function approach to the ballistic 
electron transport through an interface 
RTN Magnetoelectromcs Mid-Term Meeting 
Oleron, France: 05.10.2002 - 09.10.2002 
Wortmann,D.; Ishida,S.*; Blügel,S. 
An embedded Green fimction approach to the ballistic 
electron transport through an interface 
Trends in Nanotechnology Conference 
Santiago de Compostela, Spain: 09.09.2002-
13.09.2002 
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Institute Theory 11 

GeneralOverview 

Introduction: Soft Matter Research 

The main research topic of the Institute is the theory of "complex fluids" and "soft matter" systems. 
Soft matter physics is an interdisciplinary research area encompasing statistical physics, material science, 
chemistry, and biology. The systems are characterized by 

• Supramolecular structure and self-assembly 

• Typicallength sc ales ranging from nano- to micro-meters 

• Typical energy scales comparable to the thermal energy kBT. 

Classical examples of complex fluids are 

• Polymer solutions, mixtures, and melts 

• Mixtures of block copolymers and homo polymers 

• Lyotropic liquid crystals 

• Amphiphilic systems, Le. mixtures of oil, water and amphiphiles 

• Colloidal suspensions. 

While these areas remain active fields of research, the focus has recently shifted to more complex systems 
which are obtained by combining two or more of the components listed above. A few examples are 

• Colloidal particles in polymer solutions 

• Mixtures of surfactants and amphiphilic block-copolymers 

• Mixtures of several surfactants or lipids 

• Colloids in liquid crystals 

This brings the systems which are studied in physics eloser to applications in material science or biology. 

Since the structures in soft matter systems often contain a large numer of molecules, mesoscale modelling 
is typically required to bridge the length- and time-scale gap between the microscopic domain - of atoms 
and their interactions - and the emerging properties of supramolecular assemblies on meso- or macroscopic 
scales. Microscopic models are employed to study properties of complex systems on the molecular scale, and 
to provide a link of mesoscale models to molecular architecture. 

A large variety of methods is used to study soft matter systems. In fact, a combination of analytical and 
numerical methods is often needed to successfully characterize these complex systems. In particular, simula
tion methods (Monte Carlo, molecular dynamies), computational hydrodynamics, field theory, perturbation 
theory, and exact solutions are employed in our institute. 

A characteristic feature of soft-matter research is the fruitful interaction between theory and experiment. 
With a third of the IFF institutes [Neutron Scattering (Richter), Theory 11 and Soft Matter (Dhont)] now 
focusing on soft matter research, many of the essential aspects of these systems are investigated here. 
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Research projects and results: 
(in alphabetic order) 

1. Mesoscopic solvent simulations: Multi-particle-collision dynamics 0/ three-dimensional fiows: 
Due to the large length- and time-scale gap, in simulations of complex-fiuid fiow the solvent often has 
to be modeled by a mesoscopic model. We apply a recently developed mesoscale simulation technique, 
multi-particle-collision dynamics (MPCD), to three dimensional solvent fiows in a channel with and 
without a spherical obstacle. The advantage of a gravitationally-driven fiow of the solvent over the 
flow induced by apressure gradient in the calculation of the solvent viscosity is demonstrated. Three 
different algorithms for stochastic collision step are investigated and compared. Our simulation results 
for the recirculation length of stationary vortices behind a spherical obstacle as a function of the 
Reynolds number are in good agreement with previous experimental measurements. (E. Allahyarov, 
G. Gompper) 

2. Gell Motility and Migration: 
The motility and locomotion of biological cells is based on signal-mediated polymerization of their 
cytoskeletons. It has been shown recently by researchers from the institute how the the random motion 
and the chemotaxis of a cell can be explained based on a model of the autocatalytic polymerization 
kinetics of the cytoskeletal actin network. The current work is mainly concerned with investigations 
how the chemotaxis is induced by a complex signaling network of actin-regulating proteins inside the 
cello These studies are aimed to explain the specific migration patterns of cells found, e.g., during 
embryogenesis. Most of the studies use computer simulations, but also mathematical models are 
employed. (A.Baumgärtner, S.Satyanarayana, B.Nandy) 

3. Molecular Signal Transduction across Biomembranes: 
The transduction of signals across the membranes of cells and organelles is an important feature of all 
living organisms. Important examples are the proton transport in protein pumps, as bacteriorhodopsin 
(bR), and the permeation of ions through ion channels. Our recent work was mainly concerned with 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of all-atom models of bR and the KcsA potassium channel. In 
the case of bR we used as the template structure the one obtained at the institute IBI-2, the structure 
of the KcsA channel was obtained from the protein data bank. Important information were obtained 
concerning the distribution of water inside bR, which constitute pathways for proton conduction. The 
actual proton transfer, concomitant to a sequence of conformational transitions of bR, is the current 
challenging topic of MD studies. In the case of the KcsA channel, a certain type of steered MD 
simulation method helped to clarify the "supplanting" process of ions while passing the selectivity 
filter. The aim of the current investigations is the simulation of the complete channel, including the 
N- and C-terminii, which are not resolved in crystallographic experiments. These parts of the protein 
are essential in order to understand the gating of the ion channeL (A.Baumgärtner, K. Votyakov, 
S.Grudinin, J.-F.Gwan) 

4. Polymer depletion interaction between an anisotropie eolloidal particle and a wall: 
We investigate the interaction between a colloidal particle of ellipsoidal shape and a wall which is 
induced by long flexible and nonadsorbing polymer chains. Besides a force the interaction provides 
a torque on the particle. We concentrate on the case in which the particle size is much smaller than 
typical polymer lengths such as the radius of gyration R g and in which a rigid polymer approximation 
of the Asakura-Oosawa type cannot be applied. Our explicit analytical results for ideal polymers show 
that for particle-wall distances z large compared to R g an orientation of the ellipsoid perpendicular to 
the wall is favored while the parallel orientation is favored for z sm all compared to R g (but z stilliarge 
compared to the particle size). (E. Eisenriegler, A. Bringer, R. Maassen) 

5. The Freezing Transition 0/ Flexible Membranes: 
The freezing transition of flexible, tensionless membranes fiuctuating about a planar reference state is 
investigated by Monte Carlo simulations and scaling arguments. Out-of-plane fluctuations are expected 
to reduce the free energy of dislocations sufficiently to make the crystalline phase unstable for any 
finite temperature. To study the hexatic-to-fiuid transition, the bond-orientational order-parameter 
susceptibility is analyzed for different values of the bending rigidity /1,. It is found that for sufficiently 
large /1, the low temperature hexatic phase melts via a universal Kosterlitz-Thouless transition. These 
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results are consistent with recent theoretical predictions that the crumpled-to-crinkled transition occurs 
via disclination melting for all bending rigidities. However, our simulations provide evidence that the 
transition becomes first order at very low bending rigidity. (G. Gompper, D.M. Kroll) 

6. Giant Hexagonal Superstructures in Diblock Copolymer Membranes: 
Amphiphilic diblock copolymers can form bilayer vesicles (polymersomes), just as the vesicles made 
from lipid molecules (liposomes). While previous experiments show vesicles of spherical topology, we 
have observed for the first time polymersomes of high genus, with their vesicle wall organized on the 
micrometer scale either in a double bilayer connected by a lattice of passages, or a tubular network 
with hexagonal symmetry. Experimentally found shape classes are identified within a theoretical phase 
diagram based on the ben ding energy of the polymer membrane. Pronounced morphological changes 
could be induced and controlled by temperature. (C.K. Haluska, W.T. GMdz, H.-G. Döbereiner, S. 
Förster, G. Gompper) 

7. Free energy cost to immerse a colloidal particle in a dilute or semidilute polymer solution: 
The free energy cost F of immersing a spherical colloidal particle in a solution of nonadsorbing polymers 
depends in a crucial way on the particle to polymer size ratio and the degree of interchain overlap. 
We use an approximate renormalization method to describe the crossovers between the known limits 
of large and small spheres in dilute and semidilute polymer solutions and to predict F for arbitrary 
values of the size ratio and interchain overlap. Our results are free from adjustable parameters and 
compare weIl with simulation data both for the overlap-dependence of the polymer-induced surface 
tension of a large particle and for the size ratio dependence of F at a fixed overlap value in between 
the dilute and semidilute limits. (R. Maassen, E. Eisenriegler) 

8. Criterion for phase separation in one-dimensional driven systems: 
We found a criterion for the existence of phase separation in driven density-conserving one-dimensional 
systems which suggests that phase separation is related to the size dependence of the steady-state 
currents of domains in the system. A quantitative criterion for the existence of phase separation is 
conjectured using a correspondence made between driven diffusive models and zero-range processes. 
The criterion is verified in all cases where analytical results are available, and predictions for other 
models are provided. (G.M. Schütz, Y. Kafri, E. Levine, D. Mukamel, J. Török) 

9. The distribution junction of a semiftexible polymer and random walks with constraints: 
We have studied the end-to-end distribution function G(r, N) of a worm-like chain. Using the prop
agator method we established that the combinatorial problem of counting the paths contributing to 
G(r, N) is equivalent to the problem of random walks with constraints. Utilizing this mapping we 
derived (i) an exact expression of the Fourier-Laplace transform of the distribution function, G(k, p), 
as an inverse of an infinite rank matrix and (H) a recursion relation permitting to compute G(k,p) 
directly. The moments< r 2n > of G(r, N) can be calculated exactly by calculating the (l,l)-matrix 
element of the 2n-th power of a truncated matrix of rank n + 1. (G.M. Schütz, S. Stepanow) 

10. Shocks and excitation dynamics in a driven diffusive two-component system: 
We have considered dassical hard-core particles hopping stochastically on two parallel chains with 
an inter- and intra-chain interaction. From microscopical considerations we derived the collective 
velocities and shock stability conditions. The findings are confirmed by comparison to Monte Carlo 
data of a multi-parameter dass of driven two-Iane models. We also derived the hydrodynamic limit and 
clarified analogies of our results with those known in the theory of partial differential equations. The 
singularity problem is discussed and a dissipative term that selects the physical solution is identified. 
CG.M. Schütz, V.Popkov) 

11. Kinetics of depletion intemctions: 
Depletion interactions between colloidal particles dispersed in a fluid medium are effective interactions 
induced by the presence of other types of colloid and give rise to interesting equilibrium and non
equilibrium phase behaviour. These interactions are not instantaneous but build up in time through 
a diffusive collision process between the two spedes. We show by means of Brownian dynamics sim
ulations that the fluctuations in the depletion force between two guest particles in a host dispersion 
of differently sized colloids do not decay exponentially with time, but show a power-Iaw dependence. 
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A simple scaling theory accurately describes the dependence of the magnitude of these fluctuations 
on time. The consequences in particular for the dynamics of colloidal mixtures are discussed. (G. 
Vliegenthart, P. van der Schoot) 

12. Universal scaling behavior oi directed percolation and the pair contact process in an externat field: 
Models which show a continuous phase transition from an active state (density of active particles p 
larger zero) to a unique absorbing state (p = 0) belong to the universality dass of directed percolation 
(DP). We compare the scaling behavior in an external field of one such model, Le. directed site 
percolation, to that of the pair contact process (PCP), which has infinitely many absorbing states. 
The external field is conjugated to the order parameter and is realized as a spontaneous creation of 
partieles. We determine numerically the equation of state in 1+1 dimensions for both models by 
extensive Monte Carlo simulations and show that both models are characterized by the same universal 
scaling function. This universality has also be derived analytically within the mean-field approach. 
(R.D. Willmann, S. Lübeck) 

13. Dynamics oi linear and ring alkane moleeules in a melt: 
The conformational and dynamical properties of linear and ring alkane molecules in a melt are stud
ied by molecular dynamics simulations and analytical theory. Using a semiflexible chain model, the 
equilibrium properties can consistently be described for all chain lengths. Moreover, the dynamics is 
partially captured by the semiflexible chain dynamies. In particular, the mean square displacement of 
the longest chains exhibits deviations from the analytical result indicating the onset of entanglement 
effects. The calculation of the chain length dependence of the diffusion coefficient yields an dependence 
elose to D", N- 2 , characteristic for reptation dynamies. This suggests the presence of a mechanism 
which slows down the dynamics before entanglements are relevant. The comparison of the dynamics of 
the ring alkanes with the linear molecules displays a faster internal dynamics for the rings, consistent 
with analytical results. (R.G. Winkler, D.Y. Yoon, K. Hur) 

14. Coniormational properties oi weakly charged polyelectrolyte chains: 
The conformational properties of weakly charged polyelectrolyte chain have been studied by a pertur
bation scheme. The persistence length of a semiflexible reference chain is determined in such a manner 
that the mean square end-to-end distances of the reference chain and the charged chain agree with each 
other. To take into account screening effects by added salt and counterions, the charge interactions 
among the individual monomers of a chain are described by a Debye-Hückel potential. Considering 
the scaling behavior of the mean square end-to-end distance with respect to chain length, we obtain 
a transition from a rodlike behavior to an exduded volume type dependence with increasing chain 
length. For very short screening lengths, chain monomers experience ahort range interactions only. No 
Gaussian regime is observed between the rodlike and the excluded volume regime, which contradicts 
resent scaling considerations but is in agreement with computer simulation results. (R.G. Winkler) 
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Same Remarks: 

• A workshop Biology meets Physics was organized by G. Gompper (Theory II) on February 20, 2002, 
to bring together the institutes of the Forschungszentrum Jülich, which are interested in research at 
the boundary between biology and physics. Speakers from 12 institutes (IFF-NS, IFF-WM, IFF-T2, 
NIC, ISG-2, ISG-4, IBI-l, IBI-2, ICG-III, ICG-IV, IBT-l, lME) presented their work. 

• An international one-day symposium on Gooperativity in Biophysical Systems was organized by G. 
Schütz (Theory II), P. Grassberger (Neumann Institute for Computing, FZJ) and E. Frey (Hahn
Meitner-Institut, BerUn) on October 7, 2002. Seven invited speakers gave introductory lectures as 
weIl as more specialized talks about their current research. Eight of the about 45 participants also 
contributed posters. 

• An international workshop, the Jülich Soft Matter Days 2002, was organized by J. Dhont (IFF Soft 
Matter), G. Gompper (Theory II) and D. Richter (IFF Neutron Scattering) at the Congresscentrum 
Rolduc in Kerkrade (NL) on Nov. 19-22,2002. The program consisted of 4 plenary talks, 21 invited 
talks, 10 contributed talks, and about 90 posters. The workshop was attended by 175 participants. 

• The paper of S. Lübeck and R. Willmann about Exact Hurst exponent and crossover behavior in a 
limit order market model, which was published in the November issue of J. Phys. A, has been chosen 
by IOP Belect as one of the most significant articles in IOP journals in its December issue. 

A wards etc.: 

• J. Allgaier (IFF Neutron Scattering), G. Gompper (Theory II), D. Richter (IFF Neutron Scattering), 
T. Sottmann (University of Cologne) and R. Strey (University of Cologne) have received the Erwin
Schrödinger award for interdisciplinary research of the Stifterverband der Deutschen Wissenschaften 
and the Helmholtz Society. 

• Dr. Tamotsu Kohyama (Department of Physics, Faculty of Education, Shiga University, Japan) has 
received a fellowship of the J apanese Ministry of Education, Science and Culture to visit the Institute 
Theory II for 10 months (March-December 2002). 

• Richard Willmann has received a Minerva fellowship to visit the Weizmann-Institut (Rehovot, Israel) 
for 6 months (March-August 2002) 

• Matthias Paessens has received a DAAD fellowship to visit the University of Nancy (France) for four 
months (May-August 2002) 

Gerhard Gompper 
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Personnel 2002/2003 and areas of activity 

S cientific Staff 

Dr. A. Baumgärtner 
Prof. E. Eisenriegler 
Prof. G. Gompper 
Institute Director 
Dr. G. Schütz 
Dr. G. A. Vliegenthart 
Prof. R. G. Winkler 

Technical Staff 

H. Paffen 

Postdocs 
Dr. E. Allakhiarov 
Dr. A. Cherstvy 
Dr. K Mussawisade 
Dr. V. Popkov 
Dr. A. Rakos 
Dr. M. Ripoll 

Statistical mechanics of proteins and membranes; 
Polymers near surfaces, colloid-polymer mixtures 
Statistical mechanics of amphiphilic systems 

Non-equilibrium Statistical Mechanics; Polymer dynamics 
Colloid-polymer mixtures, polymerized membranes 
Charged and uncharged macromolecular systems 

Secretary 

Charged Colloids 
Polyelectrolyte Complexes 
Hydrodynamics of Complex Fluids 
Driven Diffusive Systems 
Driven Diffusive Systems 
Hydrodynamics of Complex Fluids 

Diploma and Graduate Students 

T. Auth 
R. Maassen 
M. Paeßens 
R. Willmann 

Guests 
W. Vos 

Dr. KP.N. Murthy 

S. Grosskinsky 

Prof. T. Burkhardt 

K HUf 

Prof. T. Kohyama 

Dr. A. Lamura 

23.102 

Polymers at membranes 
Polymer depletion interaction 
Finite-size effects in entangled polymers 
Polymer dynamics in disordered media 

(University of Wageningen, The Netherlands) 
Simulations of membrane proteins (Jan. - March 2002) 
(Indira Ghandi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam, India) 
Random Walks on Lattices (Feb. April 2002) 
(Technische Universität München) 
Boundary-induced phase transitions (March 2002) 
(Temple University, Philadelphia, USA) 
Semi-flexible polymers (June - July 2002) 
(University Schillim-Dong, Seoul, South-Korea) 
Polymer conformations (July - Sept. 2002) 
(Shiga University, Japan) 
Shapes and fluctuations of vesicles (March Dec. 2002) 
(CNR, Bad, Italy) 
Hydrodynamics of complex fluids (July 2002) 

Condensed Matter 
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Water Moleeules and Hydrogen-Bonded Networks in Bacteriorhodopsin 
Molecular Dynamics Simulation Completes Crystal Structure 

S. Grudinin ll *+, G. Büldt*, and A. Baumgaertner+ 
Center for Biophysics and Physical Chemistry of Supramolecular Structures, Moscow, Russia, 

* FZJ, IBI-2, and + FZJ, IFF, Theory 2 

The spatial distribution of water moleeules and their corresponding hydrogen-bonded network 
inside bacteriorhodpsin (bR) in its ground state conformation were investigated by molecular dy
namics simulation. The protein was embedded in a fully hydrated lipid bilayer membrane. A much 
higher average number of internal water moleeules (44) than observed in crystal structures (18) 
was found in our simulation. This discrepancy is due to the high mobility of these water moleeules 
between different positions. The simulations provides new and valubale insights into the structure 
and lifefetime of water-mediated hydrogen-bonded networks used for proton translocation during 
the photocyle of bR. 

F&E-Nr. 23.102 

The protein bacteriorhodopsin (bR) resides in the 
membrane of the archaebacterium Halobacterium sali
narum and uses photonic energy for transmembrane pro
ton pumping. Our current knowledge of the structure 
and the photocycle of bR has been reviewed [1,2]. Since 
certain dynamical features of bR cannot be captured by 
crystallographic techniques, molecular dynamics simula
tions (MD) have been used to elucidate, among others, 
conformational fluctuations [3] and bR-water mobility 
(see e.g. [4] and references therein). Still, the amount 
of buried ("internal") water molecules in bR [5,6] which 
are assumed to play a decisive role in providing proton 
pathways and to be involved in the molecular mechanism 
leading to proton translocation, is still unclear. 

Very recently, we have reported on MD simulations [7] 
which have provided new details of the amount and the 
distribution of intern al water molecules, and of the re
lated hydrogen-bonded networks in bR that constitute 
proton pathways. In addition, this work provides im
portant information on hydrogen-bonded networks in bR 
fluctuating on the ps to ns time scale which is not seen 
in crystallographic studies. 

Distribution of Water Molecules. Using molecu
lar dynamics simulations the number of internal water 
molecules in bR have been estimated. In addition, "dif
fusive" and "trapped"water molecules have been discrim
inated. From the simulations the average number of dif
fusive water has been estimated to 24 and the average 
fluctuation is about 1.5. The equilibrium distribution 
of internal water moleeules (IWM) in bR is shown in 
Fig.1. The number density nw(z) has been calculated 
with respect to the z-axis, Le., the average number of 
IWM within a slab of thickness OZ = 1 A. The origin 
z = 0 is placed at the center of mass of the protein. The 
first remarkable information from the distribution nw(z) 
is that amigration of water between the extracellular 
and cytoplasmic part does not take place within the sim
ulation time. This is concluded from the gap in the dis-
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tribution of diffusive molecules. This gap reflects a kind 
of structural "watershed" in the protein. The existence 
of this impenetrable structural interface between the cy
toplasmic and the extracellular part of bR was already 
concluded from crystallographic data and is a necessary 
feature of the protein in its ground state prohibiting a 
spontaneous transport of protons across the membrane. 

2.5,..-----...,-----;,..-------,--.--,-----, 

2.0 

nw(z) 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

cytoplasmic , , 
: Asp36 , , , , , , , , , , 

O~----L-~-~-~U-~~~~~~-----

-40 -20 0 20 40 
z [Al 

FIG. 1. One-dimensional number density nw(z) of water 
moleeules in bR as found by simulations. 

The distribution ofIWM (diffusive and trapped) as de
tected by crystallographic data [5] and as found during 
our simulations are in qualitative agreement as far as the 
overall shape is concerned: less water molecules near the 
center of the protein, more outside. However, from the 
quantitive point of view, they differ considerably. The 
crystallographic data of Sass et al. [5] contain in total 77 
water molecules, out of which only 18 are inside the pro
tein whereas the simulation data provide a much higer 
amount of IWM, 44. The explanation for the large dis
crepancy of the number of IWM as found during simu-



lation and as compared to the crystallographically found 
IWM is the high exchange rate of water molecules be
tween internal and externallocations. Consider a partic
ular ensemble ofIWM and denote by N~e) (t) the average 
number of remained IWM after time t. From MD simu
lation we found that the decay follows an exponentiallaw 
according to N~e)(t) I'V exp(-t/Tcor ), where the correla
tion time Taor :::;:j 180 ps characterizes the time evolution 
of the "exchange" process of those IWM which penetrate 
deeply into bR. Due to this short time scale it is very dif
ficult to detect by crystallographic methods the accurate 
amount of water molecules inside bR. 

Structure of Hydrogen-Bonded Network. During the 
photocycle, protons are vectorially transported from the 
cytoplasmic side to the extracellular environment. This 
implies that hydrogen-bonded pathways must exist be
tween the cytoplasmic surface of the protein and the 
Schiff base via the side chain Asp96 as shown by infrared 
spectroscopy. Therefore we have addressed the question 
about the quantitative contribution of water molecules 
to generate hydrogen-bonded pathways between the bR's 
aqueous environment and the core of bR. We have consid
ered the following constructs of hydrogen-bonded chains. 
The hydrogen-bonded pathway was described by the 
"Grotthuss relay mechanism" or "structural proton dif
fusion model" for proton transport [8]. There, ordered 
chains of water moleeules are considered, where one path 
consists of an alternating sequence of hydrogen bonds be
tween water molecules, H·· ·0, separated by O-H bonds 
of water molecules. In this case, the protons are as
sumed to hop in a rate-limiting process along such a path 
which results in a reorientation of the participating wa
ter molecules. In our study, the Grotthuss-path model 
was used as a static geometrie al construct rather than 
a dynamical one. A detailed analysis of the Grotthuss 
pathways between the protein surface and various tritra
ble amino acids (Asp96,Lys41, Asp38 and Asp36) have 
provided valuable information ab out the proton conduc
tion pathway. In particular, it has been shown that the 
the distribution of bonds are localized in a certain regime 
of bR. It is suggested that the hydrogen-bonded network 
targeted to the core of bR works as a kind of "funnel
ing" requisite for protein translocation. In particular, 
the probability distribution P(Np) of the number Np 
of hydrogen-bonded pathways has been ca1culated and 
the average number NG(L) of Grutthuss paths consist
ing of L hydrogen bonds has been estimated. The typical 
length of a Grotthuss-path (in units of a hydrogen bond) 
is of the order of L 4. 

Dynamics of Hydrogen-Bonded Network. Each 
hydrogen-bonded path is transient and exists only for 
a certain life time. Since these paths are assumed to con
stitute proton pathways, it is important to estimate their 
life times which can provide some insights into the effi-
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ciency of the proton translocation. From MD simulation, 
the probability density distribution PL(Tp) of the life 
times Tp of hydrogen-bonded paths has been calculated. 
The data indicated that the distribution can be described 
by a a stretched exponential, PL(Tp) CL exp[-JTp/b], 
where where band CL are constants depending on L. Since 
it is well known that re-protonation of Asp96 takes sev
eral milliseconds it is of interest to correlate this time to 
the probability distribution PL(Tp ). Assuming a proton 
hopping time TH :::;:j 1.5 ps [9] between hydronium and wa
ter, and the applicability of the Einstein relation for diffu
sion along a one-dimensional path a k 2 D TH, one can 
estimate a diffusion coefficient [10,8] D = 2.1 A2/pS by 
assuming a hopping length of the hydrogen-bond length 
aH 2.5 A. For a typical hydrogen-bonded pathway of 
length L 5, then the proton would need on the aver
age a time TL (L aH)2 /2D :::;:j 37 ps to travel along a 
path between protein surface and Asp96. According to 
the probability PL(Tp) to find a pathway existing for a 
traveling time TL leads to an unreasonable long waiting 
time, Twait I'V (Tp)/PL(TL), which excludes the possibility 
of a diffusional proton translocation between the protein 
surface and Asp96. The key problem is the long traveling 
time TL. This time, however, would be much shorter if 10-
cal electric fields E due to the surrounding residues would 
induce a drift of the proton along the path and along the 
direction of the electric field according to v = JLH E 
where v is the proton drift velo city, JLH 36 A2/V ps 
the proton mobility [9]. Assuming a field in the order of 
the membrane electric field E = 0.05 V / A (see e.g. [11]) 
yields v 1.8 A/ps. From the drift relation L aH = v TL 
one obtains for a typical length L=4 a traveling time 
TL = 5.5 ps, which leads to a waiting times Twait =8 ms 
which is in reasonable agreement with experiments. 
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Polymer depletion interaction of small anisotropie particIes 

E. Eisenriegler, A. Bringer l , and R. Maassen 
Institute Theory II, 1 Institute Theory I 

We discuss the depletion interaction between a wall and a mesoscopic partic1e of ellipsoidal shape 
which is induced by long, flexible, nonadsorbing polymer chains. Both a force and a torque are 
exerted on the partic1e. We concentrate on the case in which the particle size is much smaller than 
typical polymer lengths, such as the radius of gyration 'Rg , where a rigid polymer approximation 
of the Asakura-Oosawa type cannot be applied. Explicit anallltical results are obtained for ideal 
polymers. The preferred orientation of the ellipsoid changes from perpendicular to parallel to the wall 
on decreasing the particle-wall distance from large to small values compared to 'Rg • The perturbation 
of the polymer system due to the small particle is represented by aseries of point-operators in the 
corresponding field theory, with next-next to leading anisotropie derivative-operators characterizing 
the particle orientation. For the inter action between a spherical partic1e and a wall the simple 
analytical resuits predicted by the proposed small particle expansion beyond leading order are 
corroborated by direct numerical computation. 

F&E-Nr.: 23.102 

Calloid science covers a broad class of substances en
compassing milk, blood, and paints. A major goal is to 
understand the effective interactions between mesoscopie 
colloidal particles. These ean be tuned in various ways 
by manipulating the solvent. One way is by adding non
adsorbing free polymer ehains. For entropie reasons non
adsorbing ehains avoid the space between two particles, 
leading to an unbalanced pressure which pushes the two 
particles towards each other. Depletion forces for an iso
lated pair of immersed partieies or for a single immersed 
particIe near a wall were measured in recent experiments. 
The polymer depletion interaetion is also of relevance for 
the separation of proteins. 

The polymer depletion interaction depends on the de
gree af inter-chain overlap and on the size ratio between 
the coIloidal particle and the polymer chains. For a di
lute solution of polymer chains with radius of gyration 
ng much smaller than the particle size, a qualitatively 
correet deseription is obtained by viewing the polymer 
coils as non-deformable hard spheres [1], with a radius of 
thc order of ng • This approach has been applied both 
to large spherical colloidal particles and to anisotropie 
particles such as disks or platelets [2, 3J. However, for 
particle size much smaller than ng (but much larger than 
the polymer persistence length), polymer eonformations 
coiling around the particle are important, and the above 
Asakura-Oosawa treatment does not apply. 

The perturbation of the polymer system due to a small 
spherical particle can, in leading order, be viewed as a J 
function potential repelling the chain-monomers with an 
amplitude that equals a universal number times the par
ticle radius raised to a universal exponent. The exponent 
is the scaling dimension 3 - I/v of the monomer density 
with v the Flory exponent. This is an operator relation
ship similar in spirit to operator-prodllct expansions in 
field theory. Since the amplitude is independent of dis
tant perturbations such as other partieies or a wall, the 
same power of the radius and the same universal num-
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ber appear in the free energy of immersing a particle 
in bulk polymer solution and in the effective interaction 
between two partieies or between a particle and a wall. 
Moreover, replacing the mesoscopie particle acting via 
boundary conditions on the polymer system by a simple 
density operator considerably simplifies the evaluation 
of these interactions, by relating them to the density
density correlation function in bulk polymer solution or 
to the density profile in a polymer solution in the half 
space bounded by a wall [4]. 

The point-operator representation or 'smaH particle 
expansion' ean be extended to anisotropie particles of el
lipsoidal shape in a polymer solution [5]. The anisotropie 
effects of small partic1es, such as prolate or oblate el
lipsoids of revolution, are related to operators eontain
ing anisotropie spatial derivatives. These have a higher 
scaling dimension than the density operator, whieh is 
isotropie, and thus are accompanied by the particle size 
raised to a greater power than the exponent 3 - I/v. In 
order to consider anisotropy, the smaH partic1e expansion 
must be extended beyond the leading order. 

Here we eonsider the simplest ease of ideal polymers 
in whieh 3 - 1/11 = 1 and the scaling dimension of the 
leading anisotropie operators turns out to be 3. Thus 
the anisotropie effects of, e.g., a small circular disk are 
proportional to the third power of the radius of the disko 

There are also isotropie operators beyond the leading 
density operator. The dominant ones are the next-to
leading operator of scaling dimension 2 and three next-to
next-to-leading operators of sealing dimension 3. These 
higher isotropie operators survive, even in the special case 
of a spherieal particle, in which the amplitudes of the 
anisotropie operators vanish, and describe corrections in 
the physical properties which are of higher order in the 
radius R of thc sphere. 

As an example [5] the next-to-next-to-Ieading contri
bution of order R3 to the polymer induced free energy 
cost for immersing the sphere at a distance Zs from a 



planar wall is shown in Fig. 1. The full line is a plot 
of the analytic expression predicted by the operator ex
pansion for the regime R ~ zs, R g • Here the necessary 
universal amplitudes in front of the three operators and 
a so-called contact term have been determined from a 
study of the single sphere problem without a wall. The 
excellent agreement with results from a direct numerical 
evaluation shown as squares, circ1es, and asterisks in Fig. 
1 indicates that the proposed expansion is a reliable and 
useful tool for evaluating small partic1e behavior even be
yond the leading order. 

2 

0 

0 
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

zs/V2'Rg 

FIG. 1: Third order contribution pR3g3 (zs/Rg ) in the par
tide radius of the free energy required to immerse a small 
spherical particle with its center at a distance Zs from a pla
nar wall. Here p is the ideal gas pressure of the ideal polymer 
chains in the bulk. The analytic prediction of the operator 
expansion (fullline) is eompared with a direct numerical eval
uation of the free energy following the method of Ref. 4 for 
size ratios RIRg = 0.05 (squares), 0.0125 (cireles), and 0.0031 
(asterisks). For R « zs, R g the data convincingly eollapse 
onto the predieted curve. 

Consider now an anisotropie partic1e with the shape 
of an oblate or prolate ellipsoid of revolution. In this 
ease the small partic1e expansion up to the third order 
eontains apart from the above mentioned five isotropie 
operators also two anisotropie operators [5] of uniaxial 
symmetry and sealing dimension 3. The amplitudes in 
front of all the operators now depend on the aspect ra
tio 1 / s between the sizes land 8 of the large and small 
ellipsoid axes. Again they are independent of distant 
perturbations such as a wall or another particle and can 
be obtained from considering the simple ease of a single 
ellipsoidal particle in a polymer solution in free space. 

As an application we diseuss the interaction between a 
small ellipsoidal particle such as a eircular disk of radius 
Rdisk and a planar wall. The leading term 

l1eading = 8p~isk R;Mh(ZE/Rg) (1) 

of the free energy cost F to immerse the disk is linear in 
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the radius of the disk and arises from the density opera
tor. It depends on the distance from the wall ZE of the 
center of the disk but is independent of its orientation. 
Here Mh is the bulk-normalized polymer density profile 
near a wall in absence of the particle. The leading term 
with orientational dependence is given by 

l1eadinganisotropic = (cos'!9)2pR~iskAtisk(ZE/Rg) (2) 

and arises from the two anisotropie operators. Here '!9 
is the angle between the surface norm als of the disk and 
the wall and Alisk «) is the simple expression 8{ -erfe( + 
[erfc«(/2)J/3} shown in Fig. 2. The leading contribution 

Adisk 

ZE/'Rg 
3 4 

-1 

-2 

-3 

-4 

5 

FIG. 2: The amplitude Adisk whieh speeifies the dependenee 
(2) of the free energy on the orientation of the small disk with 
respect to the wall. Adisk changes sign at zEIRg = (0 = 0.99. 
For ZE/'Rg > (0 and < (0 the most favorable orientation of 
the disk is perpendicular and parallel to the wall with eos f) = 
o and 1, respectively, compare Eq. (2). 

(1) for a disk should be eompared with the corresponding 
contribution for a spherical particle of radius R in which 
8~isk is replaced by 411" R. Thus the free energy cost for 
a disk is smaller by a factor 2/11" than for a sphere of 
the same radius, as expected sinee polymer depletion is 
weaker in the former case. 

Eq. (2) implies that the free energy for the larger 
particle-wall separations ZE/'Rg > (0 is lowest if the disk 
is aligned perpendicular to the wall with '!9 = 11"/2, and 
for the smaller separations zE/Rg < (0 if it is aligned 
parallel to the wall with '!9 O. 
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Giant Hexagonal Superstructures in Diblock Copolymer Membranes 

C. K. Haluska,1, W. T. G6zdzZ,4, H.-G. Döbereiner1 , S. Förster3 and G. Gompper4 

1 Max-Planck-Institut für Kolloid- und Grenzfiächenforschung, Am Mühlenberg 1, 14476 Golm 
Z Institute of Physical Chemistry Polish Academy of Sciences, Kasprzaka 44/52, 01-224 Warsaw, Poland 

3 Institut für Physikalische Chemie, Universität Hamburg, Bundesstrasse 45, 20145 Hamburg 
4 Institute Theory 11 

We have observed polymersomes of high genus with their vesicle wall organized on the micrometer 
scale either in a double bilayer connected by a lattice of passages or a tubular network with hexagonal 
symmetry. Experimentally found shape classes are identified within a theoretical phase diagram 
based on the bending energy of the polymer membrane. Pronounced morphological changes could 
be induced and controlled by temperature. 

F&E-Nr: 23.102 

Controlled structuring of materials on alliength scales 
is required to tune their specific chemical and physi
cal properties. In this respeet, the complex moleeu
lar organisation of block copolymer melts has been the 
foeus of intense efforts over the last two decades [1]. 
Adding solvent to amphiphilic block copolymers melts 
produces an even richer zoo of marvelous morpholo
gies on a supramoleeular seale of 10 to 100 nm. Fi
nally, advanees are being made to extend strueturing into 
the micrometer domain. Reeently, giant bilayer vesicles 
with a typical size of 10 J.tm made of an homogenous 
diblock eopolymer membrane, so ealled polymersomes, 
eould be obtained in aqueous solution [2]. We report 
here [3] the remarkable property of polybutadiene(32)
b-polyethylenoxide(20) (PB-PEO) moleeules [4] to self
assemble into giant vesicles with a wall formed either by 
a double bilayer, which is conneeted by a lattice of pas
sages, or a tubular network with hexagonal symmetry. 
In Fig. 1, we show examples for these morphologies. The 
vesicles we eonsider here have a high-genus topology, with 
a genus on the order of 9 ~ 100 or even larger. 'Ve are 
not interested in global vesicle shapes, but rather want 
to characterize and model the local membrane shape on 
the scale of a typical structural unit. 

The viseoelastic properties of a PB-PEO bilayer mem
brane have already been investigated in Ref. [5J for gi
ant quasi-spherical vesicles (with genus 9 = 0). The 
bending and stretching elastic moduli of the polymer 
membrane were found to be f), = 42 kBT and K = 
470 dynl cm, respectively, very similar to the values com
monly found for lipid membranes, and also in an earlier 
study for an aqueous solution of the diblock copolymer 
polyethylethylene(37)-b-polyethylen oxide(40) [2]. How
ever, the membrane viseosity is inereased almost 1000-
fold as eompared to typical lipid membranes [5]. Thus, 
as in the ease of lipid membranes, we may model the 
block copolymer membrane as a fluid elastic sheet aIlow
ing bending deformations but essentially no area dilata
tion due to the high stretching elastic modulus. 

Our theoretical analysis of the loeal membranes shapes 
is therefore based on the curvature energy of doubly-
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periodie membranes with the eonstraints of fixed volume 
V and membrane area S. The walls of the polymer
somes, which are formed of a double bilayer eonnected by 
passages, ean be weIl approximated by doubly-periodic 
surfaces when the distance between the bilayers is small 
eompared to the size of the polymersomes. We study a 
lattice of passages of hexagonal symmetry. For simplic
ity, we ignore the existence of lattice defects, in particular 
those which are indueed by the spherical topology of the 
polmersome shapes, see Fig. 1. Membrane shapes with 
passages, which are symmetrie with respeet to the mid
plane between the two bilayers, can be parametrised by 
[6] 

where r (x, y), and N is the number of Fourier ampli
tudes. There are Ni reciprocallattiee vectors k)i) in the 
i-th shell. L is the lattice eonstant. 

The elastie properties of diblock copolymer bilayers are 
described by the curvature energy 

(2) 

where the integral extends over the whole membrane 
area. Cl, Cz are the local principal eurvatures at each 
point of the membrane. The spontaneous eurvature Co is 
induced by the different sugar solutions on the two sides 
of the polymer membrane [7]. A second contribution to 
Co arises from the different number of polymer molecules 
in the two sheets of the bilayer, which typically oecurs 
during the formation proeess. 

We examine the stability of Ioeal membrane shape as 
a function of dimensionless variables v = V183/ 2 and 
Co C08 1/ Z• Here, volume V and membrane area S are 
calculated for the unit cell of the hexagonallattice. We 
have found several families of shapes: small and large 
passages, budded vertiees, tubes, and spindies, whieh 
are stable for different values of v and co. Experimen
tal membrane morphologies can be matehed nicely with 
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FIG. 1: Comparison of experimental and theoretieal mem
brane shapes. The scale bars eorrespond to 10 p,m. Exper
imental images with (a) narrow passages, (e) wide passages, 
(e) budded vertiees. Theoretical shapes resulting from mini
mization of the functional (2) with N = 15 in Eq. (1) for (b) 
v = VjS3/2 0.098 and CQ COS1/ 2 = 0.3 (smali passages), 
(d) v = 0.076 and CQ 2.7 (large passages), (f) v = 0.065 
and CQ = 4.4 (budded vertiees), (g) v 0.053 and CQ = 5.7, 
v 0.043 and CQ 5.9 (spindies). The lattice of touehing 
spheres (e) is deformed by strong thermal fluetuations. 

their respective corresponding theoretical counterparts, 
as demonstrated in Fig. 1. The regions of stability of 
these phases can be seen in the phase diagram of Fig. 2. 

The most common shapes are membranes connected 
by circular passages. For v;S 0.10, shapes oftwo families 
of circular passages exist for the same values of v and Co 
over some range of spontaneous curvature. The shapes of 
these two families differ mainly by the size of the passage, 
where one family - see Fig. 1a,b is characterized by a 
smaH ratio of passage radius to lattice constant, while the 
other - see Fig. 1c,d is characterized by a large ratio. 
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FIG. 2: Theoretical phase diagram, calculated for N = 15 
Fourier amplitudes in Eq. (1). The full lines indieate phase 
transitions, where the energies of two different families of 
shapes are equal. All transitions are first-order and end in 
criticial points (.). The dashed lines are loeations of minimal 
energy when the volume eonstraint is released. The shaded 
areas show the regions where shapes of two different families 
are (meta-)stable. 

The transition from small to large passages with increas
ing Co is discontinuous for small reduced volume v, and 
ends in a critical point. The transition is accompanied 
by the change of the lattice constant L of the order of 
a few percent. Other families of shapes, which resemble 
either spheres located on the vertices of the hexagonal 
lattice connected by small necks (Fig. 1e,f), or spindle
like object located along the edges of a hexagonallattice 
and connected at the vertices (Fig. 19). are found to be 
stable at lower reduced volumes. 

Structuring polymerie interfaces on micrometer length 
scales may prove useful for applications requiring mate
rials with giant pores. In a biomimetie context, we note 
the striking resemblance of the large-passage membrane 
structure Fig. 1c-d to the tests of certain sea urchins [8]. 
It seems promising to employ superstructures of diblock 
copolymer membranes in order to cast desired mineral 
materials into micron-sized geometrical shapes. 
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Criterion for phase separation in one-dimensional driven systems 
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(a) Department oi Physics 0/ Gomplex Systems, 

Weizmann Institute 0/ Science, Rehovot, Israel 16100. 
(b) Institute Theory II. 

A general criterion for the existence of phase separation in driven density-conserving one
dimensional systems is proposed. It is suggested that phase separation is related to the size de
pendence of the steady-state currents of domains in the system. A quantitative criterion for the 
existence of phase separation is conjectured using a correspondence made between driven diffusive 
models and zero-range processes. The criterion is verified in all cases where analytical results are 
available, and predictions for other models are provided. 

F&E-Nr: 23.102 

While phase separation and spontaneous symmetry 
breaking are weil known not to take place in one dimen
sion in thermal equilibrium, several models of driven one 
dimensional systems with Ioeal dynamics have reeently 
been demonstrated to exhibit both [1]. Whether or not 
a given model exhibits phase separation is in many eases 
not a simple question to answer , and it may depend on 
numerieal evidenee whieh eould be rather subtle. 

For example, in arecent 3-species model introduced 
by Arndt et al [2] (AHR) , it has been suggested that 
one should expect two distinct phase separated states: 
one in which the three species are fully separated from 
each other (related to the phase separation observed by 
Evans et al [3] in a related model), and the other is a 
more subtle mixed state whose existence is supported 
by extensive numerical simulations of systems of finite 
length and by a mean-field treatment. Subsequently, an 
exact analytical analysis of the model has shown that 
the mixed state is in fact disordered, and that in order to 
see this in simulations one has to study extremely long 
systems (of the order of 1070) [4J, far beyond existing 
numerical capabilities. 

In another example introduced by Korniss et al a two 
lane extension of a 3-species driven system was stud
ied [5]. It has been suggested that while for this model 
the one lane system does not exhibit phase separation [6], 
this phenomenon does exist in the two lane model. The 
studies rely on numerical simulations of systems of length 
up to 104 • This result is rather surprising and not weIl 
understood. It may very weIl be the case that as für the 
AHR model, the two lane model does not actually ex
hibit phase separation in the thermodynamic limit, and 
that this could be seen only by studying extremely long 
systems. It would thus be of great importance to find 
other criteria, which could distinguish between models 
supporting phase separation from those which do not. 

In [7J we introduced a simple general criterion for the 
existence of phase separation in density-conserving one
dimensional driven systems. Phase separation is usually 
aceompanied by a coarsening process in which small do
mains of, say, the high density phase coalesce, eventually 
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FIG. 1: Domain growth of larger domains on the expense of 
smaller domains. The current J" out of domain 3 of size n is 
smaller than the current out of the smaller domain 2 

leading to macroscopic phase separation. This process 
takes place as domains exchange particles through their 
currents. When smaller domains exchange particles with 
the environment with faster rates than larger domains, a 
coarsening process is expected, which may lead to phase 
separation. Our criterion quantifies this mechanism, and 
relates the existence of phase separation to the steady
state currents through which domains exchange particles. 
The criterion is readily applicable even in cases which 
cannot be decided by direct numerical simulations. 

In order to explicitly state the criterion we note that 
in many models which carry a non-zero current in the 
thermodynamic limit the current of a finite domain of 
size n takes thc form Jn = Joo(l + bin) to leading order 
in 1 In. For b > 0 the current of long domains is smaller 
than that of short ones, which leads to a tendency of the 
lünger domains to grow at the expense of smaller ones. 
According to our criterion phase separation takes place 
at high-densities only for b > 2. Moreover if the current 
decays to its asymptotic value as Jn = Joo(l + blnCf

) , the 
model is predicted to phase separate at any density for 
er < 1 while it is always homogeneous for er > 1. In some 
models Joo = 0, although, due to lack of detailed balance, 
the current Jn of a finite system is non-vanishing. In this 
case the system is predicted to phase separate at any 
density. 

The results presented above emerge from a careful 
analysis of a zero-range process (ZRP) which could be 
viewed as a generic model for domain dynamics in one
dimension. To define this process we consider a one-



dimensionallattice of M sites, or "boxes" , with peri
odic boundary conditions. Particles, or "balls", are dis
tributed among the boxes with the box i occupied by ni 

balls. The dynamies is defined in the following way: a 
box i is chosen at random and a particle is removed from 
it and transferred to a left (right) neighbor with rates 
PWn, «1 p)wn ;) where 0 :$ p :$ 1. The rate Wni da
pends only on the number of balls in that box. The model 
mayeither be unbiased (p = 1/2), 01' biased (p -# 1/2). 

In a grand canonical ensemble, namely an ensemble 
where the number of boxes M is fixed while the number 
of balls is allowed to fiuctuate with their average number 
controlled bya fugacity z, the steady state weight of a 
configuration of the ZRP is known to be [8] 

M 

WZRP ({nÜ) = II zniFn, . (1) 
i=l 

Here Fk n~=ll/wm for k ;:::: 1 and Fo 1. In 
this ensemble boxes are statistically independent with 
a single-site occupation distribution function given by 
P(k) ,...... zkFk' It is known [8] that condensation occurs 
at any density when W n ~ 0 with n ---+ 00, or when it 
decreases to a non-vanishing asymptotic value as b/nCT 

with (j < 1; no phase separation takes place for (j > 1; 
for (7 = 1 phase separation takes place at high densities 
only for b > 2. 

This model may be used to gain physical insight into 
the dynamies of driven ona-dimensional systems. Oecu
pied boxes represent domains of the high density phase. 
The currents leaving domains are represented by the rates 
of the ZRP. This is done by identifying the rate W n asso
ciated with a box containing n balls with the currents Jn 
leaving a domain of n partides. A bias in the currents 
to a certain direetion may be incorporated through p as 
defined above. The existence of a box with a macroscopie 
oecupation in the ZRP eorresponds to phase separation 
in the driven model. 

In [7] we have eonsidered several ona-dimensional 
driven systems and studied their domain dynamies by 
introducing a eorresponding zero-range proeess. By ana
lyzing the ZRP, the existence of phase separation in the 
original model may be addressed. The AHR model is 
a three-state model on a ring. Each site is either empty 
(0), occupied by a positive (+) or a negative (-) particle. 
The model evolves by a random sequential dynamics in 
which a pair of nearest neighbor sites is chosen at random 
and exchanged with the rates: 

+ 0 0 + ; 0 - -0; + - +. (2) 
q 

We showed that for the AHR model the corresponding 
ZRP yields its exact steady-state domain-size distribu
tion. This ZRP does not exhibit phase separation, in 
agreement with the exaet results of (4]. 
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For the two-Iane model [5J we argue that it, too, does 
not exhibit phase separation contrary to results of nu
merieal simulations of finite systems. This model is a 
generalization of (2) with q = 0 to two lanes. Here in ad
dition to the hopping process (2) within each lane, par
ticles may hop to neighboring empty sites on the other 
lane with rate la, and to exchange with a neighboring 
particle on the other lane with rate I' Numerical stud
ies of the model have suggested that for large enough a 
the system phase separates (5]. However, physieal insight 
into the phenomenon is lacking. In particular it is not un
derstood why the two-lane model seems to exhibit phase 
separation while its singled-Iane version does not [6]. In 
order to apply the conjecture, the eurrent Jn of a block 
of size n is ealculated numerieally for the two lane model. 
One finds that b < 2 [7]. Thus the conjecture suggests 
that the apparent phase separation found in numerical 
studies is due to simulations of systems mueh smaller 
than the typical domain size. We note that simulating 
the open systems and obtaining the asymptotic behavior 
of the eurrent involves a relatively modest numerical ef
fort, as one onIy needs to simulate rather small systems. 
This should be compared with the huge systems which 
are needed in order to demonstrate the lack of phase sep
aration in direct simulations. 

Applying the conjeeture to a dass of models with van
ishing Joo these systems are expected to phase separate 
for any density. This is in agreement with results ob
tained from models with exponentially deeaying eurrents 
which have been shown to exhibit a strongly phase sepa
rated state [lJ. Although the eriterion introduced in this 
Letter has not been proved to hold in general, the physi
cal picture emerging from this analysis offers a rather ro
bust meehanism for phase separation, suggesting a broad 
applicability. 
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Kinetics of depletion interactions 

G. A. Vliegenthart 
Institute Theory II 

Depletion interactions between conoidal particles dispersed in a fluid medium are effective inter
actions induced by the presence of other types of conoid and give rise to interesting equilibrium 
and non-equilibrium phase behaviour. These interactions are not instantaneous but build up in 
time through a diffusive collision process between the two species. We show by means of Brownian 
dynamics simulations that the fluctuations in the depletion force between two guest particles in a 
host dispersion of differently sized conoids do not decay exponentially with time, but show a power
law dependence. A simple scaling theory accurately describes the dependence of the magnitude of 
these fluctuations on time. The consequences in particular for the dynamics of conoidal mixtures 
are discussed. 

F&E-Nr: 23.102 

INTRODUCTION 

Dispersions containing colloidal particles of different 
size and/or shape play an important role in many pro
cesses in the fields of chemistry, biology and physics. It 
is no surprise then that the topic has attracted a lot of 
attention from workers in these fields. A full statisti
cal description of the structure and dynamics of multi
component dispersions has proven extremely difficult, 
which is why many approaches involve the reduction of 
the number of degrees of freedom. In the equilibrium the
ory of binary colloidal mixtures one such approach is the 
so-called 'integrating out' of one of the components [:1.]. 
The resulting renormalisation of the inter action potential 
between the remaining particles, in what has become an 
effective one-particle description, is often referred to as 
the depletion potential. 

Depletion interactions playa central role in the current 
understanding of the phase behaviour of dispersions con
taining colloids of different size and/or shape and have 
a remarkably elegant physical interpretation, although 
strictly accurate only in the dilute limit. This interpre
tation hinges on the view that an imbalanced osmotic 
press ure pushes two test particles towards each other 
when they approach within a correlation length set by 
the other species. 

Depletion potentials are often treated as true, instanta
neous potentials even when considering time-dependent 
phenomena such as the kinetics of demixing and gelation 
[2]. This is problematical as depletion interactions need 
time to build up through many collisions between a pair 
of test particles and the particles of the other species. 
This is (also) the reason why both in experiments [3] and 
in computer simulations the (mean) depletion potential 
is only obtained after extensive averaging. Here we show 
by means of scaling theory and Brownian dynamics sim
ulations that the static depletion interaction potential is 
only approaehed algebraically in time, Le., the build-up 
of the depletion interaction is a slow process. Clearly, 
this must have an impact upon processes such as phase
separation kineties, gelation and dynamics of mixtures in 
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external fields where there is competition between an in
stantaneous field and fluctuating depletion interactions. 

SCALING THEORY 

Arguably, diffusive processes are at the root of the 
buildup of depletion forces, allowing us to estimate the 
kinetics thereof by fairly simple scaling arguments. 

First we eonsider the ease of two parallel plates of lin
ear dimension al fixed at a distance R immersed in a 
dispersion of (ghost) particles of diameter a2 at a num
ber density P2. If R is smaller than a2, the presence of 
the ghost spheres induce a net attraetion as they are ex
cluded from the gap between the plates. Aceording to the 
Asakura-Oosawa depletion theory, [5J the mean interac
tion force between the plates is given by (F) = -IIa; 
for separations R S a2, where II = kBTp2 is the osmotic 
pressure of the host dispersion and kBT the thermal en
ergy. For R > a2, (F) = O. 

The mean number of ghost colloids (N2(t») contribut
ing to the build-up of net force (F) between the plates 
in a time interval of width t is equal to their mean den
sity times the plate area times a diffusion length, and 
increases with time proportionally to P2arV D2t with D2 
the diffusivity of species 2. Assuming the ideal host dis
persion to be in loeal equilibrium, it follows from stan
dard statistical meehanics that the mean-square fluctu
ation of this number must also be of the order (N2(t»). 
As a consequence, the mean-square fluctuation (!.lF2 ) of 
the depletion force should seale as P2(kBT)2aUVD2t. 

Using the Stokes-Einstein relation D2 f',J kBT / JLa2 for 
the diffusivity of colloid species 2, with JL the viscosity of 
the solvent, we thus obtain 

for R < a2, showing an algebraic decay with time which 
is due to the diffusive nature of the coupling of the plates 
to the host dispersion. Note that eq. (1) implies that the 
buildup of the depletion forees must also be algebraie in 
time. 



Our arguments carry over naturally to physically more 
interesting geometries such as pairs of large spheres im
mersed in dispersions of (ghost) spheres of different size, 
although that the available collision area and the diffu
sion volume are no longer trivial to evaluate, because 
they now depend on the size ratio of the spheres as weIl 
as on their separation. Here, we simply reproduce with
out proof for that particular case the final results for 
the mean and the mean-square fluctuation of the deple
tion force. The former reads (F} = - nur(l + q)2[1 -
R2 jur(I + q)2Jp2kBT for Ul < R:::; Ul + U2 and (F) = 0 
for R> Ul +U2 (where q = u21u1 is the size ratio) while 
the latter equals, 

x 

(1 + q) 
l(t)[l + q + Rlu1] 

(2) 

[uf(! + q)2[! + R21ur(I + q)2]kBT]2p2 
(3ut(I + q)2 14+ 3Ul (1 + q)l(t)/2 + l(t)2] 

for U1 < R :::; U1 + U2, where let) = c..[l52t is a dif
fusion length. Here, c is an unknown constant of pro
portionality that we fix by fitting to the results of the 
Brownian dynamics simulations. Equation 2 holds also 
for R ;::: Ul + U2 provided we set R Ul + U2. Notice the 
non-obvious dependence of (I:1F2) on time t, distance 
Rand the size ratio q. Here we only show the results 
for the time-dependence of the fluctuations while a more 
extensive discussion incIuding the distance, and size de
pendence is given elsewhere [4]. 

BROWNIAN DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS 

Brownian dynamics simulations were performed for 
two two test colloids fixed at a distance Rand N2 ghost 
particles in a simulation box of volume V. 

The ghost particles interact with the test particles 
through a hard-core-like steep repulsive potential that 
scales as €«1 + q)udr)50, where E is the interaction 
strength and r is the distance between the centers of mass 
of a test colloid and a host particle. Simulation time was 
divided in a sequence i = 1, ... , N intervals ofwidth t. For 
each interval i the net force fi(t) along the vector con
necting the centers of mass of the pair of test particles 
was calculated. The variance of the distribution of forces 
we define as the fluctuation in the force. The mean de
pletion force is simply obtained as (F) = I:!l!i(t)IN, 
while the mean squared fluctuation in that force is given 
by (1:::..F2

) = Z:!1 fl(t)IN - (I:~l fi(t)IN)2. 
Plotted in fig. 1 is the value of (I:1F2 ) at contact, as a 

function of t for q = 0.5, kETle 1 at a ghost particle 
density P2U~ 0.0625. The time t is normalised on the 
Brownian time rf = 31rjLuVkBT of the ghost particles. 
Also indicated is the fitted scaling relation eq. (2). For 
small t, the diffusion length is small on the scale of the 
linear dimension of the test particles, and therefore ap
proaches the result for the flat plate. For large times the 
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FIG. 1: The mean~square fiuctuation of the depletion force as 
a function of the dimensionless time t / Tl with Tl the Brow
nian timescale of the ghost partic1es. The symbols indicate 
the simulation results and the full curve those of the scaling 
theory (eq. (2». The horizontal, dashed Une corresponds to 
the average force squared (F}2. 

scaling crosses over to t-3/ 2 , approaching the time depen
dence of a radially symmetrie diffusion volume. Best fits 
were obtained setting c = 1 although one would expect 
on basis of the quasi one-dimensional nature of the prob
lem a value of Vi. The deseription is quantitative over 5 
decades in time. Also in the case of fig. 1 is the s~uare
mean depletion force (F}2. Clearly, (t::..F2) «(F) only 
if t » rf, Le., for times very much larger than the diffu~ 
sion time of the host particles. This means that for the 
case q 0.5, the mean depletion force cannot fully bund 
up at the diffusion time of the guest particles. Conse
quently, the aetual depletion force feIt by these particles 
must be dominated by fluctuations. 

We have shown that the temporal fluetuations in the 
depletion force between two guest particles in a host dis
persion of colloids of different size are significant. Our 
results imply that the dynamics of approach of two such 
colloids must be strongly influenced by these fluctuations 
and the slow buildup of the depletion force, a fact not 
commonly recognised. 
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Distribution functions and force-extension relations of semiflexible chains 

R. G. Winkler 
Institute Theory 11 

The conformational properties of semiflexible chains of Gaussian segments are studied for a con
stant force and constant extension ensemble. Qualitative differences are found for the force-extension 
relation and the end-to-end distribution when the persistence length is of the order of the chain 
length. The comparison of the force-extension relation with experimental results on DNA molecules 
exhibits excellent agreement. The proposed approach provides a simple analytical expression for 
the end-to-end distribution which is in excellent agreement with Monte Carlo simulations of the 
Kratky-Porod semiflexible chain model. 

F&E Nr. 23.102 

The functions and properties of biological systems cru
cially depend upon the conformational properties of the 
constituting (linear) macromolecules. Prominent exam
pIes are the polymers of the cytoskeleton, in particular 
actin filaments [1], and DNA. Like many other biological 
polymers, they are semiflexible chains. It is (among other 
aspects) the stiffness of actin which determines the me
chanical properties of a cello Insight into the conforma
tional properties of individual molecules can be gained by 
fluorescence microscopy [2]. Measurements of the force
extension relation of DNA molecules by such techniques 
reveal the semiflexible character of biological molecules 
[3,4]. 

Despite the success of the semiflexible chain approach 
there are various aspects of semiflexible chain behavior 
which are not satisfactorily solved. In particular, the 
distribution function of the end-to-end distance has at
tracted considerable attention recently [5, 6]. 

The basis of these approaches is the wormlike chain 
model of Kratky and Porod [5], which accounts for stiff
ness via inclusion of bending elasticity. Although physi
cal reasonable, this model and its numerous, subsequent 
modifications have not provided analytically tractable re
sults for equilibrium and dynamical properties of a chain 
of arbitrary stiffness. Results for the radial distribution 
function of the Kratky-Porod model have been obtained 
recently based on aperturbation theory with a rodlike 
chain as a reference [5]. 

The most promising candidate for an analytical 
tractable model is a chain of Gaussian segments, i.e., a 
chain with Gaussian distributed distances between suc
cessive points along the chain. For flexible chains, we 
demonstrated that even finite size can be taken into ac
count by this model. However, the force constants have 
to be chosen adequately in order to satisfy macroscopic 
requirements, like a finite contour length. Numerous at
tempts have been undertaken to find the correct descrip
tion für a semiflexible chain. Taking into account the 
chain ends properly, it has been shown that such an ap
proach provides second moments which agree with those 
üf the Kratky-Porod wormlike chain [7]. 

In order to interpret experimental data, it would be 
useful to have a clear and complete understanding of the 
predictions of the various models for wormlike chains. 
Such an understanding would reveal the strengths and 
deficiencies of a model in describing real polymers and 
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serves as a bases for improved models. The major differ
ence between the Gaussian description and the Kratky
Porod model is the intrinsic elasticity of the Gaussian ap
proach. The comparison of experimental force-extension 
data on DNA with the predictions of the Kratky-Porod 
model yields deviations at large extensions [4], which are 
explained by an internal elasticity of DNA molecules. 

Another major aspect is the understanding of the equi
librium and non-equilibrium dynamics of semiflexible 
chains. To obtain analytical solutions a sufficiently sim
ple model is required which still captured the essential 
features of semiflexible chains. As we demonstrated, the 
Gaussian semiflexible chain provides such a model [8]. 

The partition function of a (continuous) chain can be 
obtained by the maximum entropy principle [7], where 
the distribution function is determined by a variational 
calculations from the entropy taking intü account bond 
length and bond angle restrictions by constraints. For 
the constant force ensemble, an additional constraint for 
the average position of one of the chain ends is applied 
(to remove the translational degrees of freedom, the other 
chain end is fixed). In the constant extension ensemble 
the partition function has to be calculated with both end 
points fixed. Choosing appropriate constraints, the max
imum entropy principle yields a path integral represen
tation of the corresponding partition functions which are 
analytically tractable. The detailed calculation leads to 
the force-extension relation 

(1) 

for the constant force ensemble, where a is the extension, 
L the contour length, and lp = 1j(2p) the persistence 
length of the chain. Figure 1 compares our analytical 
result with measurements on B-DNA. As is obvious, the 
force-extension relation provides an excellent description 
of the experimental data. The least square fit of F to the 
experimental data yields a persistence length and a chain 
chain length in elose agreement with previous results by 
Marko and Siggia [4]. 

The major difference between the Gaussian semiflex
ible chain and the Kratky-Porod model is the fact that 
the magnitude of tangent vector u( s) is not exactly one 
but only the average (u2 ) = 1 is constraint. As a conse-
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FIG. 1: Fit ofthe force-extension curve ofthe Gaussian serni
flexible chain model (solid line) to experimental data of Smith 
et al. [9]. The fit parameters obtained from a logarithmic fit 
are lp = 53.5 nm and L 33.5 ßm. The dotted Une is calcu
Iated using the interpolation formula derived by Marko and 
Siggia [4] for the Kratky-Porod model with the parameters 
lp = 53 nm and L = 32.8 ßm, respectively. 

quence, the contour length is not a constant but fluctu
ates. Since we adopted a coarse grained description of a 
DNA, we expect that (u2 ) exhibit some fluctuations due 
to the various monomers, and hence degrees of freedom, 
of the real chain incorporated in an effective segment. 
Naturally, the Gaussian chain can only partially capture 
such fluctuations [6]. 

Due to the eontour length fluctuations inherent in the 
Gaussian model, the force-extension relation is slightly 
different from the relation following from the Kratky
Porod model. As a consequence, a somewhat larger con
tour length is obtained. This improves the quality of the 
fit to the experimental data at large extensions. This is 
related to the issue of the stretchability of DNA beyond 
the contour length determined by the fit to the Kratky
Porod model. In terms of the considered model, part of 
the stretching is due to contour length fluctuations. To 
clarify this point further comparisons with experimental 
data are necessary. 

As long as pL » 1, the force-extension relations of a 
constant extension and a constant force ensemble are the 
same. The differences in the fluctuations inherent in the 
two ensemble, however, lead to different force-extension 
relations for pL ;S 2.5. Analysis of the equations for 
the constant extension ensemble shows that the force as
sumes the value zero for finite extensions and pL values 
below a eertain threshold. As a consequenee, a force has 
to be applied to move the ehain ends towards eaeh other 
for smaller extensions. At a = 0, however, the force is 
zero for each of the two ensembles. (For details see [6]). 

Using the partition function and the free energy (F) of 
a ehain with fixed end points, the distribution function of 
a finite extensible chain with one free end ean be caleu
lated. The distribution function follows from the relation 
F rv -kBTln'I/J(r), where 'ifJ(r) is the end-to-end distri
bution function of a free chain. The detailed calculation 
yields 
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FIG. 2: Comparison of radial distribution functions obtained 
from Monte Carlo simulations (symbols) [5] and a Gaussian 
chain (solid lines) for pL = 5, 1.6, 0.66, 0.33, 0.166. 

'ifJ(r) ( 
_ r 2 ) -3/2 ( r 2 )-3 

Ne 1 L2 2 L2 

( 
3pL ) 

X exp - 2(1-r2 /L2) (2) 

for pL » 1. Here, Ne denotes the normalization con
staut. 

Figure 2 compares the radial distribution function 
for the considered semiflexible ehain model with Monte 
Carlo data of the Kratky-Porod model presented in Ref. 
[5]. The results of our approach obviously agree very weIl 
with the simulation data. Since we observe deviations on 
the order of a few percent only, our approach quantita
tively describes the simulation data and can be used as 
a basis to analyze experiments. 

In conclusion, our theoretical approach provides a use
fni deseription of eqnilibrium (and dynamical) properties 
of semifiexible ehains. Extensions to a broad spectrum 
of problems, where the exact treatment of the constraint 
u 2 1 is difficult, is possible. 
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Institute Theory 111 

General Overview 

The institute Theory 111 investigates the mechanisms of the formation of structures and their 
consequences in condensed matter. The research starts from electronic properties which define 
the shortest length and time scales, but it also encompasses the macroscopic consequences. The 
analytical and numerical investigations are in many ways closely connected with experimental 
studies performed in other groups of the IFF, and also with activities in other institutes of the 
Research Center JÜlich. 

Central points of interest for the research in Theory 111 are in the field of electronic structure of 
solids. Material classes under consideration are metals, semiconductors and related 
nanostructured materials specifically with respect to their importance for information technology. 
A second mainstream is formed by cooperative phenomena in condensed matter. Questions here 
aim at the dynamics of structure and pattern formation and the statistical mechanics of order and 
disorder processes. Specific activities concern the effect of long-range interactions like elastic 
effects in solids or hydrodynamic interactions in solid-liquid systems. 

The research of Theory 111 employs a wide range of analytical and numerical techniques 
applicable to many-body problems in condensed matter. In addition the development of new 
methodological concepts and numerical procedures is part of our research interest. The 
development of parallel program codes adapted to massively parallel computers has received 
special attention in recent years. 

The explanation of the microstructure and dynamics of real solids requires the understanding of 
the electronic properties. One of the most important methods for the caIculation of the electronic 
structure of real solids is the density functional theory in connection with appropriate numerical 
procedures. While in recent years bulk properties of metals and semiconductors have been at the 
center of our interest a main concern now is directed towards the understanding of surface and 
interface properties, with particular emphasis on magnetism. 

Theoretical efforts in the investigation of electronic effects, combining charge and spin properties 
for a future technology based on spin-electronics, presently are centered on the problem of spin
injection. Spin-injection is aprerequisite for semiconductor spin-electronics. We have considered 
spin-injection from Fe into ZnSe and GaAs in the ballistic limit. By means of the ab-initio SKKR 
method the ground state properties of epitaxial Fe/ZnSe and Fe/GaAs heterostructures were 
calculated. Three different injection processes were considered. The calculation of the electrical 
conductance shows that (OOl)-interfaces may act as almost ideal spin-filters, while other 
orientations give only small injection efficiencies. The high spin polarization can be traced back 
to symmetries of the bandstructure of iron. 

The properties of high-tech materials for sensorics and information-technology depend usually on 
details of their surface structures and on the growth processes of these materials. The surface of 
the growing interface is often covered with a passivating material like Sb, in order to achieve 
layered growth rather than island growth. We can explain the experimentally observed 
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development of surface stmctures of a growing Ge film on Si(111), covered with a monatomic 
layer of Sb. For this purpose an ab-initio method (the Jülich EStCoMPP-code) was used for the 
calculation of the stability of different Ge(111):Sb stmctures. As one example, the (lxI) 
substitutional stmcture experimentally found on top of the Sb-covered hexagons, formed for a 
three-monolayer Ge film deposited on Si(1II), can be traced back to an over-relaxation of the 
finite size hexagons caused by the Sb atoms on top and at the edge of the hexagons. 

Glasses have properties with characteristic anomalies in comparison with regular solids or with 
liquids. Particularly significant is the so-called Boson-peak in the phonon-spectmm at low 
frequencies. A universal mechanism of Boson-peak formation in glasses has now been proposed. 
It is based on the concept of interacting quasi-local oscillators. Even in the case of weak 
interaction the ordinary low frequency-spectrum becomes unstable. Due to anharmonicity the 
system undergoes a transition into a new stable configuration. Below some characteristic 
frequency the renormalized density of states becomes a universal function of the frequency with 
Boson-peak characteristics. An analytical form of this function has been derived. 

The formation of alloys in directional solidification and the appearance of structures in liquids 
may exhibit striking similarities. The phase transformation of a two-component liquid during 
condensation in a distillation apparatus is discussed. The liquid is assumed to flow in a 
temperature gradient towards decreasing temperature. Two different phase diagrams are 
considered. For a binary fluid with a critical point the separation occurs via spinodal 
decomposition as a convective instability. For a cigar-shaped phase diagram the phase
transformation is shown to evolve in analogy to the fingering-processes known from directional 
solidification. 

Solids crack when the stresses are getting too strong. A satisfactory explanation for the dynamics 
of crack propagation has been missing so far. We present a continuum theory which describes the 
fast growth of a crack by surface diffusion. This mechanism overcomes the usual cusp singularity 
by a self-consistent selection of the radius of the crack tip. It is found that the maximal steady 
state crack velocity remains appreciably below the Rayleigh speed, while the crack-tip becomes 
blunt. Furthermore the theory suggests the possibility of a tip splitting instability for high applied 
tensions. 

H. Müller-Krumbhaar, January 2003. 
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Ballistic Spin Injection from Fe into ZnSe and GaAs 

O. Wunnicke, Ph. Mavropoulos, R. Zeller, and P.H. Dederichs 
Institute Theory III 

We consider the spin injection from Fe into ZnSe and GaAs in the ballistic limit. By means 
of the ab initio SKKR method we calculate the groulld state properties of epitaxial FelZllSe and 
FeiGaAs heterostructures for the (001), (111) and (110) orientatioll. Three injection processes are 
considered: injection of hot electrons and injection of "thermal" electrons with and without an 
interface barrier. The calculation of the conductance by the Landauer formula shows, that (001) 
oriented interface acts like a nearly ideal spin filter, while the other orientations give only small 
injection effidencies. The high spin polarization can be traced back to the symmetry of the band 
structure of Fe(OOl) for normal incidence. 

The controlled injection of a spin polarized current into 
a semiconductor (SC) is one ofthe eentral problems in the 
new field of spin eleetronies ("spintronics"), sinee it is a 
prerequisite tor the development of new spin dependent 
devices. Recently some important successes have been 
achieved. Firstly the injection from magnetic semicon
ductors into GaAs has been demonstrated by two grouPSj 
however these experiments are restricted to low temper
atures. Therefore the injeetion from a ferromagnet with 
a large Curie temperature such as Fe would have strong 
advantages. Such attempts, though, have not been very 
suecessful in the past, i.e., the reported spin injeetion 
effieieney was low, and Schmidt et al. and Fert et al. 
have explained the reasons and the possible eure for this 
problem. Only recently the Ploog-group were successful 
in demonstrating the spin injeetion at room-temperature 
from Fe(OOl) into GaAs with an efficiency of 2% which 
they attributed to tunneling through a Sehottky barrier. 

Recently two ealculations from Grundier and Ru et al. 
for the ballistic spin injection process have been pub
lished, which rely on a free-eleetron description of the 
majority and minority spin bands. Grundler eould argue 
in this way that the FelSC interface can act as a spin 
filter, however, with an efficiency of a few percent only. 
Motivated by this work we have performed [1, 2J ab initio 
ealculations of the ground state properties and the ballis
tic transport through the FelZnSe and FeiGaAs interfaces 
for the (001), (111) and (HO) orientations. In contrast 
to the above mentioned methods our ealculations include 
the whole complexity of the band structures of the fer
romagnet and the SCs as well as the even more complex 
properties of the interface. The important result of our 
ealculation is, that the eonsidered FeISC(OOl) interfaces 
act like nearly ideal spin filters, with spin injection ra
tios as high as 99%. We can attribute this to the differ
ent symmetries of the majority and minority d-bands of 
Fe(OOl) at the Fermi level, a behavior which cannot be 
described in the free-electron model. 

Our method is based on the Iocal density approxi
mation of the density functional theory and applies the 
screened KKR-method. The heterostructure consists of 
an Fe halfspace and a SC (either Zn Se or GaAs) halfs-
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pace, both oriented in the (001) direction and being epi
taxially bonded at the interface, so that the SC lattiee 
eonstant is double the Fe constant (a~~P = 5.425 a.u. 
is used in the calculation). The two halfspace Green's 
functions are determined by the decimation teehnique. 
In the interface region the potentials of the Fe and SC 
layers are determined selfconsistently. The potentials of 
a11 other ML are identified with the asymptotic bulk val
ues. The ballistic conductance G is calculated by the 
Landauer-Büttiker formalism for T = O. Here we use an 
expression adjusted to the asymptotic Bloch character of 
the wave functions and the two-dimensional translation 
symmetry of the system. The in-plane component kU 
of the k-veetor enumerates then the scattering channels, 
and we ean express the kn-dependent eonduetance G(k!!) 
wholly in terms of the Green's function of the system. 

As we will demonstrate in this paper, the spin injection 
process is to a large extent determined by the symmetries 
of the bulk band structures. To show this we discuss in 
the following the Fe/SC(OOl) heterostructure in detail. 
Fig. 1 shows in the left panel the spin split majority and 
minority band structure of Fe and in the middle the one 
of ZnSe for Bloch electrons k = (0,0, kz ) with normal 
incidence on the (001) interface. These are the states 
relevant for the injection proeess, since in the SC only 
states dose to the eonduetion band minimum Ec will be 
populated, having kn ::::; O. As usual the different bands 
in (001) direetion are indexed by 6.1 , .6.2, etc. indicating 
the symmetries of the wave functions. The Fermi en
ergy (EF) i8 assumed to be loeated in the middle of the 
SC gap. Most important is here that the lowest condue
tion states have .6.rC-symmetry; they are invariant under 
all symmetry operations of the zine-blende lattice, that 
transform the Bloch veetor k = (0,0, kz ) in itself. These 
operations form the symmetry group C2v, whieh is at 
the same time identical with the symmetry of the whole 
FeISC(001) interface. It is now important to single out 
those Fe states, which are eompatible with this C2v sym
metry. In Fe, the 6.-nomenclature refers to the C4v sym
metry group, since, eontrary to the zinc-blende I attiee , 
in the bec lattiee the (001) diredion is a fourfold axis. 
Thus, not only the 6.fe-states, consisting loeally of 8, pz 
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FIG. 1: Band structure of Fe(OOl) and ZnSe(OOl) and the 
conductance through the FejZnSe(OOl) interface. B1ack lines 
~enote the majority and grey ones the minority spin direc
tlOn. The arrows symbolize the coupling strength between 
both bands and no arrow means the coupling is forbidden 
due to symmetry. The numbers indieate the ;l symmetry of 
the bands. 

and dZ 2 orbitals, can couple to the ßrc-band states, but 
also the ß[:"-states consisting locally of in-plane dxy or
bitals. On tbe other hand the Fe states of ßfe-symmetry 
as weH as the Fe states with ßfe-symmetry cannot cou
pIe to the ßrc-states, since they do not show the fuH 
symmetry C2v of the heterostructure. For the spin in
jectioll it is now important, that in the majority band 
at Ep and above there exists a ßfe-band while in the 
minority band only a ß[:"-band exists that can couple to 
the ßrc-states. The minority Sie-band starts only at 
1.3eV above Ep. 

Firstly we discuss the injection process of hot electrons 
with Fe states weH above Ep. Although for hot spin in
jection ~tates with non-zero kn values also play a roIe, 
we conslder here for simplicity only states with normal 
incidence. The calculated transmission probabilities for 
injection into ZnSe are shown in the right panel of Fig. 1 
for both spin directions for a Zn terminated interface. 
The results for the Se termination and for Fe/GaAs(OOl) 
are qualitatively the same. The transmission starts at 
the energy Ec of the SC conduction band minimum. In 
the majority band the conductance strongly increases to 
values of around 0.6 e2 / h, while the conductance in the 
minority band is much smalleI'. As a result, the spin 
polarization of the injected current is larger than 97%. 
However, the situation completely changes, if the energy 
oi' the injected Fe electrons exceeds the value Er'2 (1.3eV 
above EF) of the minimum of the minority ßfe-band. 
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There the transmission in the minority band increases 
very sharply and even overcomes the majority transmis
sion, so that the spin polarization changes sign. This 
clearly illustrates, that the absence of the ßfe-state in 
the minority band leads for lower energies to the very 
large spin polarization of the current. The strong spin 
polarization can be understood from the different spa
tial orientation and extent of the ßfe and ß~l'-states. 
The other investigated orientatiolls (111) and (110) do 
not have this symmetry mismatch in the majority and 
minority band and therefore do not show a strong sym
metry enforced spin polarization. So we will discuss in 
the following only the (001) oriented heterostructures. 

Furthermore we have investigated the injection process 
of electrons at with and without a Schottky barrier 
by appropriately lowering the potentials in the SC half:
space. Without a Schottky barrier a spin polarization 
of more than 97% is found in Fe/ZnSe(OOl) and practi
cally 100% in Fe/GaAs(OOl) for Fermi energies around 
lOmeV above the conduction band minimum. To simu
late a Schottky barrier the potential step at the interface 
is smeared out to a barrier of up to 150 ML thickness. 
In this case a new effect from resonant interface states 
in the minority band arises resulting in lower spin polar
izations for thicker barriers. This interface state is the 
analogue to the localized ßl-surface state of the (001) 
surface, and lies in the minority ßl-gap of the bulk. The 
interface state becomes important, if its energy nearly 
coincides with the Fermi level. This 1S approximately the 
case for the Zn terminated FejZnSe(OOl) interface where 
the spin injection efficiency is reduced below 80%, but is 
not important for the other interfaces. 

In summary Dur calculations show that the ideal 
(001) interfaces of Fe/ZnSe(OOl) and Fe/GaAs(OOl) act 
as nearly ideal spin filters. The results assurne an 
ideal interface structure. Any defects will break the 
kU-conservation, thus invalidating the simple symme
try rules leading to the high spin polarization. To
gether with the recent observation of spin injection for 
Fe/GaAs(OOl), our results give a bright prospect for 
spin injection. Much larger spin polarizations might be 
achievable, in particular if ballistic experiments can be 
realized. 

[1] O. Wunnicke, Ph. Mavropoulos, R. Zeller, P.H. Dederichs, 
and D. Grundler, Phys. Rev. B 65, R241306 (2002). 

[2] Ph. Mavropoulos, O. Wunnicke, and P.H. Dederichs, Phys. 
Rev. B 66, 024416 (2002). 



Strained Sb-covered Ge-films: Understanding Ge growth on Si(lll):Sb(l ML) 

A. Antons, Y. Cao[l], B. Voigtländer1, R. Berger, K. Schroeder, S. Blügel2 

IFF-Theorie 111, 1 Institut für Schichten und Grenzflächen, and 2IFF-Theorie I 

Using STM and ab initio total energy caleulations, we have investigated the stability of differ
ent struetures found on Ge films grown on Si(I11):Sb(1 ML)[2]. We find that the (2xl) ehain
reeonstruction of Ge(111):Sb experimentally found to be stable at the equilibrium lattice constant 
of Ge has a range of stability between about 5.5% compression and 1% expansion. !<or larger di
Iatations the (1 x 1)-strueture beeomes stable. With the calculated equilibrium struetures we ean 
explain the experimentally observed development of the surface structure of a growing Ge film on 
Si(111):Sb. 

For optimal electronic devices (lasers, transistors) one 
often desires materials combinations which cannot eas
ily be matehed. An important example is the growth of 
Ge on Si: due to the lattiee mismateh Ge grows epitax
iaHy in large three-dimensional (3D) islands (Stranski
Krastanov growth) on a clean Si surface whereas with 
the proper choice of a "surfactant", Le. by depositing a 
(sub-)monolayer of group-V atoms (As, Sb or Bi) on the 
surfaee of the growing erystal, the growth mode of Ge on 
Si(lll) or Si(OOl) turns to layer-by-Iayer (Frank-van der 
Merwe) growth [3]. Especially, Sb has been successfully 
applied, and a MOSFET with an active p-doped Ge layer 
on a Si substrate has been buHt recently[4]. 

The short period units of bonded adsorbate atoms 
found experimentally on Si and Ge (111) surfaees are 
shown in Fig, 1. All arrangements satisfy the bonding 
requirements: Every Si or Ge atom has four covalent 
bonds, and every group-V atom has three covalent bonds 
and one lone pair of non-bonding electrons. This yields a 
low surface energy. In three structures (Fig. l(a-c) the 
surfactant atoms sit on top of a fun substrate double layer 
(DL), whereas in the substitutional geometry, Fig. l(d), 
the adsorbate atoms replace the substrate atoms in the 
upper half of a double layer. 

FIG. 1: Geometries for group-V adsorbate layers: (a) H3-
trimer eentered above a hexagon composed of first and sec
ond layer substrate atoms, (b) T4-trimer eentered above a 
seeond layer substrate atom (Si(l11}:(Bi, Sb)}, (e) ehain 
(Ge(111}:Sb), and (d) substitutional (Si(111}:As). The ad
sorbate atoms are shown black, while the substrate atoms are 
shown as open spheres. 

We have performed a detailed STM analysis of the sur
face structure of a growing and relaxing Ge film on Sb
covered Si(l11). An analysis ofthe strain in the growing 
film has been performed by Horn-von Hoegen[5] using 
electron seattering. Both studies agree that growth of 
Ge on Si(111):Sb proceeds in several steps (see Fig. 2): 
(i) The Sb layer on Si(l11) shows the (-/3 x -/3) T4-
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trimer structure, Fig. 2(a). (H) After deposition of three 
MLs of Ge (1 ML 7.8x1014 atoms cm-2 ) in a wide 
temperature range a homogeneous wetting layer develops 
which shows 1 ML deep trenches. At high temperatures 
( R:6600C) a long-range ordered hexagonal (6-/3 x 6-/3) 
structure appears. The hexagons are separated by miero
ditches and consist of tri angular sections with the (1 xl) 
structure with Sb atoms on substitutional sites, Fig. 2(b). 
(iii) Growth proceeds with a roughness of severallayers 
until (iv) the Ge film largely relaxes by the formation 
of misfit dislocations at the Ge/Si interface when 10 -12 
Ge layers are deposited. (v) Further growth proceeds on 
the relaxed Sb-covered Ge film which shows the (2 xl) 
surface structure, Fig. 2(c). 

FIG. 2: STM images of the surface structure..'l of the growing 
Sb-eovered Ge film on Si(l11):Sb as a function of film thick
ness. (a) On Si(l11):Sb the (J3 x J3) T4-trimer strueture is 
found, (b) for 3 ML Ge long-range ordered Hat hexagons in a 
(6J3x6J3) arrangement are found, which eonsist of triangles 
showing the (lxI) structure, (e) for thick (> 10 ML) relaxed 
Ge films the (2xl) chain structure is found. 



In order to understand the structures of the growing 
and relaxing Ge film deposited on the Sb-covered Si(l11) 
substrate we have investigated the surface energies for 
the four different structures as a function of lateral lat
tice constant a. We have carried out first-principle cal
culations with the EStCoMPP code [6]. The surfaces are 
modeled by slabs which are periodically repeated in the 
direction perpendicular to the surface. For reliable en
ergy comparisons of structures with different lateral pe
riodicities, a comparable well-converged sampling with 
identical k-point densities in the reciprocallattice is es
sential. We chose k-point sets which correspond to a 
set of 6x6 k-points in the surface Brillouin zone for the 
(lxI) unit cell. To establish minimum energy configura
tions the forces acting on the atoms are relaxed to less 
than 0.1 mRy ja.u .. 

To obtain the surface energy of Sb-covered Ge we used 
laterally strained Ge bulk and Sb4-molecules as reference 
configurations. The calculated surface energies Es with 
varying laterallattice constants for the different struc
tures are shown in Fig. 3. The surface energy ofthe chain 
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FIG. 3: Surface energies Es per Sb atom deposited on 
Ge(lll), plotted against lateral lattice constant a for differ
ent structures. The filled circles, empty circles, triangles, and 
squares represent the H3-trimer, T4-trimer, chain, and sub
stitutional geometries, respectively. The arrows indicate the 
theoretical Si and Ge lattice constants. 

geometry is lower than for the other three geometries at 
the theoretical and experimental equilibrium lattice con
stants of bulk Ge (ath(Ge)=5.632 A and aexp (Ge)=5.657 
A ). This shows that the chain geometry is the most 
stable structure, the substitutional geometry is slightly 
higher in energy than the chain. The H3-trimer config
uration has the highest-energy over the entire range of 
lattice constants tested. 

We find that the (2xl)-reconstruction of Ge(lll):Sb 
is stab1e in the entire range from the Si lattice constant 
(ath(Si)=5.403 A) to the Ge lattice constant. It is also 
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stable for slightly dilated Ge films « 1 %). For larger di
latations the (1 xI )-structure becomes stable. For highly 
compressed Ge films the (v'3 x .;3) T4-structure (found 
experimentally on Si(111):Sb) becomes competitive. It 
stable for lattice constants compressed morethan 5.5%. 

This means one would expect the (1 x l)-structure on 
a growing Ge film on Si(lll) if the lattice constant was 
over-relaxed for some reason. To model the finite size 
hexagons separated by trenches as found in the equilib
rium structure for a Sb-covered 3 ML Ge film grown on 
Si(lll) (see Fig. 2(b», we have calculated the structure 
of a narrow terrace (width 5 nearest neighbor distances) 
for this system. The result is shown in Fig. 4. We find 

FIG. 4: Calculated strueture of two narrow terraces on Sb
covered 3 ML Ge film grown on Si(111) (Sb: dark, Ge gray, 
Si light). Notice, that at the step edge one Sb atom is bound 
to Ge atoms of the higher and lower terrace, and pulls the 
Ge atoms apart at the free edge. This results in an over
relaxation of the Ge film. The in-plane lattice eonstant of 
the top layer (d2) is 8% larger than the Si lattice constant, 
although the Si layer in the middle of the slab is fixed at the 
Si Jattice eonstant (dl). 

an over-relaxation of the Sb-covered Ge film, whose lat
eral lattice constant is about 8% larger than the lattice 
constant of Si bulk. This coincides very weIl with the 
measured lattice constants on top of the hexagons found 
in our STM studies for the 3 ML Ge film on Si(l11) and 
earlier by Voigtländer and Zinner [7]. 
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On the theory of Boson peak in glasses 
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A universal mechanism of the Boson peak formation in glasses is proposed. The mechanism i8 
based on the eoncept of interacting quasi-Ioeal oscillators. Even in the case of weak interaction the 
low-frequency speetrum becomes unstable. Due to anharmonicity the system undergoes a transition 
into a new stable configuration. Below some characteristic frequency the renormalized density of 
states becomes a universal function of W with a Boson peak feature, Le. the reduced density of states 
g(w)/w2 has a maximum at a frequency Wb «WC' We derive an analytical form of this function. 

The Boson peak (BP) is observed in a wide temper
ature range in the inelastic light and neutron scattering 
intensities at low frequencies, corresponding to a maxi
mum in the reduced density of vibrational states g( w) j w2 

[1]. The position of this maximum eorrelates with a low 
temperature bump in the reduced specific heat C(T)jT3 
where T is the temperature. Despite llUmerous efforts, 
there is no widely accepted theory of the Boson peak phe
nomenon. A erucial quest ion is that whether this peak 
eorresponds to phonon degrees of freedom or to some ad
ditional harmonie exeitations in glasses, quasi-localized 
(resonant) modes (QLM). We base our theory of the Bo
son peak on harmonie exeitations in glasses which eoex
ist and interact with long wavelength acoustic phonons 
(sound waves). 

The QLM (or broken up, low lying optieal mo des) can 
be described as harmonie oscillators (HO) that interact 
with the phonons [2,3]. QLM are also found by numer
ical simulations, see [4] and references therein. Due to 
their interactiou with phonons they should inevitably in
teract with one another. This interaction ean eause a 
mechanical instability of the system and the Boson peak 
phenomenon [5J. 

For illustration, consider a system of two interacting 
HO with a potential energy 

Here Mi are the masses and wi the frequencies of the two 
oseillators. The interaction strength is given by 

(2) 

where g12 aceounts for the relative orientation of the HO, 
r12 is their distanee, p the mass density of the glass and 
v asound velocity. The inter action between the HO is 
due to the coupling between a single HO and the sur
rounding elastie medium (the glass). Possible additional 
short range interactions do not introduce qualitative dif
ferences. The HO-phonon coupling has the form [3] 
1tint = AXe, where A is the eoupling eonstant and e the 
strain. 

Diagonalization of Eq. (1) yields two frequencies 
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(3) 

The smaller value, w~, beeomes negative when 112 ex
eeeds the threshold (critical) value I e == wIW2\!MIM2. A 
negative w~ indicates an instability of the corresponding 
eigenstate, vibrational instability the previous mini
mum at Xl X2 = 0 becomes a saddle point of the 
potential energy Uhar(X1, xd· 

This instability persists also in a system of many in
teracting HO. However, in areal glass an unstable HO is 
always stabilized by anharmonie forees into a nearby min
imum of the potential energy. The position of this min
imum depends on the interaction between HO. The llew 
frequencies, in these new minima, are real and different 
from the original ones. Thus the vibrational spectrum is 
reconstructed. This is the mechanism of the Boson peak 
formation. 

Let us consider a system of randomly distributed, in
teracting HO with an initial DOS, go(w), where go(w) is 
a monotonously increasing function of w in the frequency 
range from 0 to Wo (it is normalized to 1). For the har
monie part of the interaction we take the generalization 
of Eq. (1) and add an anharmonic term to stabilize the 
system 

Uanhar (Aj4) LX;. (4) 

We will eonsider the interaction I ij between the oseilla
tors to be a small parameter of our theory. Namely, we 
assume that the typical random interaction 1 between 
neighboring HO is much smaller than the typieal values 
of the product Mw5. As 111 « MW5 the frequencies of 
the order of Wo will be praetieally unaffected by the in
teraction whereas HO with frequencies 

w < W c ::::: 111jMwo « Wo (5) 

will be displaced to new minima. 
Sinee the concentration of unstable HO is much smaller 

than the one of the stable ones a low frequency oscillator 
is usually surrounded by high frequency ones. Therefore 



we can split our problem into two parts. First we con
sider a cluster containing a low frequency oscillator with 
frequency Wl ;:S Wc which is surrounded by a large num
ber N of HO with much higher frequencies Wj "" Wo. To 
determine the eigenfrequencies of the interacting oscilla
tors belonging to the cluster one should solve the secular 
equation of the order of N + 1 in w2 . However, the vari
ations of the high eigenfrequencies should be small and 
Can be discarded as they are proportional to the small 
parameter I/lvI w5. As a result, one gets for the smallest 
eigenfrequency a linear equation. It can easily be solved, 
and one can show that such cluster becomes unstable 
under the condition 

(6) 

For the unstable situation one has to take the anhar
monicity, Eq. (4), into account. The new low frequency 
of the coupled oscillators is then given by 

(7) 

It is remarkable that the anharmonicity which has been 
used in deriving the second Eq. (7) does in the end not 
enter this equatio11, as weIl as our final result, Eq. (8). 

We have shown that the reconstructed density of states 
has a universal shape [6) 

g(W) _ 3C (W*)4 [2() 2( )]-1 
-- - - Zl W + Z2 W w2 1rW* W 

[ 
1 1 Zl (w) + 1 1 1 1 --- 11 + --arctg--

2z1(w) Zl(W) -1 Z2(W) Z2(W) 
(8) 

where 

Zl,2(W) = ~ J J9 + 8(w* /w)6 ± 3. 

The function g(w)/w2 is plotted in Fig. L It depends 
on a single parameter, W*. The maximumof g(w)/w2, i.e. 
the Boson peak, is at Wb ~ L1w*. For large frequencies, 
W »Wb, g(w) ()( W while for small frequencies, W %:: Wb, 

g(w) ()( w4 . Also ShOW11 is a comparison of our theoreti
cal curve with Raman scattering data for lithium borate 
glasses [7] of different compositions. These results are in 
good agreement with the experimental data and support 
the idea of a universal form of the Boson peak [8]. 
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FIG. 1. The Boson peak in reduced units: Eq. (8) (solid 
line) and Raman data for lithium borate glasses [7]. The po
sitions of the Boson peak (for different compositions x) are 
given in brackets. 

In this report we dealt with the case of weak interaction 
between HO. If the interaction is increased the charac
teristic frequencies Wb and W c grow and the gap between 
them narrows and finally disappears. Then our Boson 
peak in g(w)/w2 superimposes the "boundary peak" in 
go(w) at the edge of the original vibrational spectrum. 
The Boson peak can no longer be distinguished from the 
boundary peak in g(w) or from a possible equivalent max
imum in go(w). 
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Liquid-Liquid Phase Change in Systems with Flow 

R. Rzehak and H. Müller-Krumbhaar 
Institute IFF-Theory III 

The phase transformation of a two component liquid during the condensation in a distillation 
apparatus is discussed. The liquid is assumed to flow in a temperature gradient towards decreasing 
temperature. Two different phase diagrams are considered. For a binary fluid with a critical point 
the separation occurs via spinodal decomposition as a convective instability. For a cigar-shaped 
phase diagram the phase transformation is shown to evolve in analogy to the processes known from 
directional solidification. 

Separation of phases forms the basis of important tech
nological processes like distillation, rectification or ex
traction. In industrial applications these phase ehanges 
inevitably oceur in the presenee of flow of the fluids in
volved. We here present two scenarios for such processes 
depending on the qualitative features of the phase di
agram near the operating point, taking into aceount a 
simple type of flow. 

To be specific, we consider in each case a fluid which 
at high temperatures T > Tl is a homogeneous mixture 
of two chemical components. We refer to these compo
nents as solute and solvent without implying that the 
concentration Co of the solute is smalI. At lower temper
atures T < Tl the homogeneous fluid has a tendency 
to phase-separate into two fluids with different compo
sition. We assume that the fluid is flowing with velo city 
v in the positive x-direction, from high to low temper
atures along a fixed temperature profile T(x) which at 
x 0 equals Tl, such that a phase transformation may 
occur for x > O. For simplicity the flow field is taken to be 
uniform. FUrthermore, we assurne the system to be ho
mogeneous in the direction across the channel such that 
onIy the streamwise direction needs to be considered. 

In the first scenario we assume that the phase dia
gram of the fluid has a eritical point at Tcrit = TI, 
Ccrit Co· When the system is quenched from a temper
ature 1b > Tl == Tcrit to a temperature Tz < Tl == Tcrit 
separation of the initial homogeneous high-temperature 
phase into two two phases, one with higher and one with 
lower concentration than Co, proceeds via an instability. 
This process is called spinodal decomposition [1]. 

Assuming diffusion of heat to be fast eompared to dif
fusion of solute we consider the temperature to be fixed 
at each point in the liquid. Then the instability can be 
modeled by a free energy F which as a function of the 
order parameter <t> == C - CcrU has a maximum at the 
critical point. To lowest order this requires a quadratic 
contribution to F. Higher order stabilizing terms are not 
relevant to the analysis of the initial instability and will 
be omitted. The free energy of the fluid in the vicinity of 
the critical point thus possesses the following form [2]: 

f a: ( 2')Z F = 2' T - Tcrit ) <t> + 2' (\7 <p dr . (1) 

The dynamics of the conserved order parameter is de-
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scribed by a modified Cahn-Hilliard equation 

v.\7<t>, (2) 

where the last term accounts for advection by the flow. 
In a prescribed temperature profile the separation pro

cess sets in when the fluid passes the point where T(x) 
Tcrit . We assurne that T(x) is just a step function. Then 
we can ignore the stable region x < 0 and impose some 
reasonable boundary condition at x = O. 

With appropriate normalization by introducing length
and timescales (M,/v)1/3 and v-4/ 3(M"f)1/3 the stabil
ity problem is to find mo des and associated growth rates 
of 

o<t> = _ 84
<t> + h 8

z
<t> _ 8<t> 

8t 8x4 8xz 8x 
(3) 

together with boundary conditions, which can be rather 
arbitrary as long as they do not force completely triv
ial solutions. The dimensionless control parameter h is 
defined by h = (M/V)Z/3,-1/3a:(T - Tcrit ) 

The stability problem for (3) has been solved in 
Ref. [3J in terms of eigenfunctions and corresponding 
eigenvalues. Since the operator on the rhs of Eq. (3) is 
not self-adjoint, the spectrum contains a complex part. 
The corresponding modes are traveling waves. 

For positive values of h the system (3) is absolutely 
stable. This means that any perturbation at x 0 de
cays towards increasing x > O. For h being negative but 
larger than some critical value 

(4) 

a convective instability occurs. Fluctuations will be am
plified with time but they are driven away sufficiently 
fast, such that the amplitudes do not grow at any point 
fixed in the laboratory system. For h < hc this convective 
instability turns into an absolute instability. Any small 
fluctuation will grow unlimited in time and space - within 
the linear model under consideration. After the initial in
stability, phase separation, of course, proceeds through 
several further stages: coarsening, Ostwald ripening, sur
face tension driven flow, turbulent flow etc. When h is 



not constant but varies in space, a critical position Xc is 
defined by the condition, that hex) exceeds the value for 
absolute instability. 

For the second scenario, we have a cigar-shaped phase 
diagram in mind, many features of which are contained 
also in a simplified phase diagram with two parallel co
existence lines. Such aphase diagram is characterized by 
two quantities, the slope mA = mB = m of the coexis
tence lines and the miscibility gap Ac, i. e. the difference 
in solute concentration of the two coexisting phases which 
is independent of temperature. 

Let the system initially consist entirely of liquid A at a 
solute concentration of co. Upon cooling, a phase trans
formation begins at T = Tl where the upper coexistence 
line is crossed. At this temperature the first liquid B ap
pears with a solute concentration of Cl = Co - Ac. When 
the temperature is lowered further, the amount of liquid 
B increases while that of liquid A decreases. At the same 
time also the solute concentration in the liquid B phase 
increases while that in the liquid Aphase decreases such 
that the total mass of solute is conserved. The phase 
change is completed when the last amount of liquid A 
vanishes at T = T2 where the lower coexistence Hne is 
crossed. This last amount of liquid A has a solute con
centration of C2 = Co + Ac, while the solute concentration 
in the liquid B phase then has reached the value of co. 

Expecting the existence of a sharp front separating the 
two phases we introduce separate concentration fields for 
each of them. The two fields are coupled via boundary 
conditions at the interface, the position ~(z, t) of which is 
not known in advance but must be determined as part of 
the solution. This requires an additional relation involv
ing the normal interface velo city {jI + (oz/O~)2. The 
evolution equations describing advection and diffusion of 
the solute in terms of scaled variables Ux = (cx -Co)/ Ac 
are: 

OUB 
ot 

2 OUB t: D B \I UB - V -- for X > ." . ox (5) 

Here DA and D Bare the diffusion coefficients which may 
be different in both phases A and Band v is the flow ve
locity. A relation for the interface velo city relative to the 
fiow derives from continuity of the mass flux as 

~ (I-~) 2 + (:;) 2 ii. (DA\lUA _ DB\luB). (6) 

Boundary conditions at the interface, expressing thermal 
equilibrium are 

(7) 
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( 
2)_a 

where K = ~ 1 + (~) 2 is the curvature of the 

interface and d = T2(J / Lm!::::.c is the capillary length. 
The stationary solution of Eqs. (5)-(7) is a non-moving 

plane front at position x = eT = mAc/ G with a solute 
concentration profile 

UA = - e~ exp (;A (x - eT )) 

UB = O. (8) 

Since our model indeed admits a solution describing a 
sharp front it offers a consistent description of the phase 
separation process. 

The length scale eD D A/V of the concentration pro
file that is established is the result of a balance between 
diffusion and advection of the excess solute. The front 
is stable as long as this concentration profile lies com
pletely outside the two-phase coexistence region. A suffi
dent condition for stability thus is: 

(9) 

Otherwise the plane interface may be unstable with re
spect to modulations such that the fuH 2-dimensional 
problem has to be solved. An increase in velo city above 
the threshold indicated in (9) destabilizes the interface 
and leads to fingering. The instabilities and pattern selec
tion that occur in this case have been studied extensively 
in the literature on directional solidification [4J. 

To summarize, in the first scenario, where the system 
goes through a critical point, phase separation sets in as 
an instability which is of convective nature below a criti
cal fiow velo city. In the intermediate stage of the separa
tion process spatiotemporal chaos may occur. The linear 
approach given here should be sufficient to calculate the 
point is space, where the phase separation sets in. In the 
second scenario a rather sharp front between the high
temperature and the low-temperature phases exists at 
not tao large fiow velocities. Complicated flow patterns 
and a mushy zone are expected at higher fiow rates. Thus 
an increase in fiow rate increases stability in the first sce
nario while it decreases stability in the second scenario. 
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Fast crack propagation by surface diffusion 

Efim A. Brener and Robert. Spatschek 

We present a continuum theory which describes the fast growth of a crack by surface diffusion. 
This mechanism overcomes the usual cusp singularity by a self-consistent seiectioll of the crack tip 
radius. It predicts the saturation of the steady state crack velocity appreciably below the Rayleigh 
speed and tip blulltiug. Furthermore, it iucludes the possibility of a tip splitting instability for high 
applied tensiolls. 

One of the most challenging puzzles in nonequilibrium 
physics and mat.erials science is the phenomenon of frac
t.ure. It. is import,ant. for t,he vast field of mat.erial fai!
ure and probably also for friction processes. Despite it.s 
relevance even t,he motion of a single crack is poody un
derstood. Experiment.ally, the maximum at,t.ained crack 
velocities are far lower than the theoretically expected 
Rayleigh speed. Beyond a critical velocit.y, a so far un
predictable tip splitting of the crack can happen and pro
duce strange oscillations of the crack speed [1]. 

Here we demonst.rate that the linear theory 01 elasticity 
is sufficient to describe consistent.ly crack propagation, 
driven by surfaee diffusion along the crack surfaces. Of 
course, in many situations plasticit,y is very important, 
but t.he beaut,y of our approach is that. it predicts, in a 
simple and well controlled cont,inuum theory, steady st.ate 
crack growth, t.he t.ip splitting instabilit.y and also slow 
deformat.ions of already exist.ing cracks [2, 3]. The goal 
of this paper is t.o present a complet.ely new description 
of crack propagation by a consistent set of equations of 
motion. 

Our basic mechanism is relat.ed to t.he Asaro-Tiller
Grinfeld (ATG) instability [4], which predicts a morpho
logical instability of a uniaxially st.ressed solid int,erface 
due t,o surface diffusion. Relatively long-wave pert.urba
t.ions of the interface lead t.o a reduction of the elastic 
energy of t.he syst.em, whereas short-wave corrugations 
are hampered by surface energy. In the long time behav
ior. deep grooves can form, producing shapes similar to 
cracks. According to previous theories, which used only 
t,he static theory of elast.icity, the notches propagat.e with 
increasing velo city and decreasing t.ip radius and collapse 
to a finite-time cusp singularit.y. 

Usually, it is believed that, surface diffusion is slow, 
but, surprisingly enough, it should not. be ignored even 
in fast fract.ure processes. 

Ste.ady state erack growth On the surfaces of the 
crack the normal stress CTnn and the shear stress CT",r van
ish, whereas the tangential stress CTTT usually does not. 
The chemical potential at. the interface is given by 

aK) . (1 ) 

Here a is the surface energy, Ii the curvature of the in
terface and n t.he atomic volume. E and l/ are Young's 
modulus and Poisson ratio, respectively. Non-hydrostatic 
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st.resses drive a surface fiux proportional t.o the gradients 
of the chemical potential along t.he surface; in turn the 
normal velocity equals the divergence of this fiux due t.o 
conservation of material, 

(2) 

where al as denotes the tangential derivative and D (di
mension m4s-1 ) is proportional t,o t.he surface diffusion 
coefficient .. 

First, we are interested in steady st,ate solutions of the 
equation of motion, with a crack moving in posit.ive x
direction with velo city v (see Fig. 1); In co-moving po
lar coordinates, x = r( B) cos B, y = 1'( B) sin B, the steady 
state equation for t.he shape r(B) reads after one integra
tion of Eq. (2) 

vrsinO = __ D_ 1 dJi. an -ylr=r2""+=1'7.T12 dIJ (3) 

In the taU region st.resses decay and the shape equat.ion 
is a third order linear differential equation Dyl/l = vy 
wit.h two growing (and oscillat.ing) and one decaying so
lution. Only the lat.ter, y(x -> -(0) = Aexp[(v/ D)l/:JX], 

asymptotically describes physical shapes and is allowed. 
Int.egrat.ion over t,he upper int.erface 0 > 0 requires t.he 
suppression of two growing exponentials at. the taU, which 
imposes two boundary conditions. For a given external 
loading, t.hese conditions can be fulfilled by a proper se
lect.ion of the tip radius 1'0 and growt,h velocit,y v. By 
this argument the situation seems to be fully described. 
However, as we mentioned already earlier, t.he use of a. 
staUe theory of elasticity does not. allow a select.ion of t,he 
t.ip radius. The reason is, that both contributions to the 
chemical potential, surface energy Ji.s '" Ii and elastic en
ergy /Lei '" (72, behave as rö1 elose to t.he Hp: In the tip 
approximat,ion, stresses behave as (7ij = ~ lij (0) with 
the static stress int.ensity fa.ctor K. The universal stress 
distribution fij depends only on the orientat.ion relative 
to the crack. Therefore, a dimensionless rescaling of all 
lengt.hscales, e.g. f r/ro, and of the growt,h velocity 
v = vrgj DIeaves the equation of motion invariant and, 
thus, cannot. det,ermine t,he lengthscale ro. Consequently, 
a steady st.at.e solution does not, exist. This is the reason 
for the already mentioned cusp singularity of the ATG 
instability. 



2 

e 
~ 0 p=:==::==~.~~ ................... . 
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FIG. 1: Calculated shape of the crack (withollt elastic dis
placements) driven by sllrface diffusion for Ä 2. The 00-
vance of the crack in positive x directioll is indicated by the 
daslled curve. This requires the redistribution of matter along 
the crack by a transport mechanism. 

The main idea of this paper is based on t.he fact that 
a fuH elastodynamic description restores t.he selection of 
this lengthscale. It is known that at least for higher crack 
speeds the angular distribution fij become strongly de
pendent on the ratio V/VR (VR is the Rayleigh speed). 
The dynamical stress intensit,y factor Kdyn is related t.o 
the stat.ie one used here by an ext.ra velo city dependent 
funct.ion g(V/VR), Kdyn = Kg(V/VR). The erucial obser
vation is, t,hat velo city appears now in two different com
binat.ions in the equation of motion, vr3!D and V/VR. 
Thus, by introduction of the new parameter V/VR, ase
leetion of both v and TO happens. 

Prom these general arguments we conclude that fast 
steady state crack propagation by surfaee diffusion is in
deed possible. 

The local crack t'ip model We mimic the tangential 
stress by a local descript.ian, as depending on the prop
agation velocity and only on the loeal properties of t.he 
interface. It takes both the veloeity dependence of the 
angular distribution and the decrease of the dynamical 
stress intensit.y fact.or into account: 

aTT = K [Vl- (V/VR)2 cos«()/2) + (v/vRf sin4 0] /r1
/

2
, 

(4) 
We obtain bot.h the crack shape (Fig. 1) and a seleet.ion 
of V/VR and ro a..'3 functions of t.he dimensionless driving 
force l:::.. K2(1 - 1I2)/2Ea. The resnlt.s are given in 
Figures 2 and 3. 

One of t,he main results is t.hat t.he upper limit. for 
t.he steady state crack velocity is appreciable below the 
Rayleigh speed, as known from experimental results. 

Stability Our solut.ion is subject to the ATG insta-
bility above a critieal threshold of the driving force l:::... 
The de-st,abiliz;ing effect.s st.em from t.he non-Ioeal elas-
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tic cont,ributions which we neglected in aur model, but 
which are obviausly present in the real problem. This 
can be proved by simple dimensional analysis arguments: 
The characteristic wavelength of the ATG instability is 
A '" Ea!a;T [4]; in the tip region H, reads A(tip) '" ro/l:::... 
Thus, as soon as a cert.ain eritieal driving foree l:::..c is 
exceeded, the charaeterist.ic wavelength of instabiIity fits 
into the tip region. Hence we expeet the ATG instabil
it.y to be 1.he relevant mechanism for the experimentally 
observed microbranehing instability. 
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Heusler alloys 
Gordon Conference om Magnetic Nanostructures 
Il Ciocco, Italien: 12.05.2002 - 16.05.2002 

Gurevich,V. L.*; Parshin,D. A.*; Schober,H. R. 
Low frequency excitations and their interactions 
19th General Conference ofthe EPS, Condensed 
Matter Division 
Brighton, UK.: 07.04.2002 - 11.04.2002 

Rzehak,R.; Müller-Krumbhaar,H.; Marquardt,W.* 
Liquid-liquid phase change in systems with flow 
Liquid Matter Conference ofthe EPS 
Konstanz: 13.09.2002 - 18.09.2002 

Rzehak,R.; Zimmermann,W. * 
Inertial effects in Brownian motion of 
a trapped particle in shear flow 
Jillich Soft Matter Days 
Kerkrade, Niederlande: 19.11.2002 - 22.11.2002 

Sato,K.; Katayama-Yoshida,H. * 
Electronic structure and ferromagnetism in III-V 
compound-based diluted magnetic semiconductors 
Physics and Applications of Spin Related Phenomena 
in Semiconductors : Würzburg 
Würzburg: 23.07.2002 - 26.07.2002 

Sato,K.; Katayama-Yoshida,H. * 
Electronic structure and ferromagnetism in III-V 
compound-based diluted rnagnetic semiconductors 
International Conference on the Physics of 
Semiconductors : Edinburgh 
Edinburgh, GB: 29.07.2002 - 02.08.2002 

Sato,K.; Katayama-Yoshida,H.*; Dederichs,P. H. 
An estimation ofthe Curie temperature for III-V 
diluted magnetic semiconductors within the mean field 
theory based on first-principles calculations 
International Conference on the Physics of 
Semiconductors : Edinburgh 
Edinburgh, GB: 29.07.2002 - 02.08.2002 

Sato,K.; Katayama-Yoshida,H.*; Dederichs,P.H. 
Electronic structure and Curie temperatures ofIII-V 
diluted magnetic semiconductors 
Gordon's Conference : Magnetic Nanostructures ; I1 
Ciocco 
Il Ciocco, Italy: 12.05.2002 - 16.05.2002 

Schober,H. R.; Kluge,M.; Caprion,D.* 
Collectivity of motion in undercooled liquids and 
amorphous solids 
19th General Conference ofthe EPS, Condensed 
Matter Division 
Brighton, UK: 07.04.2002 - 11.04.2002 

Wunnicke,0. 



Ballistic spin injection from Fe into ZnSe and GaAs 
Annual Meeting RTN : Oleron 
Oleron, France: 05.10.2002 - 09.10.2002 

Wunnicke,O.; Mavropoulos,P.; Zeller,R.; 
Dederichs,P.H.; Grundler,D.* 
Ballistic spin injection from Fe(OOl) into ZnSe and 
GaAs 
Dreikönigstreffen "Magnetism on the Sub-rnicrometer 
Scale : Interactions and Microscopy" 
Bad Honnef: 07.01.2002 - 09.01.2002 

Wunnicke,O.; Mavropoulos,Ph.; Zeller,R.; 
Dederichs,P .H. 
Ballistic spin injection from Fe into ZnSe and GaAs 
HGF-Treffen: Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 06.11.2002 

Wunnicke,O.; Mavropoulos,Ph.; Zeller,R.; 
Dederichs,P .H. 
Ballistic spin injection from Fe into ZnSe and GaAs 
2nd Annual Meeting of the RTN (Computational 
Magnetoelectronics) 
Oleron, Islands, Frankreich: 05.10.2002 - 09.10.2002 

Wunnicke,O.; Papanikolaou,N.; Zeller,R.; 
Dederichs,P .H.; Drchal, V. *; Kudmovsky,J. * 
Effects of resonant interface states on tunneling 
magnetoresistance 
19th Conference of the Condensed Matter Division of 
the EPS 
Brighton, UK.: 07.04.2002 - 11.04.2002 

Ph.n. Theses 

Antons,A. 
First-principles investigation of initial stages of 
surfactant mediated growth 
on the Sie 111) substrate 
Jülich, Forschungszentrum, Zentralbibliothek, 
Berichte des Forschungszentrums Jülich; 
JUEL-3941 
Aachen, Tech. Hochseh., Diss., 2002 

Berger,R. 
Berechnung der Stufenkanten auf der As-bedeckten 
Sie 111 )-Oberfläche 
mit einem parallelisierten ab initio Programm 
Aachen, Techn. Hochseh., Diss., 2002 
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Institute for Scattering Methods 

General Overview 

Research Areas 

Modern solid state physics goes far beyond a phenomenological deseription and bases the understanding of solid 
state properties and phenomena on atomistic theories. To obtain information about the atomic strueture of solids, 
probes with sub-nanometer spatial resolution are needed. To study the excitation spectra, an appropriate energy 
resolution is necessary in addition. All these requirements can be met by scattering methods. In this sense, scat
tering methods provide the basis of our present understanding of the structure, excitations and phase transitions 
of condensed matter on a microscopic level. 

At the Institute for Scattering Methods (ISM), synchrotron x-ray scattering and neutron scattering are employed 
for the investigation of condensed matter on an atomistic microseopie level. The emphasis lies on exploiting 
fully the complementarity of the two probes. Besides the application of seaUering methods to solid state prob
lems, major activities are concentrated on the methodology. This ineludes the further development of experi
mental techniques by improving instrument components and data treatment algorithms, the development of new 
experimental methods and the corresponding instruments and the development, construction and operation of 
scattering instruments at large-scale facilities. At present, ISM operates five instruments at the research reactor 
DIDO of the Research Center Jülich and two instruments at the Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor HA
SYLAB. In addition, we participate in the operation of a seetor at the Advanced Photon Source APS in Argonne, 
USA. These instruments are open for the use by external groups from universities, research centers and industry. 
The instrument responsibles from ISM provide scientific and teehnical support during the experiment and the 
data processing. In order to seeure the future of European neutron research, ISM made a strong commitment to 
the European Spallation Source project. Besides development of novel instrument concepts, ISM took the lead in 
research and development for the "heart of the ESS", the target and moderator block. 

ISM is open for all research areas in condensed matter seience, where scattering methods can be applied. At 
present, the research activities are concentrated in the fields: "solid state magnetism", "correlated electron sys
tems", "magnetic nanostructures" , "structural and magnetic disorder", "novel materials" and "ultrathin liquid 
films". For the purpose of this research, ISM is also engaged in sampie preparation (e.g. by molecular beam 
epitaxy and single crystal growth) and characterisation (e.g. resistivity, AC and DC susceptibility and magneti
sation measurements). 

Highly Correlated Electron Systems 
Certain materials, in particular transition metal oxides, exhibit marked deviations from a simple Fermi-liquid 
behaviour of the electronic system. Strong eleetronie correlations lead to macroscopic quantum phenomena and 
the systems exhibit a strong competition between several degrees of freedom. A prominent example is provided 
by colossal magneto-resistance (CMR) manganites, e. g. La\_xSrxMn03' In a cooperation with RWTH Aachen, a 
series of high quality single crystals have been grown with compositions elose to x = 1/8 (low doping regime). In 
these crystals, various ordering phenomena occur, such as charge ordering, orbital ordering, spin ordering and 
lattice distortions. The interplay of these ordering phenomena can be studied by a combination of different scat
tering methods: scattering of high energy x-rays with E > 100 keV, anisotropie anomalous x-ray seattering at the 
Mn-K-edge and neutron scattering. For the latter, polarisation analysis is employed to clearly separate magnetic 
from lattice contributions. The nature of the charge- and orbital ordering in the intriguing ferromagnetic insu
lating ground state was comprehensively investigated by resonant x-ray scattering. For the first time, a novel 
superstructure was identified and intensively characterised. In addition, a x-ray induced switching between 
charge ordered and disordered states could be observed. In contrast to observations by other groups, our effect 
was entirely reversible. These results will have a significant impact on the understanding of the exotic electronic 
properties of these compounds. 

Bulk Magnetism 
The elementary excitations in 3D-antiferromagnets are weil described by linear spin wave theory, which assurnes 
purely transversal modes. In neutron scattering experiments using polarisation analysis, we were able to separate 
for the first time the spectra of transverse and longitudinal magnetic fluctuations for the model system MnF2• 

The energy spectrum of longitudinal fluctuations is continuous and extends to about twice the frequency of the 
zone boundary modes. Longitudinal fluctuations result from non-linear processes due to multimagnon seattering. 
The dynamic magnetic response due to two magnon creation or annihilation is separated by a gap eentered near 
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the spin wave frequency from the central peak corresponding to neutron-mag non scattering. The observed lon
gitudinal spectra are in qualitative agreement with the theory for two magnon processes (see detailed report). 
A phenomenological description of the sublattice magnetisation over a wide range of temperature has been 
proposed by using simple power laws for the low temperature behaviour and the critical behaviour. The low 
temperature behaviour clearly deviates from the predictions by Bloch (see detailed report). Of particular interest 
in this context are the transition metal carbonides CuC03 and NiC03, which have been synthesised by hydrother
mal synthesi8. These compounds show weak ferromagnetism, i. e. a coexistence of ferromagnetic and antiferro
magnetic ordering. 

Thin Film Systems 
Research is ongoing on thin soft matter films, in particular in confined geometry and magnetic thin film systems. 
X-ray scattering under grazing incidence could be performed on confined polymers. Self-organisation of the 
polymer molecules under confinement is significantly different compared to non-confined thin films. The effect 
depends strongly on pressure, temperature and the number of polymer molecule layers. For thin magnetic films, 
we have continued the investigation of the ErfI'b multilayer for films of various thicknesses of the two compo
nents. A phase diagram as the function of film thickness could be established. By means of resonant x-ray scat
tering, a spin density wave of the conduction band electrons could be observed in the ErwfTbs sampie. Thus, the 
element and band specificity of resonant magnetic x-ray scattering allows us to directly observe the coupling 
mechanism of the 4f-electrons in the Er-Iayers via the 5d-conduction band electrons (see detailed report). Mag
netic multilayer systems are one-dimensional artificial structured magnetic systems. To explore the effect of an 
artificial structuring in a second dimension, we have produced a Fe/CrlFe multilayer, in which the last Fe-Iayer 
was structured into a regular grating by means of electron beam lithography and ion beam edging (collaboration 
with ISG). Applying an external field to this laterally structured multilayer, a competition arises between dipolar 
energy, Zeeman energy and exchange energy through the multilayer stack. Our aim is to understand the interac
tion between the magnetic nanostructures in detail. Polarised neutron scattering under grazing incidence has been 
measured on the HADAS reflectometer and shows that the domain pattern is significantly changed due to the 
lateral structuring (see detailed report). Bulk manganese has a very complicated magnetic structure. As an epi
taxial thin film, a body centered tetragonal structure can be stabilised. To study the magnetic structure of this 
new phase of manganese, neutron reflectometry measurements on a Fe/MnlFe trilayer have been performed. 
These measurements indicate the existence of a net magnetic moment inside the 8 A Mn layers. However, with 
neutrons, only a sensitivity in space can be achieved. We employed the technique ofresonant 80ft x-ray magnetic 
scattering and could verify that the ferromagnetic moment is indeed intrinsic to the body-centered tetragonal 
manganese phase. In a Fe/CrlFe trilayer, the optical potential is such that for one neutron spin state, a quantum 
weil structure is formed. With grazing incidence neutron scattering, we could observe a second order resonance 
where the amplitude of the wave-function is strongly amplified at the Fe/Cr interfaces, which enhances the 
sensitivity to magnetic roughness. Finally, with the new focusing small-angle camera KWS-3, ordering in a 
ferrofluid in an external field could be observed for the first time (collaboration with PNPI, Gatchina, and MPI, 
Stuttgart). The ferromagnetic particles align in chains oriented along the field (see detailed report). 

Research and Advanced Materials 
Scattering methods are applied for a wide range of novel materials or materials with particularly interesting 
properties. An example is the investigation of three-dimensional networks of platinum nanoparticles separated 
by organic spacer molecules (cooperation with MPI für Kohlenforschung) with the anomalous x-ray scattering 
method. The mechanism for synthesis of these networks could be elucidated. Another example is the research on 
novel storage phosphor and neutron converter materials for the use in neutron image plates. It could be shown 
that mixed LiF + KCl: Eu2

+ features a significantly higher neutron over y signal ratio compared to commercial 
available neutron image plates. The research on amorphous silicon-germanium alloys relevant for solar cell tech
nology has been continued (together with Colorado School of Mines). Sampies with a hotwire preparation tech
nique using a small deposition rate showed a significantly reduced amount of Ge inhomogeneities on a length 
scale smaller 10 nm. In cooperation with the University of Liege, Belgium, we investigated a thermoelectric 
material - with Tl filled Sb Skutterudite. By measuring the phonon density of states we could demonstrate that Tl 
behaves as an Einstein oscillator with 5 meV excitation energy. Phonon scattering from the local and incoherent 
Tl modes gives rise to the strongly reduced thermal conductivity. 

Research anti Development Jor the European Spallation Source project ESS 
The Forschungszentrum Jülich has taken a leading role in the research and development for a future next 
generation MW neutron source, the European Spallation Source ESS. The Institute for Scattering Method is 
developing innovative instrument concepts and is heavily engaged in research on target window materials, novel 
neutron moderators and the target-moderator arrangement. In particular, the embrittlement of candidate structure 
materials for spallation devices by implanted helium was studied in detail. It was found that the embrittlement of 
austenitic stainless steel by implanted helium is significantly lower than of martensitic steels. FATIMA, a piezo
driven fatigue test machine simulating the pulse stresses appearing in the ESS target container, has been buHt 
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and operated showing that pulse stress in the relevant range can be generated. Measures for the minimisation of 
erosion of target window materials due to cavitation following short proton pulses of high energy density were 
studied. Finally, in a search for an innovative cold moderator, the inelastic neutron spectra of various candidate 
materials has been measured. The resulting neutron flux as function of wavelength could be determined on the 
target moderator mock-up JESSICA (see detailed report). 

Development of Instrumentation and Methods for Neutron and X-Ray Scattering 
The new high resolution small angle scattering camera KWS-3 with focussing mirror could be successfully 
commissioned. With this world-unique instrument, amomenturn space resolution down to 2 x 10-4 k 1 can be 
achieved. First successful user experiments were performed, see detailed report. A new instrument - named 
LAP-ND - for spherical neutron polarimetry in transmission was installed in the neutron guide hall and taken 
into operation. The primary spectrometer of a novel instrument for polarisation analysis with thermal neutrons 
SV-30 was erected in the reactor hall. The secondary spectrometer was completed, so that the instrument can 
take-up operation in 2003. By means of filter cells with nuclear spin polarised 3He gas in combination with a 
position sensitive image plate detector, neutron polarisation analysis up to incident energies larger than 100 meV 
will become possible over a wide angular range. A significant progress has been made in the development of the 
image plate detector with low lsensitivity (in co operation with University of Darmstadt) and also in the produc
tion of nuclear spin polarised He, where we pursue the two alternative routes: spin exchange optical pumping 
and direct optical pumping of metastable 3He. Finally a new method has been developed for vectorial (3D, 
spherical) polarisation analysis, which does not require the use of zero-field chambers, such as the complicated 
CRYOPAD device. The method is applicable for time-of-flight machines over a wide angular- and energy trans
fer range. 

A major event for the institute in 2002 was the "International Workshop on Polarised Neutrons in Condensed 
Matter Investigations" PNCMI 2002, which was held at FZJ from 15 to 19 September. 126 scientists from 17 
countries came to the Forschungszentrum to present 114 papers. The proceedings will be published as a special 
issue of Physica B: Condensed Matter. The PNCMI series of workshops bring together scientist concerned with 
the methodology of polarised neutrons, the development of the corresponding technology and the applications in 
condensed matter science. In view of the current spallation source projects, a special microsymposium was de
voted to polarised neutron methods and instrumentation on existing and future pulsed sources. In connection 
with the workshop, we had organised the "First School on Polarised Neutron Scattering" from 10 to 14 Septem
ber. In contrast to the two week long neutron laboratory course for students held at FZJ every year, this school 
was geared to neutron scientists wishing to obtain specialised training in the use of polarised neutrons. Lectures 
by some of the most experienced scientists who are at the forefront of the developments in the field were fol
lowed by hands-on experience on four polarised beam instruments at the FRJ-2 reactor as wen as in the 3He 
laboratory and with instrument simulation software. The lecture notes were published in the series Matter and 
Materials of Forschungszentrum Jülich. 

I would like to elose this report by thanking aU members of the institute for their dedicated work during the past 
year. 

Thomas Brückel 
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Personnel 2002/2003 and areas of activity 

Scientists 
Prof. Dr. Th. Brückel 
Dr. L. J. Chang 
- since 28.01.2002 -
Dr. 1. Chen 

Dr. H. Conrad 
Dr. G. Goerigk 
- HASYLAB, Hamburg -
Dr. H.-G. Haubold 

Dr. A. loffe 

Dr. P. Jung 

Dr. E. Kentzinger 

Dr. U. Köbler 

Dr. R. Mueller 

1. Perßon 
- since 01.12.2002 -
Dr. U. Rücker 

Dr. W. Schweika 

Dr. O. Seeck 
HASYLAB, Hamburg -

Dr. Y. Su 
Dr. Th. Vad 

Technicians and Engineers 

Institute director; neutron and synchrotron x-ray scattering; magnetism. 
Hyperpolarised 3He for neutron polarisation analysis by the spin-exchange method. 

Mechanical tests and TEM on irradiated spallation materials. Fatigue behaviour of 
ESS structural materials. 
European Spallation Source project ESS: target and moderators. 
Material research with anomalous small angle x-ray scattering (ASAXS); instrument 
responsible for Jülich's user-dedicated small-angle scattering facility JUSIFA. 
Anomalous small angle x-ray scattering ASAXS and x-ray absorption spectroscopy 
XAS from highly dispersive systems; in-si tu studies of electro-chemical processes. 
Development of neutron scattering methods and instrumentation for polarisation 
analysis. Instrument responsible for the tripie axis spectrometer SV -30 and the 
depolarisation instrument LAP-ND. 
Radiation damage and hydrogen effects in metals and ceramics, thermal desorption 
spectroscopy. Development ofESS target module. 
Neutron and synchrotron x-ray scattering from magnetic thin film materials. 
Instrument responsible for the high resolution small angle camera and reflectometer 
KWS-3. 
Magnetisation and neutron diffraction studies of materials with fourth-order exchange 
interactions. 
Development of the 3He filter for neutron polarisation analysis by the metastable 
exchange method. 
Sampie preparation and characterisation, crystal growth. 

Instrument responsible for the neutron reflectometer HADAS; preparation and 
characterisation of magnetic thin film systems. 
Diffuse neutron scattering for the investigation of short-range order in alloys, oxides, 
perovskites and quasi-crystals; instrument responsible for the diffuse neutron 
scattering instrument DNS. 
X-ray scattering from ultrathin liquid films in confined geometries; instrument 
responsible ofthe Wiggler beamline Wl at HASYLAB. 
X-ray and neutron scattering from strongly correlated systems. 
Further development of the instrument control and data treatment programs for Jülich's 
user-dedicated small-angle scattering facility (JUSIFA); ASAXS measurements. 

Dipl.-Ing. K. Bussmann Electronic engineer; responsible for spectrometer control hard- and software. 
A. Christ Laboratory assistant. 

19.01.2002 until31.07.2002 -
L. Dohmen 
M. Abdel Fattah 
P.Foucart 
Dipl.-Ing. D. Hamann 

HASYLAB, Hamburg
Dipl.-Ing. P. Hiller 

Ms. C. Horriar-Esser 
H. Jungbluth 
H. Klein 
Ms. B. Köppchen 
Dipl.-Ing. E. Küssel 
B.Olefs 
B. Schmitz 
W. Schmitz 
. until31.04.2002 • 
T. Sorkalla 

until28.08.2002 -

Project engineer for the smaU angle scattering instrument KWS III. 
Single crystal growth. 
Sampie preparation, single crystal growth. 
Project engineer JUSIFA beamline. 

Project engineer for IlCAT-collaboration at the Advanced Photon Source APS; 
Responsible for x-ray scattering laboratory. 
Ultra low-temperature magnetometry and 3He filter project. 
Software development for x-ray small angle scattering. 
Instrumentation and data processing, TEM, irradiation experiments. 
Secretary. 
Project engineer for the new polarised thermal neutron scattering instrument SV-30. 
Magnetometry, electronics and PC responsible. 
TripIe axis spectrometer SV -30 and cryotechniques. 
SEM. irradiation experiments, specimen preparation. 

Laboratory assistant. 
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J. Thelen 
M. Wündrich 
- 03.06.2002 until30.09.2002 -

Thesis Students 
Dipl.-Phys. W. Babik 
- until31.03.2002 -
M. Sc. K. Istomin 
- until30.09.2002 -
Ms. M. Sc. M. Mihaylova 
- HASYLAB, Hamburg -
Dipl.-Ing. M. Schlapp 
- TU Darmstadt -
Dipl.-Phys. J. Voigt 

Ms. cand. phys. N. Ziegenhagen 
- until31.07.2002 

Guests 
Ms. Dr. J. Bos 

D. FinarelIi 
- since 02.09.2002 -
Dr. S. Massalovitch 
- until14.09.2002 -
Prof. V. Plakhty 
- 01.02.2002 until14.06.2002 -
Dr. S. Romanzetti 

until31.08.2002 -
Dr. B. Toperverg 

Z. Yao 
- umil30.11.2002 -

Trainees 
Ms. S. Bluhm 
- until 04.10.2002 -
Ms. I. Schulte 

Small angle scattering KWS-3 and molecular beam epitaxy MBE. 
Diffuse neutron scattering instrument DNS; Reflectometer HADAS. 

(RWTH Aachen) Interface morphology of GMR and TMR layer structures. 

(RWTH Aachen) Interplay of charge, orbital and magnetic ordering in manganites. 

(RWTH Aachen) Liquids in confined geometry investigated by scattering methods. 

(TU Darrnstadt) Development of highly efficient materials and image plates for 
neutron detection. 
(RWTH Aachen) Influence of proxirnity and reduced dimensionality on structure and 
phase transition in rare earth superlattices. 
(RWTH Aachen) Laterally structural multilayers. 

(RWTH Aachen) Preparation of powder and single crystal sampIes; magnetic 
structures and phase transitions by neutron- and x-ray scattering. 
(Dip. Fisica Politecnico di Milano. Italy) ESS-project: target materials. 

(Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, Russia) Development of a large-area image plate 
detector for thermal neutrons. 
(Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, Russia) Neutron scattering on chiral magnetic 
systems. 
(Universita degli Studi di Ancona, Italy) ESS-project: target materials. 

(Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, Russia) Theory for grazing incidence 
diffraction. 
(China Institute of Atomic Energy (CIAE), Beijing, China) ESS-project: target 
materials. 

- until31.01.2002, since 18.09.2002-
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Longitudinal spin ftuctuations In 3-D antiferromagnets 

W . Schweika l, S. V. Maleyev1,2, Th. Brückel l , V. P. Plakhtyl,2, and L.-P. Regnault3 

1 Institut für Streumethoden, IFF 
2 Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, Gatchina, St. Petersburg 188300, Russia, 

3 GEA-Grenoble, DRFMG-SPSMS-MDN, 38054 Grenoble Gedex 9, Prance 

Usual spin waves in 3-D antiferromagnets are weil described as transverse magnetic fluctuations 
in linear spin-wave theory. Here we investigated the non-linear response which leads to longitudinal 
fluctuations, as shown in an experiment with polarized neutrons on MnF2 at temperatures weil 
below the Neel temperature TN = 67 K. It is found that the dynamic magnetic response due to 
two-magnon creation or annihilation is separated by a gap centered near the spin wave frequency 
from the central peak corresponding to neutron-magnon scattering (creation of one magnon and 
annihilation of another). The longitudinal energy spectrum extends to about twice the frequency of 
the zone boundary modes. This tail at high energies is fairly independent of momentum transfer. 
The observed longitudinal spectra are in qualitative agreement with the theory for two-magnon 
processes and are determined for large energy transfers w by the density of states D(w/2}. [1] 

WeH below the Neel temperature TN the transverse 
spin fluctuations namely spin-waves are weil studied both 
theoretically and experimentally in a large amount of an
tiferromagnets (AF). Particularly, it was shown in the 
seminal paper by Harris et al. [2] that the interaction 
of the spin-waves is very weak and slightly renormalizes 
the spin-wave velocity. Hence, the linear spin-wave the
ory is a very good approximation for the description of 
the experimental data. Longitudinal spin fluctuations 
(LSF) (those along the sublattice magnetization) arise 
from hlgher order excitations. More precisely they con
sist of excitation and absorption of an even number of 
spin-waves. The main contribution to LSF should be 
due to two-magnon processes: (i) two magnon excita
tion (absorption) and (ii) absorption of one magnon and 
excitation of another one, which can be considered as 
neutron-magnon scattering. Excitations take place at 
all temperatures including T = 0, where absorption and 
scattering disappears. We have considered both parts of 
scattering separately showing that they take place in dif
ferent parts of the (Q,w)-space [1]. For antiferromagnets 
with anisotropy, in the long-wavelength limit q --4 0, a 
gap is predicted in the dynarnic spectra separating the 
scattering Sexc(Q,w) due to two magnon excitation (ab
sorption) from the one due to neutron-magnon scatter
ing Ssc(Q, w) [3,4] . From kinematic considerations the 
different regions of two-magnon scattering are defined, 
as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, it is found that the 
asymptotic behavior, in the limit of q « l/a and w > 0, 
of Sex is essentially independent of the scattering vector 
and proportional to D(~), where D(w) is the magnon 
density of states. 

The neutron scattering experiments with polarization 
analysis have been performed on the triple-axes spec
trometer IN22 at the 1LL, Grenoble. The sampie consists 
of several single crystals of MnF2 with a total volume of 
1.3 cm3 , oriented with the tetragonal a and c axes in 
the horizontal scattering plane. Polarized neutrons are 
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used to separate the transverse spin fluctuactions from 
l0ngitudinal spin fluctuactions, see Fig. 2. 
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FIG. 1. Dispersion of the single magnon excitation E(q) 
and regions of the longitudinal two-magnon spectra. The 
points denote the measured spin-waves at 50 K. The regions 
of possible excitation of two magnons and scattering are lim
ited by twice the energy of the highest single magnon excita
tion (zone boundary mode), and as derived for low q, by the 
threshold energy Wth and cq, respectively. Therefore, a gap in 
the longitudinal (two-magnon) response, albeit fading out at 
higher q, is to be found ne ar to the much stronger scattering 
due to single magnon excitations. 

As compared to the transverse spin waves, which are 
also shown (open symbols) on a reduced scale, the sig
nal due to the longitudinal spin fluctuations is rather 
weak and has the expected continuous spectrum in en
ergy, as shown in Fig. 3. The characteristic features are 
the wave-vector and temperature dependent central peak 
and the dip underneath the relatively strong peak due to 



single spin wave excitation. Evidently, without polar
ization analysis this feature would not have been seen. 
The gap is affected by the experimental resolution, in 
particular, for the data taken at T 50K. Apart from 
this effect, the directional dependence of the spin-wave 
branches in MnF2 leads to an intrinsic smearing of the 
gap at higher q. For h (1.15,0,0), where we mea
sured also in the neutron energy gain mode (w < 0), 
we observed equivalent minima on both sides. Taking 
into account the Bose statistics and the (kj/ki ) depen
dence of the dynamic scattering cross-section, we obtain 
a longitudinal susceptibility that is antisymmetrie in en
ergy. Comparing all spectra taken at different scattering 
vectors, see FigA., we observe a common asymptotic be
haviour at higher energies as expected for two magnon 
scattering processes. 

From the naive point of view the two spin-wave pro
cesses should saturate the longitudinal magnetic suscep
tibility and higher order processes can be neglected. Ac
cording to [5,3], this is not necessarily the case for the 
longitudinal susceptibility. It was shown that in the 
isotropie exchange approximation at q = 0 and T = 0 
there is an infrared divergence (IRD) of the longitudinal 
susceptibility. It means that in the longitudinal scatter
ing signal the inter action between spin-waves is expected 
to become strong. Processes involving many spin-waves 
should screen this IRD, and the XAF(q,W) has to possess 
a weaker singularity than predicted by the two-magnon 
theory. Magnetic anisotropy suppresses the IRD. In the 
present case of MnF2 one can expect that the longitudi
nal suseeptibility is saturated by two-magnon processes. 
The lRD is expeeted to become stronger in lower dimen
sions [5,3]. Hence, with respect to the screening of the 
lRD it will be very interesting to measure the longitudi
nal spin fluctuations in 2-D antiferromagnets with very 
weak anisotropy in future experiments. 

b 11 z 
all x 

eil y 

FIG. 2. Scattering geometry for measuring longitudinal 
fluctuactions. Only the spin components perpendicular to 
the scattering vector appear in magnetic neutron scattering. 
Spins are aHgned parallel to c in the antiferromagnet MnF2. 
For scattering vectors Q = (1 + q, 0, 0) the components Tz 
and L contribute. In order to separate these terms, neutrons 
are polarized parallel (and perpendicular) to one of these com
ponents which leads to a signal of f1ip (spin flip) 
scattering. 
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FIG. 3. Longitudinal spin fluctuation spectra. The pre
dicted gap (gray-shaded areal separating the regions of 
two-magnon excitation (absorption) from magnon scattering 
coincides with the observed minima. For comparisons, the 
measured transverse magnon peaks are also shown, however, 
on a reduced sc ale (open symbols). 
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FIG.4. The high energy taB of the longitudinal frequency 
spectrum js approximately q-independent and is determined 
by the density of states D(wj2). 
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Amplitude, exponent and quantum state crossover phenomena in the 
spontaneous magnetization of pure spin magnets 
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It is shown experimentally that the temperature dependence of the magnetic order parameter can 
completely be described by a few temperature power funetions with analytical ehanges (crossover) 
at the intersections of these functions. The standard behaviour consists in one power function for 
T '"'"70 with exponent e and the weil known eritical power law for T '"'"7 Tc with exponent ß. Additional 
crossover events ean occur if the thermal variation of either the absolute value of the interaetions 01' 

the exchange anisotropy exceeds a threshold value. In the itinerant ferromagnets Ni and Co a 
particular crossover due to achanging spin quantum number is observed. 

Experimental investigations of many transition metal 
compounds with a quenched orbital moment and a weIl 
defined spin quantum number have shown [1] that the 
deviations of the magnetic order parameter from 
saturation at absolute zero ean be described over a 
large temperature range by the simple power function 

Normally, this function holds up to the critical range at 
about -O.85*Tc where the analytical change (crossover) 
to the critical power law 

ms(T) - (Tc T)ß (2) 

occurs. The standard behaviour for m.(T) is therefore 
given by the crossover from eq.(l) to eq.(2) at the 
interseetion of the two functions [2]. Fig.l 
demonstrates this for FeFz. This material has the 
tetragonal rutile structure and a spin of S=2. The 
relevant interactions are axial and the exponents are 
e=3 (see Table I) and ß=1/3. 
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I Antiferromagnetic order parameter of FeF2 obtained 
from integrated (iOD) neutron scattering intensities VS, r. 
The two power functions according to eqs.(l) and (2) give an 
excellent fit using f=3 and ß= 1/3. 
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In many materials more crossover events than only 
that one between eq.(1) and eq.(2) are observed [1,3]. 
At these crossover either the eoefficient c (amplitude 
crossover) or the exponent t (exponent crossover) 
changes discontinuously, Table I displays the six 
empirical universality classes for the exponent t [1]. 
Note that the exponent t is independent of the spin 
order type but that it is different for integer and half~ 
integer spin quantum number, 'Moreover, t depends -of 
course- on the dimensionality of the relevant magnetic 
interactions. 

Table I 
Empirical exponents e according to eq,(l) 

integer spin half-integer spin 
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In cubic materials showing an isotropie 
magnetostrietion the universality class is of the 
isotropie 3D type throughout but the exchange 
interactions can change their absolute strength with 
temperature, If this change is sufficiently strang an 
amplitude crossover ean be induced. The cubic 
ferromagnets EuO (Tc=69.3K) and EuS (Tc:::;16.5K) 
with a spin of S=7/2 and therefore c=2 are two suitable 
candidates to study the conditions for an amplitude 
crossover to occur. Since the spontaneous magneto-



stnctlOn of EuO is about twice as large as the 
spontaneous magnetostriction of EuS the exchange 
interactions can be expected to change much stronger 
with temperature for EuO compared to EuS. As fig.2 
shows, an amplitude crossover occurs in the 
spontaneous magnetization of EuO but not in the 
spontaneous magnetization of EuS. Note that the 
weaker slope on the low temperature side indicates 
increasing interactions with decreasing temperature. 
From the ratio of the two slopes of -0.65 it can be 
estimated that the interactions differ by -18%. In EuS 
the anticipated increase of the interactions is evidently 
below threshold. As a consequence, no information on 
the temperature dependence of the exchange 
interactions can be obtained in this way. 
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Pig.2 Spontaneous magnetization of EuO and EuS vs. 
squared reduced temperature. An amplitude crossover occurs 
for EuO but not for EuS. 
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Pig.3 Exponent crossover from isotropie 3D interactions 
(e=9/2) to anisotropie 3D interactions (e=2) in cubic NiO 
induced by a triagonal exchange striction. 

NiO with S=1 is cubic above the N6el temperature 
of T N=523 K but undergoes a progressive trigonal 
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lattice distortion with decreasing temperature. Due to 
the associated increasing exchange anisotropy the 
relevant interactions finaHy change from 3D isotropie 
(E=9/2) to 3D anisotropie (E=2). Fig.3 shows this 
exponent crossover, i.e. change of the universality 
class. 
OriginaHy, the exponents E of Table I were established 
for insulators with weH defined spin quantum numbers. 
Interestingly, these exponents apply also for the 
itinerant ferromagnets Fe, Ni and Co [4]. From the type 
of exponent crossover observed in cubic iron and 
nickel it can be concluded that the effective spin 
quantum number changes with temperature. At low 
temperatures E=2 is weH confirmed by the data of 
numerous authors [4]. This exponent is indicative for a 
half-integer spin. Our Mössbauer data in figA show a 
clear crossover to E=912 at 628 K, i.e. to an integer spin 
value. A semiquantitative analysis of the critical 
amplitude of the paramagnetic susceptibility suggests 
that S=2. We consider S=2 as an experimental evidence 
that ferromagnetic four-spin interactions are the 
relevant interactions in the high temperature region 
including the critical range. 
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Pig.4 Exponent crossover from e=2 to e=912 in the 57Pe 
hyperfine field of cubie iron indicating a change from a half
integer to an integer (S=2) spin quantum number. 

As a conclusion, T=O seems to be a singular point 
similar as T=Tc• In the vicinity of those points simple 
power functions hold exactly. At the validity limits of 
these power functions an analytical change (crossover) 
to another functional dependence can be expected. We 
have shown that in the simplest case the crossover is 
directly from the T ~Tc power function to the T ~O 
power function. The spontaneous magnetization 
therefore consists of two (ore more) analytical seetions. 
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Interlayer Exchange coupling In [ErITb] multilayers 
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We report on a study of Resonant X-ray Magnetic Scattering (RXMS) from an [Er2oITb5] mul
tiJayer. The study aims at a better understanding of the magnetic coupling in Rare Earth (RE) 
superlattices. The magnetic structure as resolved by neutron diffraction can be probed element
specific by the RXMS technique. Furthermore details of the interlayer exchange coupling can 
be accessed, since RXMS probes the relevant electronic states. 

The magnetic coupling and its inftuence on the elec
tronic properties in artificial superlattices attract the in
terest of scientists from a fundamental and a applied 
point of view. The different magneto-resistive effects are 
used for example in read-heads of hard disks or sensors 
for the anti-skid system in cars. But the basic physics 
behind the effects are still subject of investigations. 
Magnetic superlattices containing RE met als were among 
the first systems, when the field of magnetic interlayer 
coupling came up again in the middle of the eighties. [1] 
and [2] report on long range ordered magnetic phases 
throughout a multilayer stack, even if the magnetic lay
ers are separated by non-magnetic spacer layers (as a 
schematic view see figure 1). The thickness of a bilayer 
Dranges from 10-100 atomic planes. This coupling was 

-y 

}D 
-Er 
-Tb 
- Buffer 

FIG. 1: Schematic view of a superlattice sampIe. The 
buffer layer provides the base for epitaxial growth, while 
the cap layer prevents the sampIe from oxidation 

explained in terms of an extension to the conventional 
RKKY interaction, which is responsible for the mag
netic order in RE metals. The conduction electrons in 
the spacer layer are polarized by the magnetic moments 
of the magnetic layers and mediate the magnetic infor
mation to the next bilayer. Complications arise, if one 
combines two magnetic layers with different magnetic 
structures. How does the resulting magnetic structure 
look like? The structure is determined not only by the 
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RKKY interaction, but anisotropy and magneto-elastic 
forces must be taken into account. 
We have investigated the magnetic structure of the 
[ErITb] system. The two materials have fairly different 
magnetic properties. Terbium orders at a temperature 
of TN = 230 K in a helical structure, i.e. the magnetic 
moments in one basal plane of the hexagonal lattice are 
aligned parallel within the plane and turn by a given an
gle propagating along the c-direction. At Tc = 220 K 
the structure changes to a ferromagnetic alignment of all 
planes. In Erbium the anisotropy favors the alignment of 
magnetic moments perpendicular to the basal plane. At 
TN = 82 K the c-axis component of the moment orders 
with a sinusoidal modulation when propagating along the 
c-direction. Below TNl = 54 K a basal plane component 
develops, which is aligned in a helical way. A third phase 
transition at Tc = 20 K leads to a cone structure, i.e. 
the c-axis component orders ferromagnetically, while the 
basal plane component stays helical [3]. 
The standard tool to reveal magnetic structures is Neu
tron Scattering. In a diffraction experiment one resolves 
the structure of the sampIe on a atomic scale. Using neu
trons as a probe, the arrangement of the nuclei and the 
magnetic moments of an atom define the diffraction pat
tern, since the neutron feels the nuclear forces and the 
magnetic field produced by the magnetic moment of the 
atom. The two interactions are comparable in strength. 
For RE met als it is fairly easy to distinguish the two con
tributions. Particularly the helical and sinusoidal phases 
of Erbium and Terbium lead to diffraction peaks with 
propagation vector 'T' related to the layer turn angle. 
This can be seen in the neutron diffraction pattern in 
figure 2. It shows the temperature dependent scattering 
from an [Er20ITb5] superlattice, the subscripts denoting 
the number of atomic layers per bilayer. The bilayer 
unit was repeated 150 times. The main Bragg peak at 
(0002) doesn't change with temperature. In contrast to 
this structural signal the branches denoted with 'TEr' and 
'Tßr' increase in intensity and also change their position 
depending on the temperature. The 'branches' 'Tßr' re-
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FIG. 2: Neutron diffraction (left) and RXMS (right) from an [Er201Tb5J superlattice.The color coded diffracted inten
sity is shown as a function of temperature respectively photon energy and reciprocallattice coordinate corresponding 
to linear scans along (0001). 

flect the superimposed superlattice periodicity. From the 
existence of the satellites to the helix reflections and from 
the width of the helix peak we deduce a coherent mag
netic helix with a coherence length of approximately 6 
bilayers. The shifting position is due to a change of the 
turn angle from layer to layer with respect to the temper
ature. The value of this tmn angle is about 40 0

, which 
is elose to the value of bulk Erbium. In contrast to the 
bulk Erbium behavior the phase transition occms at a 
higher temperature and the magnetic moments in the 
basal plane order first into a pure helix state. At tem
peratures below 75 K more refiections appear, which can 
not be easily interpreted. We refer to [4J for details. 
The magnetic neutron scattering gives the overall mag
netic structure of a superlattice. The element specifity is 
the great advantage of RXMS . Usually magnetic scatter
ing of photons is about six orders of magnitude weaker 
as compared to the charge scattering. But tuning the en
er gy elose to an absorption edge of a magnetic material 
can enhance the magnetic scattering by several orders 
of magnitude. Resonant scattering from the element in 
scattering condition dominates the magnetic signal. For 
the RE elements, large enhancements (~ 100) are ob
served at the Lu and Lrrr absorption edges. For Er and 
Tb, dipolar transitions 2p -+ 5d are dominant, hence the 
magnetic state of the conduction electrons and not of the 
4f electrons is probed. As mentioned above these elec
trons are also responsible for the transport of the mag
netic information in the spacer layer. Hence the resonimt 
scattering yields information about the coupling in our 
sampies. The right part of figure 2 shows the scattering 
vector and energy dependent scattering elose to the TEr 

peak in the vicinity of the Terbium Lm edge measured at 
a temperature of 30 K. To reduce the charge scattering 
we employed a polarization analyzer. The resonance en
hancement of the magnetic peak is obvious. The conduc-
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tion electrons in the Terbium layers are polarized accord
ing to the magnetic structure of the Erbium 4f electrons. 
Therefore we observe the coupling electrons responsible 
for the coherent magnetic structure directly. 
The [Er201Tb5J superlattice shows a coherent magnetic 
structure with a propagation vector comparable to the 
one found in bulk Erbium. However, the sequence of 
the magnetic phases and the phase transition temper
atures are changed drastically. In the artificial super
lattice a magnetic structure develops in the conduction 
band, which fits to the quantum well structure and cou
pies the 4f moments in the Erbium layers. This confirrns 
the RKKY theory for the interlayer exchange coupling. 
Investigations of [ErITb] multilayers with a different com
position especially on sampies with thicker Terbium lay
ers do not show the same behavior, but a long range 
ordering of the ferromagnetic Terbium structure [4J. 
The Midwest Universities Collaborative Access Team 
(MUCAT) sector at the APS is supported by the U.S. De
partment of Energy, Basic Energy Sciences, Office of Sci
ence, through the Ames Laboratory under Contract No. 
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was supported by the U .S. Department of Energy, Basic 
Energy Sciences, Office of Science, und er Contract No. 
W-31-109-eng-38. 
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The top Fe layer of an Fe I Cr multilayer structure has been structured lithographically into stripes with 
1 flm period. This serves as a model system for the investigation of the magnetic domain formalion in 
layers with externally induced anisotropy due to the antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling between the 
structured layer and the individual unstructured layers. 
Polarized neutron reflectometry and diffuse scattering under grazing incidence show strongly enhanced 
domain formation compared to the unstructured sampie. The domains are vertically correlated throughout 
the multilayer. The lateral domain size is commensurable with the per iod of the stripe pattern of the 
surface layer. 

Magnetic layered structures, e.g. Fe I Cr I Fe trilayers 
which exhibit the Giant Magnetoresistance effect, are today 
well-known for their applicalions as magnetic-field sensors 
or read heads of computer hard disk drives [1]. Today, 
much effort is undertaken for the development of a 
Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM). Due to the 
necessary miniaturization of such devices, the magnetic 
interaction between neighboring cells is becoming a more 
and more important parameter that has to be controlled. 
Furthermore, the efficiency of such a device can be reduced 
thoroughly by domain formation. Therefore, the influence 
of the geometry and the neighbourhood on the domain 
formation needs to be studied to be able to suppress it 
securely. 

For measuring the magnetization and the domain pattern 
of layered structures, reflectometry and diffuse scattering of 
polarized neutrons is the method of choice, especially to 
access the buried magnetic layers. In contrast to integral 
methods such as Vibrating Sampie Magnetometry or 
SQUID-Magnetometry, the magnetization of individual 
layers can be resolved, and in contrast to surface sensitive 
methods such as Magnetic Force Microscopy or Scanning 
Electron Microscopy with Polarization Analysis, the buried 
layers are accessible. 

Fe (structured) 
Cr 
Fe 150 A 
Cr 11 A 
Fe 

Cr 
Fe 
Cr 
Fe 

Ag buffer 
G aAs substrate 

Fig. I: Schematic sketch of the sampie under investigation. The 
Cr interlayer thickness of 11 A yields strong antiferromagnetic 
coupling between neighboring Fe layers. 

Specular reflectivity (i.e. incident angle <X; = outgoing 
angle ar) measures the laterally averaged structure. It is sen
sitive on the depth variation of the elementary composition 
and the mean magnetization. Diffuse or off-specular scatte
ring (i.e. <X; ;j. ar) contains additional information about the 
lateral correlations, e.g. island or magnetic domain sizes. 
The difference between the non-spin-flip signals with spin + 
(R++) and spin - (R--) contains information about the 
magnetization components parallel and antiparallel to the 
extern al magnetic field, the spin flip signals R+- and R-+ 
contain information about magnetization components per
pendicular to the external field . Here, + and - refer to the 
neutron polarization parallel and antiparallel to the extemal 
field, respectively. The first index denotes the polarization 
of the incident beam, the second the one of the scattered 
beam. 

The model system under investigation is shown in Fig. I . 
It is basically an epitaxial Fe I Cr (001) multilayer structure 
with 11 periods prepared on 1500 A Ag buffer on a 
GaAs (001) single crystal. The thickness of the Fe layers is 
150 A, and the one of the Cr layers is 11 A, yielding anti
ferromagnetic coupling between the neighboring Fe layers. 

After deposition of the multilayer structure, the top Fe 
layer was patterned into stripes of 1 flm period using elec
tron beam lithography and ion beam etching. The stripes are 
oriented parallel to the (100) easy magnetization axis of the 
Fe layers. Due to the magnetic interlayer coupling, the 
lateral structure of the top layer is coupled to the 
magnetization of the non-structured bottom layers. 

Magnetization measurements with the magnetooptical 
Kerr effect (MOKE) show a variety of phases. When the 
magnetic field is oriented parallel to the stripes, the struc
ture is saturated magnetically above floH = 35 mT. Between 
35 and 17 mT, a region is identified, where the magneti
zations of adjacent layers are oriented almost perpendicular 
to each other. This behaviour results from the competition 
between antiferromagnetic coupling, crystalline anisotropy 
and Zeeman energy. It is observed in the same way with the 
unstructured sampie. Between 17 mT and 6 mT, a complex 
phase is observed, that is discussed below. This complex 
phase does not appear in the unstructured sampie. 
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order peaks are only sharp in the 
spin-flip channels, not in the non
spin-flip channels. 

A lot of diffuse scattering is 
seen, that indicates domain forma
tion within the sampie. Compared 
to the unstructured sampie, the 
diffuse scattering is enhanced by a 
factor of 3, and the extension 
away from the specular line is 
much longer, indicating a smaller 
domain size. The diffuse scatte
ring is mainly concentrated in 
Bragg sheets around the half order 
specular peaks. This indicates a 
strong vertical correlation bet
ween the domain pattern in adja
cent layers. So we observe colum
nar alternating domains through
out the complete multilayer stack. 

Fig. 2: Reflectivity and diffuse scattering under grazing incidenee of polarized neutrons with 
polarization analysis as measured on the HADAS-refleetometer in ELLA (FRJ-2 JÜlieh). The 
seattered intensity (on a logarithmie eolour seale) is plotted against ineident angle a; and 
outgoing angle ar of the polarized neutrons. The speeular reflectivity (a; = ar) is shown on the 
main diagonal in eaeh plot. The four polarization ehannels are R++ non-spin-flip with the 
neutron spin along the direetion of the applied magnetie fjeld, R-- non-spin-flip with the neutron 
spin anti parallel to the magnetie fjeld direction and R+- and R-+ spin-flip with the incident 
neutron spin parallel or anti parallel to the magnetie field, respeetively. 

At the Bragg sheet across the 
3/2 order peak, in all four 
polarization channels the first 
order diffraction maximum of the 
lateral grating can be seen (at 
about ~ = 32 mrad and CX[ = 10 
mrad and vice versa). In contrast 
to that, at saturation field, the 
lateral diffraction maximum can 
only be observed in the R++ 
channel. This shows, that there is 
a tendency for the magnetic 
domains to order according to the 
pattern of the top layer. 
Furthermore, in the two spin-flip 

Below 6 mT, astate without remanent rnagnetization is 
observed. As seen from polarized neutron reflectometry and 
off-specular scattering, the magnetic layered structure is 
completely split into columnar domains. In each single 
domain, the magnetization of the neighboring layers is 
oriented anti parallel to each other. No preferred orientation 
against the remaining external field and therefore no net 
magnetization is observed. 

Reflectivity and diffuse scattering under grazing incidence 
of polarized neutrons with polarization analysis have been 
measured at the HADAS reflectometer [2] in the neutron 
guide hall ELLA at the Jülich research reactor FRJ-2 
(DIDO). Fig. 2 shows the four different polarization 
channels, measured at !-loH = 9.5 mT, i.e. in the inter
mediate, complex magnetization state. 

On the diagonal of each figure, the specular reflectivity 
(~ = CX[) is displayed. Beginning at small angles, one can 
see the total reflection plateau (only in the non-spin-flip 
channels), a half order peak (representing the double of the 
period of the multilayer structure, not resolved from the 
plateau in R++), the first order multilayer peak at about 
~ = 16 mrad, and the peaks with the orders 3/2, 2 and 5/2. 

The appearance of the half order peaks is a clear 
indication of antiferromagnetic orientation of neighboring 
Fe layers. But it is clearly visible, that the 3/2 order and 5/2 

channels, a half order lateral diffraction maximum is 
observed, indicating that the domains in some part of the 
sampie have twice the per iod of the patterned surface. 

Up to now, we have not yet found a suitable model to 
describe quantitatively the complete diffuse scattering 
observed. Nevertheless, we have found adescription of the 
specular reflectivity, that reproduces the different peak 
width in non-spin-flip and spin-flip for the half order peaks. 
They can be described assuming a structure, in that the 
component of the magnetization perpendicular to the stripes 
is alternating regularly, while the magnetization component 
parallel to the stripes shows one phase slip between the 3'd 
and the 4th layer (counted from the top). With this magnetic 
structure, a net magnetization along the field is achieved 
with minimal cost of exchange energy favoring the 
antiferromagnetic coupling. 
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For the first time, ordering in real (opaque) ferrofluids have been measured by ultra-small angle 
neutron scattering (USANS) on the new and worldwide unique focusing-mirror SANS spectrometer 
in Jülich (KWS-3@FRJ-2). This experiment confirms the presence of nuclear scattering density 
correlations on a length scale two orders of magnitude greater than the single particle size, Le. in 
the micrometer range. 

Ferrofluids (FF) are stable colloidal suspensions of fine 
(10 mn in diameter) single domain magnetic particles 
coated with a non-magnetic molecular surfactant shell 
[1]. Since the time of FF's discovery they are an attrac
tive subject for both fundamental science and industrial 
applications [2]. The same kind of objects, self- orga
nized on a substrate, are thought to be the basis for the 
next step to increase the storage capacity of magnetic 
recording media (100 Tbits/in2). [3] 

An external magnetic field tends to order dipolar mo
ments parallel to each other. Parallel orientation pro
motes chaining of particles, while it increases the re
pulsion between them in the plane perpendicular to the 
field, Le. repulsion between chains. On the other hand, 
thermal motion of particles tends to destroy those field
induced structures reducing also the correlation length 
along the chains as well as their lifetime. Depending on 
the ferrofluid concentration, the magnetic field strength, 
the temperature, the type of surfactant and solvent, one 
can expect a variety of possible ordered structures, e.g., 
(anti-) ferromagnetic, spin-glass, 01' fractal objects. 

Light scattering and optical microscopy studies have 
confirmed that FF particles can be arranged in vari
ous structures depending on the external magnetic field 
strength and direction. However, real (i.e. not diluted) 
FF are completely opaque. This is why smaH angle neu
tron scattering (SANS) remains the most suitable tool to 
carry out the investigation of the bulk structure of real 
FF with normal concentrations and thicknesses. In our 
early experiments [4,5] of polarized neutron small angle 
scattering carried out at PNPI we found some indications 
of possible spatial ordering in 4 % (volume concentration) 
FF while single partic1e parameters were well determined. 

To get a bettel' insight on the spatial ordering in real 
FF, we performed an USANS study on the new focusing
mirror SANS diffractometer in Jiilich (KWS-3@FRJ-2). 
The principle of this instrument is an one-to-one image 
of an entrance slit (typically 2x2 mm2 ) on a detector 
by neutron reflection on a double focusing elliptical mir
ror. The entrance slit is placed in a focus of the mirror, 
the detector in the other. The sampIe is placed just af
ter the mirror [6]. Compared to a conventional pinhole 
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SANS instrument of the same length, a focusing mirror 
SANS diffractometer has considel'able intensity advan
tages for a scattering wave-vector resolution (8Q) below 
7 x 10-3 A -1. For 8Q 10-4 A -1, a focusing mirror 
SANS wins by about four orders of magnitudes and its 
intensity is still comparable to that of a pinhole SANS 
at 8Q = 10-3 A -1 [7]. The big technical challenge wa..'l 
to build a high quality mirror with a shape as elose as 
possible to an ellipsoid with a very smooth surface (struc
tural roughness less than 5 Arms) in order to suppress as 
much as possible off-specular scattering. Our mirror was 
manufactured using technology developed for x-ray space 
telescopes [8]. To date, KWS-3 is the worldwide unique 
neutron scattering machine running on this principle. 

We present here two examples of measurements per
formed on a 3.3 % FF in deuterated solvent. In order 
to cover the whole cross section of the incident beam 
(10 x 2 cm2 ), the sampie was put in a cell 11 cm wide, 4 
cm high and 1 mm thick, the longest edges being perpen
dicular to the incident beam. In FIG. 1 and 2, differences 
between measurements performed with and without field 
are displayed. In FIG. 1, those differences are displayed 
on a logarithmic scale, in FIG. 2 on a linear scale. 

In the pictures on the left-hand sides, the field was ap
plied horizontally, along the longest side of the sampie 
cell, i.e. along the Qx axis. The intensities vary and 
stay concentrated inside a vertical stripe, oriented along 
the Q z axis. This shows that the ferromagnetic particles 
order in stripes oriented parallel to the applied field, as 
schematically represented on the left-hand side of FIG. 3. 
The average distance between the stripes is given by the 
distance between the two minima, i.e. approximately 2 
J.Lm. 

In the pictures on the right-hand sides, the field was 
also applied horizontaIly, but this time along the primary 
beam, Le. perpendicular to the two longest sides of the 
cello In that case the ordering looks a bit more compli
cated than above. Two types of ordering seem to com
pete, both of them tending to order the ferrofluids along 
strip es perpendicular to the applied field. This tendency 
can be understood if one considers the cell geometry and 
the magnetic shape anisotropy that it induces. One ten-



dency, similar to the one above, tends to order the par
tieles along stripes oriented along the longest side of the 
sampie cell. The other one tends to order the partieles 
into stripes along one of the two the diagonals of the 
cell, as schematically represented on the right-hand side 
of FIG. 3. As a matter of fact, the angle between the two 
types of ordering is very elose to the one that makes one 
of the diagonals of the cell with respect to the horizon
tal. The fact that the se co nd type of ordering appears 
along only one of the two diagonals can be explained by 
a slight misalignment of the magnetic field with respect 
to its nominal direction. The width perpendicular to the 
intensity modulation of the ordering along one of the di
agonals of the cell is targer than the one perpendicular 
to the intensity modulations due to the ordering along 
the horizontal. This shows that, in the former case, the 
average length of the chains is smaller than in the latter 
case. 

To conelude, for the first time we were able to measure 
the ordering in the bulk of real ferroftuids, having access 
to correlations in the micrometer range. For this we used 
the new and worldwide uruque focusing mirror USANS 
machine recently installed in the guide hall ELLA of the 
research reactor in Jülich, KWS-3@FRJ-2. Depending 
on the orientation of the applied magnetic field, differ
ent types of ordering were observed. A simulation of the 
data will give access to the exact size, exact orientation, 
and the distance between the chains. Within the next 
months, polarized neutrons will be available at KWS-3, 
permitting to discriminate between nuelear and magnetic 
correlations. 
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FIG. 1. Differences between intensities measured from a 3.3 
% (volume concentration) ferrofluid under a magnetic field of 
11.4 mT and under zero field. Intensities are displayed on 
a logarithmic scale and only differences greater than one are 
displayed. In the top picture, the field was applied along the 
Q",-axis (i.e. perpendicular to the incident beam). In the bot
tom one, the field was applied perpendicular to the (Q",-Qz) 
plane (i.e. parallel to the incident beam). The color scale 
extends from 0 (violet) to 2 (red). 
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FIG. 2. Same as above. Here, the differences are displayed 
on a linear scale and the range of scattering wave vectors is 
smaller than above. The color scale extends from -1500 (via
let) to 500 (red). 0 corresponds to yellow. 

H 

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the two types of order
ing encountered above. On the left-hand side the magnetic 
field H is applied along the longest side of the cell, on the 
right-hand side perpendicular to the cell 
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The distribution of Sr-counterions around polyacrylate chains in aqueous solution was studied by 
anomalous small-angle X-ray scattering. Different ratios of the concentrations of SrCI2/[NaPA] reveal 
dramatic changes in the scattering curves. At the lower ratio the scattering curves indicate a coil like 
behavior, while at the higher ratio the scattering curves are contracted to smaller q-values, possibly caused 
by the collapse of the NaPA coil to pearl-like subdomains. 

Polyelectrolytes are highly charged macromolecules. The 
density of charges along the polymer chain may cause a 
wide variety of conformations. A large variety of 
polyelectrolytes is found in nature, where the role of electric 
charges is essential for the proper functioning of nucleic 
acids, the numerous enzymes and proteins. 

Due to the high charge density concentrated on the chain, 
polyelectrolytes show an unusual behavior in many ways. 
There is a strong interaction between the segments of the 
same chain and other macromolecules which clearly 
indicates a long range electrostatic potentiaL The latter has 
its image in the counterion distribution around charged 
polymer chains. The conformational and folding properties 
of polyelectrolytes and their specific functioning could be 
better understood if the spatial distribution of the various 
kinds of free ions of the solvent could be determined. 

Anomalous small-angle X-ray scattering (ASAXS) with 
synchrotron radiation is a suitable experimental technique, 
which allows the structural characterisation of the 
counterion distribution around the macroions by tuning the 
energy in the vicinity of the absorption edge of the ion in 
question. The distribution of the counterions is not 
accessible by conventional SAXS measurements, because 
the scattering contributions of the counterions and the 
macroions superimpose and cannot be distinguished. The 
first ASAXS experiments of counterion distributions were 
reported by Stuhrmann [1] and more reeent results are 
published in [2-4]. 

The present contribution deals with the conformation of 
the sodium salt of polyacrylie acid (NaPA) in aqueous 
solutions with 0.01 M NaCI and pH 9. NaCI was added in 
order to screen the eleetrostatic interaction between 
dissociated carboxylate groups, which leads to a coiled 
chain conformation of the polyanions. In contradiction to 
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Na+, Sr2+ binds specifically and more tightly to the 
carboxylate groups. This interaction neutralizes the 
polyanions to a large extent, and due to the hydrophobie 
nature of the backbone, leads to a collapse of the 
polyelectrolyte chains. Theoretical work on this shrinking 
proeess, based on scaling arguments and Monte Carlo 
simulations propose that polyeclectrolyte structure passes 
elongated intermediates like cigars or pearl necklaces [5,6] 
before reaching the spherical shape. However, these 
conformations have not yet been observed experimentally. 
If a large fraction of the carboxylate sites is occupied by 
Sr2+ ions, the spacial distribution of the Sr2+ ions should 
reflect the monomer density distribution within the 
collapsing chain and anomalous small angle X-ray 
scattering (ASAXS) may be a well-suited experimental 
technique to study the correlation of the macroion with its 
counterions [1-4]. 

First, a stock solution of NaPA (supplier: Polysciences, 
Eppelheim, Germany) was prepared in bidistilled water with 
0.01 M NaCl and pH 9. After 3 days, this solution was 
combined with a SrCh solution with pH 9 and 
2[Sr2+]+[Na+]=0.01M [7]. The Sr2+ content thereby is set to 
1.5 mM. In order to approach the precipitation limit, several 
polymer coneentrations were produced by diluting with a 
solution with 1.5 mM SrCh, pH 9 and [Sr2+]+[Na+]=0.01M, 
Le. with a constant concentration of cationic charges. 
Preliminary measurements using combined static and 
dynarnic light scattering (AL V 5000E CGS) allowed us to 
get first information on the shape of the polymer chains in 
dependence on the ratio of [Sr2+J/[NaPA]. Finally, two 
sampies differing in the polymer concentration were chosen: 
P4KE corresponds to [NaPA] = 3.61 mM, Le. 
[Sr2+]/[NaPA] = 0,42, P4KU2 corresponds to [NaPA] = 
3.25 mM, Le. [Sr2+]/[NaPA] = 0.46 which is elose to the 
border line of phase separation. Compared to coiled chains 
in Sr2+-free solutions, the polyanion dimensions of both 
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Figure 1: ASAXS measurements of the collapsed NaPA 
chains ([Na PA] = 3.61 mM; [SR2+]/[NaPA]=0.46) at the 

Sr-K-absorption edge at 16.105 keV. The black scattering 
curve represents the scattering from the polymer and the 

Sr2+ ions. The red scattering curve is the separated 
. f h S 2+· scattenng curve 0 t e r Ions. 

sampies are significantly shrunken. The two sampies as weil 
as the solvent (containing the same amount of Sr2+) were 
filled into capillaries from Hilgenberg GmbH, Malsfeld, 
Germany. The capillaries are made of borosilicate glass 
with an inner diameter of 4 mm and a wall thickness of 0.05 
mm. The inner diameter of 4 mm is nearly the optimal size 
for the energy range of the Sr-K edge at 16.105 keV. The 
capillaries were elosed with a pipette plug fixed by two 
component quick setting adhesive. 

ASAXS measurements were performed at the JUSIF A 
beamline at HASYLAB, DESY Hamburg in the energy 
range of the K-absorption edge of Strontium at 16.105 keV. 
The energy dependence of the small angle X-ray scattering 
near the K-absorption edge of Sr is used to separate the 
scattering due specifically to the Sr-ions. 

In Figure 1 the scattering curves of NaPA-chains at 
[NaPA]=3.61 mM (P4KE) obtained from SAXS 
measurements are shown. The total as weil as the separated 
scattering curve follows apower law of da/dn - q'cx. The 
exponent a. is elose to 2 for both curves, indicating a coil 
like behavior [8]. However, it is worth mentioning that the 
separated curve reveals undulations wh ich points to the 
occurence of spherical subdomains as would be expected 
for a pearl necklace [5] . 

The scattering curves (total and separated in Figure 2) of a 
second sampie (P4KU2) with a smaller concentration of 
Na PA ([NaPA] = 3.25 mM), but the same SrCl2 content as 
P4KE show a different behavior. However, the separated 
scattering curve (red) obtained from SAXS measurements at 
the two energies 15.507 and 16.105 keV exhibits a simi1ar 
characteristic for q > 0.02 l/A with pronounced maxima, 
minima and shou1ders indicating a scattering function, 
which again seems to be influenced by correlation effects 

between rather mono disperse subdomains within the 
collapsing chains. The total scattering curve (black) 
measured at 15.507 keV shows several shoulders and is 
compatib1e with the form factor of a polydisperse sphere, 
which is modulated by interpartiele scattering contributions. 
The latter is indicated by additional SANS measurements 
extended to smaller q-values. Possibly the NaPA coil 
collapses to a sphere whereby the structure of pearl-Iike 
subdomains is preserved . 

Thereby the measurements elearly reveal significant 
contributions from non-uniformly distributed Sr-counterions 
imaging the monomer distribution. 
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Figure 2: ASAXS measurements of the collapsed to sphere 
NaPA chains ([NaPA] = 3.25 mM; [SR2+]/[NaPA]=0.41) at 

the Sr-K-absorption edge at 16.105 keV. The black scattering 
curve represents the scattering from the polymer and the 

counterions. The red scattering curve is the separated 
. f h S 2+· scattenng curve 0 t e r IOns. 
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In 2002 IFF contributed to the development of the ESS liquid mercury target module within 
the ESS-project mainly through the following tasks: 

1) Experimental and computational studies of the effect of pressure pulses on the target 
structure, induced by the pulsed proton beam in the liquid meta!. 

2) Development and testing of me ans to mitigate these effects, mainly by introducing gas 
bubbles into mercury and by surface hardening of the structural materials. 

3) Development of devices and study of high-cycle-fatigue and corrosion behaviour of 
structural materials in liquid mercury. 

4) Studies on radiation damage of ESS candidate structural materials under proton and 
neutron irradiation, including investigations of the specific effects of the light 
transmutation products hydrogen and helium. 

Two target stations for short (1.2 IlS) and long (2 
ms) pulses are planned for the European Spallation 
Source (ESS). According to a feasibility study [1], 
liquid mercury will be used as target material in 
both cases. Technical details of these targets, 
including fabrication as well as lifetime and cost 
estimates will be described in a baseline report at 
the end of2003. Trus will comprise a detailed 
description of the target module itself, of 
surrounding moderators, reflectors, shielding as 
weH as of auxiliary and ancillary systems, remote 
handling and building etc .. The work to this aim is 
coordinated in the FZJ Project European Spallation 
Source (PES). In the following four tasks are 
addressed which have mainly been performed at 
IFF. Other important contributions, e.g. on thermal
hydraulics and on fabrication teclrnology have been 
performed elsewhere. 

Pressure pulse effects 
The pressure pulses in the liquid mercury, 
induced by the pulsed proton beam cause 
severe stresses on the mercury containment. 
These strongly restrict the choice of candidate 
structural materials. Fig.l compares 
calculated maximum stress induced by ESS
typical 5 MW beam pulses and the thermal 
stresses induced by temperature differences to 
the respective yield strengths. Pulse and 
thermal stresses show Ud and d2 dependence 
on thickness, respectively, and increase about 
linearly with beam power. These results show 
for example that in austenitic stainless steels 
(316L) both pulse and thermal stresses are 
above the yield strength at all thicknesses. 
Even if the pulse stresses could be reduced by 
mitigation methods (see below), the thermal 
stresses would limit the possible window 
thickness to less than 1 mm in this material. 
Inconel 718 (IN718) and tantalum (Ta) are 
mied out due to low radiation resistance and 
limited database, respectively. Thus, only 
martensitic steels (e.g. the 12%Cr steel 
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MANET) remain as feasible structural 
materials for the ESS target 
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Fig.l : Pulse (left), yield (horizontal) and thermal 
(right) stresses in four candidate structural materials 
ofESS. The cross-overs indicate optimum window 
thicknesses (vertieal dotted lines). 

Fig.2 : SEM pietures of 12%Cr steel in hard (a, b) 
and standard (e, d) condition, before (a, c) and after 
(b, d) irradiation with 100 pulses of 0.8 Ge V 
protons at LANSCE. 



Aside from stresses, the pulsed nature of the ESS 
proton beam also induces surface damage on the 
structural materials, whieh is ascribed to cavitation. 
Fig.2 shows scanning electron microseope (SEM) 
pictures of a 12%Cr steel (DINl.4922) irradiated 
with 100 pulses ofO.8 GeV protons in the WNR 
device at LANSCE, Los Alamos. In the standard 
eondition (Fig.l d) a lot of small erosion pits are 
observed, but virtually none in the hardened 
material (Fig.l b). This indicates that the steel in the 
hardened condition is much more resistant to 
cavitation damage than in standard condition. On 
the other hand the higher duetility of the standard 
condition is indispensable for operation. Therefore 
the possibility of surface-hardening is examined by 
pulsing or seanning of electron- or laser-beams 
across the surfaee. 

Wide extrapolation is necessary from the above 
relatively small number of pulses and low beam 
power to ESS relevant conditions. Therefore 
devices are developed to produce pressure pulses in 
liquid mercury outside such expensive and 
radioactive irradiation facilities . Mainly inductive 
teclmiques are employed to induce pulsed power 
into mercury, such as for example used in 
lithotripters. An advantage ofHg is, that the pulsed 
power can be directly coupled into the liquid meta!. 

Pressure pulse mitigation 
While surfaee-hardening may reduce eavitation 
damage, methods are examined to reduce the 
pressure pulse itself. The two basic properties of 
mercury which are involved in the development and 
spreading ofthe pressure pulse are thermal 
expansivity Cl and compressibility K. While the 
possiblities to reduce Cl (for example by alloying 
Hg with Tl) are rather lirnited, various methods to 
increase K have been examined. The most 
promising seems to be introduction of tiny bubbles 
ofuncondensable gas. To reach the needed small 
diameters oftypically 20 11m, large shear forces are 
necessary due to the high surface energy of 
mercury. Several devices have been designed and 
proved successfully in water and in a substitute 
liquid metal (GaInSn) and will be tested so on in a 
large mereury loop at !PUL Riga . 

High cycle fatigue and corrosion 
The 1.2 Ils pulses with 50 Hz repetition rate ofthe 
ESS short pulse target imposes stresses of an 
unique time structure on the target strueture. 
Further uncommon environmental features are the 
presenee of liquid Hg and of heavy irradiation. 
These eonditions are simulated in conventional as 
well as pulsed high-eycle-fatigue (HCF) devices. 
Fig.3 shows a small deviee which has proven its 
ability to produce pulsed stresses ofESS-relevant 
time strueture. The influenee of irradiation is 
simulated by using spent target materials from 
spallation deviees (LANSCE, ISIS, SINQ). In other 
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more conventional experiments the effect of 
eomposition and surface treatment on HCF is 
studied. 

- ., 

Fig.3 : HCF device for the application of pulsed 
stresses (FA TIMA). 

Radiation damage 
The spent targets are also used to study the effeet of 
irradiation on meehanical properties and 
rnicrostrueture [2]. Austenitic and martensitic 
steels, Ni-base alloys and pure tantalum have been 
investigated. For detailed studies on fracture 
behaviour a small-punch deviee is under 
eonstruetion. An outstanding feature of the high 
energy proton irradiation in ESS is the high 
production rate of spallation products, mainly 
hydrogen and helium. Their effeet on tensile 
properties have been reported last year. This work 
performed at the Jülich eompact eyclotron has been 
extended to a large regime of doses and 
temperatures [3]. The results show strong 
embrittlement by helium, mainly at lower 
temperatures. This indieates that the behaviour of 
materials in a spallation source cannot be simply 
extrapolated from behaviour in other devices. 
Therefore speeirnens are irradiated in SINQ (PSI), 
the oniy presently available spallation souree for 
material testing. 

This work was partially supported by the European 
Community under the SPIRE (fulallation and 
Irradiation Effects) project, Contract FIKW-CT-
2000-00058. Part ofthe work was performed in 
collaboration with CEA-Saclay, IMH-FzKarlsruhe, 
IPUL-Riga, PSI-Villigen, TU-I1menau, TU
Braunschweig. 
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Inelastic neutron scattering with emphasis on energetically low lying modes has been performed on three prospective 
advanced cold moderator materials. Employing the time-of-flight instruments SV29 and DNS at the Jülich FRJ-2 re
ac tor, spectra have been obtained from synthetic methane clathrate, tetrahydrofurane (THF) clathrate and light water 
ice at several temperatures between 2 K and 70 K. Clearly separated excitations at energy transfers of ±I meV, 
+2 meV and +3 meV have been observed with synthetic methane clathrate. In hexagonal ice at T = 2 K up to now 
unreported low Iying energy levels were found at energy transfers of 1.8 meV and 2.8 meV. An additional line at 
about \0 meV could be detected in the THF clathrate, which is most likely due to the embedded THF molecule. 

The motivation for the investigations described in this note 
is the development of advanced cold neutron moderators in 
particular with respect to pulsed spallation sources. Solid 
methane at low temperatures, e.g. T = 20 K, is generally 
considered the best moderator medium for cold neutron 
sources. In contrast to liquid hydrogen at the same tem
perature it experimentally exhibits a Maxwellian spectrum 
with a "neutronic" temperature of about 23 K. The obser
vation that neutrons are virtually in thermal equilibrium 
with methane at this temperature is attributed to the low 
Iying energy levels, which in turn are believed to be due to 
the free rotations of a limited number of methane molecules 
in the solid phase. In addition, methane yields an intensity 
ga in of a factor of 3 to 4 at neutron energies around 2 meV 
as compared to liquid hydrogen. 

A not quite as perfect cold spectrum is observed with water 
ice at 20 K. On the other hand, ice shows an extended 
slowing down spectrum covering the so-ca lied thermal 
neutron energy range (ambient temperature regime). This 
would entail narrower neutron pulse widths (better resolu
tion for time-of-flight spectrometers) than those obtainable 
from common ambient temperature water moderators. 

Therefore, a combination of methane and water at low tem
peratures could be the ideal moderator over a broad energy 
range from 2 meV up to, say, 100 meV. Indeed, there are 
inclusion compounds of gases or other molecules in water, 
the clathrates, which might exactly serve this purpose. A 
well-known example is methane clathrate, a substance, 
which even occurs naturally on the deep sea floor. Unfortu
nately, it is only stable under these conditions (high pres
sure and/or low temperature). On the other hand, inelastic 
neutron scattering on a few sampies of natural deep sea 
methane clathrates revealed nearly the same low energy 
levels, which have been discovered long aga with pure 
solid methane [1]. 

Since the proper composition of natural methane clathrate 
is not predictable, we investigated the spectral properties of 
synthetic material with the correct stoichiometric ratio of 
one methane molecule per six water molecules. The results 
of the inelastic neutron experiments are presented below. 

Due to the technical difficulties with the synthesis of meth
ane clathrate (30 bars at 70 K), it seems worthwhile to 

search for a compound easier to produce, such as tetrahy
drofurane (THF) clathrate. The room temperature liquid 
THF (C4HsO) and water mix easily and form an inclusion 
compound at 6°C. This hydrate composed of one THF per 
17 water molecules can thereafter easily be cooled down to 
cryogenic temperatures. 

In order to complete our studies with respect to searching 
for low Iying excitations in solid cryogenic moderator me
dia we also did some measurements with water ice, which 
is still a candidate for pulsed sources due to reasons de
scribed above. Furthermore, water ice not only is simple to 
produce, but at temperatures as low as 5 K has an extremely 
high thermal conductivity, wh ich is important for removing 
the power deposited by the primary neutron source (nuclear 
heating). 
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FIG. 1: Inelastic spectrum from synthetic methane clathrate at 5 
different temperatures (130 = 7 meV, oE = 0.4 meV; Qo = 2.9 k 1

). 

The experiments have been conducted at the time-of-flight 
spectrometer for thermal neutrons, SV29, and the spectro
meter for diffuse scattering, DNS, at the FRJ-2 reactor. In 
order to find the respective optimum range for energy trans
fer with simultaneously obtaining the required energy 
resolution, the measurements have been performed with 
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three different incoming energies, 7 meV, 26 meV and 
41 meV. A distinct separation of the expected lowest rota
tionallevels (±1 meV, +2 meV and +3 meV) from the elas
tic line was possible with 7 meV, as can be seen in Fig. l. It 
should be noted that at the highest temperature of 70 K the 
discrete lines of the free rotations are smeared out to a 
quasi-elastic line due to diffusional motions. The energies 
of the observed lines at the lowest temperature corresponds 
perfectly to the lines found with natural deep sea methane 
clathrate [2]. 

The important point is that the production scheme for meth
ane clathrate developed in Göttingen not only yields the de
sired quality with respect to the microscopic properties, but 
also is suitable for mass production. The latter is of utmost 
importance for a real cold neutron source, where amounts 
of the order of one liter are required. In fact, for the mod
erator experiments described below, about 900 g of this 
compound were used. 

15 

5 

o " 10 20 
enefgy lransfer [meV1 

FIG. 2: Inelastic spectrum from THF clathrate at T = 2 K and 
three different scattering angles CEo = 26 meV, oE = 2.1 meV; 
Qo = 3.0; 3.9 and 5.8 k l resp.). 

The spectrum from THF clathrate is shown in Fig. 2. It ex
hibits a feature at about ~ = 10 meV not present in pure 
ice and therefore attributed to the THF molecule embedded 
in the ice crystal structure. The peaks at the lowest energy 
transfers (cf. Fig. 3), on the other hand, we have observed 
in ice as weil. To our knowledge there is no report in the 
literature about a similar observation. The physical origin of 
these excitations is not understood yet. 

In order to check the expected superior performance of a 
methane clathrate moderator compared to an ice moderator 
we have performed measurements at the Jülich spallation 
source mock-up JESSICA. In these experiments pulses of 
1.3 Ge V protons are deposited into a mercury target and the 
fast neutrons generated in and emitted from this target are 
partly intercepted and slowed down in adjacent moderators 
such as our ice or methane clathrate moderators. The vol
urne of these moderators typically is of the order of one li
ter. The energy distribution of the slow neutrons is meas
ured bya time-of-f1ight technique. First preliminary results 
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are shown in Fig. 4. Despite the low statistical accuracy, in
creased intensity at energies below about 5 meV is evident. 
The spectra are normalized to the same densities. 
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FIO. 3: Inelastic spectrum from THF clathrate at T = 2 K and 
three different scattering angles. (Ho = 7 meV, oE = 0.4 meV; 
Qo = 1.5; 1.9 and 2.9 k l resp.). 
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FIO. 4. Energy distribution of neutrons emitted [rom an ice and 
a methane clathrate moderator, respectively, measured at the 
Jülich spallation source mock-up JESSICA. The enhancement of 
the intensity at the lowest energies attributed to the methane is 
clearl y seen. 
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lightly doped Lal-xSrxMn03 single crystals 
PNCMI-Workshop, Jülich, 16.-19.09.2002: abstract 
book. - 2002. - S. A13 

Tasset,F.*; Regnault,L.-P.*; Brocket,Th.; Rupp,A.*; 
Eccleston,R.*; TÖrÖk,G.*; Ferrnon,C.*; Heil,W.* 
ENPI : the European neutron polarisation initiative 
European conference abstract book : Bonn, 16. -
17.05.2002. - S. 95 

te Velthuis,S. G. E. *; Felcher,G. P. *; Toperverg,B.; 
Vorobiev,A.*; Major,J.* 
Domain states in exchange biased Co/CoO bilayers 
PNCMI-Workshop, Jülich, 16.-19.09.2002: abstract 
book. - 2002. - S. V19 

Toperverg,B. 
Larrnor phase labelling in reflectometry, SANS and 
tomography 
PNCMI-Workshop, Jülich, 16.-19.09.2002: abstract 
book. - 2002. - S. V31 

Toperverg,B. 
Polarised neutron reflection and off-specular 
scattering 
Polarized neutron scattering : lectures ofthe 1st 
sunnner school held at the Forschungszentrurn Jülich 
from 10 to 14 September 20021 T. Brücke! (ed.) .. -
Jülich, 2002. - 3-89336-314-9. - S. 247 - 288 

Toperverg,B. 



Supermatrix formalism to model off-specular neutron 
scattering 
Proceedings of the 7th Intemational Conference on 
Surface X-ray and Neutron Scattering : Lake Tahoe, 
USA, 23. - 27.09.2002. - (2002). - S. 51 

Voigt,J.; Kentzinger,E.; Rücker,U.; Schmidt,W.*; 
Schweika,W.; Bruckel,Th. 
Magnetic structures ofphase transitions in [Er-Tb] 
multilayers 
European conference abstract book : Bonn, 16. -
17.05.2002. - S. 24 

Vorobiev,A.*; Gordeev,G.*; Major,J.*; 
Toperverg,B.; Dosch,H. * 
Transverse and lateral self-organisation in colloids of 
ferromagnetic nanoparticles 
PNCMI-Workshop, Jülich, 16.-19.09.2002: abstract 
book. - 2002. - S. V26 

Vrana,M.*; Mikula,P.*; Lukas,P.*; Ioffe,A.; 
Nistler,W. * 
Neutron interferometric measurements in NPI Rez 
European conference abstract book: Bonn, 16. -
17.05.2002. - S. 11 

Ziegenhagen,N.; Rücker,U.; Kentzinger,E.; 
Lehrnann,R.; van der Hart,A.; Toperverg,B.; 
Bruckel,Th. 
Determination ofthe magnetic properties oflaterally 
structured Fe/Cr multilayers 
PNCMI-Workshop, Jülich, 16.-19.09.2002: abstract 
book. - 2002. - S. V18 

Ziegenhagen,N.; Rücker,U.; Kentzinger,E.; 
Lehrnann,R.; van der Hart,A.; Toperverg,B.; 
Bruckel,Th. 
Magnetic properties of laterally structured Fe/Cr 
multilayers 
European conference abstract book : Bonn, 16. -
17.05.2002. - S. 25 

Zotov,N.*; Schäfer,W.; Jansen,E.; Kockelmann,W.*; 
Delaplane,R. G. * 
Neutron diffraction studies of glasses in the 
collaborative research project SFB 408 Bonn, 
Germany 
European conference abstract book : Bonn, 16. -
17.05.2002. - S. 23 

Book 

Brockel,Th. (Hrsg.); Schweika,W. (Hrsg.) 
Polarized neutron scattering : lectures of the 1st 
summer school held at the Forschungszentrum Jülich 
from 10 to 14 September 2002 
Jülich, Forschungszentrum, Zentralbibliothek, 2002 
Schriften des F.orschungszentrurns Jülich, Reihe 
Materie und Material; 12 
3-89336-314-9 
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Invited talks 

Bayer,N.; Conrad,H.; GlÜckler,H.; Küssel,E.; 
Soltner,H.; Stelzer,H. 
Entwicklung fortschrittlicher kalter Moderatoren für 
die ESS 
ESS-European Conference : Bonn, Alter Bundestag 
Bonn: 16.05.2002 - 17.05.2002 

Brockel,Th. 
Introduction to polarised neutron scattering 
First Summer School on Polarised Neutron Scattering 
: FZJ, IFF 
Jülich: 11.09.2002 - 14.09.2002 

Brockel,Th. 
Magnetic X-ray and polarised neutron scattering 
First Summer School on Polarised Neutron Scattering 
: FZJ, IFF 
Jülich: 11.09.2002 - 14.09.2002 

Brockel,Th. 
Magnetic X-ray scattering : status and perspectives 
ERLSYN-Science2002 : Intemational Workshop on 
Scientific Applications of Energy Recovery Linac 
Driven Synchrotron Light Sources ; Universität 
Erlangen 
Erlangen: 27.09.2002 - 29.09.2002 

Brockel,Tb. 
Magnetic X-ray scattering : status and perspectives 
PETRA III Upgrade Workshop on Condensed Matter 
Applications : DESY Hamburg 
Hamburg: 30.09.2002 - 02.10.2002 

Brockel,Th. 
Scattering 
Soft matter: complex materials on mesoscopic scale ; 
lecture manuscripts ofthe 33rd IFF winter school 
Jülich: 05.03.2002 

Brockel,Tb. 
The colorful palette of magnetism : resonant 
magnetic X-ray scattering 
Max-Planck-Institut: Stuttgart 
Stuttgart: 16.07.2002 

Brockel,Th. 
Von korrelierten Elektronen zu komplexen 
Legierungen: Festkörperforschung am IFF 
HGF-Workshop Kondensierte Materie: 
Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 06.11.2002 

Chen,J. 
HCF experiments far ESS 
4th Intemational Workshop on Mercury Target 
Development : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 12.07.2002 - 16.07.2002 



Chen,J. 
Summary and conclusion from PIE of spent targets at 
FZ-Juelich 
5th International Worlcshop on Spallation Materials 
Technology 
Charleston, S.c.: 19.05.2002 - 24.05.2002 
Conrad,H. 
Konzepte zur Auslegung der Neutronentargets an 
Spallationsquellen 
ESS-Tage 
Bad Honnef: 15.04.2002 

Conrad,H. 
The new ESS moderator concept 
4th International Workshop on Mercury Target 
Development : Forschungszentrurn Jülich 
Jülich: 15.07.2002 

Goerigk,G. 
Materialwissenschaftliche Untersuchungen mit 
anomaler Röntgen- Kleinwinkelstreuung 
V ortrags- und Diskussionstreffen 
"Materialwissenschaften in Hamburg 2002" : 
Universität Hamburg, Chemie 
Hamburg: 14.10.2002 - 15.10.2002 

Goerigk,G.; Haubold,H.-G.; Lyon,O.*; Simon,J.-P.* 
Review of anomalous ASAXS in materials science 
SAS 2002 - Konferenz 
Venedig, Italien: 25.08.2002 - 30.08.2002 

Goerigk,G.; Williamson,D. L.* 
Quantitative ASAXS of germanium inhomogeneities 
in amorphous silicon-germanium alloys 
SAS 2002 - Konferenz 
Venedig, Italy: 25.08.2002 - 30.08.2002 

Hanslik,R.; Butzek,M.; Müller,A. 
New design for ESS rotation shutter 
4th International Workshop on Mercury Target 
Development : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 12.07.2002 - 16.07.2002 

Haubold,H.-G.; Vad,Th.; Waldöfuer,N.* 
From Pt moleeules to catalyst nanoparticles : ASAXS 
I SAXS in-situ studies 
SAS 2002 - Konferenz 
Venedig, Italien: 25.08.2002 - 30.08.2002 

Ioffe,A. 
Neutron speed echo add-on to TAS : an increase in 
resolution without the use of polarized neutrons 
Workshop on the Perspectives in Single Crystal 
Neutron Spectroscopy (SCNS) : ILL Grenoble 
Grenoble, Frankreich: 12.12.2002 - 14.12.2002 

Ioffe,A. 
Wide angle high resolution spectroscopy at pulsed 
neutron sources 
Workshop on Polarised Neutrons in Condensed 
Matter Investigations : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 19.09.2002 
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Jung,P. 
Hydrogen in RAFM' s : diffusion and effects on 
tensile properties 
IEA Workshop on Ferritic-Martensitic Steels 
Garehing: 14.11.2002 

Jung,P. 
Pitting mitigation strategies at ESS 
4th IntemationalW orkshop on Mercury Target 
Development : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 12.07.2002 - 16.07.2002 

Jung,P. 
Strahlenschäden am ESS-Target 
ESS Tage 
Bad Honnef: 14.04.2002 - 16.04.2002 

Jung,P. 
The solid target concept 
Technical Advisory Committee of ESS 
Saclay, Frankreich: 04.11.2002 - 05.11.2002 

Jung,P.; Henry,J.*; Chen,J.; Brachet,J.-C.* 
Effect of implanted helium on tensile properties and 
hardness of9%Cr martensitic stainless steels 
5th International Workshop on Spallation Materials 
Technology 
Charleston, USA: 19.05.2002 - 24.05.2002 

Jung,P.; Yao,Z.; Liu,C.* 
Migration and trapping of hydrogen in steel - effect 
of irradiation and helium-implantation 
Intemational Conference on Hydrogen Effects on 
Material Behaviour and Corrosion 
Jackson Lake, USA: 22.09.2002 - 26.09.2002 

Kentzinger,E. 
First experiments on the focusing mirror USANS 
diffractometer KWS-3 
European Users Meeting ofthe EuropeanAccess to 
Research Infrastructure Project "Juelich Neutrons for 
Europe" : Kerkrade (Netherlands) 
Kerkrade: 22.11.2002 

Kentzinger,E. 
KWS3, the new focusing rnirror SANS instrument at 
Jülich 
6th ESS-SAC Meeting 
Bochum: 01.10.2002 

Klimko,S.*; Böni,P.*; Currat,R.*; Demmel,F.*; 
Fäk,B. *; Gähler,R. *; Mezei,F. *; Stadler,C. *; 
Toperverg,B. 
Implementation of a zero field spin-echo option at the 
three-axis spectrometer IN3 (ILL, Grenoble) and first 
measurements of phonon linewidths 
Workshop on Polarised Neutrons in Condensed 
Matter Investigations : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 19.09.2002 

Kranold,R.*; Kriesen,S.*; Haselhoff,M.*; Weber,H.
J. *; Goerigk,G. 



SAXS study ofthe growth kinetics ofCuCI 
nanocrystals in NaCI 
SAS 2002 Konferenz 
Venedig, Italien: 25,08,2002 - 30,08.2002 

Lauter,H. J.*; Lauter-Pasyuk,V.*; Toperverg,B.; 
Rücker,D.; Romashev,L*; Milyaev,M,; Ustinov,V.* 
Spin-flop transition in Fe/Cr multilayers 
Workshop on Polarised Neutrons in Condensed 
Matter Investigations : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 19.09.2002 

Lauter,H. *; Lauter-Pasyuk, V. *; Toperverg,B.; 
Romashev,L *; Milyaev,M. *; Ustinov, V. * 
Twisted ground state in antiferromagnetically 
coupled multilayers 
The 7th International Conference on Surface X-Ray 
and Neutron Scattering 
Lake Tahoe, CA: 23,09.2002 - 27.09.2002 

Lauter-Pasyuk,V.*; Lauter,H. J.*; Toperverg,B.; 
Romashev,L*; Milyaev,M.; Ustinov,V.* 
The origin ofthe twisted ground state in magnetic 
multilayers in external magnetic field 
Workshop on Polarised Neutrons in Condensed 
Matter Investigations : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 19.09.2002 

Lauter-Pasyuk,V.*; Lauter,H.*; Gordeev,G.*; 
Müller-Buschbaum,P.*; Toperverg,B.; Petry,W.* 
Self-assembled nanomaterials : magnetic 
nanoparticles in copolymer films studied by off
specular neutron scattering 
7th International Conference on Surface X-ray and 
Neutron Scattering 
Lake Tahoe, USA: 23,09,2002 - 27.09.2002 

Massalovitch,S.; Ioffe,A; Küssel,E.; Brockel,Th. 
Neutron image plate detector with low gamma
sensitivity 
Seminar: Technische Universität München 
Garching: 10.06.2002 

Massalovitch,S.; Ioffe,A.; Schlapp,M.; Von 
Seggern,H. *; Küssel,E.; Brockel,Tb. 
Low gamrna-sensitivity neutron image plate detector 
ESS-Conference and TECHNI-Network Meeting 
Bonn: 15.05.2002 - 17.05.2002 

Schweika,W. 
Time-of-flight and polarisation analysis for diffuse 
neutron scattering 
Workshop on Polarised Neutrons in Condensed 
Matter Investigations : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 19.09.2002 

Schweika,W.; Maleyev,S. V.*; Brockel,Th.; 
Plakhty,V. P.*; Regnault,L-P.* 
Longitudinal spin fluctuations in 3d antiferromagnets 
Workshop on Polarised Neutrons in Condensed 
Matter Investigations : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 19.09.2002 
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Schweika,W.; Maleyev,S.*; Brockel,Th.; Plakhty,V. 
P.; Regnault,L-P.* 
Longitudinal spin fluctuations in the antiferromagnet 
MnF2 studied by polarized neutron scattering 
Deutsche Neutronenstreutagung 
Bonn: 15.05.2002 - 16.05.2002 

Seeck,O. 
Auto- and cross correlation functions ofthin film 
systems deterrnined by X-ray diffuse scattering 
Röntgenserninar des IFP AN 
Warschau: 20.03.2002 

Seeck,O. 
Capillary waves on polymer thin films 
Soft matter: complex materials on mesoscopic scale ; 
lecture manuscripts ofthe 33rd IFF winter school 
JüHch: 05.03.2002 

Seeck,O. 
X-ray experiments on confmed liquids 
MPI-MF Institutskolloquium 
Stuttgart: 03.05.2002 

Seeck,O. 
X-ray reflectivity on thin film samples 
Röntgenserninar des IFP AN 
Warschau: 20.03.2002 

te Velthuis,S. G. E.*; Felcher,G. P.*; Toperverg,B.; 
Vorobiev,A.*; Major,J.* 
Domain states in exchange biased Co/CoO bilayers 
Workshop onPolarised Neutrons in Condensed 
Matter Investigations : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 19.09.2002 

Toperverg,B. 
Diffuse neutron scattering on multilayers 
XXXVI PNPI Winter School Condensed State 
Physics 
St. Petersburg: 15.04.2002 - 20.04.2002 

Toperverg,B. 
Larrnor phase labelling in reflectometry, SANS and 
tomography 
Workshop on Polarised Neutrons in Condensed 
Matter Investigations : Forschungszentrum JüIich 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 19.09.2002 

Toperverg,B. 
Neutron scattering at grazing incidence 
Workshop RNIKS-2002 : PNPI 
Gatchina, Russland: 14.10.2002 - 21.10.2002 

Toperverg,B. 
Polarised neutron reflection and off-specular 
scattering 
First Summer School on Polarised Neutron Scattering 
: FZJ, IFF 
Jülich: 11.09.2002 - 14.09.2002 

Toperverg,B. 



Supermatrix formaltsm to model off-specular neutron 
scattering 
The 7th International Conference on Surface X-Ray 
and Neutron Scattering 
Lake Tahoe, CA: 23.09.2002 - 27.09.2002 

Toperverg,B. 
Theoretical interpretation and quantitative analysis of 
data on reflectometry and off-specular scattering 
Workshop Neutron Reflection: Progress in the Study 
ofInterfaces 
ILL, Grenoble: 24.10.2002 - 26.10.2002 

Toperverg,B. 
Theoretical interpretation of off-specular polarized 
neutron scattering from nanoeomposite films 
International Workshop on Nanoeomposites : 
Materials, Neutrons and Data Interpretation: ANL 
Argonne: 28.03.2002 

Toperverg,B. 
Towards 3-dimensional polarimetry in neutron 
reflectometry 
16th P AC for Condensed Matter Physics Meetiug 
Dubna: 18.04.2002 - 19.04.2002 

Vorobiev,A.*; Gordeev,G.*; Major,J.*; 
Toperverg,B.; Dosch,H.* 
Transverse and lateral self-organisation in colloids of 
ferromagnetic nanopartic1es 
Workshop on Polarised Neutrons in Condensed 
Matter Investigations : Forschungszentrum Jülieh 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 19.09.2002 

Ziegenhagen,N.; Rücker,U.; Kentzinger,E.; 
Lehmann,R.; van der Hart,A.; Toperverg,B.; 
Brockel,Th. 
Determination of the magnetie properties of laterally 
structured Fe/Cr multilayers 
Workshop on Polarised Neutrons in Condensed 
Matter Investigations : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 19.09.2002 

Other talks 

Brockel,Th. 
Das Institut für Streumethoden 
Beirats-Informationsveranstaltung : 
Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 21.03.2002 

Brockel, Th. 
Elastic scattering from many-body systems 
Laboratory Course Neutron Scatteriug : FZJ-IFF 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 20.09.2002 

Brockel,Th. 
Magnetic X-ray diffraction reveals elementspecifie 
magnetie eorrelations 
APS User Seience Seminar 
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Argonne: 26.07.2002 

Brockel,Th. 
Magnetism 
Laboratory Course Neutron Scattering : FZJ-IFF 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 20.09.2002 

Brockel, Th. 
Science review: "FZJ @ MuCA T: examples for 
research activities" 
APS Seminar: Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) 
Argonne, USA: 21.11.2002 

Conrad,H. 
Inelastie neutron seattering from water-iee, 
tetrahydrofurane-hydrate and methane-hydrate 
6th Meeting ofthe Collaboratiou on Advaneed Cold 
Moderators (ACoM) : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülieh: 11.09.2002 

Conrad,H. 
Neutron Sourees 
Laboratory Course Neutron Seattering : FZJ-IFF 
Jülieh: 16.09.2002 - 20.09.2002 

Goerigk,G. 
JUSIFA: Jülichs small angle X-ray seattering 
experiment at HASYLAB 
Satellite meeting: status and perspectives of 
SAXS!W AXS HASYLAB 
Hamburg: 24.01.2002 

Goerigk,G. 
Materialuntersuchungen mit anomaler Röntgen
Kleiuwinkelstreuung 
Institutsseminar : Universität Göttingen. 1. 
Physikalisches Institut 
Göttiugen: 28.01.2002 

Ioffe,A. 
Priuciples ofneutron speed echo speetroscopy 
Seminar: Institut Max von Laue, Paul Langevin 
Grenoble: 11.03.2002 

Köbler,U. 
Experimentelle Evidenzen gegen die Gültigkeit der 
klassischen Spiuwellentheorie 
Universitäts~Kolloquium : Bochum 
Boehum: 16.07.2002 

Nünighoff,K.; Conrad,H.; Filges,D.; Goldenbaum,F.; 
Neef,R.-D.; Pohl,C.; Sehaal,H.; Stelzer,H.; Tietze
Jaensch,H.; Paul,N.; Wohlmuther,W. 
The JESSICA experiment. part I : inprovements of 
the JESSICA experiment 
ACoM-6 - 6th Meeting ofthe Collaboration on 
Advaneed Cold Moderators: Forschungszentrum 
Jülieh 
Jülieh: 11.09.2002 - 13.09.2002 

Pohl,C.; Conrad,H.; Filges,D.; Goldenbaum,F.; 
Neef,R.-D.; Nüuighoff,K.; Schaal,H.; Stelzer,H.; 



Tietze-Jaensch,H.; Paul,N.; Wohlmuther,W. 
Tbe JESSICA experiment - part TI : results from the 
JESSICA experiment 
ACoM6 - 6th Meeting ofthe Collaboration on 
Advanced Cold Moderators: Forschungszentrum 
Jülich 
Jülich: 11.09.2002 - 13.09.2002 

Rücker,U. 
Neutronenstreuinstrumentierung am FRJ-2 
ZFR -Fachkundeseminar : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 06.11.2002 

RÜcker,U. 
Neutronenstreuinstrumentierung am FRJ-2 
ZFR-Fachkundeseminar: Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 15.11.2002 

Schweika, W. 
Diffuse neutron scattering : time-of-flight and 
polarization analysis 
ESS-Tage: Bad-Honnef 
Bad-Honnef: 14.04.2002 - 16.04.2002 

Schweika,W. 
Polarization analysis 
Laboratory Course Neutron Scattering : FZJ-IFF 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 20.09.2002 

Seeck,O. 
Continuum description : grazing incidence neutron 
scattering 
Laboratory Course Neutron Scattering : FZJ-IFF 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 20.09.2002 

Toperverg,B. 
Larmor precession tracing, small angle scattering, 
depolarization, and the optical theorem 
Workshop Progress in Neutron Larmor Precession 
Techniques 
Delft: 29.05.2002 - 01.06.2002 

Toperverg,B. 
Lateral magnetic patterns in thin films and layered 
superstructures : polarized neutron off-specular 
scattering 
Seminar Ruhr Universität Bochum 
Bochum: 21.02.2002 

Toperverg,B. 
Neutron scattering at grazing incidence 
IPNS / SNS Seminar: ANL 
Argonne, IL: 30.09.2002 

Toperverg,B. 
Polarised neutron reflection and off-specular 
scattering 
GKSS-Seminar 
Geesthacht: 23.08.2002 

Toperverg,B. 
Theory of polarized neutron scattering and 
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interpretation of experimental data on vector analysis 
ILL Seminar 
Grenoble: 14.02.2002 

Voigt,J.; Kentzinger,E. 
Untersuchung magnetischer Übergitter mit Neutronen 
und Synchrotronröntgenstrahlung 
Workshop Magnetismus und Streumethoden : 
Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 07.06.2002 

Posters 

Alefeld,B.; Conrad,H.; Dohmen,L.; Ioffe,A.; 
Kentzinger,E.; Küssel,E.; Prager,M.; Rücker,U.; 
Vehres,G. 
Instrument modernisation program at the FRJ-2 
reactor 
ESS Conference 
Bonn: 16.05.2002 - 17.05.2002 

Andreasen,J. W.*; Rasmussen,O.*; Feidenhans,R.*; 
Berg Rasmussen,F. *; Christensen,R. *; 
Molenbroek,A.*; Goerigk,G. 
An in-situ cell for ASAXS investigations of 
nanocrystalline catalysts 
SAS 2002 Konferenz 
Venedig, Italien: 25.08.2002 - 30.08.2002 

Bos,J.; Köbler,U.; Küssel,E. 
Magnetische Besonderheiten an den hydrothermal 
synthetisierten Carbonaten 
4. Vortragstagung Fachgruppe Festkörperchemie und 
Materialforschung : Technische Universität Dresden 
Dresden: 24.09.2002 - 26.09.2002 

Chang,L. J.; Mueller,R. M.; Appelt,S.; Häsing,F. W. 
Polarized 3He in Jülich 
ESS-Conference 
Bonn: 16.05.2002 - 17.05.2002 

Chen,J.; Conrad,H.; Jung,P.; Soltner,H.; Wolters,J.; 
Ullmaier,H. 
Material problem of the target-moderator-complex in 
ESS 
ESS European Conference 
Bonn: 16.05.2002 - 17.05.2002 

Dohmen,L.; Alefeld,B.; Kentzinger,E.; Rücker,U.; 
Stellbrink,J.; Ioffe,A.; Springer,T.; Richter,D.; 
Brückel,Tb.; Droclmer,M.; Engels,R.; Kleines,H.; 
Suxdorf,F.; Zwoll,K. 
A high resolution small angle neutron scattering 
instrument and reflectometer with focusing mirror 
(KWS3) at Jülich 
ESS~Conference 

Bonn: 16.05.2002 - 17.05.2002 

Dürr,H. A. *; Krause,B. *; Schreiber,F. *; Dosch,H. *; 
Seeck,O. 



Interfacial morphology and thermal stability of metal 
contacts on organic thin films 
HASYLAB User Meeting 
Hamburg: 25.01.2002 

Goerigk,G. 
Anomalous small angle X-ray scattering in solid state 
physics, catalyst research and chemistry 
HGF-Workshop "Kondensierte Materie" 
FZJ, Jülich: 06.11.2002 - 06.11.2002 

Goerigk,G.; Williamson,D. L. * 
Anomalous small-angle X-ray scattering study of 
hotwire and plasma grown amorphous silicon
germanium alloys 
HASYLAB User Meeting 
Hamburg: 25.01.2002 

Grigorian,S.*; Grenzer,J.*; Pietsch,U.*; Seeck,O. 
Thermal diffuse scattering in grazing-incidence
difftaction 
HASYLAB User Meeting 
Hamburg: 25.01.2002 

Haubold,H.-G.; Vad,Th.; Waldöfner,N.* 
From Pt molecules to nanoparticles: ASAXS I SAXS 
in-situ studies 
HGF-Workshop "Kondensierte Materie" 
FZJ, Jülich: 06.11.2002 - 06.11.2002 

Istomin,K.; Su,Y.; Fattah,M.; Foucart,P.; Hupfeld,D.; 
Seeck,O.; Brückel,Th. 
Reexamination ofthe charge/orbital ordering in 
lightly doped LaSrMnO by synchrotron X-ray 
scattering methods 
HGF-Workshop "Kondensierte Materie" 
FZJ, Jülch: 06.11.2002 - 06.11.2002 

Istomin,K.; Su,Y.; Fattah,M.; Seeck,O.; Hupfeld,D.; 
Brückel,Th. 
Resonant scattering from lightly doped Lal
xSrxMn03 (x - 1/8) 
HASYLAB User Meeting 
Hamburg: 25.01.2002 

Istomin,K.; Su,Y.; Schweika,W.; Hupfeld,D.; 
Fattah,M.; Foucart,P.; Brückel,Th. 
Complementary X-ray and neutron scattering from 
lightly doped Lal-xSrxMn03 (x - 1/8) single crystals 
Workshop on Neutron and Synchrotron X-ray 
Scattering in Condensed Matter Research: PSI 
Villigen 
Villigen: 03.08.2002 - 06.08.2002 

Kampmann,R. *; Haese-Seiller,M. *; Kudryashov,V. *; 
Deriglazov,V. *; Toperverg,B.; Schreyer,A. *; 
Sackmann,E. * 
Perspectives for polarised reflectometry at the novel 
reflectometer REFSANS at FRM-I1 in 
MunichiGerrnany 
Workshop on Polarised Neutrons in Condensed 
Matter Investigations : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
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Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 19.09.2002 

Kentzinger,E. 
KWS-3, a focusing mirror USANS diffractometer in 
JüHch 
Deutsche Neutronenstreutagung 
Bonn: 15.05.2002 - 16.05.2002 

Kentzinger,E.; Rücker,U.; Toperverg,B.; Brückel,Th. 
Determination of the magnetic fluctuations in a 
Fe/CrlFe trilayer exhibiting a neutron resonance state 
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Fischer,K. 
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ESS-Conference 
Bonn: 16.05.2002 - 17.05.2002 

Lauter,H. J.*; Lauter-Pasyuk,V.*; Toperverg,B.; 
Romashev,L.*; Ustinov,V.*; Vorobiev,A.*; 
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Neutron spin selection in off-specular scattering from 
magnetic multilayers 
ESS-Conference 
Bonn: 16.05.2002 - 17.05.2002 

Lauter-Pasyuk,V. *; Lauter,H. J. *; Gordeev,G. *; 
Müller-Buschbaum,P.*; Toperverg,B.; Petry,W.* 
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Workshop on Polarised Neutrons in Condensed 
Matter Investigations : Forschungszentrurn Jülich 
Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 19.09.2002 

Lauter-Pasyuk,V. *; Lauter,H. J.*; Toperverg,B.; 
Müller-Buschbaum,P.*; Petrenko,A.*; Petry,W.*; 
Aksenov,V. * 
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scattering 
ESS-Conference 
Bonn: 16.05.2002 - 17.05.2002 

Lee,W.-T.*; te Velthuis,S. G. E.*; Felcher,G. P.*; 
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Jülich: 16.09.2002 - 19.09.2002 

Murphy,B.*; Stettner,J.*; Sprung,M.*; Weber,R.*; 
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Bonn: 16.05.2002 - 17.05.2002 
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using x-ray scattering methods 
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Tahoe City, CA, USA: 22.09.2002 - 27.09.2002 
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Institute for Neutron Scattering 

General Overview 

1. User program at the FRJ·2 reactor 
In 2002 the EU funded access to the research infrastructure program (ARI) "Jülich - Neutrons 
for Europe" (HPRI-2001-00268) has completed its fIrst year of operation. The program has 
started in November 2001 with the purpose to support users from other European countries to 
perform experiments at the Jülich research reactor. 

Proposals submitted to the ARI program are refereed by an international panel headed by 
Prof. 1. Colmenero from the University of the Basque Country. In order to allow fast access, 
proposals are received for three deadlines per year (February, July and November). For the 
same reason the refereeing procedure is done using internet communications rather than panel 
meetings. In order to handle the additional administrational duties, a user secretariat was 
established. Figure 1 displays the number of proposals received and the amount of beam time 
requested at the four fIrst deadlines. The fIgure also displays the number of selected proposals 
and the amount of beam time given. The total approved beam time of 206 instrument days in 
the [lIst year exceeded significantly the contractual deliverable time of 133 per year. 
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Figure 1 At the [lIst four deadline requested (blue) and scheduled (red) beam time in the 
frame of the European access pro gram. The red line displays the contractual 
deliverable beam time. 

Figure 2 displays the scientifIc areas, where the proposals were placed. More than 50% were 
coming from soft matter science or biology, reflecting the distinctive strength of the Jülich 
instrumentation and scientific background in this fIeld. We note that two proposals even dealt 
with topics from our cultural heritage, namely the study of archaeological findings. The 
proposals came from 10 European countries among which six do not have their own neutron 
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scattering facility. More than half of the users were new in the sense that they never did an 
experiment at the Forschungszentrum Jülich before. This clearly outlines the importance of 
the European funding for foreign scientists, who without this support would not have been 
able to access our facility. 

Cultural Heritage 

Soft Matter 

Structure 

Biology Phonons 

Figure 2: Distribution of the European proposals on different subject areas. 

Aside of this European access pro gram 59% of the experiments were performed by outside 
users. Figure 3 displays the origin of the different user groups classified into different 
categories. 

Figure 3: 

Research Centers (Int.) 
15 Universities (nat.) 

r---=-:-~~ 

Uni\.ersilies (int.) 
25 

Origin of all external user groups classified into different categories. 

Finally, in 2002 the "6th International Neutron Laboratory Course" took place. This training 
course for students was supported by the European Neutron Round Tab1e. Again the number 
of applicants (89) surpassed largely the available places. From the 45 accepted participants 20 
came from outside Germany. 
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2. Instrumentation (F&E No. 23.10.5) 
New instrumentation and upgrading existing instrumentation is one of the focal points of the 
Institute for Neutron Scattering. In 2002 the following activities are noteworthy: 

The efforts to develop a "beyond the state of the art" neutron spin echo (NSE) instrument 
for the Megawatt Spallation Source SNS in the United States was followed with vigour. 
Test experiments and model ca1culations on the magnetic field properties in particular the 
field integral in homogeneities in superconducting coils were carried out (see report M. 
Ohl et a1.). From these studies it became evident that in spite of flux pinning problems 
superconducting coils may be used even for ultra high resolution NSE instruments 
(F&E No. 23.60.0). 

The work on the backscattering instrument for the FRM-2 reactor in Munich came into its 
final phase. Most of the components are by now fabricated. Particularly noteworthy are 
the linear motor driven velocity drive gliding on aircushions of extremely high precision. 

At the Jülich facility the refurbishment of the two small angle scattering instruments 
KWS-l and KWS-2 were in full swing. The new electronics and the new detector for 
KWS-l are completed and are now being commissioned. Large parts of the new detector 
for KWS-2 have been built this year. 

Finally, the new technique of inelastic fIXed window scans on the backscattering 
instrument lead to first results. Figure 4 displays such sc ans at an offset of 14.5~eV and 
Q = 1.88 for PEOIPPO block copolymers with and without salto From such a sc an the 
temperature dependence as well as the · stretching of the relaxation function can be 
deterrnined very quickly. 

Figure 4: 
Inelastic fixed window scan at the 
Jülich backscattering instrument at an 
offset energy of 14.5~eV. Sampie 
PEOIPPO diblock copolymers with ( ) 
and without salt (0). From the 
temperature dependent intensity both 
the activation energy and the stretching 
may be read off. Dashed area: 
contribution of CH3 rotations. 

3. Polymers, membranes and complex fluids (F&E No. 23.10.2) 
The research of the institute concentrates on the field of soft condensed matter systems 
emphasizing polymers, complex fluids with a touch of biology. For this interdisciplinary 
research a dose collaboration between chemists and pbysicists is mandatory. Soft matter 
materials are prepared and characterized in the chemistry laboratory of the institute. We a11 
benefit also strongly from a dose collaboration with the Institute Theory II of the IFF. 
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Polymer synthesis 
Aside of the standard synthesis of homo- and blockcopolymers supporting the bulk of the 
research activities in the institute, a number of items specific to the chemistry need to be 
emphasized. 

Several model polyethylenes have been prepared by anionic polymerisation of butadiene 
and subsequent saturation of the double bonds. These polymers were triblock copolymers 
with protonated labels at various position along the chain. Additionally, a polyethylene 
three arm star block copolymer with a hydrogen label in the center of the star was 
synthesized. 

Careful studies of the refractive index increment of polybutadienes with various degrees 
of hydrogenation showed that the degree of deuteration can be determined easily and 
accurately by dnldc measurements. Similarly, the microstructure may be such obtained. 

For the first time, we were able to relate in detail the monomer conversion and the 
initiation processes in anionic polymerisation with structural details in combining in-situ 
high resolution IH-NMR (500MHz) and in-situ small angle neutron scattering (SANS). 
These experiments appear to reveal completely new aspects of the anionic polymerisation 
mechanism. For example initiation occurs over a long time regime, where chain growth is 
already quite important. In addition, in the very early initiation stages, large scale 
aggregates are formed by cross association of the initiator moleeules with the living chain. 

In the field of microemulsion efficiency boosting, new block copolymers were developed 
which are more simple to synthesize than the polyalkane-PEO systems. Furthermore, they 
allow to treat silicon oils which is not possible with the conventional boosters. 

The efficiency boosters used so far are not useful to stabilize emulsions. By changing the 
design of the polymers it was possible to obtain materials which now allow to stabilize 
emulsions. 

Polymer dynamics 
In 2002 our studies focused on (i) the large scale dynamies of polymers and its relation to 
rheological properties (molecular rheology) and (ii) dynamic studies, in order to elucidate the 
motions behind the a-relaxation in glass forming polymers 

Large scale dynamics and molecular rheology 
From a combined measurement of the mean square segment displacement and the single 
chain coherent structure factor of a reptating chain a compiete and consistent picture of 
the tube confinement in the reptation model evolved (see report A. Wischnewski et al.). 

After the observation of contour length fluctuations in aseries of studies on reptating 
chains of different molecular weights, now by masking the outer parts of the chain by 
proper labelling it could explicitly be shown that the loosening of the confinement is 
related exc1usively to the outer parts of the chain. 

In order to study constraint release, NSE measurements on long chains in different shorter 
chain matrices were performed. With decreasing matrix length an increasing loosening of 
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the confinement was observed. In the limit of a short chain matrix the transition to Rouse 
motion can be seen. 

In a second dass of studies relaxation quench experiments were performed, in order to 
follow the chain relaxation in non-linear rheology. In this way, the chain retraction 
process after a non-linear stretch was identified (see report A. Blanchard et al.). On the 
basis of a thorough characterisation of model branched polymers (H-polymers and bi
products) we could confirm that backbone and arm relaxations of a branched polymer can 
be treated in a decoupled hierarchie al way in time. We also showed that the tube dilution 
theories are valid over the investigated time range up to the length scale of the tube. 

Dynamics 0/ the a-relaxation 
A combined computer simulation and high resolution neutron scattering study covering an 
unprecedented large Q-range showed that the u-process may be understood as sublinear 
jump diffusion featuring finite jump lengths (see report A. Arbe et al.). 

Recent computer simulations on polyisobutylene suggested that the relaxation dynamies 
may be described as the combination of jumps between the split transconformations (tt 
jumps) and transgauche transition. It was daimed to have resolved the apparent 
inconsistencies between dielectric and NSE results on the one hand and NMR and ESR 
experiments on the other hand. With a combination of neutron time of flight and 
backscattering experiments on PIB sampies with protons only at the backbone it could be 
shown that an evaluation following the scheme of the computer simulation leads to 
grossly inconsistent elastic incoherent structure factors for the tt jump, while the overall 
shape of the relaxation function can be accounted for. On the other hand the concept of a 
sublinear diffusion process is consistent with all data. 

The experiments on glass forming materials in mesoscopic confinement were extended 
from simple liquids to polymers. Researchers from the Federal Institute of Materials 
Research and Testing (Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung, BAM) were able to fill 25-
200A pores in a glass matrices with Polydimehtylsiloxane (PDMS). As in the simple 
liquid salol, a cut off of the glass typical low frequency vibrations (Boson peak) by the 
geometrie confinement could be observed by inelastic neutron scattering. But the effect is 
weaker for the polymer. 

Biomimetic mineralisation and cocrystallisation processes 
Polymers are able to modify the crystallisation processes of anorganic and organie materials 
significantly. In this way, nature steers mineralisation processes like the growth of bones or 
shells. Our research in this field followed two lines 

Mineralisation in the present 0/ polymerie additives in calcium carbonate 
The role of the double hydrophilie block copolymer polyethyleneglycol-block
polymethacrylic acid (PEG-PMMA) on the morphogenesis of calcium carbonate was 
studied using contrast variation at the small angle scattering machine. The goal was to 
determine the partial scattering functions of the components. From the polymer partial 
scattering function we found dear evidence that the polymers are distributed inside the 
calcium carbonate crystals following a mass fractal distribution with an fractal exponent 
of Dr= 2.7. Time resolved SANS experiments under calcium carbonate contrast 
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confrrmed these results and indicated that the crystallisation occurs via diffusion limited 
aggregation or percolation of clusters of nano-particles. 

The time evolution and growth of calcium carbonate mineralisation was also studied in the 
presence of additives like the protein Ovalbomin. While without the additive calcium 
carbonate nucleates into thin plates of a thickness less than 30A and growths into porous 
rnicrometer large three dimensional particles, the additives convert the growth towards 
compact mineral structures. Ovalbomin itself denaturates during the mineralisation 
process from a globular to a rod like structure. The proteins seem to act as a nuc1eation 
center leading to a larger Iocal accumulation of Ca2

+ ions. 

Cocrystallisation 0/ partially crystalline polymers and paraffines 
The influence of polymeric additives on the formation of wax crystals in crude oils and 
refined fuels are of scientific and practical interest. Wax crystal modification allows to modify 
pour points and cold filter plugging temperatures. Experiments on the random crystalline 
amorphous block copolymer of ethylene butene revealed that the biggest impact on wax 
crystal modification occurs if the polymer self assembly temperature coincides with the onset 
of crystallisation of the paraffin. SANS experiments gave insight into the various structures 
and cocrystallisation processes that oecur. 

Biophysics 
Inelastie x-ray experiments were performed in order to study the longitudinal acoustic branch 
of DNA in various conformations along the helical axis. Advantages of this method are (i) 
that it accesses the zeroth Brillouin zone and (ii) that the sampie volumes (lOmm3

) are small. 
Therefore, such experiments allow to use artificial D-DNA as sampies. Of disadvantage is the 
Lorentzian shape of the resolution function (FWHM == 1.5meV). The experiments reduced a 
clearly visible sinusoidal LA branch which gives a reasonable sound velocity. The present 
modelling eoneentrates on the understanding of the damping mechanisrns. 

Complex fluids 
After the polymer boosting effect has been established for the bieontinous microemulsions the 
influence of amphiphilic polymers was investigated also fordroplet microemulsions. Thereby, 
asymmetrie amphiphilic polymers of the PEO-PEP type were used. 

In the ease of long water soluble blocks, homogenous distributions of polymer around the 
droplets were found and only a depletion zone around the droplet was avoided by the PEO 
block. No boosting was observed. 

If the oil soluble block was dominating, then the emulsification efficiency of the polymer 
doped surfactants strongly increased. At a maximum oi! concentration a shape change 
from cylindrical to spherical structures was observed. 

The addition of homopolymers to bicontinous microemulsions allows to tune its viscosity. 
However, as an adversary effect the emulsification efficiency drops significantly. It was 
shown that this may be contour balanced by adding in addition dibloek copolymers such 
that both efficiency and counter can be tuned simultaneously. 
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Soft colloids 
Since 01.10.2002 our institute participates in the newly funded Transregio
Sonderforschungsbereich SFB-TR6 "Physics of colloidal dispersions in external fields". In 
this Sonderforschungsbereich we will use PEP-PEO block copolymer micelles as a tuneable 
model system for the investigation of the influence of external shear on the structure and 
phase behaviour of ultra soft colloids. 

So far, we have studied the relation between the microscopic pair potential and the structure 
ofultra soft colloids. Star like (ultra soft) micelles displaya microscopic gel transition around 
the overlap concentration C* which is reflected in the SANS data as a concentration 
dependent structure factor peak showing a strong discontinous transition around C*. 

Further research activities 

Tunnelling systems 
The main goal of our research in this area is the common interpretation of rotational 
tunnelling spectra, the phonon density of states and librations on the basis of the low 
temperature crystal structures and the intermolecular interactions parameterised e.g. as the 
universal force field (UFF). All methyl halides so far studied could be understood in such 
an approach. 

Ga- or In-trimethyl compounds which are used as doping sources in semiconductor 
production are an interesting case with a larger number of inequivalent methyl groups. 
The rotational potentials were identified in simultaneously studying quasielastic scattering 
and tunnelling. 

A new field is opened by test experiments on methyliodid water c1athrates. This material 
crystallises in the same symmetry called cubic as a famous methane clathrate. First 
experiments reveal three tunnelling lines signifying different adsorption sites. 

Dieter Richter 
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Personnel 2002/2003 and areas of activity 

ßciSc~tific Stan 
Dr. J. Allgaier 

Prof. Dr. U. Buchenau 
(until 30.06.2002) 

Dr.H. Grimm 

Dr. M. Monkenbuseh 

Dr.M.Ohl 

Dr. M. Prager 

Dr. W. Pyckhout-Hintzen 

Prof. Dr. D. Richter 
Institute Director 

Dr. D. Schwahn 

Dr. 1. Stellbrink 

Dr. L. Willner 

Dr. habil. R. Zorn 

'fec#1JicaJStaf! 
U. Bünten 

W.Bünten 

Ms. M. Hintzen 

Dipl.-Ing. M. Heiderich 

Dipl.-Ing. T. Kozielewski 

V.T. Nguyen 

Ms. U. Sausen-Mallca 

Dipl.-Ing. R. Schätzler 

Ms. e. SchnitzIer 

T. Stare 

Polymer synthesis, microemulsions, emulsions 

Dynamics of glassforming materials 

Molecular crystals, oriented macromoleeules 
Instrument Responsible: Baekseattering spectrometer BSS 1 

Dynamies ofpolymers and complex liquids, development ofnew spin echo 
techniques 
Instrument Responsible: Neutron Spinecho Spectrometer (NSE) 

Project scientist for NSE at SNS 

Rotational tunneling 
Instrument Responsible: Thermal time of flight spectrometer SV 29 

Polymer networks; linear, branched and composite polymers; rheology;X
ray 
Instrument Responsible: Small angle neutron scattering KWS 1 

Structure and dynamies ofpolymers, glass transition, complex liquids 
ESS Science Director 

Phase transitions in polymer systems, self assembly of crystalline 
copolymers, biomineralisation 
Instrument Responsible: Small angle neutron scattering KWS 1 and double 
crystal diffractometer DKD 

Star polymers, polymer/colloid mixtures and living polymerization, 
polymer colloids in external fields 

Polymer synthesis, characterization kinetics ofpolymer micelles, polymer 
colloids in externa1 fields 

Rubbery electrolytes, glass transition, dynamics in confmement, water 
dynamics in glasses 

Technician at KWS 1 and NSE 

Development work on neutron spin echo spectrometer for SNS 

Technician in the polymer characterization laboratory 

Engineer responsible for the KWS 1 and DKD instruments 

Engineer backscattering spectrometer FRM 2 

Technician at SV29 spectrometer 

Electronic laboratory 

Head of technical service group 

Secretary user office 

Technician at BSS 1 spectrometer 

Technician at KWS 2, electronic data processing 

23.10.2 

23.10.2 

23.10.2 

23.10.2 

23.10.5 

23.10.2 

23.10.2 

23.10.2 

23.10.2 

23.10.2 

23.10.2 

23.10.2 

23.10.5 

23.60.0 

23.10.5 

23.10.5 

23.10.5 

23.10.5 

23.10.5 

23.10.5 

23.10.5 

23.10.5 

23.10.5 R. Stollenwerk 

DipL-Ing. G. Vehres Electronics engineer, head of electronics laboratory 
Second Instrument Responsible: Thennal time offlight spectrometer SV 29 23.10.5 

Ms. S. Oubenkhir Secretary 

Ms. T. Ziebarth (since 07.06.02) Technician in the polymer characterization laboratory 

. Scitmtists 

Dr. R. Biehl 

G. ehen (since 16.10.02) 

Dynamics of gels 
Second Instrument Responsible: Neutron Spinecho Spectrometer (NSE) 

Microemulsion phases in polymer blends 
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A. Fomenko 

Dr. H. Frielinghaus 

Dr. Ms. M. Heinrich 

Dr. Ms. H. Herrnes 

Dr. O. Holderer(since 14.10.02) 

Dr. S. Kahle 

Dr. G. Kali 

Dr. O. Kirstein (unti131.08.02) 

Dr. Ms. A. Niu (since 04.02.02) 

Dr. A. Radulescu 

Dr. M. Rheinstädter 
(since 01.03.02) 

Dr. G. Rotheqsince 07.10.02) 

Mineralisation at polymer templates 

Microemulsions 
Instrument Responsible: Small angle neutron scattering facility KWS 2 

Polymer processing, influence ofbranched polymers 

Structural investigation ofpolymer-silicate nanocomposites 

NSE spectroscopy on supercritical fluid rnicroemulsions 

Dielectric spectroscopy, relaxations in complex polymer systems, partially 
structure factor, glass transition 
Second Instrument Responsible: Backscattering spectrometer BSS 1 

Instrument Scientist at the IN 15 spectrometer at the ILL 

Project scientist for backscattering instrument at FRM-II 

Living polymerisation, NMR techniques, SANS 

Aggregation behavior of eopolymers and wax crystallization 
Second Instrument Responsible: Small angle neutron scattering facility 
KWS2 

Seeond Instrument Responsible: IN 12 at the ILL 

Polymer colloids in external fieIds 

Dr. P. Rottländer (since 01.10.02) Project seientist for backscattering instrument at FRM-II 
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Progress report for the construction of the new NSE spectrometer for the 
SNS 

M. Ohl, W. Bünten and M. Monkenbusch 

Institute for Neutron Scattering 

To build a beyond state of the art NSE spectrometer with aresolution 't> 1!lS the spectrometer has to be 
equipped with superconducting (SC) precession coils for field integrals 1>lTm. A SC test system has 
been installed to asses the effects of flux trapping, 'hysteresis' field etc. on the field integral and to study 
the magnetic field in time and space. Within a simplified model we were able to describe the field 
integral contribution of the 'hysteresis' field quite sufficiently. An operational mode for superconducting 
coils to avoid any trapped flux by heating and subsequently cooling below Tc yields a magnetic field 
reproducibility of at least LlB=8 10-6. 

F&E-Nr: 23.60.0 

Neutron spin echo instruments cover a broad range of 
applications in dynamics of polymer and glassy materials 
as weil as phase transitions, disordered magnetic systems 
and transport phenomena. Due to the encoding of 
individual neutron velocity changes into spin precession 
angles it is possible - without affecting the high resolution 
- to use a very broad wavelength (velocity) spread. Thereby 
intensity is preserved. The resulting signal is, however, the 
intermediate scattering function, the Fourier transform 
S(Q,'t) of the spectral scattering function the intermediate 
scattering function [1,2]. The most striking feature of NSE 
is decoupling of resolution from intensity. Whereas the 
resolution is given in terms of the Fouriertime 't : 

r= r m
; A.3 fBd1 o<. .-t3 fBdl (1) 

27r h 2 

Obviously, the maximum resolution and - Fouriertime 'tmax 
- is determined by the maximum wavelength Am.x and 

maximum field integral J max = I Bmax dl of the precession 

coils. Beside the use of highest wavelengths one is 
interested to increase the maximum field integral Jmax. For 
the development of the worldwide highest resolution 
neutron scattering instrument for the SNS with a resolution 
'tmax=lJ..I.s two key technologies remain. 

I. Use of superconducting coils for highest 
magnetic field integrals Jmax > 1 Tm and. 

2. Development of high precession correction 
elements for a field integral homogeneity of 
about MIJ < 10-6

. 

These two key technologies directly lead to the fron tier of 
feasibility. In this short report we would like to focus on 
the key technology dealing with the SC precession coil. 

The major novel design goal for a next generation spin -
echo spectrometer is the use of SC main solenoids 
providing a field integral J > 1 Tm which should operate at 

least at a four times higher magnetic field integral than the 
NSE spectrometer INI5 at the ILL with the highest 
resolution in neutron scattering instruments. Fig. 1 already 
shows a schematic view of the NSE spectrometer for the 
SNS without the chopper system. SC precession coils had 
been foreseen which allow for optimal compensation with 
a negligible magnetic field in a distance d = l.5m 
perpendicular to the scattering axis (see Fig. 1). However, 
the experience with aNSE set-up using SC solenoids to 
boost magnetic field integrals is limited so far [3,4] . 

x[mJ 

Fig. 1: Schematic view of the engineering design of the new NSE 
spectrometer and the stray field calcuJation for one main precession coil. The 
upper inset shows schematically the spectrometer with the two main 
precession coils. 

Open questions still exist concerning a reliable operation 
in which the precession field changes for each Fouriertime 
't. Field integral errors are due to unavoidable 'hysteresis' 
effects, 'flux pinning', influence of 'flux creeping' and 
'flux jumping' during NSE operation and must be 
quantitatively estimated [5] . A feasibility study has been 
started in which the magnetic fields of a SC Nb-Ti 
Helmholtz - pair plus one auxiliary coil is under 
investigation (see Fig. 2 green and yellow region) and first 
results are presented. Fig. 2 shows the magnetic field in 
axial direction of the solenoids set after a central field of 
about B= 1 T as measured using a Hall probe. A remaining 
magnetic field of several Gauss has been pinned into the 
solenoid after the power supply has been switched off. 
When the coils reach the transition temperature Tc = 8.9K 

lL7 



this 'trapped field' vanishes continuously until all parts of 
them are above Tc. 
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Fig. 2: Remaining magnetic field parallel to the symmetry - axis x of the 
HeImholtz - pair as pinned into the windings of the (SC) Helmholtz -
pair while heating and subsequently cooling versus temperature 

T and time t. 
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Fig. 3: Remaining axial magnetic field component on a path along the 
symmetry axis x through the coils assembly. Ring coil positions are 
at +4 cm and -4 cm, an extra coil at about 7 cm had not been excited 
but nevertheless trapped flux and contributes to the asymmetry of the 
curve. Model I, 2 and 3 describe 2, 4 and 8 positive or negative 
currents pinned into the winding at positions schematically shown in 
the inset of the Figure. 

Fig. 3 shows the field values B x versus x-axis. The data 

show qualitatively a similar behaviour as expected for 
resistive coils carrying a finite current l_i=+1 inside and 
10 =-1 in the outside section. A first coarse estimate 
indicates J=J..I,oN(Io+ I_i) - 0, i.e. the influence on the key 
parameter for NSE is much smaller than inferred from 
looking on the absolute value of B at a single point. The 
exact difference of the field integral J due to trapped flux is 
currently being studied in more detail. This inset of Fig. 2 
shows three models which describe the trapped tlux in 
terms of positive and negative different currents. However, 
Model 2 and 3 were able to describe the data sufficiently 
with respect to the third SC coil wh ich so far has not been 
taken into account. 

For the stable operation especially the use of solenoids in 
combination with correction elements it is necessary to 
provide a radial distribution of the current as well as for 
the trapped tlux which might also just trap into radial 
segments of the solenoid. However, we successfully 
described the magnetic field for several trajectories of the 
probe sensor assuming a radial distribution of currents. 
Thus we concluded the SC coils deliver the required radial 
symmetry of the magnetic field also for the trapped flux . 

To achieve high reproducibility of the field integral and to 
avoid intluences from previously 'pinned tlux' one is able 
to operate SC coils with a defined current sequence after 
cDoling below Tc and subsequently operating at a stable 
temperature. In a first test the magnetic field has been 
measured after the magnet system reached the stable 
operation temperature below Tc. Table 1 shows the results 
of such a measurement with the NMR sensor at a fixed 
position, whereas two solenoids Soll and Sol2 contribute 
to those windings as folIows: B = a ISotl + b ISol2 whereas a 
= 5.008872410-2 T/A and b = 49.822 10-3 T/A. 

No. B[TI 11 [Al h[mAl (BI - <B> )/<B> 
I 1.50408 30.0122 0.0164 2.49 10-<> 

2 1.504065 30.0123 0.0159 7.47 10.0 

3 1.504085 30.0125 0.0156 5.81 10.0 

4 1.50408 30.0124 0.0160 2.49 10-<> 

<> 1.50407625 30.01235 0.015975 ---
Table I. Magnellc field, currents of the two HeImholtz cOlls and norrnahzed 
difference to the mean value <B> of the magnetic field. 

The overall deviation lies within an error of about 8 10-6 

which largely depends on the accuracy of the current and 
field measurement and SC effects [5] . Hence 
reproducibility of the magnet is certainly much better than 
10-5. 

Despite the fact that residual 'hysteresis' fields of the order 
of several Gauss are encountered, the specific shape of 
these fields lead to a much smaller influence on the fields 
integrals. The first of the final goal of this study namely a 
modelling of the flux penetration and pinning effects in a 
realistic way that can be transferred to the final real coil 
pair for the NSE spectrometer has been made. Further 
refinements aim at quantitative. assessment of the 
properties of the target system. 

[1] F. Mezei: Z. Physik 255, 146 (1972. 
[2] F. Mezei in 'The Principles of Neutron spin echo' in 
Neutron Spin Echo: proceedings of the ILL workshop, 
Grenoble 1979, ed. by F. Mezei (Lecture Notes in Physics 
128, Springer Verlag, Heidelberg 1979 pp. 3 - 26). 
[3] J. Kulda, E, Fahri, C. M. E, Zeyen, Phys. B 297 (2001) 
37 - 39. 
[4] S. Komura, T. Takeda, T. Miyazaki, M. Saga, S. Deno, 
Nucl. Instr. Meth. Phys. Res. A 267 (1988) 425 - 435. 
[5] Stability of Superconductors, Lawrence Dresner, 1995 
Plenum Press, New York. 
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Segmental dynamics and topological confinement in polymer melts 

A. Wischnewski, M. Monkenbusch, L. Willner, D. Richter 
Institute for Neutronscattering 

One salient property of leng polymer chains in a melt is a constraint motion caused by a virtual 
tube along the chain profile as it has been proposed by deGennes in his famous Reptation model. 
This model proposes - next to the segment length - a second length scale in polymer melts, namely the 
tube diameter or entanglement distance. Neutron scattering can provide the single chain dynamic 
structure factor on the one hand and the time dependent segment mean squared displacement on 
the other hand. In the first case a protonated chain is measured in a deuterated matrix by neutron 
spin echo (NSE) spectroscopy in the second the same methed is applied to a fully protonated 
melt of polymer chains thereby providing information on the segment self correlation function. The 
different approaches, coherent and incoherent NSE, lead to the same tube diameter if the curvilinear 
segment motion along the contorted tube is accounted for. 

F&E-Nr: 23.10.2 

Beyond a certain length polymer chains in a melt are 
subject to topological constraints ofmotion due to entan
glements. Microscopically the single chain structure fac
tor S(Q, t) aB observed by NSE spectroscopy on deuter
ated melts containing a few h-Iabeled chains provides 
dear evidence for the restrietion of motion and corro
bates deGennes' dynamic structure factor for local rep
tation [1-3]. 
Thus the assumption of tube confinement, enforcing one
dimensional chain motion along the tube, is very effective 
in describing the chain dynamics for long chains. How
ever, as it is known from broad cross-over phenomena like 
the molecular weight dependence of the melt viscosity, 
very important limiting mechanisms exist which effect 
the confinement and limit the reptation process. These 
processes increase in importance as the chain length de
creases. Theoretically, constraint release, where a con
straining chain moves out of the way of a given chain, 
and tube contour length fluctuations removing the con
straints from the ends have been identified as the most 
important of those processes but only recently a direct 
microscopic observation of one of them could be per
formed [4]. In that work the comparison between the 
experimental chain length dependent dynamic structure 
factor and theoretical predictions clearly showed that in 
the time regime t :::; 'TR, the Rouse time, the chain con
finement inherent to the reptation picture is limited: Ap
plication of the pure Reptation model yields a significant 
molecular weight dependence of the apparent tube di
ameter. However, by introducing tube length fluctua
tions into the model for S(Q, t) the fit ted tube diameter 
d stays constant without any further assumption or pa
rameter, Le. it is possible to describe the fuU molecular 
weight dependence of S(Q,t) in terms of local reptation 
and contour length fluctuation mechanism. 
While in the coherent scattering the existence of a tube 
leads to a characteristic Q-dependence of the plateau at 
high Fourier tim es, given by the form factor of the tube, 
in the incoherent scattering, which measures the segmen-
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tal self correlation, the tube should significantly change 
the temporal evolution of the extracted mean squared 
displacements at a time 'Te when the segments touch the 
"walls" of the virtual tube. The the predicted (r2 (t») 
in the scenario of the reptation model are given by an 
initial Rouse motion ({r2 (t») (X t 1/

2
) for t < 'Te while 

at Te the segmental diffusion slows down, further mo
tion, termed Iocal reptation, is aquasi one-dimensional 
Rouse relaxation along the contour of the virtual tube 
with (r2 (t)} (X t1/ 4 [2]. 
RecentIy the first direct measurements of (r2 (t» in terms 
of the proton self correlation function of diffusing seg
ments in long chain polyethylene (PE) and polyethylene 
propylene (PEP)-melts have been performed at the NSE 
spectrometer in JÜlich. We will focus here on PE. For the 
very long PE chains virtually all of the scattering inten
sity stems from "inner" segments. These should exhibit 
the same self-diffusion behavior and if the assumption of 
Gaussian shape of the diffusive displacement probability 
distribution would hold for all times one could extract 
the mean squared segment displacement directly from 
the scattering function 

(1) 

Fig. 1 displays the hPE-data in this representation. As 
predicted by the standard Rouse theory [2] as weIl as by 
a number of computer simulations segment diffusion is 
described by the mean squared dis placement due to 

(2) 

Inserting the previously determined value for the 
Rouse rate W(509K)l4 = 7 ± O.7nm4 /ns [5] from the 
analysis of the single chain structure factor of low molec
ular PE-melts, Eq. (2) is quantitatively corroborated. 
Also a transition to a regime (X t~ is c1early visible. How
ever, the crossover time is at about Te ~ 1 ns which 
is much less than the textbook value [2] derived as 
['Te]DE = d4n/(36Wl4 ) ~ 7ns, where the elementary step 



length of the Gaussian contorted virtual tube is identi
fied with the tube diameter (d = 4.8 nm [3,4]). Following 
Ref. [2] the mean squared segment displacement due to 
local reptation has been approximated as 

(r2(t))locRep = dJ2/3(Wl 4 t /,rr)t (3) 

Inserting d = 4.8 nm leads to the dotted blue line 
in Fig. 1, its intersection with the cx d line defines 
Te = [Te]DE, however the value of 7 ns is grossly wrong, 
fitting the data with d as a free parameter rather yields 
d= 3 nm. 

10' 
o Q=1 .0nm·' 

NE Q = 1.5 nm" 

c ~~~~~ 

10' 

Fourier time t / ns 

FIG. 1. NSE data obtained from the incoherent scat
tering from a fuHy protonated PE melt in a representa
tion of -6In[Sinc(Q,t)]/Q2 wh ich is the mean squared dis
placement (r 2 (t)) as lang as the Gaussian approximation 
holds. Solid black lines describe the asymptotic power laws 
(r 2 (t)) oe t 1

/
2

, t1
/

4
• Dotted blue line: prediction from the 

Gaussian approximation, green dashed lines: see text. 

In the derivation of Eq. (3) the Gaussian width af
ter a diffusion time t of the single segment distribution 
along the 1D tube contour path coordinate, s, is taken 
for the time dependent displacement. Projecting this 
on the Gaussian contorted tube again corresponds to a 
Gaussian sublinear diffusion in real space (Eq. (3)). How
ever, the real process has to be modelIed by projecting 
the segment probability distribution due to curvilinear 
Rouse motion on the linear co ordinate s onto the random 
walk like contour path of the contorted tube leading to a 
non-Gaussian probability distribution of the segment at 
times t > Te. The necessity to perform the proper aver
aging has first been shown by Fatkullin & Kimmich [6] in 
the context of interpretation of field-gradient NMR dif
fusometry data [7] which yield results that are analogous 
to the ineoherent neutron seattering functions however 
in another time and space regime covering· mainly the 
regime TR < t < Td, the Reptation time. Their result 

[
Q4a2 (r2(t))] [Q2 a V(r2(t))] 

Sinc(Q, t > Te) = exp -n-3- erfc 6\,/'2 -3-

(4) 
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invalidates the Gaussian approxiamtion for times above 
Te . We note that Eq.4 is strictly valid only for t > > Te 

when (r 2 (t)) » d2 . The effect on the scattering function 
is that if (wrongly) interpretated in terms oft he Gaussian 
approximation the cross over to local reptation appears 
to occur at signifieant lower values of Te. 

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the seattering function 
Sinc (Q, t) as predicted by Eqs. (1,4) (dashed green lines) 
with the incoherent NSE data. The parameters Wl4 and 
d were fixed to the values taken from the single ehain 
structure factor measurements. For Q = 1 nm- 1 the 
free Rouse regime (t < Te) as well as the loeal reptation 
regime is perfectly reproduced by a combination of Eq.l 
and Eq.4. For Q = 1.5 nm- 1 the prediction of Eq.4 lies 
slightly outside the error band of the data points (dashed 
green line). 
With increasing Q-values the spatial resolution inereases 
and agreement with theory may only be expeeted for Q 
- values < 21f / d. For the tube diameter of 4.8 nm in PE 
the "limiting" wavevector would be 1.3 nm- 1 which may 
explain why at Q = 1.5nm- 1 deviations become visi
ble. Since Eq.4 is strietly valid only when the segment 
displacement is large compared ta the tube diameter, in 
the transition regime an unknown crossover function may 
modify its detailed behavior. 
Thus, the measurement of the me an square segment dis
placement may be eonsistently interpreted in terms of 
the parameters derived from the single chain structure 
factor . Both approaches lead to a fully eonsistent de
seription of the neutron data and validate the picture of 
a chain confining tube quantitatively. It will be now up 
to the interpretation of rheologieal data to find out why 
there too narrow ehain confinement is predieted. 
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Relaxation mechanisms in deformed linear melts 

A. Blanchard', M. Heinrich', W . Pyckhout-Hintzen' , D. Richter', E. Straube2 

I Institut für Festkörperforschung, Neutronenstreuung, FZJ-Jülich 
2 Universität Halle, FE-Physik, Halle/Saale 

The dynamic properties of monodisperse high molecular weight model and entangled linear polymers 
are by now qualitatively understood to a high degree of sophistication and various processes have been 
taken into account to complete their fulilinear relaxation spectrum in both frequency and time domain. 
The use of scattering methods, i.e. the neutron spin echo method and lately also the small angle 
scattering technique is responsible for the latest developments which, after reptation, e.g. also allowed 
contour length fluctuations to be spatially correlated. The foregoing description bases on the tube model 
as an effective means to simulate the many-chain problem in a mean field approach. The situation is 
entirely different as soon as non-linear rheology is concerned. No consensus as to the description of 
start-up flow or microscopic details of the relaxation is present, not the least due to the lack of suitable 
experimental proof. This work aims at solving these problems and explores the whole time regime after 
a controlled step-strain experiment with subsequent relaxation. 

F&E-Nr: 23.10.2 

The scattering structure factor is an important tool in 
the investigation of chain deformations and segment 
fluctuations and the accessible wave vector in common 
experimental setups fits perfectly to the length scales of 
interests. Each length scale is connected to its own 
dynamical range or time domain in real space. The study 
of the microscopic polymer structure as a function of time 
after macroscopic uniaxial deformation can cope with 
intrinsically unsolvable assumptions, made in rubber 
elasticity theories or melt rheology. The equipment to do so 
is an elongational rheometer which was built earlier in 
order to investigate related processes in complicated 
branched polymeric structures. 

FIG. 1: Elongational rheometer. 

The system studied is a linear polyisoprene chain (gI ass 
temperature Tg - -70°C) with about 45 entanglements and 
a reptation time ('to) of the order of 20-30 seconds at 
ambient temperature. Through time-ternperature 

equivalency, quantified in small amplitude linear shear, 
the dynamic processes on all length scales can be elegantly 
shifted into convenient time scales which allows an 
efficient control of handling and straining without loss of 
accuracy. The strain rate at -30oe is about 0.138 s·, which 
is short cornpared to the Rouse time ('tR) of the chain. 
Quenching at different states in time allows a unique 
visualization of the chain dynamics and its conformation. 
We have investigated the time domain between the 
immediately quenched state (t=O% of 'tR) and 50 times 'tR 

(i.e. 1/3 of 'to). The deformation is highly non-linear 
(200%) and new relaxation processes are expected. 

FIG. 2: Scattering at 6m for the isotropic state, the 
Rouse time and 30 times 'tR. The limits of the Q range are 
Q.do= 1 and Q.Rg= 1. 

The proposed processes can be summarized as folIows: 
after an (theoretically assumed) affine deformation of both 
the chain and the containing tube contour, a retraction 
mechanism appears to reduce the tube length to its 
equilibrium value. In this case, the chains must retract 
back in their still deformed tube of initial length but 
remain anisotropically oriented. After this first process, the 
path-Iength fluctuation sets in to introduce the later 
reptation process by which the final stress is relieved. 
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S(q, A) 
(x - x') 

r 

Eq. 1: Static tube constrained structure factor. 

The structure factor for a relaxing dilute chain in a 
melt of identical chains (to avoid random phase corrections 
and inter-chain contributions) is currently under 
construction (cooperation with theoreticians A. Likhtman, 
Leeds and E. Straube, Halle) and existing tube approaches 
(Warner-Edwards, Straube, Read) are modified as a short 
time solution in order to catch the possible details of the 
physical model. 

In view of the time domain which was investigated, no 
contribution of reptational diffusion is to be expected and 
an analysis in terms of static rubber-elastic theories, 
corrected for chain extension, are justifiable. In a first 
approach, the retraction process is treated by reducing the 
effective chain length or equivalently speaking the Kuhn 
segment by a factor to be determined from SANS. These 
are compared to estimates from the Doi-Edwards theory. 
As this correction is isotropic in space, in the 2d scattering 
patterns the anisotropy should clearly increase as it 
enhances the relaxation of the parallel state but compresses 
the perpendicular even more. It is to be mentioned that this 
particular retraction process could not be confirmed in the 
last 20 years though severely tried by several research 
groups [1,2,3]. 
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FIG. 3: Principal axes for times between affinely and 
relaxed chain scauering. 

In Fig.3 and Fig. 4 we show the final experimental 
proof for the existence of the retraction process and its 
precursor - to be understood still - as weil as the onset of 
reptation at long times. The different relaxation times 
available reveal more details on convective constraint 
release effects which are to be quantified in a next step. 

FIG. 4: 2-dimensional fits according to a Warn er
Edwards confinement structure factor with retraction factor 
around 20%. 
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Experimental evidence of a cross-over from Gaussian to non-Gaussian behavior in the 
a-relaxation of polyisoprene 

A. Arbe, J.Colmenero, F. Alvarez 
Unidad de Fisica de Materiales, San Sebastian, Spain 

M. Monkenbusch, D. Richter 
Institute for Neutronscattering 

B. Farago, B. Frick 
Institut Laue Langevin, Grenoble 

By a combination of neutron spin-echo and backscattering spectroscopy the a-relaxation in poly- , 
isoprene has been explored over an unprecedented range in momentum transfer. Corroborating and 
validating earlier MD-simulations, the measurements reveal a crossover from a Gaussian regime of 
sublinear diffusion to a strongly non-Gaussian regime at short distances. A consistent interpreta
tion in terms of a distribution of finite jumps underlying the a-process is possible. This model leads 
to a time dependent non-Gaussian parameter exhibiting all features revealed so far from various 
simulations, 

F&E-Nr: 23.10.2 

The heterogeneity in the dynamics of undercooled liq
uids and, connected with it, the deviations from Gaus
sianity of the dynamic correlation functions is one of the 
challenges along the way to understand glass formation. 
Reeently the main dynamical process, the a-relaxation 
eame into foeus. Computer simulations as weIl as vari
ous experimental techniques have provided different and 
partially conflicting evidences for heterogeneous behavior 
or the absence of it (see e.g. [1] and references therein). 

Incoherent neutron scattering (NS) experiments di
reetly reveal the Fourier transform of the van Hove self 
eorrelation function Gs(r, t): the intermediate scatter
ing function Fs ( Q , t) or the dynamic struct ure factor 
Ss(Q, w). For the a-relaxation Fs(Q, t) assumes the form 
of a Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) funetion 

(1) 

where A is a Lamb-Mössbauer-faetor (LMF). A Gaus
sian correlation function implies a relation between the 
Q-dependenee of Tw and ß as Tw "" Q-2/ß [2]. Exten
sive NS experiments on many different polymers have 
verified this Gaussian relationship in the low Q-regime 
(Q :9 A -1) [3]. However, very recent MD-simulations 
on a polyisoprene melt (PI) revealed a cIear erossover 
from Tw rv Q-2/ß to Tw rv Q-2 [4] at Q R:i1.3 A -1. 

Furthermore, it was found to be connected with a 
strong increase of the non-Gaussian parameter a2(t) = 
3/5 ( r4 (t) )/( r2 (t) )2 - 1. A monodisperse PI sampIe 
with deuterated methyl groups was investigated: -[CH2-
CH=C(CD3)-CH2l-n (Pld3) by ineoherent neutron seat
tering. 
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FIG.1. Spectra obtained for Pld3 (a) by the Jülich NSE at 
340 K and Q= 0.10, 0.15,0.20 and 0.30 A- 1 (top to bottom), 
and (b) by IN13 at 2.9 A -1 and 300 K. Solid lines corre
spond to KWW descriptions with ß = 0.57 (a) and ß :::: 0.50 
(b). The dotted line shows the IN13 instrumental resolution 
function obtained at 1.5 K. 



To study the characteristic time Tw(Q) in PI in a very 
extended Q-range (0.1 ~ Q ~ 4.7 A -1) asuite of different 
instruments has been used: the Jülich-NSE, the ILL NSE 
spectrometers !NU, INllc and the thermal backscatter
ing spectrometer IN13. Results of a KWW analysis us
ing stretching parameters 004 ~ ß(T) ~ 0.57 are shown 
in Fig. 2. 
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FIG. 2. (a): Q-dependence of T", obtained for Pld3 by IN13 
(x: 260 Kj A: 280 K; +: 300 K), INllc (8: 280 K; <>: 300 Kj 
0: 320 Kj 0: 340 K) and Jülich NSE spectrometer (.: 340 K). 
(b): Master curve buHt with the data in Ca). The straight 
solid lines display the Q-dependence expected from the Gaus
sian approximation. The dashed line shows the description of 
the master in terms of the anomalous jump diffusion model 
with 1:0 = 0.42 A. 

A strong decrease of T w with increasing Q is encoun
tered. To scrutinize the Gaussian character of Gs(r, t), 
in Fig. 2(a) we have compared the Q-dependent charac
teristic times with the Gaussian prediction Tw IV Q-2Iß 
(solid lines). As the value of ß slightly increases with 
the slopes of the predicted power laws decrease in abso
lute value towards higher T. Only above 1 A-1 

the times 
deviate and foHow a weaker Q-dependence. In Fig. 2(h) 
an data from Fig. 2(a) are condensed to a single master 
curve: hy first exponentiating Tw(Q) to the power of ß to 
eliminate the effect of a ß variation assuming the Gaus
sian prediction Te IV Q-2. Secondly, the T -dependence is 
removed applying shift factors aT relative to a reference 
temperature TR [300 Kin Fig. 2(b)]. A Q-2 dependence 
of Te is obtained at low Q crossing over to a weaker power 

A- 1 
law at Q ~ 1.3 . Thus, covering the largest Q - t 
range ever in a single NS-experiment, we have experi
mentally established a crossover from Gaussian to non-
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Gaussian character of the a-relaxation similar to that 
reported for the simulated sampie [4]. 

The likely origin of the deviation from Gaussianity at 
short length is a jump like character of the elemtary steps 
of motion. In jump diffusion models finite jump lengths 
tend to cause a bending of the dispersion for the diffusive 
relaxation times away from the Q-2 law. 

FfD(Q,t)=exp[_(~2)Q2 b(Q) (:o)ßl ' (2) 

where b( Q) depends on the particular geometry of the 
jumps involved, Le., on the jump vectors l. Assuming 
randomly oriented jump directions with an exponential 
distribution of jump lengths fo(l) = l l 02 exp (-lI lo), 
where lo is the most likely jump distance, b(Q) = 
Q2l5 (1 + Q2 1:5) -1. By comparing Eqs. (1) and (2), Tw 

1 

reads: Tw = TO [1 + 1/(Q21:5)]ß providingagooddescrip-
tion of the experimental results displayed in Fig. 2(b) 
(dashed line). The non-Gaussianity parameter fr2(t) as 
computed from the jump model reproduces the main con
jectures that are reported in the literat ure from simula
tions of glass forming systems in general (see e.g. [8-12]). 
In conclusion the measurements reveal a crossover in 
Tw(Q) in perfeet agreement with the simulation results. 
The Q-dependence of Tw(Q) is described in terms of a 
jump length distribution underlying the sublinear diffu
sion present in the a-process. We find that this simple 
approach accounts for all universal features of a2(t) re' 
ported so far in the literature for glass forming systems 
in general. See Ref. [13] for more details. 
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Thermal Composition Fluctuations and Phase Behavior of an AIB/A-B 
Homopolymer Blend / Diblock Copolymer Mixture 

v. Pipieh, D. Schwahn and L. Willner 

Institute for Neutron Scattering 

Thermal eomposition fluctuations were explored with SANS in a homopolymer blend dPBIPS of critieal 
eomposition mixed with different amounts of asymmetrie dibloek eopolymer dPB-PS . Phase boundaries 
of various ordered phases including two eritieal universality classes and the Lifshitz line (LL) were 
determined . Strong thermal fluetuations lead to a non-monotonie LL, droplet and bieontinuous miero 
emulsion phases, and a reentrant two-phase region near LL with an upper and lower eritieal solution 
temperature and a double eritieal point (DCP). The expeeted doubling of the Lifshitz eritieal exponent y 
was observed approaching the DCP. 

F&E-Nr: 23.10.2 

Small additions of A-B dibloekeopolymers (A and B 
eharaeterize the monomer) in partly miseible A and B 
homopolymers lead to a bett er eompatibility. It also 
influenees the degree of thermal eomposition fluetuations 
and imposes a erossover from the universality class of 3D
Ising to isotropie Lifshitz eritieal behavior. Adding even 
larger amounts of diblock eopolymer lead to an even more 
eomplex phase diagram of lamella ordered and 
mieroemulsion phases. Such phase behavior and the 
ehange of universality class ean be qualitatively understood 
as binary homopolymer blends phase separate into 
maeroseopieally large domains and obey the universality 
class of 3D-Ising while dibloek eopolymers show an 
ordering transition into ordered phases of mesoseopic seale 
and obey the Brasovskiii universality class [1]. It is 
therefore quite apparent, that sueh systems are of strong 
seientifie and of industrial interest. We partieularly studied 
ternary mixtures of two A, B homopolymers of same molar 
volume and of eritical eomposition and of symmetrie A-B 
dibloek eopolymer of about five time larger molar volume. 

Mean field theory prediets for the present blend a 
Lifshitz line of eonstant diblock eoncentration, a Lifshitz 
eritical point with the eritieal exponents of suseeptibility 
and eorrelation length of y=1 and v=1/4, respeetively [2]. 
Those mean field eritieal exponents were observed in sueh 
a polymer system of rather large molar volume [3] . On the 
other hand, a sharp transition from 3D-Ising (y=1.24, 
v=O.63) to the isotropie Lifshitz critical behavior (y= 1.62 
and v=O.9) was found in a mixture of significantly smaller 
polymer molar volume [4,5]. The isotropie Lifshitz eritieal 
exponents could not yet be determined from theory [2]. 

In the Lifshitz eritical regime thermal eomposition 
fluctuations play an important role and are responsible for 
several deviations from mean field predictions: (1) no 
Lifshitz critieal point exists and instead a miere emulsion 
ehannel appears between the two-phase and lamella 
ordered regions, (2) the Lifshitz line shows a non
monotonie temperature dependenee, (3) a reentant two
phase region is observed with an upper and lower critical 
solution temperature and a double critical point. These 
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FIG. I . Phase diagram of the temary dPBIPS/dPB-PS blend 

findings are visualized in the phase diagram (Fig.l) of the 
ternary blend of dPBIPS/dPB-PS representing the 
temperature versus dibloek eoneentration plane. The 
acronym dPB and PS stands for deuterated poly(butadiene) 
(Vw=2720cm3/mol), and poly(styrene) (Vw=2180 
cm3/mol), respectively. Sampies of the critieal blend 
dPBIPS (cI>c(dPB)=0.42) were mixed with different 
eoncentrations of the dPB-PS symmetrie dibloek copolymer 
(Vw=15400em3/mol). Thermal eomposition fluetuations 
were measured with SANS as a funetion of temperature 
and diblock eoneentration from which the phase 
boundaries and critical universality classes were 
determined. 

The Lifshitz Line divides the disordered region at high 
temperature into a "blend-like" and "dibloek-like" part, 
and is determined when the peak position of S(Q) moves 
away from Q*=O. Within mean field approximation the 
Lifshitz line is determined from the ratio of the molar 

volumes a= ~VAV8 IVA:B 
and is estimated with 4.7% 

from <l>ll =2«/(1+2a2
) for the present system [6]. The 

Lifshitz line in Fig.l, however, shows deviations. At high 
temperatures it is observed at a larger dibloek eontration of 
7% and bends near the eritieal line to an even larger 
eoneentration. Sueh deviations are eaused by thermal 
eomposition fluctuations as has been found from 
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renormalization group theory ca1culations [7J. The Lifshitz 
line terminales at <1>=0.085 and T= 71 oe at the transition 
line of the micro emulsion phases and represents a 
multicritical point. The line below this critical point 
separates the droplet (DIlE) and bieontinuous miere 
emulsion (BIlE) phase. Both lines were derived from 

isothermal sealing laws according to Q' oe 1<1> - <I> LL la in 

the range of <l>LL <<1><1 ; in the disordered phase an a=O.4 
while in the bicontinuous phase a a=0.3 was observed. 

,,3D-Ising Critical Regime" The binary blend of dPBIPS 
shows a crossover from mean field behavior at high 
temperatures to 3D-Ising critieal behavior at low 
temperature in the vicinity of the critical point. The 
temperature dependence of the susceptibility is adequately 
described by the Kiselev-Belyakov crossover funclion [8J. 
Small diblock additions within 0<<1><5% do not change the 
universality dass but lead to an improved compatibility 
and a sharp increase of the Ginzburg number from 1.3.10.4 

to 3.4·10"3 for <1>=4%. 
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FIG. 2 . Scattering cross-section of a 8% sam pie at four 
different temperatures in the disordered phase, near the 
double critical point (DCP), and bicontinous phase 

"Isotropie Lifshitz Critieal Regime" Dibloek copolymer 
concentrations larger than <1>=4% lead to a crossover to the 
isotropic Lifshitz universality dass . This crossover can be 
understood from a redueed surface energy (first order 
gradient energy term of the Hamiltonian becomes zero at 
the Lifshitz line [2]) and thereby a reduced restoring force 
for thermal fluctuations. This means that in the Lifshitz 
universality regime thermal fluctuations are stronger and 
much more effective than in the Ising regime. So, mean 
field theory prediets the existence of an isotropie critical 
Lifshitz point at the position where two-phase, ordered 
lamellae, and disordered one-phase regimes come into 
contact. Such a critical point, however, is destroyed by 
strong thermal fluctuations and instead a ehannel of a 
bicontinuous microemulsion phase is observed [9]. 
Surprisingly, in the present system a reentrance 
coexistence phase is observed near the Lifshitz line 
between 6% and 7.1 % diblock content. In this range the 

two-phase region is limited by the upper and lower critieal 
solution temperatures T UCST and T LCST, respectively, and 
this gap decreases from 15K at <1>=6.6% to zero at the 
double critical point at <l>Dcp=7.1 % and T DCP=71 oe. Theory 
predicts twice as large critical exponents which can be 
understood from the tangential approach to the critical 
point and the quadratic nature of the critical line. A 
differently defined reduced temperature, however, 
including both critical temperatures according to 

"UL = I(T - TUCST )(T - TLesT )1 /T 2 leads to a scaling 

behavior with the conventionally defined critical exponents 
[lOJ. The eritieal exponent y from both reduced 
temperature fields have been depicted in Fig.3 versus 
diblock content. The filled diamonds correspond to 'tUL 

while the full dots to 't. A crossover from the Ising 
exponent to the isotropie Lifshitz critical exponent is found 
in eonsistenee with an earlier study [5]. 
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"Diblock-like behavior" At diblock content larger than 
the Lifshitz line the system follows a "diblock-like" 
behavior with an order-disorder transition at low 
temperatures. Above 12% diblock content a dear 
indication of an ordering transition is obtained from the 
observation of a seeond order peak and a characteristic 
change of the susceptibility. A larnella ordered phase is 
expeeted beeause a symmetric dibloekeopolymer was 
added. 
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Lattice dynamics and methyl rotational tunneling of the methyl halides based on 
universal force fields 

O. Kirstein 1,2, M. Prager} 
1 Institute for Neutron Scattering, 

2 Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, 
Lucas Heights, PMBt, Menai, NSW 2248 Australia 

Methyl halides are the most simple moleeules containing methyl groups. Beside of hydrogen and 
carbon with their weil established interaction potentials methyl halides contain just one additional 
other atom. This offers the possibility to test actually used parametrizations of inter action potentials 
between hydrocarbons and halide atoms. Their reliability is judged on the basis of a comparison 
of the calculated lattice dynarnics and methyl rotational tunneling based on the low temperature 
crystal structure with inelastic neutron scattering experiments. 

F&E-Nr: 23.10.5 

The single particle model (SPM) of rotational tunnel
ing [1] is a me an field approach. Despite the more re cent 
detection of systems with coupling between rotors and 
other degrees of freedom the prominent number of molec
ular crystals can be weil deseribed by the SPM. A data 
analysis beyond a phenomenological use of the SPM has 
to reproduce the lattice dynamics and rotational poten
tials on the basis of the erystal strueture and fundamental 
intermolecular interactions. More and more systems are 
analysed this way [2]. Their number is mainly limited by 
the laeking knowledge of preeise low temperature erystal 
structures. Vice versa these tests may eontribute to an 
improved parametrization of intermoleeular potentials. 

The low temperature erystal struetures of CH3F and 
CH3 Br are deseribed in the literature. The one of 
CH3 1 is established at T = 4K in arecent unpub
lished diffraetion experiment. The erysta! strueture of 
CH3CI is only known at elevated temperature. The low 
temperature strueture of methyl fluoride is monoclinic 
P2I/n while methyl iodide and bromide assume an or
thorhombie structure Pnma. The moleeules are arranged 
in chains along the e axis with alternating orientations. 
The moleeules in the unit cell of C H3 Br are shown in 
fig. 1. Below its melting point CH3 Br transforms into 
space group Cmc2 with ail moleeules parallel. This is 
also the erystal structure of CH3 CI at high - and likely 
all - temperatures. 

The density of states and the tunneling speetra of all 
methyl halides are published [4,5]. 

Beside the interatomic distances obtained from the 
erystal structures intermolecular interaction potentials 
<1.1'(' I}('c'rlcd <1:-> :->c 'cOIld ill~rcdi(,lI t or tllC' (·alclll<ltioll:-> . :\11 

established concept or interrnolecular interactions are the 
transferable pair interaction potentials. While there are 
specific parametrizations for special subsets of atoms like 
the hyclroearbons the accumulated knowledge on all ele
ments of the periodic system is condensed into the uni ver
sal force field (UFF) [3]. The applieation of intermolecu
lar inter action potentials to methyl halides must be based 

on UFF. The pair inter action of the UFF is a modified 
Born-Meyer potential 

(1) 

with strength parameters Dij and inter action distances 
Xij eharacteristie of a pair i,j of atoms and a specifi
eal adjustable parameters (. To guarantee transferabil
ity the interaction between different atoms is derived 
from the one between identical atoms by the relations 
D ij = /7...Di X D j ) and Xij = (Xi + Xj)/2. To quantify 
the origin of deviations of ealeulated and measured spee
tra we introduee two fit parameters [6]. 

At fil':->t. h.\· :->(,Hlill~ I' tll(' ()\,(,I'all :->trC'lIgt lt o!' tllC' potC'lI

tial had to be increased by 5%, sceondly the repulsive 
term between hydrogen and all other atoms had to be 
softened in ease of the fluoride and chloride. In case of 
bromide and iodide only the inter action to the halides is 
weakened. The calculations presented used the such mod
ified UFF potentials. Beside the vdW the Coulomb in
teraction is taken into aecount. The charges needed were 
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obtained from GAUSSIAN98 ealculations. 
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FIG. 2. Measured (solid line) and calculated (green area) 
densities of states of CH3Br. The lower !ine of the doublett 
shows the methyl!ibration, the higher one a libration of the 
whole moleeule around its centre of mass perpendicular to 
the molecular symmetry axis. Both, the eigenvectors and the 
eigenenergies are weil reproduced by the ealeulation. 
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FIG. 3. Methyl rotation al potential of CH3Br ealculated· 
from the single particle model. The anti phase of the V 3 and 
the V6 terms (dashed lines) broadens the minimum of the po
tential. This enlargens the tunnel splitting while the lihration 
i,; reduced ill guud ag reelliellt will! eXi->erilllelll. 

Dispersion eurves and the weighted density of states 
(DOS) were ealculated in harmonie approximation [7] 
using the program DYNCAL [8]. The DOS is eompared 
with neutron time-of-flight speetra from polyerystals. 

The tunnel splittings hwt and librational energies E01 

oE methyl groups are ealeulated in the SPM. In this ap-

proximation the rotational potential up to order 2 

2 

V(<p) = L V3n (1 - cos(3n<p - 0!3n) (2) 
n=l 

is obtained by rotating the symmetrized methyl group 
about its symmetry axis in a rigid environment and sum
ming up all pair interaetion potentials between its three 
protons and the atoms of the lattiee. 

The results for methyl bromide are shown in the figures 
2 and 3. A eomparison of some measured and ealculated 
eigenenergies is shown for all methyl halides in Tab. I. 

mol. tiwt! MeV Eot/meV V3 /meV V6 /meV 0!3/ deg 
CH3 F 
ealc. 20.5 10.4 24.3 -3.2 -16 
exp. 23.1 10.0 26 .6 0.0 

CH3Cl 
ealc. 0.04 17.4 104 -18 -1.5 
exp. 0.1 18.1 77 0.0 

CH3 Br 
ealc. 0.7 14.4 62.2 -8.8 -1.5 
exp. 0.9 14.8 50.7 0.6 

CH31 
ealc. 2.6 12.0 48.2 9.0 -1.5 
exp. 2.44 13.3 41.0 1.9 
TABLE 1. Comparlson of measured methyl rotatlOnal po

tentials with calculations based on the low temperature erys
tal structures and UFF intermoleeular potentials [3]. 

The agreement between experiments and theory is very 
prornising. The equilibrium orientations are weIl repro
dueed for all methyl halides beside of CH3F. The eal
culated potentials agree within ~20% with those derived 
from the measured eigenenergies. The largest deviations 
of the tunnel splittings is by a factor 2.5. 
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The Role of Interfacial Tension for the Structure of PEP-PEO MicelIes 

R. Lund, L. Willner, A. Radulescu, and D. Richter 

Institute for Neutron Scattering 

We report results of the aggregation behaviour of a highly assymmetric PEP-PEO block copoly
mer in water/DMF mixtures . Both are good solvents for PEO and non-solvents for PEP with 
a large difference in interfacial tension, " of PEP with the respective solvent. By using mix
tures of water and DMF we were able to vary the interfacial tension over a wide range and, 
accordingly, the aggregation behaviour of the block copolymer. Small angle neutron scattering 
was used for the structural determination of the micelIes. Interfacial tensions were measured 
by pendant drop tensiometry of a PEP homopolymer in the corresponding solvent mixtures. 
The aggregation number, P, of the micelles decreases steadily from 120 in pure water to 1 in 
DMF. A double logarithmic plot of, versus P reveals a linear dependence with a slope of 6/5 
for large,. This is in a good agreement with a scaling law predicted for starlike micelIes. Some 
deviations at small P and , are observed most likely due to the limit of the validity range of 
the scaling approach . 

F&E-Nr: E 23.10.2 

Polymerie micelIes have received continuous attention 
for a long time, both from theoretical andexperimental 
point of view. Experimentally, poly( ethylene-alt
propylene)-polyethylene oxide (PEP-PEO) block 
copolymers are known to form well-defined micelIes with 
segregated core-shell structures and large aggregation 
numbers in aqueous solution [1]. This is essentially due 
to the high incompatibility of PEP and water which is 
expressed in a large interfacial tension between these 
two components. The influence of block copolymer 
molecular weight and composition has been studied 
previously [2, 3]. Different morphologies ranging from 
long cylinders to spherical micelles either with starlike 
or homengeneous profile were observed. From a theo
retical point of view models have been proposed which 
we coarsly can divide into mean field [4] and scaling 
approaches [5]. Mean field theories commonly ignore the 
effects of exeluded volume on the corona structure and 
assume a constant density. For PEP-PEO micelles this 
has proved to be valid for micelIes having short soluble 
PEO-blocks. For more asymmetrie micelles with longer 
PEO-blocks the scaling predictions for starlike micelles 
were found to be appropriate. 

In this report we present a systematic study of the 
effect of interfacial tension on the micellisation of a 
PEP1K-PE020K block copolymer. The strong asym
metry in the block molecular weights was chosen since 
a starlike structure of the micelles can be anticipated 
that then facilitates the assignment to an adequate mi
cellar theory. As selective solvent we have used wa
ter /dimethylformamide (DMF) mixtures in order to ex
ploit the large difference in interfacial tension between 
PEP and water, ,=46 mN/m, and PEP and DMF 
,=8.6 mN/mo In FIG. 1 typical SANS-curves of 0.25% 
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block copolymer solutions in pure water, in water/DMF
mixtures and in pure DMF are presented. 
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FIG. 1: Typical scattering curves for PEP1K-PE020K 
in pure water, in water/DMF mixtures and in pure DMF. 

Except for DMF all scattering curves exhibit features 
characteristic for starlike micelIes: A high scattering in
tensity at low Q in the Guinier regime, a strong decay at 
inter mediate Q and after a shallow maximum apower law 
decay, Q-x, with an exponent x elose to 1.7 as predicted 
for swollen chains in a good solvent. The curves presented 
in FIG.1 further reveal a decrease in the forward scatter
ing indicating a decrease of the aggregation number with 
larger DMF content. The data were analysed by a spher
ical core-shell model with constant density distribution 
for the core and a radially decreasing density profile for 
the shell, n(r)=r-x , with x=4/3 for starlike structures. 
Fits are shown as solid lines in FIG.1. In pure DMF no 
micelles are formed. The intensity at Q=O corresponds 
to the molecular weight of the block copolymer as de-



termined by a fit with the Beaucage form factor. The 
fitted aggregation numbers vary from 120 in pure water 
to 1 in DMF. The observed trend can quantitatively be 
related to the interfacial tension by measuring , in the 
respective solvent mixtures. These measurements were 
performed on a PEPIK homopolymer using a Pendant 
Drop Tensiometer. This method is based upon placing a 
drop of one phase, e.g. the polymer, in another phase, 
e.g. the solvent. The shape of the obtained drop is given 
by the balance of gravitational force and buyoancy elon
gating the drop into vertical direction and surface tension 
pulling it back to spherical geometry. Using digital im
age recognition techniques for analyzing the drop profile 
optically, , can be extracted with high accuracy provided 
that the difference in density is large and its values are 
precisely known. In FIG.2 the results of PEPIK in dif
ferent DMF /water mixtures are depicted. It can be seen 
that the interfacial tension decreases as the DMF content 
increases indicating that the interfacial free energy of the 
corresponding micelles can be tuned over a wide range. 
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FIG. 2: Interfacial tension versus mole fraction DMF in 
the selective solvent mixt ure. 

The obtained results are now discussed in terms of the 
starlike model proposed by Halperin. Generally, the free 
energy of a single micelle is approximated by the sum of 
three contributions: 

F micelle = Finter face + F core + Fcorona (1) 

Finter face is associated with the co re-solvent interface. 
This term represents the driving force for micellisation. 
The two terms F core and Fcorona are due to the stretch
ing of the co re and corona chains and counteract micellar 
growth. Far starlike micelIes, where the degree of poly
merization of the core chain is much sm aller than the one 
of the corona, the contribution of F core can be neglected . 
Thus, balancing interface and corona free energies gives 
the following expression: 

2 

where adenotes a monomer size and NB the degree of 
polymerization of the insoluble block. Minimization with 
respect to P yields: 

(3) 

In order to compare the experimental results with the 
derived scaling prediction a double logarithmic plot of 
the aggregation number versus the interfacial tension is 
shown in FIG.3. 
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FIG. 3: Aggregation number versus Interfacial tension 

It can be seen that a linear dependence is obtained for 
large, and P. The slope of 6/5 corresponds nicely to the 
starlike prediction. At low values of , and P deviations 
to the mean field prediction with a slope of 1 are visible 
before P drops to 1 at ,=8.6 mN/rn. Since it is evident 
from the scattering profiles that the micelIes exhibit a 
starlike shape these deviations are related to the limit 
of the validity range of the scaling prediction which de
mand large aggregation numbers and strong segregation 
but also to increasing experimental uncertainties in the 
analysis of micelIes with smaller aggregation numbers. 

By combining sophisticated SANS and tensiometric 
techniques we have demonstrated that beside changing 
molecular weight and composition the aggregation of 
block copolymers in a selective solvent can be easily 
tuned by variation of the interfacial tension. The results 
confirm the predicted scaling of starlike micelles. 
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Rotational potentials studied by spectroscopy and 
relaxation 
6th International Conference on Quasielastic Neutron 
Scattering 
Potsdam: 04.09.2002 - 07.09.2002 

Pyckhout-Hintzen, W. 
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ESRF Workshop 
Grenoble, Frankreich: 11.02.2002 - 13.02.2002 
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Deutsche Neutronenstreutagung 
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XII. International Conference on Small Angle 
Scattering 
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Richter,D. 
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ESS European Conference 
Bonn: 16.05.2002· 17.05.2002 

Richter,D. 
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International Meeting ofthe European Spallation 
Source on Flexibility and Function of Proteins : 
Universität Heidelberg 
Heidelberg: 25.01.2002 - 27.01.2002 

Richter,D. 
The European Spallation Source· a beacon for 
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10. Jahrestagung der Deutschen Gesellschaft fiir 
Kristallographie (DGK) 2002 : Universität Kiel 
Kiel: 04.03.2002·07.03.2002 
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Wax control by self-assembling polymers - a science 
approach 
6th International Symposium on the Science and 
Technology ofPolymer Assembly: the Global 
Strategy in 21st Century 
Kyoto, Japan: 31.01.2002 - 01.02.2002 

Richter,D.; Monkenbusch,M.; Willner,L.; 
Wischnewski,A.; Arbe,A. "'; Colmenero,J. '" 
Polymer dynamics from large to small scales 
American Conference on Neutron Scattering (ACNS) 
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XII. International Conference on Small Angle 
Scattering (SAS) 
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scattering 
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Scattering 
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Scattering 
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Conference on Perspectives ofNeutron Scattering for 
the Earth Sciences with the ESS 
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Sottmann,T. "'; Strey,R. '" 
Mikroemulsionen mit Polymerbeigaben untersucht mit 
Neutronenkleinwinkelstreuung 
Kolloquium: Universität Münster 
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Statics and dynamics of DNA 
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Konstanz: 23.04.2002 

Grimm,H. 
Statics and dynamics of DNA as seen by neutrons 
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Segmental dynamics in polyisobutylene : comparison 
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Scattering 
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Institute of Electroceramic Materials 

GeneralOverview 

Research Areas 

The research areas of the institute comprise (1) technologies for the integration of electroceramic materials into 
microelectronics and nanoelectronics, (2) dielectric and ferroelectric properties of oxide ceramics, and (3) the 
defect structure in the vicinity of intemal and external interfaces in oxides. These areas are complernentary to the 
research areas of the Institute for Electronic Materials 2 (IWE 2) at the Aachen Technical University (RWTH). 
Project groups often comprise staff members and students from both institutes. 

As an updated and significantly enlarged version ofthe 32nd IFF-Ferienschule which we organized in 2001, we 
completed the edition of the textbook Nanoelectronics and Information Technology - Advanced Electronic 
Materials and Novel Devices. This textbook as weIl as the next IFF-Ferienschule on Fundamentals oi 
Nanoelectronics are supporting the preparation of the new research program Nanoelectronic Systems in the 
frame-work of the HGF research area Key Technologies. One aspect of the new organization within the HGF 
will put more emphasis on the interdisciplinary of the research activities. In this respect, our activities are 
strengthening the bridge between the IFF and the ISG (Institut fiir Schichten und Grenzflächen). 

Integration Technologies and Scaling Effects 

The major project in the area of integration technologies and scaling effects is our HGF project 'Piccolo 
Scaling Effects in lntegrated Electroeeramie Materials' (2000 - 2003). This project is embedded in the former 
information technology pro gram PGI (Physikalische Grundlagen der Informationstechnologie ) of the Research 
Center Jülich. Beyond the (1) Institut für Elektrokeramische Materialien, the (2) Institut für 
Mikrostrukturforschung IMF headed by K. Urban, (3) the Theorie III, headed by H. Müller-Krumbhaar, and (4) 
the Ion Technology (IT) group at the ISO headed by S. Mantl are involved. Several national and international 
universities and research centers participate in "Piccolo", too. The main focus of the proposal "Piccolo" is a 
fundamental as weIl as applied research on scaling effects of electroceramic materials. Today, typically 
polycrystalline films exhibit grain sizes much smaller than the feature sizes of the rnicroelectronic devices. 
However, along with the sustaining trend towards further miniaturization, the decreasing feature sizes in 
rnicroelectronic technology will approach the typical crystallite sizes of the perovskite-type oxide structures. 
Specific scaling effects are anticipated along this route, due to the long-range nature of the ferroelectric 
interaction of the oxides involved. The project aims at an (1) elucidation of the physical origin of these scaling 
effects, (2) an exploitation and extension of the limits to which the ferroelectric properties and high perrnittivities 
of the oxides involved can be used, and (3) the development of technological design rules for the integration of 
the perovskite-type oxides on a decreasing scale. The spectrum of designated results of the projeet comprises 
(semiquantitative) models for the superparaeleetric limit offerroelectric (FE) oxides, the dead layer at interfaces, 
the phase stability and segregation processes of perovskite films during annealing, the nucleation and growth of 
films by MOCVD (Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition), recipes for the deposition of single grain 
capacitors and ultrathin FE films as weIl as for reactive ion etching and a ferroelectric field-effect transistor (FE
FET) as ademonstrator. Seanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) techniques such as AFM and STM play an essential 
role in studying interrelationships on a microscopic base. Hence, the project "Piccolo" is an initiative to pursue 
research on the basic properties of electroceramic materials under scaling and on the relevance of these effects 
for the integration of perovskite-type oxides into microelectronics. 

In cooperation with AIXTRON AG, our multiwafer MOCVD planetary reactor has been upgraded by the 
TriCent injector system which allows, in principle, the atomie layer-by-Iayer deposition of ultrathin films. This 
will be needed in the new Medea+ project which aims at the formation of alternative gate-oxide for future sub
IOOnm rnain-stream FETs and is useful as weIl for our FE-FET project. 

As a supplement, we use high pressure oxygen sputtering for the deposition of ultrathin PZT film within the 
Piccolo project. For the patterning of the ceramic films and electrode / cerarnic film stacks, the Reactive Ion 
Beam Etching (RIBE) technique is employed. In contrast to the situation in the standard Si and compound 
semiconductor technologies, dry etching processes of oxide ceramics have hardly been investigated yet and 
therefore represent a research area in which basic studies and industrially funded applied research can be linked 
in a beneficial manner. The integration processes are eomplemented by metallization rnethods based on eleetron 
beam and sputter techniques. Within this area, our studies aim at a better understanding of the processes and 
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material parameters wbich govern the adhesion, the mechanical stress, the microstructure, and their effect on the 
dielectric and ferroelectric properties. 

Furthermore, organie rnolecules gain importance in electronic applications. In a cooperation with Infineon 
Technologies and headed by the FZ Karlsruhe, we have started a joint research project on resistive random 
access memories based on oxidic nanostructures and molecular electronic components. 

Dielectric and ferroelectric properties 

The second research area focuses on the dielectric and ferroelectric properties of oxide thin films and - for 
comparison - bulk ceramics, which are being investigated in Jülich as weIl as in Aachen. The material systems 
are based on compositions used for practical devices and model systems, e.g. SrTi03, BaTi03, SrBi2Ta209, 
Pb(Zr,Ti)03' One of the research topics is the microscopic understanding of ferroelectric hysteresis including 
new approaches for the separation of reversible and irreversible contributions to polarisation based on the 
analysis of frequency-dependent small and large signals. 

The polarisation studies are linked to the aging (imprint) phenomenon, i.e. the polarisation-dependent shift ofthe 
hysteresis curve with time and to the ferroelectricfatigue process, i. e. the reduction ofthe remanent polarisation 
by cycling. Both aging and fatigue processes play an important role in the operation of the novel non-volatile 
memories (Ferroelectric Random Access Memories, FeRAM). Impedance spectroscopy in the lower GHz regime 
is employed to deterrnine the relaxation of the ferroelectric domain wall motion and to separate tbis contribution 
from the contribution of the crystal lattice. By varying the microstructure of the ceramies and by comparison 
between bulk ceramics and thin films, the model of Arlt will be extended with respect to the impact on 2D 
constraints imposed by mechanical stress due to the presence ofsubstrates. The investigations ofthe ferroelectric 
properties are now additionally focussed on the scaling properties and nano-size effects. For dielectric ceramics, 
impedance spectroscopy is used to elucidate the interrelation of extrinsic losses and lattice defects. In the case of 
ferroelectric materials, existing theories are further developed and extended towards a more quantitative 
description of the dielectric, piezoelectric, and elastic properties. 

Lattice dis order in the vicinity of internal interfaces 

Our third research area comprises the lattice disorder in the vicinity of internal interfaces (grain boundaries) and 
external interfaces (surfaces and electrode interfaces) and their impact on electronic and ionic (oxygen ions and 
protons) charge transport In the case of acceptor and donor doped titanate ceramics, the studies are focused on 
the formation of space charge depletion layers at grain boundaries as weH as the related potential barriers and the 
transport of charge carriers along and across the grain boundary barrier. A hot-pressing technology has been 
developed to decorate the grain boundary area with additional dopants and to study the influence of these 
artificial grain boundary states. The coupling of the space-charge formation and the defect equilibria at the 
surface in the case of donor-doped titanates led us to a comprehensive explanation for long pending questions 
concerning the redox kinetics. 

In some material systems, it is necessary to determine the equilibrium constants of the defect reactions and the 
diffusion constants of the system in order to create the basis for the research on interfaces. In this respect, the 
comparison ofbulk ceramics and tbin films ofthe same composition is ofvital interest. In thin film systems, the 
significant influence of the electrode metals, the unexpectedly high stability under conditions of dc-voltage
induced resistance degradation, the tolerance of the lattice concerning the incorporation of non-stoichiometries 
as weIl as the relationship to nanocrystalline bulk ceramics represent current research topics. 

Rainer Waser 
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Leakage currents through thin film insulators: A new approach 

H. Schroeder, S. Schmitz and P. Meuffels 

Institute 01 Electroceramic Materials 

Thin film high pennittivity materials such as perovskite-type mixed oxide insulators are promising candidates 
to replace Si02/SiNx in future ultra-Iarge-scale integrated Gbit-DRAM chips, e.g. as dielectric in capacitors of 
memory cells or as gate oxide in MOSFETs. As too high leakage currents are a big concern we have perfonned 
systematic experimental studies on leakage currents through metal/insulator/metal (MIM) planar capacitors us
ing high pennittivity alloys such as SrTi03 (STO) and (BaxSr!.x)Ti03 (BST) as thin film dielectrics and a wide 
variation of external parameters (dielectric thickness, applied field and temperature, ete.). We also have used a 
new approach for deseribing thc clectronic transport through tbe insulator and pcrfonned finite differenee simu
lation studies with this newly developed model. The main results are reported showing good agreement be
tween the experimental and simulation data, indieating that the leakage currents in tbese materials witb low 
electronic mobility are film "bulk" limited, in contrast to the often postulated interface ("Schottky-barrier") 
limitation. 

F&E-Nr: 23.42.0 

Thin film insulators such as mixed oxides with perovskite
type crystal structure gain more and more interest in the 
fast-growing information technology industry because of 
their unique electrical properties: Very high permittivity, 
ferroelectricity, piezoelectricity. They are or will be used 
e.g. in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) or as 
components in ultra-Iarge-scale integrated (ULSI) silicon
based chips such as Gbit dynamical random access memo
ries (DRAMs), ferroelectric memories (FeRAMs) presently 
used in smart-cards or future field-effect transistors with 
ferroelectric gate oxide (FeFET) [1J. 
Although some oxides, e.g. (Ba,Sr)Ti03 or Pb(Zr,Ti)03, are 
already suitable for the above mentioned applications the 
underlying mechanisms for their superior properties are not 
fully understood which calls for mechanistic studies on 
these material systems. We therefore have systematically 
investigated the leakage properties of metalIized thin oxide 
films (STO, BST with Pt electrodes) with controlled and 
wide variation of many external parameters. 
STO films were grown by chemical solution deposition 
(CSD) and crystallized at 750°C for 30' in oxygen leading 
to columnar grains with mean diameter of about the film 
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thickness. The grains have a strong <111>-fiber texture. 
The BST films were made by MOCVD as described in [2]. 
The results of leakage current densities are plotted in Figs. 
la and b VS. the square route of the applied field, i.e. the 
"Schottky-Plot", for STO and BST, respectively, with the 
measuring temperature T as additional parameter. The 
curves can be approximated by straight lines, especial1y at 
higher temperatures as shown for the BST sampie at 200°C. 
Therefore, the leakage current quite often 1S interpreted to 
be interface limited by thermionic emission over the inter
face barrier <1>0 including field enhanced barrier lowering 
A<I> ("Schottky effect"): 

j =A+T2 exp[-(CDo -A<I»/kT]; ACD=~t? E(XR! 0)/ 41l'808r ,epI (1) 

A+ is the effective Richardson constant, k the Boltzmann 
constant, and 80 the vacuum permittivity. Using the applied 
field for E(xI'1::0) unfortunately results in an unphysical opti
cal permittivity 8r,opt of0.17 «I!). This can be corrected by 
introducing low permittivity (Sint<8r.uJ interface layers, so
called "dead" layers which increase the electrical field at 
the injecting electrode (x,,=,O) by the ratio 8r.lml'Sint. For the 
curve discussed this ratio has to be 33 to give the correct 
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Fig. 1: Leakage current density j vs. <applied field E>li2 at different temperatures. (a) STO; (b) BST 
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optical constant of 5.6 for BST from the slope, as can be 
seen from Eq.(l). On the other hand the interface current 
limit (Eq. (1» can only be reached if this current can be 
conducted through the insulator without any significant dis
turbance, which is questionable for low mobility materials 
such as STO or BST (wd cm2Ns compared to e.g. about 
1500 cm2Ns for Si at RT). 
Therefore, we used a new approach to describe the meas
ured current [3]: We have used acharge injectionlrecombi
nation term for both interfaces (as it was introduced by 
Crowell and Sze [4] for current transport over the baITier at 
a metal-semiconductor Schottky contact (diode» as bound
ary conditions for the transport equation (drift and diffu
sion) in the film bulk inc1uding the "dead" layers. As this 
equation cannot be solved analytically in general we have 
performed simulation studies using finite difference method 
with 200 slabs. 
A comparison between measured and simulation data is 
shown in Fig. 2. The simulation data have been optimized 
to give the best fit for the experimental data at 425 K. The 
result is nearly perfect. For the 475 K simulation data the 
same parameter set was used but the temperature depend
ence needs some improvement. It should be noted that only 
three parameters were adjusted, i.e. the zero-field baITier 
height (1.52 eV; reasonable for PtIBST interface), the space 
charge concentration (1018 cm-3 donors in this example as
sumed constant in the dielectric), and the thickness of the 
interface "dead" layer (1.1 nm, consistent with theoretical 
predictions [5]). All other parameters are given by separate 
measurements 
One important result is that for the low mobility materials 
(BST, STO) the CUITent is film bulk limited (although 
strongly influenced by the effective baITier height and thus 
the injection rate at the interface) while for high mobility 
materials (common semiconductors, e.g. Si) the thermionic 
emission (Schottky) limit is reached within a few percent, 
i.e. for these materials Eq.(l) is a very good approximation. 
The deviations from the Schottky limit for the low mobility 
materials are most significant at low applied fields as indi
cated in Fig.2 for 475 K. The deviation of the Schottky 
limit at low applied fields from the high field straight line is 
due to internal fields by donor space charges. 
Another important, possibly surprising experimental result 
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Fig 2: Leakage current density j vs. <applied field E> 1/2 

at two temperatures: Comparison experiment-simulation. 

is shown in Fig. 3a, that is the thickness dependence of the 
leakage current density at constant applied field. It was 
measured for dielectric thicknesses between 20 and 109 nm. 
Clearly the current is largest in the thickest sampIe and than 
decreasing with decreasing thickness. The current differ
ence between the thinnest and thickest sarnple is quite strik
ing, more than 3 orders ofmagnitude. For the thicknesses in 
between the order is not perfect at all fields, a result of the 
large scatter of leakage current measurements of ± half an 
order of magnitude. 
The new model approach could also verify this dependence 
as the simulation data demonstrate in Fig. 3b. Up to now we 
have did not try to optimize the input parameters for quanti
tative description of the experimental data. This is one task 
for future simulation studies. It should also be extended for 
arbitrary space charges, mobile ionic defects and additional 
injection contributions by tunnelling through the baITier. 
In conclusion the new model approach could successfully 
describe a set of consistently generated experimental data 
suggesting that the leakage is film bulk limited in these low 
electronic mobility dielectrics. 
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The correlation between internal interfaces and the high temperature conduction 
behavior of nanocrystalline and thin film titanates 

Christian Ohly and Susanne HoffmannwEifert 

Institute of Electroceramic Materials 

State-of-the-art integrated devices combine the classical semiconductors with electroceramic materials in 
order to further increase the degree of miniaturization and to show up new functional properties like for ex
ample non-volatility in ferroelectric memories (FeRAMs). As a consequence of decreasing feature sizes, the 
dimensions of the integrated ceramic thin films are reduced to several ten nanometers on the lateral scale and 
down to a few nanometers in thickness. Still one of the major difficulties in the physical description of the 
films, which is necessary for a precise tailoring of materials, i8 that properties become drastical\y different 
with decreasing dimensions. This point is addressed in our studies with respect to the analysis of the conduc
tivity characteristics ofSrTi03 thin films with different morphologies and nanocrystalline BaTi03 ceramic. 

F&E-Nr: 23.42.0 

Among electroceramic materials the titanates with their 
perovskite strueture are intensely investigated materials 
due to their outstanding properties. For implementation 
in modem and future electronic deviees, like memories, 
capacitors or sensors, recent research addresses espe
cially the dielectric, ferroelectric and conductivity 
characteristics [1]. A key issue of these efforts focuses 
on the interplay between charge carrier transport 
properties and the microstructure of the materiaL 

The conduction behavior of titanates exhibits a very 
characteristie dependence on the oxygen partial pressure 
[2]. For comparison the high temperature conduction 
behavior of a SrTi03 single crystal is depicted in Fig. 3 
as solid lines. Under reducing conditions, oxygen is lost 

to the atrnosphere according to 05 •• I I t Vo +2e+20z . 

So with increasingly reducing atrnospheres, more and 
more electrons are generated. TIris 'n-type' region is 
typified by a (-%) siope in the log Cf - log pOz - plot 
Moving to higher oxygen concentrations, an intrinsic 
minimum is passed before entering the 'p-type' region, 
where intrinsically present oxygen vacancies are filled 
successively. This defect reaction generates holes, and 
the conductivity now increases with a slope of(+ %). 

Our studies focused on the investigation of the high 
temperature conductivity characteristics of titanate thin 
films and the eorrelation to the thin film morphology. 
Applying different deposition techniques it was possible 
to vary the films' microstmcture from polycrystalline to 
epitaxial which is portrayed in Figure 1. The left micro
graph shows the typical cross section of a polycrystal
line SrTi03 thin film grown on a sapphire substrate by 
means of a CSD (chemie al solution deposition) tech
nique. The film exhibits a colunmar grain structure with 
a mean colunm diameter of - 50 nm and a thickness of 
about 500 nm. On the right of Figure 1, a 1 f.lm thick, 
single crystalline SrTi03 thin film is shown, grown 
heteroepitaxially on a MgO substrate by PLD (pulsed 
laser deposition). In the following we compare the con
duction behavior of both types of films and investigate 
the effect of the density of interfaces, dominantly grain 
boundaries. 
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Fig. 1: Left: SEM micrograph of a CSD prepared P01YC1YS
talline SrTi03 thin film on sapphire (500 nm thick). Righ!: 
Heteroepitaxial SrTi03 thin film (1 pm thick) grOWl! on 
MgO by means ofPLD (J. Schuber!, ISG). 

Figure 2 shows the conductivity behavior of a polycrys
talline CSD grown SrTi03 film (Fig. 1, left) in depend
ence of the oxygen partial pressure (p02) for tempera
tures between 700°C and 1000 oe. The pOz was varied 
continuously from reducing conditions (10-20 bar) to 
pure oxygen (1 bar). Compared to the weH known bulk 
behavior, the characteristics differ significantly. The 
most remarkable features are a drop of Cf in the p02 
regime of 10-15 to 10-10 bar, which is followed by a 
broad plateau region up to 10-5 bar. Instead of a 'p-type' 
region, a further decline of the conductivity under oxi
dizing ambient 1S revealed. 
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Fig. 2: Electrical conductivity as a fUl!ction of the ambient 
oxygen partial pressure of a 500 nm thick polycrystalline 
CSD prepared SrTi03 thinfilm (see also Fig. J, left). 



Tbis general behavior was found for a variety of films, 
including acceptor (Mn), and donor doped (La) ones, 
BaTi03 films, or solid solutions like (Ba,Sr)Ti03 as wen 
as for polycrystalline, PLD grown sampies [3]-[5]. 

The calculation of the thermal activation energy for the 
conductivity in the plateau region yields a value of 
~2.5 eV. In contrast, the conductivity in the plateau 
region of a classical donor doped titanate exhibits only a 
slight temperature dependence originating from the 
temperature dependent mobility of the electrons. There
fore, the origin of the plateau observed for the polycrys
taHine thin films is still to analyze. 
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Fig. 3: Conduetivity eharaeteristic of a 1 f-lm thiek SrTi03 

film heteroepitaxially grown on MgO by PLD (symbols). 
The fines indieate the behavior 0/ a SrTi03 single erystal. 

The conductivity of the epitaxial SrTi03 film exhibits a 
totally different characteristic as shown in Figure 3. 
This behavior nearly resembles the single crystal char
acteristic (solid lines) although the activation energtes 
for the 'n-type' and 'p-type' regime are different. 

From the comparison with epitaxial films it is apparent 
that the drastic changes found for the polycrystalline 
thin films are correlated to the unprecedented high grain 
boundary density in these films. To further confirrn this 
relation between conduction characteristic and mor
phology, a nanocrystalline BaTi03 ceramic has been 
prepared with a mean grain size of about 100 um (see 
Figure 4). The extremely fine starting powder was syn
thesized via a microemulsion technique which is de
scribed in the article of C. Pithan in tbis report [6]. 

Fig. 4: SEM pieture 0/ a nanoerystalline BaTiC:3 eeramie 
with a mean grain size of about 100 nm syntheslzed by hot 
uniaxial pressing (HUP); see also [6]. 
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Fig. 5: Conduetivity eharaeteristics of a nanoerystalline 
RaTiOs eeramie. 11le mean grain size is about 100 nm. 

The conductivity characteristics of this nanocrystalline 
ceramic are depicted in Figure 5. It is really remarkable 
to what extend these characteristics are similar to those 
of the polycrystalline thin films. Trus equivalence gives 
evidence to the idea that the main origin for the different 
characteristic of polycrystalline thin films is related to 
the high density of grain boundaries typical for 
nanocrystalline materials. 

The results are summarized the following: 
1. Polycrystalline titanate thin films exhibit a log cr -

log p02 characteristic which significantly differs from 
this of single crystals, and cannot be explained by the 
c1assical point defect chemistry model. 

2. Epitaxially grown titanate films of 1 J..lm thickness 
show a behavior which resembles this of single crys
tals apart from a change in the activation energies. 

3. A comparable characteristic like this of the polycrys
taHine films is found for nanoerystalline titanate bulk 
eeramics. 

From the comparison of the various systems it is eon
cluded that the different conductivity characteristics of 
nanocrystalline titanates, either thin films or bulk ce
ramics, are dominated by the influence of the grain 
boundaries. Here, a certain density of boundaries lS 

necessary to observe the distinctive behavior. 
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The formation of regular SrRuOa nanopatterns in the early stage of 
growth on LaAIOa 

E. Vasco, R. Dittmann, S. Karthäuser and R. Waser 

Institute of Electroceramic Materials 

The early stage of the epitaxial growth of SrRu03 deposited on LaAI03 by pulsed laser deposition has been 
studied by atomic force microscopy. After 1 nm, the SrRu03 film surface presents a ripple structure that serves 
as template for the development of a nano-pattern of flat islands that coalesce anisotropically forming a regular 
array of "infinite" nanowires at a thickness of 12 nm. With increasing thickness, the nanowires coarse and the 
surface row symmetry disappears for thicknesses higher than 20 nm. The lattice rnismatch has been determined 
and the influence of the resulting stress on the evolution of the SrRu03 surface will be discussed. 

F&E-Nr.:23.42.0 

The fabrication of oxide nanostructures is on the one hand 
interesting from the scientific point of view, because it 
enables one to investigate novel electric, magnetic, optk 
and ferroelectric properties based on the confinement effect. 
On the other hand, it is an important technological step 
towards the design and implementation of future nanoscale 
devices. 
The method of fabricating nanostructures by "self
assernbly" has been intensely studied for semiconducting 
materials. One possible approach takes advantage of stress
induced surface modulations to create coherent arrays of 3 
dimensional structures [1,2]. 
In spite of the increasing technological interest attracted by 
perovskite-like oxides, so far, self-organizing methods have 
only been rarely studied in these materials [3]. 
SrRu03 (SRO) is an metallic conducting oxide, weIl known 
as epitaxial electrode material for ferroelectric thin films 
[4], which becomes ferromagnetic below Tc=160 K [5]. The 
nano-scale integration of SRO with ferrolectric or dielectric 
materials is areal technological challenge. Furthermore, 
SRO represents a potential candidate for rnagnetk and 
magnetoresistive memories. 
In this work, we investigated the possibility to grow stress
induced 3 dimensional patterns of SrRu03 on LaAI03 

(LAO) substrates with a lattice mismatch of 3-4%. 
The SRO films were deposited on (lOO)LAO by pulsed 
laser deposition (PLD) and the morphology was 
characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM). 
Fig. 1 displays the morphology of SRO films with a 
thickness from 1 nm to 20nm. The surface symmetries 
provided by their height-height correlation maps are 
inc1uded in the corresponding insets. The surface of the 1 
nm (2-3 unh ceIls) thick film (Fig. Ib) grown on flat LAO 
(Fig. la) shows a periodic rippled structure. This means that 
after a few unit cells, the film releases stress by the creation 
of additional surface roughness. 
The ripple structure produces a non-uniform distribution of 
stress at the film surface, thus the inter-ripple areas remain 
stressed and unfavorable for the nuc1eation. Therefore, for 
the 2.5 nm thick film (Fig. lc ), 3D irregular islands have 
developed from the nuc1eation centres on top ofthe ripples. 
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Fig. 1.' Evolution of the suiface morphology of SRO with film 
thickness.' (a) 0 nm or LAO (001) surface, (b) 1 nm, (c) 2.5 nm, 
(d) 5 nm, (e) 12 nm and (f) 20 nm. The upper insels show the 
corresponding height-height correlation maps. The inferior 
inset in d displays 1x1 pm2 details. The scanned area by AFM 
was 5x5 pm2. Areas of early wire coalescence are pointed out 
in e. 

The islands are grouped in unconnected rows and 
meanwhile remain laterally confined forming a nano
assembled pattern.The islands coarse to more regular forms 
and uniform sizes as the film thickness is increased (Fig 
Id). The inset in Fig. Id dernonstrates that although a more 
disordered surface structure emerges, the row symmetry of 



the growing surfaee is preserved. The anisotropie grain 
eoaleseenee in the non-eonfined direction produees a 
eompaet and regular array of wires separated by abrupt 
boundaries (Fig. le). This anisotropy is likely eonnected to 
the fact that the surface stress relaxation binders partially 
the diffusion of the mobile species between ripples by 
inereasing the hopping baITier in this direetion. Early 
evidenees of wire eoaleseence have been pointed out in 
some areas in Fig. le. Finally, as a result ofthis coaleseence 
the surface row symmetry disappears from thieknesses 
higher than 20 nm (Fig. If). 
We calculated the roughness w and the lateral dimensions 
41 (grain size perpendieular to the ripples) and ~I (ripple 
period) of our nanopattems from the lOxiOllm2 AFM seans 
in order to deterrnine the mechanisms that operate during 
the film growth. Fig. 2 shows the dependenee of these 
parameters on the films thiekness d in a double-logarithmic 
seale. The roughness and the grain average size increase 
monotonously with d up to film thieknesses around 10 nm 
(Le. w~dß, 41 and ~I~cf; being ß and p the growth and 
eoarsening eoefficient, respeetively). Above IOnm, the 
roughness deereases abruptly and remains eonstant (wo:<O.5 
nm). Since wand 411 increase with the same exponent 
(ß=PII=O.75) the 3D grains maintain their form 
(heightldiameter ratio~onst.) during their coarsening. 
Aeeording to the dynamie sealing theory [6], from the 
strong inerease of w (ß >0.5) one ean eonelude that the 
growth is eontrolled by stress-indueed instabilities whieh 
hinder the surfaee relaxation by inhibiting the lateral 
redistribution of ineident partieles. The slow increase 
(p 4=0.25) of the ripple period reveals the progressive stress 
relaxation with the film. 
In order to investigate the origin of the anisotropy in the 
SRO growth mode, we performed x-ray measurements to 
study the epitaxial arrangement between the nano
assembled SRO film and the LAO (001) surfaee [7]. The <1>

sean spectra reveal the existenee of at least two epitaxial 
arrangements SRO<llO>/ILAO<OOl> (arrangement type 
A) and SRO<OOI>/ILAO<OOI> (arrangement type B). The 
lattice mismatch of each arrangement, m, was roughly 
estirnated from the lattice parameters obtained from the x
ray diffraction measurements. We obtain for the 
arrangement A: mllsRO[ooI1~-3.5% and mIfSRO[-1I01~-3.6%; 
while for the arrangement B: mIlSRO[I001~-3.9% and 
m,ISRO[OIOl-3.3%. That means that the anisotropy degree 
produced by the arrangement B is meaningfully higher and 
the formation of the ripple structure may be attributed to the 
existence of this arrangement. However, both arrangements 
produce a significant biaxial compression of the SRO film. 
In conclusion, nano-pattemed epitaxial SRO has been 
successfully prepared on LAO by pulsed laser deposition. 
The compressive biaxial stress originated in the coherent 
SRO/LAO interface induces a ripple structure in the SRO 
growing surface, which plays a crucial role in the 
development of nano-arrays of islands and wires. 
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Fig. 2: Evolution of: (a) sUlface roughness, (b) ripple period 
and the grain average with the SRO film thickness. The lines 
correspond to linear fitted scaling express/ons whose 
coefficients are included. 

Scaling and x-ray analysis suggest that the stress instabilizes 
anisotropically the growing surface giving place to a 
Stranski-Krastanov growth mode. 
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Stoichiometry effects in (BaOO.7SrO.3)Ti03thin films grown by MOCVD 

1 Institute 0/ Electroceramic Materials 
J AIXTRON AG, Aachen 

The growth of (BaxSrl_x)Ti03, BST, thin films on Pt-(lll) surfaces was investigated within a wide parameter 
field. The deposition temperature was varied between 560°C and 650°C, which yields films with 
microstructures ranging from randomly oriented polycrystalline to perfectly (1 OO)-textured columnar structures. 
Starting with (Bao.7SrO.3)Ti03 the Group-Uffi content was varied from 0.9 to 1.1 and drastic changes in the 
surface morphology were observed. As the dielectric permittivity and the leakage current depend strongly on 
the film thickness, the thickness was varied between 5 and 100 nm and the data were analyzed using the 
phenomenological dead layer model. The relations between the stoichiometry dependence of the 
microstructural and electrical properties are emphasized. 

F&E-Nr: 23.42.0 

(Ba"Srl_X)Ti03, (BST), is one of the prime candidates as a 
high-K-dielectric in integrated high-density capacitors for 
future multi-GBit DRAM memory cells1 as weH as far 
tunable devices. BST properties critically depend, however, 
on the microstructure and the stoichiometry of the films. 
Detailed knowledge of the nucleation and growth behavior 
is therefore necessary for an optimization of the processes. 
The dependence of the film microstructure on deposition 
temperature has been investigated in detail previousli and 
the present discussion concentrates on stoichiometry effects 
and especially the Group-II/Ti content. This stoichiometry 
dependence is a characteristic feature of low temperature 
deposited thin films and is not observed for bulk ceramies, 
as the excess elements are precipitated at grain boundaries 
at the higher processing temperatures. 
Films were grown in an AIXTRON 2600G3 Planetary 
Reactor®, which can handle five 6-inch wafers 
simultaneously and which has been described previously. 
The microstructure was investigated by X-ray diffraction 
and the composition of the films was deterrnined by X-ray 
fluorescence analysis. Details of the microstructure were 
investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and by 
high-resolution tranSmISSIOn electron microscopy 
(HRTEM). The surface topology was investigated by 
scanning force microscopy (SFM). For the electrical 
characterisation Pt top electrodes were deposited by 
magnetron sputtering and structured by a lift-off process. 
For films deposited at high temperatures (650-595°C) on 
(111 )-textured Pt-electrodes, we generally observed 
perfectly (IOO)-oriented columnar grains and clean 
interfaces were observed by HRTEM2

• At lower 
temperatures we observed a transition to a more random 
orientation of the grains. These structures were nearly 
independent of the stoichiometry and only in the transition 
region, around 595°C, we observed a stronger (100)-texture 
for Gr-II-rich films. The films were under a tensile stress of 
500 to 900 MPa with no systematic dependence on the 
deposition parameters2

• There is, however, a systematic 
differenee in the lattice parameter: no change is observed 
for the Ti-rieh sampIes (Gr-IIITi::;; 1) and a steady inerease 
with higher Gr-II-content is observed for Gr-II1Ti;?:1. These 
observations may be attributed to a different incorporation 
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of the excess elements: Gr-ll elements in the form of 
Ruddlesden-Popper phases or miero-twins and the excess Ti 
within grain boundary precipitates of amorphous TiOx• 

More details on the grain structure can be seen from cross
sectional SEM at fracture surfaces. The micrographs of 
Fig.l show examples for sampies grown at 655°C. 
Generally, high-T growth results in the formation of perfectly 
columnar grains regardless ofthe total film thickness3

• Tbe 
stoichiometry has, however, a significant impact on the 
surface morphology and grain size. The Gr-lI rich films 
show rather large columnar grains of sirnilar size, whieh 
seem to be faceted at the surface. This grain structure is 
reflected by the surface roughness observed by AFM, Fig.2. 

Fig. 1: SEM micrographs 01 a Ti- rieh (Ieft) al1d a GrIl
rleh jilm (right) deposited at 655°C. Tlze jilm thiekrtess is 
75 al1d 91 nm respectively. 

Fig. 2: AFM images olthe smfaee 01 a Ti-rieh (Ieft) and a 
GrJI- richjilm (right) 0132 nm thiekrtess. 



Ti exeess yields the formation of smaller and less weIl 
resolved grains with a locally flat surfaee; however, the 
formation of larger bumps is observed again. The 
differenees in the surfaee morphology may indicate 
different growth modes, e.g., growth on strongly inclined 
(111) or (110) facets for Gr-II rieh films and elose to (100) 
for Ti-rieh films. Although the Ti-rieh films are loeally 
more flat, the irregular bumps yield a rrns roughness whieh 
is sirnilar to that of the Gr-lI rieh films. This localty 
disturbed growth may be related to the ineorporation of the 
Ti exeess in the grain boundaries and perhaps also to the so
ealled irregular grain growth observed for Ti-rieh BaTi03 

cerarmes. 
It is generalty observed that the perrnittivity of thin films 
shows some thickness dependenee, which ean be 
phenomenological described by a so-ealled dead layer or 
interface layer. This model assumes a bulk region of 
thickness, t, and the two interface regions adjaeent to the 
eleetrodes with thickness, tj, which yield two capacitors of a 
lower perrnittivity. Considering the two eleetrodes as 
identical the resulting reciproeal capacitance of the film 1S 
given by equation 1. By further approximating (t-2t;) by t, 
the slope of a plot of lIC versus thickness reveals the bulk 
perrnittivity, while the intercept represents the interface 
capacitance, 2A1C. From this capacitance we deduce the 
value of E;lti, for the average of the two interfaces. 

A 2·A A 2·t. t-2t. _= __ + ___ '_+ ___ 1 

C Ci Cs So 'Si So 'lin 
( 1 ) 

5Q T.,.",.=5IlS·C 

Fig. 3: Thickness dependence oJ the reciprocal permittivity Jar 
BST(70/30) with different Gr-Il/Ti content 

Fig. 3 shows the results for BST sampies with a different 
Gr-IIITi ratio grown at 595°C. In spite of some scatter, the 
data can be reasonably fit by a line, which means that the 
model can be applied to these data sets and table 1 
summarizes the results. 

565 
595 
595 
595 
655 
655 

GrIIrri ratio 

0.90-0-98 
0.93-0.97 
0.98-1.02 
1.03-1.11 
0.91-0.95 
1.03-1.10 

Interface cap. 
E/t; , (nm·1 ) 

9.7 
10.7 
13.7 
21.8 
13.8 
27.7 

Bulk perm. 

Ebulk 

249 
862 
865 
489 
837 
449 

Table J: Results Jor the interface and bulk permittivity 
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The bulk perrnittivity shows a strong increase from 565 to 
595°C and seerns constant within the uncertainties at higher 
temperatures. It reaches the highest values of 800-900 for 
Ti-rich and stoichiometric films. The interface capacitance 
shows a slight but systematic increase with deposition 
temperature for the Ti-rich sampIes and is systematically 
higher for Gr-II-rich films. Hence, a change of the 
stoichiometry between interface and bulk rnight offer a 
possibility for further optirnisation of the total perrnittivity 
of the capacitor. 
Leakage eurrents show also a strong thickness dependence, 
which cannot be explained in simple models and which 
corroborates a direct comparison of the results from 
different publications. The additional influence of the 
stoichiometry, which rnight be related to the higher interface 
capacitance, is shown in the Schottky plots of Fig.4. The 
thickness dependence and other details of the Ieakage 
current can be understood using the dead layer model 
developed for the perrnittivity. The important point for the 
thickness dependence is the inhomogeneous field 
distribution due to the rather large drop of the electric field 
within the low-E interface Iayer; for details see the 
contribution of H. Schroeder et al.. 

IE·02 

lE-04 

I lE.oS 

65'C 
nric/l:fill>d 
Gbfictropen 
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.qrt ( E [kVlcmD 

40 50 

Fig, 4: Field dependence oJ (he leakage current Jor films o} 
different Gr-II/Ti ratio; Ttlep=595°C 

In summarizing, we observed major changes of film 
rnicrostructure and related electrical properties with 
deposition temperature as welt as with film stoichiometry, 
which is the main interest of the present report. With 
increasing the Gr-lI content, from Ti rich to Gr-II rieh films, 
we observe a change in the excess atom incorporation 
mode, in grain structure, and in surface morphology. The 
correlated difference in the electrical perrnittivity is 
characterized by a different behavior for the bulk and the 
interface. The leakage current is also strongly dependent on 
the fihn thickness and a stoichiometry dependence is only 
poorly visible. The observed thickness and fieId 
dependence can be explained by a low permittivity 
interfacial layer and thus the consistent description of 
permittivity and Ieakage eurrent yields a strong support for 
the physical existence of a 'dead layer', 

1. A.I. Kingon, S.K. Streiffer, C. Basceri, S.R. SummerfeIt, 
MRS Bulletin 21, 7, 46 (1996) 

2. F. Fitsilis et al., Integrated Ferroelectrics, 38 (2001) 211 
3. P. Ehrhart et al., Integrated Ferroelectrics, 45 (2002) 59 



Alternative Gate oxides grown by MOCVD 
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1 Institute 01 Electroceramic Materials, J Institute 01 Microstructure Research 
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We investigated the growth of a simple oxide, Hf02, and a complex oxide, SrTi03, on Si( 1 00) and SiOiSi(l 00) 
substrates, For tbc case of SrTi03, tbe growth kinetics of the amorphous SiO. interlayer was investigated in 
detail by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. The interlayer thickness showed a fast initial 
increase, which is much faster than the corresponding growth of amorphous Si02 in tbe absence of the 
precursors, and seemingly approached saturation after a short time. The thickness of the interfacial layer 
inereases with tbe oxygen partial pressure during deposition and a reduction to a value acceptable for gate
oxide applications bas been achieved for the minimum pressure given by the oxygen content of the present 
precursors. However, this comes at the expense of a dramatic inerease of the carbon content of the film. For the 
case of Hf O2 we additionally discuss the influence of different precursors containing oxygen (Hafnium 
butoxide-mmp and -dmae) or not (Hafnium diethyl amide). With the amide precursor the bighest low 
temperature, 300-500°C, deposition rate was achieved, The electrical properties of the MOS capacitors were 
determined for films of different thickness. The results are discussed in terms of tbe film microstructure, 
amorphous vs. crystalline, and of the post-annealing in different atmospheres. 

F&E-Nr: 23.42.0 

High-K gate oxides are of actual interest because the 
conventionally used Si02 gate dielectries in metal-oxide
semiconductor (MOS) devices have to be reduced in 
thickness along with the continuous reduction of the device 
scale. Due to increased tunneling currents a fundamental 
scaling limit seems to be reached soon. Therefore the gate 
oxide has to be replaced by a material with higher 
pennittivity which allows for a larger physical thickness I. In 
replacing Si02 it remains achallenge to achieve the 
required properties for filrns directly grown on the silicon 
substrates. Especially difficult 1S the elimination of 
interfaciallayers with low-K values andfor high interfacial 
trap densities. Amorphous meta1 oxides, like A120 3, HfOz, 
and Zr02, are considered as the most promising near term 
replacement. Such amorphous gate oxides or silicates (e.g. 
HfSiOx,) yield K-values in the range of 8 to 20. For even 
higher K-values crystalline materials, especially STO, are 
considered as epitaxial layers and, in spite of the possible 
complications by grain boundaries, also in the form of 
polycrystalline films. Based on our experience with 
perovskites we started with STO on Si and included Hf and 
Ti oxides. 
The STO films were grown in an AIXTRON 2600G3 
Planetary Reactor®, which can handle five 6-inch wafers 
simultaneously and the Hf02 films in an AIX-200 research 
reactor which have been described previouslf,3. The 
microstructure was investigated by X-ray diffraction and the 
composition of the filrns was determined by X-ray 
fluorescence analysis. Details of the microstructure were 
investigated by high resolution transmission electron 
microscopy (HRTEM). For the e1ectrical characterisation Pt 
top electrodes were deposited by magnetron sputtering and 
structured by a lift-off process. 
We started with detailed HRTEM studies on the growth of 
STO on Si. These investigations were complemented by 
investigations at reference sampIes oxidized in the absence 
of precursor molecules in order to elucidate the kinetics of 
the formation of the SiOx interlayer under different 
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conditions. Cross-sectional low-magnification lattice image 
show that the STO thin film deposited at 650°C has a 
polycrystalline structure. An amorphous layer evidently 
exists between the film and the substrate. The interface 
between the crystalline film and tbe amorphous layer looks 
flat, while the top surface of the STO film is quite rough. 
AFM microscopy yields a rrns roughness of 3-5nm. 
We observe a fast initial growth of the amorphous layer and 
the approach of a saturation thickness after 10-20 sec. In 
addition we observe a strong dependence on the oxidizer 
type (02 or a mixture of O2 and N 20) and flow rate. Fig.l 
summarizes the growth rates taken after a deposition time of 
440s, which yields a 'saturation thickness'. The starting 
value of O.6nm is grown during heating and thermal 
stabilization at 655°C. The growth rates under deposition 
conditions are much larger than the values for thermal 
oxidation which are included for comparison. Such a 
behavior can be explained by an initially kinetically 
controlled fast growth, where catalytic effects might be 
important, and a transition to a slow diffusion limited 
growth as soon as there is a sufficiently thick closed film. 

20 40 100 120 140 

Oxygen ftow tsccm) 

Fig, 1.' Thiekness 0/ the amorphous layer between the STO 
film and the Si(100) substrate versus oxygenflow rate. Values 
are laken al a deposition time 0/ 440s, whieh yields a 
'saturation thickness '. Thermal oxidation rates after 700s lor 
the same oxygen flow are included lor eomparisoll. 



The importance of the details of the reaction paths 1S further 
stressed by the observation of the reduction of the growth 
rate by the addition of N20 (55sccm O2 data point in 
Fig, 1). Hence, an appropriate choice of the oxidizer might 
help to suppress the growth ofthe amorphous interlayer. 
Using the precursor without additional oxidizer we 
succeeded in reducing the amorphous Iayer thickness 
drarnatically; at some places there actually seerns to be 
direct crystal contact with the Si substrate. Hence the layer 
thickness may be reduced to a level which is acceptable for 
application as a gate-oxide. However, incomplete precursor 
reactions and a related dramatic increase of the carbon 
content of the filrns is revealed by secondary neutral-atom 
mass spectrometry for these conditions. A more detailed 
discussion is available 4 • 

For the case of Hf02 we discuss the influence of different 
precursors containing oxygen (Hafnium butoxide-mmp and 
-dmae) and (Hafnium diethyl amide). The phase formation 
and structure ofthe HfOz filrns was investigated using X-ray 
diffraction. For filrns prepared with the amide precursor the 
amorphous to crystalline transition occurred for a 
deposition temperature of 450-500oC, which was SOoC 
higher than for the butoxide precursors. For higher 
temperatures, which represent the mass transport-limited 
growth regime, the growth rate was on the order of 10 nmI 
min for a11 the precursors. In the low temperature range 
(300-500°C) the growth rate for the amide precursor 
substantially higher than for both the butoxide precursors. 
Since amorphous filrns are of interest for the gate oxide 
applications, the amide precursor has the advantage in terms 
of growth rate at the lower deposition temperatures. 
The thickness of the filrns was determined by x-ray 
reflectivity techniques and the mass density by Rutherford 
backscattering spectrometry (RBS). From the planar atomie 
mass density the thiekness ean be calculated assuming that 
the film is stoichiometric Hf02 with the bulk density of 10.1 
g/em3 or 8.668E22 atoms/em3

. The thiekness obtained with 
reflectivity measurements is typieally higher by several 
nanometers compared to RBS. This discrepaney must be 
attributed to a lower-than-bulk density for the as-deposited 
filrns. The main factor that affected the density in the as
deposited films was the deposition temperature. However, a 
densification eould also be achieved by post deposition 
annealing. 
Electrical properties of the oxide films, were obtained from 
capacitanee-voltage (C-V) measurements made on MOS 
capacitors, PtIHfOz/p-SilGao.8sIIIQ.15 with a typical frequeney 
of 100 kHz. Figure 2 shows a C-V curve for an as-deposited 
film and after annealing in Nz• For this example the C-V of 
the as deposited film shows no saturation in accumulation, 
which is indicative of a high leakage eurrent and a weIl 
behaved MOS characteristie is only achieved after 
annealing. 
From the maximum capacitance in accumulation the 
equivalent oxide thickness (EOT or teq), was obtained: 
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Fig. 2: C-V curves of Hf O2 MOS capacitors before and after 
N] annealing at 60(f C for a 3 nm-thick film. 

where ESi02 is set to 3.9 and A= Imm2
. A graph of the 

equivalent oxide thickness versus the physical thickness for 
filrns prepared with the mmp and amide precursors at 400°C 
is shown in Figure 3. From the intereept, the interlayer 
thickness of 1-3 nm is obtained, whieh agrees with the 
measurement obtained from HRTEM. From the slope ofthe 
linear fit, a dielectrie eonstant of 10 is obtained for the mrnp 
precursor and a dielectric constant of 14 for the amide 
precursor. 
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Fig. 3: EOT values versus physical thickness for as-deposited 
films prepared with different precursors. 

In contrast to these relatively thick films, filrns with a 
thiekness of< 15 nm usually displayed poorly-behaved C
V profiles, Fig.2 and both post-growth and post-electrode 
annealing was suceessfully applied. lt i8 likely that the 
improvements in the C-V behaviour are due in part to the 
densification of the film and the removal of earbon species. 
This annealing proeess allowed the aehievement of an 
EOT as low as 2.5 nm. Further work is necessary to 
optimise the annealing process. 
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Microemulsion mediated synthesis and ceramic processing of 
nano-crystalline BaTi03 powders 

C. Pithan 

Institute of Electroceramic Materials 

Nano-crystalline BaTi03 powders with an average primary partic1e size of approximately 10 nm have been 
prepared by applying a microemulsion mediated synthesis technique. The powders were characterized with 
respect to their stoichiometry (ICP-OES, XRF), purity (XRD, FTIR, Analysis of C-content), crystalline 
structure (XRD), morphology (TEM, FE-SEM) and partic1e size distribution (XRD-line broadening, BET, 
SAXS). Compared to a commercial reference powder (primary partic1e size: 50 - 70 nm) the powders of our 
study clearly showed improved sinter activity, since the onset of densification i8 significantly shifted to lower 
temperatures. However, the preparation ofhighly densified nanocrysta1line bulk BaTi03 ceramics requires the 
application of pressure assisted consolidation methods in order to reduce undesired grain-growth and porosity 
arising from differential sintering. 

F&E-Nr: 23.10.2 

The trend in the development of modern, highly volume 
efficient electroceramic multilayer devices such as for 
instance MLCCs (Multilayer Ceramic Capacitors), is driven 
by a continuous reduction in layer thickness. Conventional 
green bodies for MLCCs built up of hundreds of layers with 
a thickness of 111m or more respectively, are usually 
manufactured by tape casting and lamination. For the 
technical realization of much thinner structures an alternate 
application of dielectric layers and electrodes by screen 
printing of suspensions prepared from nano-crystalline 
powders ("dielectric or metallic inks") is currently of strong 
interest. In both cases the final consolidation into bulk 
devices occurs via solid state sintering. The most important 
dass of dielectrie materials for MLCC is based on 
eOInpositions derived from the weU-known ferroe1ectric 
perovskite compound BaTi03• 

In the present study nano-crystaUine BaTi03 powders with 
high sinter activity have been prepared by applying micro
emulsion mediated synthesis according to the method 
suggested by Hempelmann et al. [1]. Powders synthesized 
by this route eould eventually have some re1evance for the 
above-mentioned technical applieations and therefore some 
of their main charaeteristies and properties related to 
eeramic processing such as stoichiometry, purity, erystalline 
structure, particle size, powder morphology and sintering 
behaviour have been investigated. In order to realize 
nanostructured bulk ceramies from these powders pressure 
assisted consolidation techniques, such as sinter forging and 
hot isostatic pressing (HIP) have been applied. Highly 
densified and bulk BaTi03 ceramies with an average grain 
size between 50 nm and 300 um, depending on the 
eompaction method and the proeess parameters, have been 
obtained. First results on the high temperature e1eetric 
eonductivity behaviour of these sampies as a funetion of 
oxygen partial pressure are reported in another eontribution 
ofthis annualreport [2]. 
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Powder preparation and characterization 

For the synthesis of the powders a solution of Barium 
Isopropoxide (Ba[OCH(CH3)2h in Isopropanol was mixed 
with Titanium Isopropoxide Ti[OCH(CH3)2]4 in a stoiehio
metrie ratio Ba:Ti =1. To this rnixture a mieroemulsion [1] 
consisting of Cyclohexane, deionized water, Tergitol NP 35 
(Sigma Aldrich) as surfactant and I-Oetanol as co
surfaetant has been added. Sinee the formation of the 
powder particles during the reaction of the alcoholic and 
heterometallic alkoxide solution is spatially eonfmed to the 
aqueous nano-droplets of the mieroemulsion, eontrolled 
particle-nucleation and growth may be aehieved. The 
resulting prirnary particles were approxirnately 10 nm in 
diameter. They eonsisted of essentially crystalline BaTi03 

with only some traces of BaC03 and residual surfaetant 
(Figure 1) 

• Mean particle size: 10 nm (FWHM ofXRD peaks R> 1 0) 
• BET-surface: 117,3 m2/g 
• Stoichiometry: Ba/Ti: 1,009 
• C-content: 4,44 wt.-% 
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Fig. I.: Typical properties ofthe sYllthesized rawpowders. 

SAXS-measurements eonfrrmed, that the particle size 
distribution is quite narrow with a weIl defmed degree of 
polydisperisty [3]. 



Consolidation behavionr 

Tbe densification behaviour of the microemulsion derived 
BaTi03 nano-powders has been investigated by dilatometric 
measurements, sintering experiments, and by determining 
the pore size distribution through BET (N2-adsorption). 
Sintering of uniaxially pressed green compacts of the nano
crystalline BaTi03 powders begins at approximately 530°C 
(Figure 2). At this temperature shrinkage due to de
cornposition and elimination of residues originating from 
organie phases can be excluded: as the results of 
therrnogravimetric studies clearly reveal, the main part of 
an organie impurities have already decomposed (Figure 3). 
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Fig. 2: Shrinkage behaviour of a uniaxially precompacted 
green body prepared from the nano-crystalline Ba TiO j 

powder. 
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Fig. 3: Thermogravimetric characterization of nano
Clystalline BaTi03 powder. 

The microstructure of a sarnple that has been sintered for 
1 hat 1000 °C is shown in Figure 4 (a). The mean size of 
the crystallites has significantely increased form 10 nm to 
approximately 200 nm and a still rather porous structure can 
be observed. Figure 4 (b) shows the microstructure of a 
sampIe that has been cornpacted by hot isostatic pressing at 
860°C under 2000 bar pressure. It is evident, that the 
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average grain size in the latter sampie is much smaller 
(approximately 100 nm). Although still some larger pores 
can be recognized the connectivity between the grains is 
much more improved compared to the pressureless sintered 
sampie. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4: Microstructure of a pressureless sintered sampie and a 
sample that has been compacted by HIP. 
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Institute for Soft Matter 

General Overview 

The Institute "Weiche Materie" was founded in jan. 2000. The main focus of the Institute is to understand macroscopic 
properties and microstructural order of colloidal systems, under equilibrium- and non-equilibrium conditions, on a 
microscopic level. To make progress in this area it is necessary to be able to synthesize model colloidal systems, where 
monodispersity of the desirable interaction potential and shape is one of the main goals. The properties of these model 
systems should be tuned in such a way that it exhibits the phenomena that one wishes to study. 

The research in the Institute is done within "projects", which will be described below: 

Non-equilibrium Phenomena 

The subjects under investigation in this project are: 

Shear-banding and Rheology of "haily Colloids" and Suspensions of rod-like Particles (P. Lettinga) 
Shear-banding is a hydrodynamic instability in systems under flow that occurs whenever the stress decreases with 
increasing shear-rate, or the stress is a multivalued function of the shear-rate. The stationary state is now astate where 
regions of different microstructure and sometimes different shear-rates "coexist". The kinetics of the shear-banding 
instability and the possible stationary states that can occur are studied for two kinds of systems : "hairy colloids" 
(colloidal spheres coated with long polymer chains) and rigid rod-like particles. A system ofhairy colloids where shear
banding has been observed will be investigated in cooperation with Dr. J. Vermant (University of Leuven). Another, 
well-defined hairy colloid has been developed in the Institut for Neutron Scattering (see the next theme). So far, our 
investigations are focused on the shear-induced polymer brush defoprmation at lower concentrations. Simulations on 
hairy colloids in shear flow will be performed in the Insitute Theory 11. We recently observed a very clear shear-banding 
transition in suspensions of fd-virus (a semi-flexible colloid). By adding free polymer, the rate of the transition can be 
tuned, so that kinetic studies will be feasible in these systems. At this moment we are determining, by rheology and light 
scattering, the full non-equilibirum phase diagram of these kind of systems (where the shear-rate is on of the control 
variables). The shear-banding transition lines will be located as weIl. There is an ongoing collaboration with prof. W. 
Briels (University ofTwente) on the theory ofthe shear-banding transition in systems ofrigid rods. 

Shear induced Polymer Brush Deformation (s. Rathgebel~ 
Colloidal micellar particles of PEO-PEP diblock copolymers with a small core in comparison to the length of the 
amphiphilic part of the polymers have been developed in the Institute for Neutron Scattering by Dr J. Allgaier and Dr. L. 
Willner. These "hairy colloids" exhibit deformation, as detected by neutron scattering under shear flow. High shear rates 
are needed to achieve appreciable deformation, due to their relatively small size. We are therefore currently investigation 
the possibility of using, in addition, small colloidal silica cores coated with very long polymers. We plan to investigate 
deformation at very low and higher concentrations, where interactions between the deformed brushes become important. 
These investigations are part of a European project (HUSC, Hard to Ultra Soft Colloids). 

Critical Phenomena wIder Shear Flow (P. Lettinga, H. Wang)) 
In mixtures of stearyl silica spheres and small PDMS polymers (Poly Di Methyl Siloxane) in cyclohexane, depletion 
attractions can give rise to gas-liquid phase separation. Non-linear microstructural response to stationary and oscillatory 
shear flow near the gas-liquid critical point in these systems have been studied by means of time resolved small angle 
light scattering. The results of both the static and oscillatory experiments can be interpreted in terms of an earlier theory 
on near critical microstructure under shear flow, provided that the shear induced displacement of the critical point is 
taken into account. The shear induced microstructural distortion of short ranged correlations, which are responsible for 
the displacement of the critical point, render critical phenomena under shear flow non-universal in the sense that these 
depend on the details ofthe pair-interaction potential. 

Dynamics and Structure of "Polymer-colloids" (s. Rathgeber) 
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Suspensions of polymerie particles of a colloidal size are studied by me ans of small angle neutron seattering and neutron 
spin echo experiments. This concerns the shape, internal structur and dynamics of the colloidal partieles. The systems 
that are studied are two different kinds of dendrimers, cellulose derivatives and bottlebrush maeomolecules, in 
eooperation with T. Pakula (Max Planek Institute for Polymer Research in Mainz). Seattering experiments and rheology 
measurements at higher concentration are planned. 

Structure and Dynamics of Colloids at Interfaces and near Walls 
Project leader: Dr. P. Lang 

The subjects under investigation in this project are: 

Structure and Dynamics of Inteifaces between Coexisting Phases 
The colloidal systems that will be investigated are rigid rods, like silica coated boehmite rods and semi-flexible fd-virus 
(in isotropie-nematie coexistenee), soft systems like internally crosslinked cylindrical micelIes (in isotropic-columnar 
coexistence), and spheres (in gas-liquid or liquid-crystal coexistenee). A surface sensitive dynamic and static light 
scattering set up 1S being buHt at this moment. 

Structure and Dynamics close to a Wall and Interactions with a Wall 
Rods and spheres, mixed with several kinds of depletants (like semi flexible polymers and polyelectrolytes) will be 
investigated. We also plan to investigate coneentration profiles, dynamics and depletion forces near a wall in mixtures of 
long polymers and small colloidal spheres. This will be done in co operation with Dr. E. Eisenriegler and Dr. R Winkler 
(Institute Theory 11). A Total Internal Reflection Mieroscope (TIRM) has been built for this purpose. 

Dynamies in Equilibrium Systems 
Project leader: Dr. G. Meier 

The subjects under investigation in this project are: 

Dynamics of Polymer Mixtures and Colloids under high Pressure 
Pressure is an extemal variable that can be used to continuously vary the compatibility of polymers. The polymers can 
either be free polymers or polymers bound to the surface of cotloidal particles. Besides by pressure, monomer-monomer 
pair-interaetion potentials can also be changed systematically by eh anging the HID composition of the polymers. This 
offers the possibility to gain insight in the mieroscopic origin of the rich phase behaviour and dynamies of these systems. 
The phase behaviour and (critical) dynamics of polymer mixtures and mixtures of polymers and polymer-coated colloidal 
particles will be the topie ofthis project. 

Phonon Dispersion in heterogeneous Systems 
Colloidal systems represent heterogeneous systems, in which the dynamics of acoustic modes will be studied. There will 
almost certainly be a dependenee of the properties of acoustic exitations on the structural properties of the colloidal 
suspensions. The degree of heterogeneity can be changed eontinously by ehanging the size and/or concentration of the 
colloidal particles. 

Rotational Diffusion of Rods near Phasetransition Lines 
Rotational diffusion of rod like colloids and polymers in the neighbourhood of agas-liquid and isotropic-nematic phase 
boundary will be studied. Near a gas-liquid phase transition line, the attractive interactions between the rods will 
probably lead to a severe change of the rotational diffusion coefficient, since attractions favor parallel alignment of 
neigbouring rods over perpendicular alignment. On approach of the isotropic-nematic spinodals, the rotation al diffusion 
eoefficient tends to zero in a way that is not known, that is, the critical exponent for the rotational diffusion coefficient is 
as yet unknown. 

Rotational Diffusion away from Phasetransition Lines (P. Lettinga) 
Rotational diffusion eoefficients of colloidal spheres and rods in bulk solution and within porous media are investigated 
by means of Time resolved Phosphorescence Anisotropy (TPA) and Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP). These 
experiments are performed at the University of Utrecht in collaboration G. Koenderink and prof. A.P. PhiIipse. Also of 
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interest is rotational diffusion of rigid rods under stationary shear flow, where FRAP and heterodyne dynarnic light 
scattering experiments are planned. 

We are building a combination of set ups which allows one to investigate dynarnics in the time range 10-13.102 s. 
Dynamic light scattering covers a dynamic range of 10'7_102 s. A Sandercock tandem interferometer will be used to cover 
the time range 1O-9_1O,lIs. The gap between these time ranges can be covered employing a confocal interferometer. The 
very fast dynamics will be studied by means ofRaman scattering 

Biopolymers 
Project leader: Dr. R. Tuinier (started 1 nov. 2001) 

This project deals with composite materials of colloids and biopolymers. Not much have been done so far 
experimentally, since the biology laboratory is not yet finished. 

Phenomena in Temperature Gradients 
Project leader: Dr. S. Wiegand (started 1 jan. 2003) 

This project deals with the study of termodiffusion and macroscopic phenomena under temperature gradients. For 
thermodiffusion experiments we are currently building a Forced Rayleigh Scattering set up, specialized to measure the 
Soret effect. 

Correlation between Interactions and ordered Structures 
Project leader: Dr. J. Hauck 

Dr. J. Hauck has been at the IFF for a longer time. His work in the Institute Weiche Materie is a continuation ofpart of 
the work that has been done by J. Hauck during the past, applied to ordered structures in various colloidal systems. 

Synthesis 
Project leaders: Dr. J. Buitenhuis 

Dr. W. Sager 

The aim of this project is the development of new colloida! systems, the investigation of synthesis mechanisms and the 
synthesis of (known) colloidal systems for cooperation projects. 

Synthesis oJknown Colloidal Model Systems 
The synthesis facility should supply and further develop the synthesis of known model systems with which physical 
experimentation will be done within the projects mentioned above. In this respect our contacts with the University of 
Utrecht are very valuable. 

Development oJ new model systems 
The following activities for the synthesis ofnovel model systems are in progress: 

Preparation oJNanostructured Materials in Selj-organising Systems (W Sager) 
This project is concemed with the characterisation ofmicroemulsions as precipitation media for inorganic materials with 
at least one dimension in the nanometer range and the development of synthesis routes for nanostructured 
inorganic/organic composites employing the different structures encountered in rnicroemulsion systems as templates. It is 
part ofthe PhD-project of Aurelie Autin and is performed together with Prof. R. Nolte at the University ofNijmegen. 
Though microemulsions have increasingly been utilised over the last 2 decades, and in some cases even established 
themselves as precipitation medium for the preparation of small uniform inorganic particles of mostly spherical 
geometry, Httle systematic work has been performed on what actually controls the size, shape, crystallinity and stability 
of the particles formed. Until now there is no global picture at hand describing nucleation and growth processes for the 
different rnicroemulsion morphologies investigated and a generally valid theory is still out of reach. 
In this project we want to perform a systematic study on precipitation in weH defined and characterised microemulsions 
with different morphology ranging from drop let-type microemuIsions to cylindrical aggregate structures and 
bicontinuous rnicroemulsions. The latter consist of an interwoven network of water and oil channels stabilised by the 
interfacial surfactant film. To establish a direct relation between microemulsion structure and partic1e morphology, the 
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rnicroemulsions and the precipitated inorganic materials will be characterised by phase diagram and conductivity studies, 
electron and atomic force microscopy, X-ray diffraction and scattering techniques. Underlying nuc1eation and growth 
processes will be studied with respect to microemulsion morphology, specific inorganic nuclei/surfactant interactions and 
properties of the interfacial surfactant film. Emphasis will be laid on solidifying bicontinuous structures which is of 
special interest for inorganic/organie nanocomposites. Employing microemulsions systems as templates for 
nanostruetured eomposite materials has the advantage of offering the possibility of both simultaneous and eonsecutive 
formation of the organie and the inorganic solid phase by bringing in one preeursor with the water and the other with the 
oil phase or the interfacial surfactant layer. 

Synthesis ofSilica Coatedfd-virusses (J. Buitenhuis) 
The fd-virus is a slightly flexible rod of about 800 nm length and 6 nm width. The aim is to eoat the virus by a siliea 
layer to obtain rigid rods of variable diameter, which after using a variety of standard eoatings of the silica, can be 
dispersed in apolar solvent to obtain cylinders with a variety of weH defined interactions. This subject is just starting, in 
collaborayion with the University ofUtreeht. 

Colloidal Platelets (J. Buitenhuis) 
Sinilar to the synthesis of colloidal boehmite rods, platelets can be synthesized. The monodispersity can be improved and 
surface treatment renders these platelets compatible to organic solvents. This synthesis has been developed in Utrecht. 

Synthesis ofSoft Colloidal Rods (P. Lang, L. Willner) 
The aim is to develop a model system for soft colloidal rods. These rods are synthesized by radically crosslinking of 
cylindrical rnicelles, which consist of amphiphilic blockcopolymers .. This will lead to flexible colloidal rods, of which 
the length is about 200 nm and the aspeet ratio about 20. The main problem will be to fractionate the system in order to 
reduce the polydispersity in length. 

The polymer synthesis know how that is available in the Institute for Neutron Scattering (Dr. L. Willner and Dr. J. 
Allgaier) will be of great advantage in developing certain classes ofnew colloidal systems. 

Tbeory 
Project leader: Dr. G. Naegele 

The aim of this project is two-foId : (i) developing theory on subjects that are, or may become, of experimental interest to 
the Institute, and (ii) to assist experimentalists with devising new experiments and with data interpretation. 

Interdiffusion and Spinodal Decomposition 
Interdiffusion in mixtures of differently sized colloidal spheres will be investigated by means of mode coupling theory. In 
relation to this, spinodal deeomposition kinetics in binary rnixtures will be studied. 

Electrokinetic Effects in Colloids 
In particular, electrolyte friction is studied on the basis of mode coupling theory for a binary system: the large colloidal 
particles and the counter ions. A remarkable result is that hydrodynarnie interactions play an essential role. A treatment 
of non-linear electrolyte frietion response is within the validity of the present approach. 

Linear Viscoelastic Behaviour of spherical Colloids 
A Green-Kubo formula for the linear shear viscosity of colloids, where hydrodynarnic interactions are important, has 
been derived and evaluated numerically on the basis of a mode coupling approach. 

Jan Dhont 
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IsotropicjNematic Pre-transition of Polybutadiene-b-poly( ethyleneoxide) micelles 
induced by a wall 

Peter Lang 
Institut jür Festkörperjorschung 

Teilinstitut W eiche Materie 

We have investigated the influence of the flat interface between a silicon single crystal and aqueous 
polybutadiene-b-poly( ethyleneoxide) solutions on the solutions' isotropie to nematic phase transition 
(IjN). An I/N pre--transition is induced by the wall at volume fractions of the polymer which are 
ab out 15% smaller than required for the phase transition in the bulk. Contrary to theoretical 
predictions for hard rod fluids and semi-flexible polymer systems this pre--transition is not followed 
by complete wetting of the interface by the nematie phase upon further increase of the polymer 
volume fraction. 

In aqueous solution blockcoplymers (BCP) of the type 
polybuatdiene-b-poly( ethyleneoxide) (PBPEO) form 
cylindrieal mieelles, if the respective block lengths are 
about balanced. Solutions of this kind show an isotropie 
to nematie (I/N) phase transition at sufficiently high 
volume fractions tPljN of the polymer [1]. Theoretical 
and simulation studies [2] prediet that the I/N transition 
of a hard rod fluid in the vicinity of a hard wall should 
comprise two step, i. e. the continuous transition from 
a uniaxial to abiaxial symmetry in a thin layer at the 
interface at bulk volume fractions of tP ~ 0.85 X tPI/N' 
followed by complete wetting of the wall by the nematic 
phase. In this case the thickness, dN of the initially 
formed nematic layer is of the order of the rod length, L. 
On the other hand, Chen et al [3] predicted a first order 
I/N pre-transition in a layer elose to a wall followed by 
complete wetting for semi-flexible polymer chains, where 
the segments were treated as Onsager-type rods [4], i. e 
the segments are infinitely thin. In this case dN is of the 
order of the chain segment length, b. 

A powerful tool to investigate the influence of a hard 
wall on the structure of an adjacent colloidal suspension 
is neutron reflectivity (NR), since the Fourier-transform 
of the reflectivity from an interface is related to the scat
tering length density profile along the interface normal. 

Using this technique, we have investigated the infiu
ence of the flat interface between a silicon single crystal 
and solutions of the protonated polymer PB1.5PE01.5 in 
D2 0 and of the deuterated polymer d-PB1.7d-PE01.8 in 
non-reflecting water (NRW) on the solutions' I/N phase 
transition. The subscripts indieate the blocks' molar 
mass in kg/mol. The bulk phase transition occurs at 
a volume fraction of tPIIN=0.078 in the case of the pro
tonated polymer in D20 and at tPljN=O.066 for solutions 
of the deuterated polymer in NRW. The structural pa
rameters of the micelIes in dilute solution, which have 
been determined by sm all-angle neutron scattering be
forehand [5] are collected in Table I. From this values it 
is obvious that the micelIes have to be regarded as semi
flexible cylinders rat her than rigid rads. It is worth to 
note that in both cases the segment length, b, is smaller 
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TABLE I: Contour length, Lc , segment length, b, and cross
section radius, Res of the BCP mieelles 

3 

2 

-3 

-4 

V ~=0.0670 

• ~=0.0630 
.. ~=0.0548 

~=0.OS99 

~= 0.0499 
~= 0.0505 

.. 

0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 

Q/A·1 

FIG. 1: Reflectivity scans from the interface between a Si 
single--crystal and solutions of PB1.5PE01.5 in D20, normal
ized to the Fresnel-reftectivity. The symbols are experimental 
data and the fulliines are best fits according to the scattering 
length density profiles shown in Fig. 3. 

than the cross section diameter. Therefore one might ex
pect that a hard wall should induce an I/N pre-transition 
in a layer with a thickness wh ich is of the order of the 
micellar cross-section diameter and not of the order of 
the micellar contour length. 

The reflectivity curves displayed in Figs. 1 and 2 show 
that in both cases undulations occur at a volume frac
tion which is about tP ~ 0.85 X tPI/N. The amplitude of 
these undulations increases with increasing 4>, while its 
period is constant. The data were analysed using the so 
called box-model approach [6] and the model indepen
dent groove tracking algorithm [7], which both yielded 
the normalized scattering length density (SLD) profiles 
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FIG, 2: Reftectivity Beans from the interface between a Si 
single-crystal and solutions of d-PB1.7-d-PE01.8 in non re
flecting water, normalized to the Fresnel-reflectivity. The 
symbols are experimental data and the fuUlines are best fits 
according to the scattering length density profiles shown in 
Fig.4. 

shown in Figs. 3 (note that for protonated micelles dis
persed in D2ü, a minimum of the scattering length den
sity corresponds to a maximum of the polymer segment 
density) and 4. The evolution of the SLD-profiles with 
increasing polymer volume faction is interpreted as the 
formation of an interfacial layer) the thickness of which 
is in the range of the micellar cross-section diameter and 
does not depend on<p, On the other hand, the polymer 
segment density in the layer increases with increasing. 

We therefore conclude that the our experimental data 
are in qualitative accord with the theoretical prediction 
by Ohen et al. as far as the formation of a nematically 
ordered interfaciallayer at <p ~ 0.85 X <PI/N and the thick
ness of this layer is concerned. Although the formation of 
this Iayer occurs in a very narrow range of volume fraction 
it is not really possible to decide if the pre-transition is 
first order, as predicted. However, the experiments show 
clearly that the layer thickness does not increase with the 
polymer volume fr action , i. e. the nematic phase does 
not wet the interface completely, which is in contradiction 
to the theoretical expectation. This discrepancy may be 
due to either of or the combination of two reasons. First, 
the segments do probably not interact as hard bodies, 
but there might be a short ranged attractive part of the 
inter action potentiaL Second and probably much more 
important, as to be seen from Table I the segments may 
not be regarded as Onsgager-like rods. We therefore plan 
to do computer simulations to clarify the influence of the 
finite segment cross-section diameter. 
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Shear-Banding in Suspensions of fd-Virus 

M. P. Lettinga, Z. Dogie and J. K. G. Dhont 
Institut für Festkörperjorschung 

Teilinstitut Weiche Materie 
(Dated: January 14, 2003) 

Shear-banding is the phenomenon where macroseop
ically large regions (the "bands"), with differing mi
erostructural properties, eoexist undel' the influenee of 
shear flow. Banded struetures are found at very low 
shear-rates, far below the shear-rate where the Taylor in
stability oecurs. The final stationary state often depends 
on whethel' the flow is applied undel' eontrolled stress 
or sheal'-l'ate eonditions [1, 2]. In a cylindrical geometry, 
bands are either alternately stacked in the vorticity diree
tion 01' layered around the inner eylinder in the gradient 
direction. A well studied system that exhibits this eom
plex behavior are dispersions of wormlike micelIes under 
shear. Depending on the eoneentration of monomers and 
flow conditions, a variety of phase transitions and strue
tural ehanges are observed [1, 3]. These experiments are 
theoretically described by Cates [4J. Wormlike micelles 
have a significant ehain flexibility and they permanently 
exchange material (i.e. they can break and reeombine). 
This complieates the physies of shear-banding eonsider
ably. 

In order to gain fundamental insight in the origin of 
the shear-banding transition, we performed experiments 
on a mueh simpler system ; fd-virus suspensions. Fd
virus 1S a good model system of hard rod8 [5J and dis
plays an isotropic-nematic (I-N) phase transition. The 
loeation of phase transition lines i8 shifted to lower eon
eentration on applying shear flow, sinee shear flow stabi
lizes nematic order. The shear dependent loeation of I-N 
spinodals of fd-virus suspensions has been determined in 
ref. [6] by means of time resolved birefringenee measure
ments. Due to very slow nucleation rates it has not been 
possible to determine the shear-rate dependent loeation 
of binodals and shear-banding transition lines. In the 
present WOl'k we added polymer to the fd-virus suspen
sion, which widens the biphasie region, resulting in in
creased nucleation rates [7] and shear-banding transition 
rates. The behaviour of this dispersion under shear flow 
is studied using an optical, cylindrical shear-cell, which 
is positioned between two polarizers in order to probe 
loeal orientational order. This shear eell allows for time 
resolved, small angle light scattering experiments in the 
flow-vorticity plane, where scattered light from one gap 
is blocked by means of a pinhole that is positioned in 
the middle of the inner cylinder. Formation of inhomo
geneities on the mierometer scale wel'e studied both by 
small angle light seattering (SALS) and micl'Oseopy. 

We observed that the nematic phase is stable for shear
rates largel' than a eritical binodal shear-rate "tbin ~ 
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FIG. 1: SALS images taken between 5 seconds and five min
utes after a shear-rate quench from"t = 2s-1 to"t OS-l 

(top) and"t 0.3s-1 (bottom). The first images on the left 
are taken a few seconds after the quench, while the images 
on the right are taken after ab out three minutes. k" and kf 
indicate the vorticity and flow direction, respectively. 

1.58-1 , even though the sampie without shear flow is 
in the I-N biphasic region. Such a critical shear-rate is 
predicted by a Doi-Edwards like theory and is eonfirmed 
by means of birefringenee experiments [6]. For shear
rates larger than "tbin the sampie hardly seatters light. 
When a quench is made from the stable nematic phase 
at high shear-rates into the biphasie region by suddenly 
lowering the shear-rate below the binodal shear-rate (Le. 
"t < "tbin), phase separation oceurs, the kinetics of which 
can be followed with SALS. In Fig.l the evolution of the 
scattering pattern for two different quenches is shown. 
In the initial stage of phase separation, the scattering 
pattern shows four lobs, wh ich indicates the formation 
of micron-sized paranematic regions within the nematic, 
which regions are tilted with respeet to the flow direc
tion (a paranematic state is a shear-aligned, otherwise 
isotropie state). After a few miniues, an intermediate 
state exists in which these regions are aligned along the 
flow direetion. 

In the shear-rate regime "t 0.1 - DA 8-1 , in addition 
to the fast phase separation deseribed above (few min
utes) an additional process of band formation is observed 
on mueh longer time seales (few hours), see Fig.2. These 
bands are alternately staeked in the vorticity direetion 
and ean only be deteeted under crossed polarizers. The 



FIG. 2: The final, shear-band state, with two elose-ups taken 
with a home-made polarization microscope. The shear-bands 
are about 2 mm in height. The typical height of the inhomo
gcneities within thc bands is ab out 10 to 20 p,m. 
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FIG. 3: a) Shear-bands of a sampie that has been sheared 
for a week. During this time some sedimentation of thc more 
dense nematic regions takes place. b) Same as figure (a), but 
immediately after the cessation of shear fiow. In this sampie 
bands fully disappear over aperiod of an hour. 

bands can be as broad as 2 mm, depending on the compo
sition of the sampie. Bands are formed within a limited 
virus concentration range. The lower concentration at 
which banding still occurs is set by the lower branch of 
the binodaL For sampies that are outside the two-phase 
region, no shear-banding along the vorticity direction is 
observed. This is illustrated in Fig.3a, where an image 
is shown of a sampie that has been sheared for a week. 
During this time a gradient in density is established due 
to density differences of coexisting paranematic and ne
matic phases. The top part of the sampie has a concen
trat ion that is equal to the lower binodal concentration. 
This part of the sampie is a uniform paranematic phase 
that shows no banded flow and appears uniformly bire
fringent due to shear alignment. After cessation of shear 
flow, this paranematic phase almost instantaneously be
comes isotropic, that is, the birefringence disappears and 
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the corresponding part of the image turns black, as can 
be seen in Fig.3b. Note that the size of the bands in
creases towards the bottom of the shear cell where the 
concentration of the rods is higher. Preliminary rheology 
experiments indicate that the high concentration limit for 
the occurrence of banded flow is set by the concentra
tion where tumbling is observed right after a shear-rate 
quench. Here, a few damped oscillations in the stress 
response are observed after an instantaneous change of 
the shear-rate. It seems that tumbling sets in at a con
centration where shear-band formation 1S not observed 
anymore, that is, tumbling probably destroys the shear
banding instability. 

A striking feature of the shear-bands is that they have 
an inhomogeneous internal structure, as 1S shown in the 
micrograph in Fig.2. This type of internal structure al
ready exists during the process of band formation, and is 
probably reminiscent to the micron sized structures that 
are formed right after the quench as seen by SALS. This 
is in contrast to micellar systems, where the bands of 
either low or high viscosity appear homogeneous. 

In conclusion, we have presented preliminary studies of 
the behavior of rods with attractive interactions in shear 
fiow. In the process of shear-banding, where bands are 
formed along the vorticity direction, there is a fast pro
cess (minutes) where micron-sized inhomogeneities are 
formed, as measured by SALS, after which bands are 
formed on a very much longer time scale (hours), as seen 
through crossed polarizers. Banding is only observed in 
the two-phase region at concentrations below the concen
trat ion where tumbling is found. The goal of our further 
research will be to measure the entire non-equilibrium 
phase diagram and to understand the banding transition 
on a microscopic level. It might be that the micron-sized 
inhomogeneities that are formed due to phase separation 
are responsible for the occurrence of banding. If this js 
indeed the case, a linear stability analysis of appropriate 
equations of motion will not reveal the true nature of this 
instability. Equations of motion which include possibly 
very large gradients in suspension properties should be 
derived, and must be solved numerically. 
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Dynamics of Strongly Asymmetrie Magnetie and Neutral Colloidal Mixtures 
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Teilinstitut Weiche Materie 

Dynamic and static properties of strongly asymmetrie binary mixtures of spherical colloidal par
ticles are studied using Brownian dynamies (BD) computer simulations and analytical methods. 
Our study comprises mixtures of super-paramagnetic particles confined to an air-water interface, 
and mixtures of colloidal hard spheres. The strong interaction asymmetry in the magnetic parti
des leads to unusual features in the pair distribution functions, and to hydrodynamically enhanced 
self-diffusion. Rotational and translational diffusion of a tracer component in a hard-sphere host dis
persion is examined in dependence on the tracer-host size ratio and host concentration. A continuum 
limiting behavior is reached for progressively enlarged tracer size, characterized by Stokes-Einstein 
(SE) relations between tracer diffusion coefficients and viscosities. To reach the continuum behavior, 
targer tracer sizes are required for rotational than for translational diffusion. 

There is considerable interest in understanding the var
ious mechanisms of diffusion in model suspensions of col
loidal spheres, and their relations to viscoelastic prop
erties, from the knowledge of the microscopic interac
tions. The additional presence of solvent-mediated hy
drodynamic particle interactions (HI) distinguishes the 
essentially inertia-free dynamics of coIloidal systems from 
the Newtonian dynamics of simple liquids. The III are 
at the origin of interesting and, quite often, surprising 
dynamic effects. While a lot of work has been done on 
translational diffusion in mono disperse colloidal suspen
sions, the dynamic properties of coIloidal mixtures and 
polydisperse systems, which are abundant in synthetic 
and naturally occurring colloidal fluids, is far less un
derstood. This lack of knowledge has prompted us to 
explore various translational and rotational diffusion pro
cesses in three-dimensional and quasi-two-dimensional 
mixtures of electrically neutral, charged and magnetic 
calloidal spheres. We have determined the dynamics and 
microstructure of these systems using Brownian dynam
ics (BD) computer simulations and analytical methods. 

BD results for the partial radial distribution func
tians, gQ:ß(r), and for the reduced mean-squared displace
ments (self-diffusion functions), D Q: (t) = Woe (t) / (D~ t), 
of quasi-two-dimensional binary dispersions of super
paramagnetic particles at a water-air interface are shown 
in Figs. la and b, in comparison with experimental video 
imaging results [1]. The particles interact via dipolar 
magnetic forces, induced by a magnetic field applied per
pendicular to the planar interface. The interaction en
ergy among the particles af type 1 is about 100 times 
larger than the one for the the 2-particles. This extreme 
interaction asymmetry gives rise to unusual features, viz. 
the splitting of the primary peak of gn(r) into two twin 
peaks of approximately same height. The reason for the 
peak splitting is that the innermost next neighbor shell 
formed around a I-partide, which contains 1-particles as 
characterized by the first twin peak in gl1 (r), indudes a 
larger fraction of 2-partides than the more distant second 
subsheIl, characterized by the second twin peak in gll (r). 
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FIG. 1: Binary suspension of super-paramagnetic partic1es at 
a liquid-air interface. (a) Partial radial distribution functions, 
ga/3(r), versus reduced distance. (b) Reduced self-diffusion 
functions, Do:(t), versus reduced time t/Tl (from [1]). 

There is nearly quantitative agreement between the BD 
and experimental data for goeß(r}, in spite of the pro
found interaction asymmetry. Fig. Ib shows BD results 
for Doe(t) versus reduced time with and without HI. The 
significant hydrodynamic enhancement of self-diffusion, 
characteristic of systems with strong and long-range par
tide repulsion, is dearly observed. The enhancement is 
stronger für the more weakly interacting component 2. 

In another study of asymmetrie binary mixtures we 
have explored the rotational and translational self
diffusion of a dilute tracer component in a dispersion of 
host spheres, in dependence on the tracer-to-host size 
ratio A = aT / aH, the host volume fraction CP, and the 
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FIG. 2: Reduced rotational self-diffusion coefficient, H'S == 
D'SI Do, times reduced high-frequency shear viscosity TJooITJo. 
The dots represent the generalized SE relation (from [2]). 
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FIG. 3: Reduced rotational and translation al short-time self
diffusion coefficients, D'S 1 Do and D~ 1 Do, and reduced trans
lational long-time self-diffusion coefficient, D~ 1 Do, versus A, 
for a host volume fraction of<I> 0.1 (from [4,5)). 

host viscosity. With increasing >., the tracer experi
ences the host suspension more and more as an unstruc
tured continuum, characterized by its macroscopie vis
cosity. It is thus of interest to identify the conditions 
for which the continuum behavior is reached. There
fore, we have calculated the rotational and translational 
short-time self-diffusion coefficients, D~ and D~, of the 
tracer species, immersed in a host suspension of col
loidal hard spheres, up to quadratic order in iJ> [2,3]. 
Dur calculations are based on a truncated rooted dus
ter expansion, with two- and three-body HI contribu
tions included. Results for rotational short-time case, 
Le. for D'S/ Dö x 'lJoo/TJo vs. iJ>, where TJoo is the high
frequency shear viscosity of the host dispersion, are de
picted in Fig. 2. Note the rather slow convergence with 
increa.."ling >. towards the rotational SE-Debye relation, 
D~ kBT/(811''lJoo(iJ»a~). The monotonie decline ofthe 
rotationalftranslational tracer diffusion coefficients from 
their infinite dilution values at >. 0, towards the SE 
continuum limit Ds = DoTJ/rJo = Do(l 2.5iJ» + O(iJ>2) 
for >. -t 00, is illustrated in Fig. 3. The continuum 
limit is approached most quickly for increasing >. by the 
long-time translational tracer-diffusion coefficient D~. 
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FIG. 4: Test of the validity of various generalized short
time Stokes-Einstein relations for rotational/translational 
self-diffusion, and collective diffusion at wave number qm' The 
lines are theoretical predictions for hard spheres; symbols are 
experimental data obtained from various techniques [4,5]. 

It is rewarding to find generalizations of the single
tracer SE relations, whieh allow one to relate diffusion al 
properties in concentrated colloidal suspensions to ef
fective suspension viscosities. A valid SE relation can 
be used to determine a viscoelastic property in a non
invasive way and for small sampie volumes (so-called 
microrheology). A test of various short-time transla
tional/rotational SE relations for monodisperse colloidal 
hard spheres is shown in Fig. 4: only the short-time 
collective diffusion coefficient, Dß(qm), obeys approxi
mately a generalized SE law. In contrast to the hard
sphere case, however, the same SE relation is clearly vio
lated for charged spheres. Due to long-range electrostatie 
interactions, a charged particle experiences particularly 
strongly the discontinuous nature of its environment (cf. 
[4,5]). 

In arecent study, we have analyzed the interdiffusion 
process in semi-dilute mixtures of hard spheres. Interdif
fusion describes the relaxation of fluctuations in the rela
tive concentration of two selected components. Our cal
culations show that inter diffusion is dominated by near
field HI. Moreover, one can not express the interdiffusion 
coefficient only in terms of the self-diffusion coefficients 
of the individual components. 
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In this study we investigated phase separation and membrane formation in nonsolventlsolventlpolymer 
systems for a random ethylene vinyl alcohol eopolymer (EVAL) with an ethylene content of 44 mol%. 
Polymerie membrane materials with hydrophilie and functionalizable groups are of special interest in 
biologieal and biomedical applications. 

F&E-Nr: 23.102.08 

A standard technique to prepare polymerie po
rous membranes is based on diffusion induced 
phase separation in nonsolventlsolventlpolymer 
systems (immersion precipitation). To obtain the 
membranes, a thin film of a homogenous polymer 
solution is immersed into a non-solvent bath, 
whereby the diffusional exchange of solvent and 
nonsolvent brings the film solution into an ins ta
ble state resulting in liquid-liquid (I-I) and/or 
solid-liquid (s-I) demixing, depending on the type 
of polymer and the precipitation conditions em
ployed. 

In this study we investigated the phase separa
tion eharaeteristies for ternary and quaternary 
systems with ethylene vinyl alcohol (EVAL), a 
semi-crystalline random copolymer consisting of 
hydrophobie ethylene and hydrophilie vinyl alco
hol segments that has become a promising bio
medical material, to prepare microporous mem
branes for affinity separation processes. Ethylene
vinyl alcohol (EVAL) erystallizes over the entire 
ethylene composition range, sinee the melting 
point of poly(vinyl)alcohol is about 1000 higher 
than that of polyethylene. Earlier phase diagram 
studies on the ternary nonsolvent/DMSO/EVAL 
system with water or short and medium chain 
length alcohols as nonsolvent and EV AL with an 
ethylene content of 44 mol% [1] revealed that the 
(calculated) binodals fall at room temperature 
within the crystallization fines. In the region that 
is meta-stable with respect to s-l demixing a gel 
forms from the collapsed polymer eoils that con
sists of interconnected submicrometer-sized 
spherically shaped particles. With increasing 
temperature, the erystallization line is shifted 
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towards the nonsolvent-EV AL side of the dia
gram, while the position of the binodal changes 
only little. For water, an interseetion of both lines 
takes place at 65°C. Supersaturation with respect 
to crystallization and thus s-l demixing is there
fore favored at high polymer concentration and 
low temperature. 

Fig.l: SEM-rnicrograph cross-sections (overview and 
detail) of membranes prepared from the ternary wa
terlDMSOfEV AL system by dispersing films of 10% 
EV AL in DMSO into an aqueous coagulation bath 
containing different amounts of DMSO (0-75%) at 
50·C. The membranes are shown with the top surface 
(filmlbath interface) on the left. 
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Fig.2: Measured delay times (td) before phase separa
tion occurs after immersing the polymerie film into the 
coagulation bath. Left: td as function of the amount of 
DMSO in the coagulation bath for the temary wa
ter/DMSO/EVAL system. Right: td as function of the 
aliphatic chain length (C2-C12) of the n-alcohols em
ployed as nonsolvent additive in the casting solution. 

In our investigation, we started with the temary 
waterlDMSOIEVAL system with DMSO being a 
good solvent and water a strong nonsolvent for 
the polymer. Fig.J shows cross-sections of mem
branes prepared by casting polymerie films from a 
solution of 10% EV AL in DMSO on a glass plate 
whieh were then immersed into an aqueous eo
agulation bath containing varying amounts of 
DMSO at 50°C in order to suppress crystalliza
tion. When pure water was used in the eoagula
tion bath, the strong nonsolvent eharaeter and the 
high affinity between water and DMSO led to fast 
demixing conditions. The resulting asymmetrie 
membrane (Fig.J-O) displays a continuous thin 
dense top layer (skin) and extended macrovoid 
formation in the eellular porous support, whieh 
are both eharaeteristie for rapid I-I demixing. 
Fig.2-1eft shows the delay time td before phase 
separation sets in, obtained by measuring the light 
transmission across the immersed film [2]. Addi
tion of solvent to the coagulation bath decreases 
the driving force for the exchange of solvent and 
nonsolvent and thm ieads to delayed demixing 
conditions. Due to thc high affinity to water, sub
stantial delay is obtained only at a high content of 
DMSO. With rising amounts of DMSO in the 
eoagulation bath (Fig. J -25 and 50), maerovoid 
formation i8 inereasingly suppressed. More pores 
are present in the top layer and the polymerie 
walls surrounding the maerovoids, while the pore
interconneetivity of the cellular support remains, 
however, low. At 75% DMSO, I-I demixing is 
suppressed to such an extent (t,F80 s) that crystal
lization of the polymer segments could take plaee. 
The obtained symmetrie membrane (Fig. J -75) 
consists of submieron diameter particles packed 
into a bicontinuous porous strueture. At 10% 
EV AL, the number of erystalline particles i8 
rather low, so that the size of the pores that are 
formed by the interstitial space of the aggregated 
particle network lies in the mierometer range. 
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Fig.2-right and Fig.3 display measured delay 
times and cross-seetions for membranes prepared 
using aseries of n-aleohols (C2-CI2) as nonsol
vent additive in the casting solutions (quaternary 
system) and water at 50°C as coagulation bath. At 
a fixed alcohol coneentration of 10%, td shows a 
maximum for heptanol and oetanol, which is 
refleeted in a minimum in the amount of macro
voids present in the porous support. The mutual 
solubility between water and n-alcohols decreases 
significantly in the range between C3-C6. With 
inereasing hydrophobicity of the alcohol, less 
alcohol flows from the polymerie film into the 
water and the tendency to prevent the water from 
flowing into the film increases. As a consequenee, 
td should rise and reaeh a plateau value for alco
hols with longer aliphatie chain length, when the 
changes in the hydrophobicity beeome small 
(>C6). Besides the affinity to water also the affin
ity to EV AL ehanges with the chain length of the 
alcohol. To obtain a first insight, we display in 
Fig.4-1eft the difference of solubility parameters 
of the alcohols and the polymer I LlO".p I as a func
tion of the aliphatic alcohol chain length, which 
shows a minimum for heptane and octane. For the 
long ehain alcohols investigated (>CS), the non
solvent character becomes prevalent and increases 
the tendency of the polymerie film to undergo I-I 
demixing. 

Fig.3: SEM-micrograph cross-sections of membranes 
prcpared ftom the quaternary water/aleohollDMSOI 
EV AL system with 10% n-alcohol (C2-C12) as non
solvent additive in the casting solution and water as 
coagulation bath at 50·C. 
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Fig.4: Left: Variation of the solubility parameter 
difference I .1.oa•p I as a function of the hydrocarbon 
chain length of n-alcohols. Right: td as function of the 
amount of octanol (eS) used as nonsolvent additive in 
the casting solution. 

Following this argument, one would also expect 
a chain length-dependent concentration depend
ence for td and the appearance of macrovoids. 
Fig.4-right shows td as a function of the octanol 
concentration. At concentmtions where td is 
maximal, macrovoid free membranes with a high 
pore interconneetivity are obtained that are shown 
in Fig.5. 

All EV AL membranes prepared with the n
alcohols as nonsolvent additive in the casting 
solution displayed no partieulate structures or 
other featnres characteristic for s-I demixing, 
whereas symmetric particulate membranes were 
earlier obtained [3] from temary systems with 2-
propanol or I-oetanol used as nonsolvent bath. 
Maerovoids are often found under fast demixing 
conditions. In this case, the composition of the 
polymerie film falls directly after immersion 
within the binodal envelope. Phase separation sets 
in, before desolvation can take place over the 
entire film. At the film/bath interface the polymer 
concentration is high, whereas the concentration 
in the underlaying film remains nearly unchanged. 
The corresponding polymer profile then displays 
a steep increase near the film/bath interface, lead
ing to a dense skin layer and a porous support. 
Under delayed demixing conditions desolvation 
can proceed for a longer time without triggering l
I demixing, leading to a more homogeneous 
polymer distribution (flat profile), more symmet
rie membrane structures and a more open top 
layer. Macrovoids are assumed to form from 
nuc1ei of the polymer-Iean phase directly under
neath the skin. If the coagulation front is hindered 
to proceed by the skin formed, the macrovoids 
can grow by (diffusional) flow of solvent that is 
expelled from the surrounding polymer solution. 
During the increase of the non-solvent concentra
tion in the immersed polymer solution, the poly
mer molecules change to a less expanded confor
mation (syneresis) before I-I demixing takes 
place. The primary nuclei undemeath the skin 
layer can only grow into larger voids when the 
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composition in front of the nuclei remains stable 
against 1-1 demixing. Under these conditions the 
formation of new nuclei is suppressed or delayed 
and the macrovoids can grow until the polymer 
concentration becomes so high that the macro
voidlsolution interface solidifies. Suppression or 
elimination of macrovoids formation is achieved 
under delayed I-I demixing conditions caused by 
the addition of DMSO to the coagulation bath 
(see Fig.1-25 and 50). When the phase separation 
sets in, the composition in front of the first nuclei 
has already become instable against I-I demixing 
and new nuclei can form. Another way to gener
ally destabilize the polymer solution in front of 
the first nuclei formed, is to add a (weak) non
solvent to the casting solution (quatemary sys
tem). For the n-alcohols used macrovoid suppres
sion starts with butanol. Since dt is increased 
between C3 and C8 it is not possible to conclude 
whether the formation of macrovoid is only sup
pressed due to the delayed 1-1 demixing conditions 
or also due to the fact that a nonsolvent is added 
to the casting solution. For octanol concentrations 
>25% the casting solution phase separates without 
water addition. The high interconnectivity of the 
pores might indicate that also secondary phase 
separation processes take place. 

Fig.5: SEM-micrograph cross-sections (overview and 
detail) for a membrane prepared with 20% n-octanol in 
the casting solution. 

Employing the quaternary system with the n
alcohols as nonsolvent additive in the casting 
solution delayed I-I demixing to such an extend 
that it was possible to find conditions to prepare 
macrovoid-free membranes with a high pore in
terconnectivity, but still to avoid crystallization 
and s-l demixing. More details on the characteri
zation can be found in [2]. 
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Long-ranged attraction between proteins due to non-adsorbing polysaccharide 

R. Tuinier 
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Using small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments, the effect of a relatively long non-adsorbing 
polysaccharide (dextran) on the structure factor of a protein solution (lysozyme) was studied. A theoretical 
prediction from depletion theory is in fair agreement with the measured structure factor of lysozyme, as 
affected by non-adsorbing dextran. 

F&E-Nr: 23.102.08 (9-Punkt-Schrift) 

The stability of polysaccharide-protein mixtures is an 
important issue since both biopolymers are present in many 
food products and in biological systems [1]. The properties of 
polymer-protein mixtures have been intensively studied over 
the last decades [2] and it was found that usually a depletion 
interaction is responsible for the phase behavior. Although 
significant theoretical progress was made [3-7], a sufficient 
synergy with experimental work is still lacking. The early 
work of de Gennes [3] demonstrated that the depletion
induced attraction is weak when R<l;, where ~ is the 
characteristic polymer length scale and R is the protein radius. 
Most polysaccharide-protein mixtures are examples ofR<~; in 
their native state proteins have a diameter of a few nm 
whereas polysaccharides have a correlation length often one 
or two magnitudes larger. 
In polysaccharide-protein mixtures the attraction is long
ranged and it is expected that the effective protein-protein 
structure factor is affected significantly in the presence oflong 
non-adsorbing polymer chains. Wehave measured the 
effective protein-protein structure factor in the presence of a 
non-adsorbing polysaccharide with smaU-angle neutron 
scattering (SANS). As system to study polysaccharide
induced interactions between proteins a mixture of lysozyme 
and dextran was chosen. Lysozyme is a globular protein with 
an effective radius of 2.5 nm [8] and has a specific volume of 
0.702 ± 0.003 Llkg [9]. The experiments reported were made 
in 0.10 M phosphate buffer at pH 6.0 where lysozyme 
molecules have a net charge of approximately 9.0 [10], are 
weIl soluble and crystallize at protein volume fractions, $, 
above 0.1 [11]. Dextran is a polysaccharide and the sampie 
used has a radius of gyration (Rg) 20 ± 1 nrn in aqueous 
solution, and average molar masses of 260 kglmol (number) 
and 387 kglmol (weight) [12]. The overlap coneentration, 
defined as e*=3M1Nav41tRg3, is 13±3 g!L or 19±4 g!L (weight
average). 

SANS measurements were perfonned with the P AXE 
speetrometer (Saelay, France) of the Laboratory Leon 
Brillouin at the Orphee reaetor [12]. Dextran was made 
'invisible' in aqueous solution by choosing xo=0.25, where 
Xo is the HzOID20 ratio. Dilute dextran solutions were 
prepared with a final concentration of 4 glL in 0.1 0 M 
phosphate buffer at p'H' 6.0. Lysozyme was added to a 
coneentration of 50 g!L ($=0.035) and a pure lysozyme 
solution (qrO.035) was used as reference system. 
Theoretically, the structure factor S(Q), where Q is the 
scattering wave vector, ean be calculated when e(Q), the 
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Fourier transform of the direct correlation funetion c(r), 
where r is the distance between the centers of the colloidal 
spheres with radius R, Is known. Here c(r) is approximated 
as the Percus-Yeviek direct eorrelation function for hard 
spheres inside the sphere and as a Mayer function of the 
depletion potential outside the sphere. This is accurate at 
least up to an order above the volume fractions relevant for 
this study and Wer) is the depletion interaetion potential 
using the theory described in ref. [13]. In Fig.l (left) the 
strueture factor S(Q) is plotted as a function of Qcr (where 
cr=2R) for three colloid-polymer size ratios, RlRg=O.1, 0.3, 
and 0.5, for a volume fraction of the colloids of 0.035 
(which is the lysozyme volume fraction in this study) as 
dashed curves for c/e*=O.3, where c Is the polymer 
concentration and c* is the overlap concentration. The fuH 
curve is the hard sphere result. It is obvious that the 
attractions lead to an upswing of S(Q) at small Q. The 
targer the relative size of the polymer, the smaller the wave 
vector at which S(Q) increases; longer-ranged attractions 
are probed at smaller wave vectors, as was shown earlier 
with scaling theory by Sear [7]. The increase of S(Q) at 
small wave vectors is stronger as the relative polymer size 
increases. We compared the theoretical analytical results 
(eurves) with computer simulation results (data points) for 
q=RglR=2 in Fig.l (fight) (14]. The computer simulation 
was made by sampling many configurations of spheres, 
which have a depletion interaction (following the theory in 
[13]) with the other spheres. The agreement between the 
computer simulation results and the theory is satisfYing for 
small colloid volume fractions and is even better for larger 
q-values. The curves in Fig.l (right) all go through an 
isosbestic point at Qcr""2.1 independent of polymer 
concentration. Previously, Louis et al. [15] notieed the 
appearance of this isosbestic point and recently 
demonstrated that various shapes of a like-ranged attractive 
potential yield similar isosbestic points [16]. Further, we 
found that the range ofthe potential determines the Q-value 
of the isosbestic point [14]. This is interesting since the 
range of the attraction is then directly measurable via the 
structure factor. The ( corrected) measured scattering 
intensity ofthe pure lysozyme solution at xD=0.25 is plotted 
as a function ofthe wave vector Q in Fig.2 (open triangles). 
The solid curve (the lower curve at small Q) shows the 
theoretical result for lysozyme in solution caleulated by 
I(Q)=constxSHs(Q) c P(Q), where SHS(Q) is the Percus
Yevick hard sphere structure factor, c the protein 
concentration and with the Guinier approximation: 
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P(Q)=exp(-[Q2al/13]), with the radius of gyration of the 
sphere ag=1.5 nm (R=2.0 nm) [8]. The constant was fitted 
such that the curve is shifted best towards the experimental 
data. The results for a mixture of lysozyme with (invisible) 
4 gIL dextran (at xD=0.25) are also plotted in Fig.2. For this 
mixture it is noted that we are far below the phase 
separation threshold [12]. It follows from Fig.2 that the 
results (with and without dextran) are very comparable for 
Q>O.03A, except for Q>0.07 A where the scattering 
intensity for the mixture seems to be somewhat larger. 
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Fig,l: Effect of the polymer-colloid size ratio on the 
structure factor S(Q). Left:(dashed curves for R/Rg =O.l, 
0.3, and 0.5 as indieated for small colloids, as compared 
10 the hard sphere strueture factor (full curve). The 
polymer eoneentration c/c*=O.3 and the eolloid volume 
fraction is 3.5 vol%. Right: Comparison of analyticla 
theory (curves) with computer simulation results of the 
structure factor of pure hard spheres with a volume 
fraetion of 0.035 (spheres) and of hard spheres with an 
additional attraelion for c1c*=0.3 (squares) and 0.5 
(diamonds)for q=2. 

This could be an effect of the larger statistical errors for 
Q>O.07 A. The main difference is found at smaU Q. The 
results are described as I(Q)=constxS(Q)P(Q), where the 
shifting conStant and P(Q), the form factor of lysozyme, were 
kept the same as before. fu the calculations of the depletion 
potential Wer), lysozyme was treated as a hard sphere with an 
interaction radius of2.5 nm, so RgIR.=8. 
A reasonable description of the experimental data could be 
obtained when using a concentration of polymers of 
c/c*=0.2 in the calculations. This is not unreasonable since 
the dextran concentration is 4 gfL and the (weight
averaged) overlap concentration is 19 g/L. The theoretical 
prediction obtained in this way (at low Q: upper curve in 
Fig.2) gives a fair description of thc experimental results. 
The long-range attraction between the lysozyme molecules 
resuIts in an increase in the scattering intensity at very 
small Q. We therefore have an indication therefore that 
SANS is a promising method to directly measure the long
ranged interaction potential between proteins in solutions 
with non-adsorbing polysaccharides. This may help to 
understand the phase behavior ofbiopolymer mixtures. 
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Fig.2: SANS intensity of a 3.5 vol% lysozyme dispersion 
(open triangles) and of a 3.5 vol% lysozyme / 4.0 g/L 
dextran mixture (closed eircles) al xD=O.25. Full cm-ves are 
Iheoretical results far c/c*=O.2 and a calloid volume 
fraction of3.5 vol%for RIR=B. 
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Shear-Induced Distortion of the Microstructure 
in near-Critical Colloids 

H. Wang, M. P. Lettinga 
Teilinstitut Weiche Materie, Institut für Festkörperforschung 

We discuss small angle light scattering (SALS) by a 
near-critical colloidal system under shear flow. A newly 
developed optical shear cell allows for accurate SALS 
measurements under shear flow, and thus enables to di
rectly compare the experimental structurefactor with the 
theoretical predictions [1,2]. The structurefactor relates 
to macroscopic quantities, such as the critical divergence 
of the shear-viscosity, the non-analytic dependence of 
tUl'bidity on shear-rate and the critical behavior of flow 
induced dichroism. Contrary to the theoretical predic
tion, we find experimentally a significant distortion of the 
structurefactor at small scattering angles in directions 
perpendicular to the flow direction. We show that sheal'
induced distortion of short-ranged correlations (once was 
neglected in an earlier theory [1,2]) are responsible for 
the observed distortion of long-ranged correlations per
pendicular to the flow direction. The importance of dis
tortions on small scale for the distortion on large scale 
critical microstructure partly destroys universality as it is 
known for the critical behaviour of systems in the absence 
of shear flow, in the sense that critical microstructure 
under shear flow depends on short-ranged correlations, 
and thereby on the details of the pair-interaction poten
tial. The integrated quantities mentioned above (such 
as the viscosity) are not very sensitive to distortions in 
directions perpendicular to the flow direction, since a fi
nite distortion is found only within a limited region in 
wavevector space at small wavevectors, where the corre
sponding integrands are relatively small. 

ROLE OF THE SHEAR-INDUCED DISTORTION 
OF SHORT-RANGED CORRELATIONS 

Essential steps for the derivation of an equation of mo
tion for the shear-rate dependent, total-correlation func
tion can be found in refs [1] and [2J. These steps lead 
to an equation of motion for the total-correlation func
tion for large distances, which in turn determines the 
structurefactor at small scattering angles. In the ab
sence of shear flow the resulting structurefactor is just 
the Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) structurefactor. An impor
tant idea in the old theory is to neglect the effect of 
shear flow on short-ranged correlation, which seems to be 
straightforward since shear flow affects small scale struc
tures to a much lesser extent as the extended near critical 
structures. The significance of distortion of short- and 
long-ranged correlations are measured by the bare Peclet 
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number Peo and dressed Peclet number A, respectively, 

't R2V 'te 
Peo A (1) 

2Do ' 2Deff' 

where Do is the Stokes-Einstein diffusion coefficient, Rv 
is the range of the pair-interaction potential, Deff is the 
effective diffusion coefficient at zero wavevector, Dei! 
Do ß ~~, and the correlation length E of the unsheared 

suspension is given by E = JE/fJ, where ß k;T' 
Il is the osmotic pressure of the unsheared suspension, 
15 is the number density of spheres and E is a constant 
proportional to the Cahn-Hilliard square gradient coef
ficient. On approach of the critical point the dressed 
Peclet number A can be very large as D e!! «: DO and 
E » Rv even for small bare Peclet numbers, quantify
ing the intuition that large structures with slow dynam
ics are much more easily distorted than small structures 
with fast dynamies. Nevertheless, a careful consideration 
reveals that in the equation of motion for the total corre
lation function, terms of order Pe l should be compared 
in magnitude with terms ""' ß dIll dp which also decay 
to zero on approach of the critical point (not with the 
Peo term itself). This short-ranged distortion of the cor
relations can not be negelcted for a near-critical system 
and as we will see, it's crucial for the explanation of the 
experimentally found distortion of the structurefactor in 
directions perpendicular to the flow direction. 

Instead of fully neglecting the shear-rate dependence 
of the short-range part of the pair-correlation function, 
as was done in the theory in refs.[1,2], we shall now take 
into account its leading order distortion, that is, 

ger) = geq(r) [1+ IPeolfo(r) 2PeOxy!I(r)] , (2) 

where geq is the pair-correlation function of the un
sheared system, and the second term and the third term 
in the square brackets account for the isotropie distor
tion and anisotropie distortion of the short-ranged cor
relation function, respectively. Repeating the analysis in 
refs.[l,2], but now using eq.(2) for the short-ranged part 
of the correlation function, one finds the following sta
tionary equation of motion for the critical part of the 
structurefactor 

1(2(1 + 1(2)(S - seq) + 

€1(2S + 0;1(11(2 [S -1] , (3) 

with the dimensionless wavevector K = I«; , and with 
seq the OZ structurefactor. The dimensionless numbers 



E and aare equal to integrals of the functions Jo and 
!I respectively. The above equation shows that the be
haviour of the critical structure factor under shear flow 
conditions depends on the details of the short-ranged part 
of the pair-correlation function, and thereby on the de
tails of the pair-interaction potential, contrary to the OZ 
structure factor of the unsheared suspension. Note that 
in directions perpendicular to the flow direction, where 
K l = 0, the revised theory predicts that, 

(4) 

This is only equal to seq in case E = 0, that is, with 
the neglect of the effect of shear flow on isotropie short
ranged correlations. Hence, the isotropie contribution 
to short-ranged distortions in eq.(2) is responsible for a 
finite distortion in directions perpendicular to the flow 
direction. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Data were obtained using a SALS set up where the 
wavevector dependence of the structure factor in the flow
vorticity [KI, K 3]- plane is probed. The system used in 
this study is a mixture of silica spheres graf ted with 
stearyl alcohol and Polydimethylsiloxane. Due to the 
attractive depletion forces this system undergoes a gas
liquid phase transition. The distance to the critical point 
can be tuned by gently evaporating or adding solvent 
to the dispersion. Scattering patterns were taken for 
six different correlation lengths ~ between ~ = 300 and 
1450 nm, and with shear-rates in the range of -r = 0 to 
358-1 . We shall show here data obtained for a system 
with a correlation length of ~ = 650nm. The correla
tion length is obtained from the OZ structure factor in 
the absence of shear flow. 

Fits were performed on ten cross sections in the 
[Kl , K 3]-plane per scattering pattern: five cross sections 
at fixed values of K l as functions of K3 , and five at fixed 
K 3 as functions of K l . Besides the experimental param
eters like intensity and background, scattering patterns 
are fitted with respect to the theoretical parameters Ah 
and Eh. The parameter a is set equal to 0 since it did 
not significantly improve fits. 

Typical fitting results are given in Fig.1. The signif
icant distortion in directions where K l = 0 is quant i
tatively described by the above discussed, revised the
ory. Fitting without the additional term'" E (the dotted 
curves) clearly leads to results that are qualitatively dif
ferent from the experimental data. The revised theory 
predicts that Ah varies like '" ~4 and Eh varies like e. 
This is indeed what we found, as shown in Fig.2. In the 
double logarithmic plot in Fig.2 for the fit parameters, 
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we found slopes of 4.4 ± 0.5 and 2.2 ± 0.3, respectively, 
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FIG. 1: Typical fitting results for a correlation length of e = 
650nm. !::.s· _ ~ {seq(K) - S(K)}. The points are 
experimental data, the dotted line is a best least square fit to 
the old theory while the solid lines are best fits to the revised 
theory. The wavevector at which a cross section is taken is 
indicated in the right upper corner of each figure. 
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FIG. 2: The best least square fit results for Alt and Eh versus 
the correlation length e of the unsheared suspension, 

in agreement with the predictions. The deviation be
tween experimental dichroism data and the older theory 
on elose approach of the critical point is probably not 
due to non-mean field effects (as stated in ref.[2]), but 
are most likely due to the shear-induced short-ranged 
correlations as described in eq.(2). 
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winter school was organized on March, 04 - 15, 2002 
in the Forschungszentrum Jülich by the Institut fiir 
Festkörperforschung ... / ed.: J. K. G. Dhont. - Jülich, 
2002. - (Schriften des Forschungszentrums Jülich, 
Reihe Materie und MateriallMatter and Materials; 10). 
- 3-89336-297-5 

Book 

Dhont,J. K. G. (Hrsg.); Gompper,G. (Hrsg.); 
Richter,D. (Hrsg.) 
Soft matter: complex materials on mesoscopic scale 
Jülich, Forschungszentrum, Zentralbibliothek, 2002 
Schriften des Forschungszentrums Jülich : Reihe 
Materie und MateriaVMatter and Materials; 10 
3-89336-297-5 

Invitcd talks 

Dhont,J. K. G. 
Shear-banding of suspensions of rods 
European Colloid and Interface Society (ECIS) 
Paris, Frankreich: 22.09.2002 - 27.09.2002 

Dhont,J.; Lettinga,M. P.; Dogic,Z.; Lenstra,T.; 
Wang,H.; Rathgeber,S.; Carletto,P.; WiIlner,L.; 
Frielinghaus,H.; Lindner,P. * 
Shear-banding and microstructure of colloids in shear 
flow 
Faraday Discussion 123 on Non-Equilibrium 
Behaviour of Colloidal Dispersions 
Edinburgh, United Kingdom: 09.09.2002 - 12.09.2002 

Nägele,G. 
Electrolyte friction and diffusion 
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Jülich Soft Matter Days 2002 
Kerkrade, NL: 19.11.2002 - 22.11.2002 

Nägele,G. 
Viscoelasticity and diffusional properties of colloidal 
model dispersions 
5th Liquid Matter Conference 
Konstanz: 14.09.2002 - 18.09.2002 

Rathgeber,S.; Pakula,T.*; Wilk,A.*; 
Matyjaszewski,K. * 
Regular branched macromolecules : structure of 
bottlebrush polymers in solution 
XII International Conference on Sm all-Angle 
Scattering 
Venezia, Italy: 25.08.2002 - 29.08.2002 

Othcr talks 

Buitenhuis,J. 
Colloid synthesis 
Soft matter: compiex materials on mesoscopic scales ; 
33. IFF Ferienkurs 
Jülich: 04.03.2002 - 15.03.2002 

Carletto,P. 
Shear induced polymer brush deformation and 
rheology of ultrasoft colloids 
HUSC-Meeting (Hard to Ultra Soft Colloids) 
Kreta: 13.05.2002 - 15.05.2002 

de Kruif,C. G.*; Tuinier,R. 
Colloidal stability of casein micelIes in milk 
Soft matter: complex materials on mesoscopic scales ; 
33. IFF-Ferienkurs 
Jülich: 04.03.2002 - 15.03.2002 

Dhont,J. K. G. 
Long-time self-diffusion ofbrownian rods 
Kolloquiumsvortrag 
Mainz: 02.07.2002 

Dhont,J. K. G. 
Rotational Brownian Motion of colloidal rods 
Soft matter : complex materials on mesoscopic scale ; 
33.IFF-Ferienkurs 
Jülich: 04.03.2002 - 15.03.2002 

Dhont,J.K.G. 
Shear-banding in complex fluids 
Kolloquium des Sonderforschungsbereiches 448 
\"Mesoskopisch strukturierte Verbundsysteme\" 
Berlin: 29.01.2002 - 30.01.2002 

Hauck,J. 
Eine allgemeine Beziehung zwischen Struktur und 
Wechselwirkung 
Seminar im Kristallographischen Institut: ETH Zürich 
Zürich: 24.05.2002 



Hauck,J. 
Ordnung in Sprachen,Proteinen und Konferenzsälen 
DGK Jahrestagung 
Kiel: 04.03.2002 - 07.03.2002 

Hauck,J.; Mika,K. 
Interactions in ordered surfactants 
ECIS 2002 
Paris: 22.09.2002 - 27.09.2002 

Hauck,J.; Mika,K. 
Ordered surfactant structures 
SIS 2002 
Barcelona: 09.06.2002 - 14.06.2002 

Hauck,J.; Mika,K. 
Relation between structure and interactions 
SSC2002 
Bratislava, Slowakai: 07.07.2002 - 12.07.2002 

Lang,P. 
Fluid interfaces and amphiphiles at surfaces 
Soft matter: complex materials on mesoscopic sc ales ; 
33.IFF-Ferienkurs 
Jülich: 04.03.2002 - 15.03.2002 

Lettinga,M. P. 
Phase separation kinetics 
Soft matter: complex materials on mesoscopic scales ; 
33. IFF-Ferienkurs 
Jülich: 04.03.2002 - 15.03.2002 

Meier,G. 
Nuclear magnetic resonance 
Soft matter: complex materials on mesoscopic scales ; 
33. IFF-Ferienkurs 
Jülich: 04.03.2002 - 15.03.2002 

Nägele,G. 
Dynamik und Viskoelastizität von Kolloiden 
Seminar im Institut rur Theoretische Physik 
Universität Düsseldorf 
Düsseldorf: 18.07.2002 

Nägele,G. 
Omstein-Zemike theories of fluid microstructures 
Soft matter: complex materials on mesoscopic scales ; 
33. IFF-Ferienkurs 
Jülich: 04.03.2002 - 15.03.2002 

Rathgeber,S. 
Dynamics of star-burst dendrimers in solution in 
relation to their structural properties 
HUSC Meeting (Hard to Ultra Soft Colloids) 
Kreta: 13.05.2002 - 15.05.2002 

Rathgeber,S. 
Polymer Dynamik 
Vortrag im Fachbereich Physik: TU Darmstadt 
Darmstadt: 16.04.2002 

Rathgeber,S. 
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Practical rheology 
Soft matter: complex materials on mesoscopic sc ales ; 
33.IFF-Ferienkurs 
Jülich: 04.03.2002 - 15.03.2002 

Sager,W. F. C. 
Microemulsion templating 
Soft matter: complex materials on mesoscopic scales ; 
33. IFF-Ferienkurs 
Jülich: 04.03.2002 - 15.03.2002 

Tuinier,R. 
Influence of polymer properties on the polymer
mediated interaction between colloidal particles 
Seminar, Theoretische Physik II 
Universität Düsseldorf: 04.12.2002 - 04.12.2002 

Tuinier,R. 
Polymer-mediated interaction between colloidal 
particles 
Seminar at the Laboratoire Leon Brillouin 
Saclay: 17.05.2002 - 17.05.2002 

Wang,H. 
Shear-induced microsturcture in near-critical systems 
HUSC-Meeting (Hard to Ultra Soft Colloids) 
Kreta: 13.05.2002 - 15.05.2002 

Posters 

Autin,A."'; Sager,W.; Nolte,R.* 
Precipitation of nanostructured materials in self
organizing systems 
Macromolecules 
LunterenINL: 25.02.2002 - 26.02.2002 

Buitenhuis,J. 
Negative thixotropy of polymers solutions: a new 
model and experiments 
Jülich Soft Matter Days 2002 
Kerkrade, NL: 19.11.2002 - 22.11.2002 

Eckert-Kastner,S. "'; Meier,G.; Alig,I. '" 
Phase behavior of mixtures of PEG and PPG : 
influence of hydrogen bond clusters on tbe phase 
diagram and critical behavior 
5. Kautschuk Herbst-Kolloquium 
Hannover: 30.10.2002 - 01.11.2002 

Hauck,J. 
Interactions in ordered surfactants 
Jillich Soft Matter Days 2002 
Kerkrade, NL: 19.11.2002 - 22.11.2002 

Lang,P. 
Surface induced ordering ofblockcopolymer micelIes 
Jillich Soft Matter Days 2002 
Kerkrade, NL: 19.11.2002 - 22.11.2002 

Lettinga,M. P. 



On the behaviour of concentrated fd virus despersions 
under shear flow 
Jülich Soft Matter Days 2002 
Kerkrade, NL: 19.1 1.2002 ~ 22.11.2002 

Lettinga,M. P.; Dogic,Z.; Dhont,J.K.G. 
Shear band formation in fd·virus dispersions 
5th Liquid Matter Conference of the European 
Physical Society 
Konstanz: 14.09.2002 ~ 18.09.2002 

Nägele,G. 
Dynamic properties, scaling and related freezing 
criteria of 2C- and 3D dispersions 
Gordon Research Conference Colloidal 
Macromolecular and Polyelectrolyte Solutions 
Ventura, Kalifomien: 03.02.2002 ~ 08.02.2002 

Sager,W. 
Characterization of nanosized oxide particles and 
ceramic nanocomposite coatings prepared via modified 
emulsion precipitation 
Jülich Soft Matter Days 2002 
Kerkrade, NL: 19.11.2002 - 22.11.2002 

Stiakakis,E.*; Vlassopoulos,D.*; Likos,C. N.*; 
Roovers,J. *; Meier,G. 
Polymer-mediated melting in crowded ultrasoft 
colloids 
Jülich Soft Matter Days 2002 
Kerkrade: 19.11.2002 - 22.11.2002 

Stiakakis,E. *; Vlassopoulos,D. *; Loppinet,B. *; 
Likos,C. N.*; Roovers,l*; Meier,G. 
Glass-like transitions in crowded ultrasoft spheres 
Jülich Soft Matter Days 2002 
Kerkrade: 19.11.2002 ~ 22.11.2002 

Tuinier,R. 
Chain flexibility influence on depletion interaction in 
polymer-colloid mixtures 
Jülich Soft Matter Days 2002 
Kerkrade; NL: 19.11.2002 - 22.11.2002 

Tuinier,R.; coher,D.*; Lekkerkerker,H.* 
Attraction between colloidal particles due to 
interacting polymers 
5th Liquid Matter Conference 
Konstanz: 14.09.2002 - 18.09.2002 

Wilk,A. *; Gapinski,J. *; Patkowski,A. *; Pecora,R. *; 
Dhont,J. K. G.; Meier,G.; Buitenhuis,l 
Self-diffusion measurements of short and long rod-like 
particles by means of fluorescence correlation 
spectroscopy 
Jülich Soft Matter Days 2002 
Kerkrade: 19.11.2002 - 22.11.2002 

Zhang,H.; Nägele,G. 
Short-time tracer-diffusion in binary colloidal hard 
sphere suspensions 
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5th Liquid Matter Conference of the European 
Physical Society 
Konstanz: 14.09.2002 - 18.09.2002 

Zhang,H.; Nägele,G. 
Short-time tracer-diffusion in binary colloidal hard
sphere suspensions 
Jülich Soft Matter Days 2002 
Kerkrade, NL: 19.11.2002 - 22.11.2002 
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Institute for Microstructure Research 

General Overview 

The Institut rur Mikrostrukturforschung (Institute for Microstructure Research) is working in a number offields selected 
with an emphasis on the atomistic and microstructural understanding of materials properties and the possibility to contrib
ute to the development oftechnology. In some ofthese fields the competence spans the whole range from basic research to 
technical devices. In others access to interesting materials and problems is provided by qualified collaborations. Besides this 
general-physics and technology part of the institute there is a second part of special competence. This is structure research 
by means of modern transmission electron microscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy and the development of ad
vanced investigation methods for these. This work is carried out within the Jülich Center for High-Resolution Electron Mi
croscopy operated by the institute. 

Research Fields 

(1) Ceramic Superconductors: Thin-film and heterostructure production, Josephson effects, and their application in 
magnetometer systems, magnetic-field microscopy and spectroscopic techniques. 

(2) Semiconductors: Structural investigations, mainly by transmission electron microscopy, of thin films and het
erostructures. Study of electronic states in compound semiconductors by scanning tunneling microscopy employing 
a technique developed in our group. It permits, via the detection of the far-reaching Debye screening cloud at the 
surface, an investigation of charged doping or impurity atoms in the bulk. 

(3) Metallic Alloys: This concerns two major fields, quasicrystalline alloys and structurally complex alloy phases 
(SCAP). We are growing large single quasicrystals and SCAP crystals for our own research but also for users world
wide. Our own work concentrates on phase-diagrams, plasticity and surface physics. 

(4) Electroceramics: In this field we take advantage of our long-standing experience with respect to perovskitic materi
als both in preparation and in transmission electron microscopy. In collaboration with the Institut fiir Elek
trokeramische Materialien (prof. Waser) we dedicate a large research capacity to the investigation ofthe structural 
aspects of the production and properties of electroceramic thin films. 

(5) High-Resolution Eleclron Microscopy: The theoretical, technical and methodical aspects of atomic-resolution 
transmission electron microscopy are one ofthe central fields ofinterest of our group. Computer program packages 
for the exit wave-function reconstruction developed in the institute are in use world-wide. The institute co-developed 
and houses the world's first aberration-corrected transmission electron microscope with arecord resolution of 1.2 A 
at 200 kV. 

(6) The institute operates together with the Institut rur Streumethoden (prof. Brückel) the IFF laboratory for crystal 
growth. 

Equipment 

The institute operates sputtering deposition machines, some of them with three-target facilities, which were developed and 
buHt in the institute for the high-quality deposition of ceramic superconductor thin films and heterostructures. Copies of 
these machines could be sold successfully to laboratories around the world. For SQUID reference studies we have a mag
netically shielded room. For device production local clean room, structuring and packaging facilities are available. The 
institute operates the Jülich Center for High-Resolution Electron Microscopy with two 400 kV mOL machines ofthe type 
4000 EXIFX, a mOL 2000 EX, a PHILIPS CM20 FEG, the spherical-aberration corrected PHILIPS CM200 FEG and a 
JEOL 840A scanning microscope. The new DFG-funded SATEM instrument, an aberration corrected sub-Angstrom TEM 
produced by ZEISS-LEO will be installed in autumn 2003. Our instruments for scanning tunneling microscopy: Two micro
scopes with in-situ cleaving facilities and ex-situ heating up to 750°C and an in-situ heating STM (Omicron). For the work 
on alloy plasticity a Zwick mechanical testing system is available. 

Special results and developments in 2002 

The YBa2Cu307 dc-SQUID sensors, developed and produced in our institute show the world's highest sensitivity and 
have already found many applications around the world. Distributed by TTB (FZJ) and Tristan Technologies Inc.(San 
Diego, California) our SQUIDs are used in commercial measurement systems. The market demands represent challenges to 
science and technology, and our work in this field will be continued as Ions as we can derive good science from it. Submi
crometer wide high-Tc bicrystal Josephson junctions with anormal state resistance of about 10 n and a critical current 
density ofabout 2 x 104 A/cm2 (leRn product ofabout 400 j.1V) at 77.4 K were developed. We have significantly improved 
the noise properties of dc flip-chip magnetometers with submicrometer wide bicrystal junctions. We demonstrated a 
modulation voltage V pp up to 80 Il V compared to about 30 Il V for the magnetometers with 1.5 Ilm junctions. The noise of 
the magnetometers with electronics was about 6 ff/-vHz at frequencies above 100 Hz and about 20 ff/...JHz at 1 Hz. An axial 
first order gradiometer system, gradient resolution of about 1 ff/cm-vHz at 77.4 K, was developed for biomagnetic meas-
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urements. It was successfully used in a BMBF project on biomagnetism and application in clinieal environment. For appli
eation in semiconduetor industry a non-contact measurement system for the distribution ofthe photo-induced magnetic field 
from p-n junctions in devices using a laser SQUID microscope and our SQUID sensors was developed successfully in Japan. 

In the framework of our eollaboration with the Institute of Radio Engineering, Moscow, we pursue our development of 
Hilbert-spectroscopy for the far-infra red range. For this we have measured the eritical current density Gd distribution of 
[001 ]-tilt YBa2Cu307 bicrystal Josephson junctions by means of the laser probing teehnique. The topography of the grain 
boundaries for the junetions with maximum and minimum je was studied by AFM and high-resolution TEM. We could 
show: The boundaries with high je consist mainly of symmetricat while those with low je consist of asymmetrical facets. In 
junctions optimized on this basis we investigated the broadband spectral range from GHz to THz frequencies. The low
frequency limit of the Josephson effect could be shown to be due to the finite linewidth of the Josephson oseillations while 
the high-frequeney limit is determined by interaction of Josephson oscillations with strong optieat phonons in YBa2Cu307. 
A Hilbert speetrometer for operation with pulsed far-infrared radiation has been developed and characterized. It employs a 
[001 ]-tilt YBa2Cu307'l( bierystal junetion in an optieal eryostat. The spectral range of the spectrometer extends from 30 to 
1200 GHz at the junetion temperature of 78 K and ean be shifted to the higher frequencies by lowering the junction tem
perature. We have demonstrated earlier that Hilbert-speetroscopy has great potential for beam diagnostics in high-energy 
electron accelerators. New applications are in the testing ofultra-fast electronic devices. 

A scanning SQUID microscope for the investigation of room temperature sam pies has been buHt and successfully tested 
(collaboration with ZEL). Its resolution surpasses that of commercial systems. The application of this type of microscope for 
information technology especially in the field of failure analysis of semiconductor devices, e.g. the non-destructive detection 
ofpackage~ or chip level shorts ofmicro circuits, or the investigation ofmagnetic storage devices looks promising. 

Setting a benchmark in quantitative diffraction contrast imaging, the gas pressure of helium-filled nanocracks formed 
upon implantation and annealing of silicon was measured for individual cavities at high precision. This parameter, which 
plays an import role in the plastic relaxation of implanted semiconductors, has been directly measured for the first time. 

Our laboratory is still the only one operating a spberical-aberration corrected TEM. The technique of multipole
aberration corrector systems pioneered by the institute together with CEOS, Heidelberg, and TU Darmstadt has started a 
new era in transmission electron microscopy. All TEM companies, ZEISS-LEO Oberkochen, FEI (USA, formerly Philips 
Electron Optics), JEOL and Hitachi (Japan) are working on new microscope designs containing correctors. Our institute 
receives a large number of international visitors every year who are interested in the new technology. On the other hand, the 
very high number of invited keynote lectures on international conferences underlines the pioneering role and high reputa
tion of our group in this field. The international electron optics community reacted enthusiastically to our discovery that 
adjusting small negative spherical-aberration values (by overcompensation of the original instruments aberration) revolu
tionizes atomic-resolution imaging. Negative spherical aberration imaging aHows, e.g., to image oxygen in perovskite ce
ramics (SCIENCE, in press) where the local oxygen content sensitively controls the electronic properties. 

The alloy pbysics group has successfully started an extended research program in the new field of complex alloy phases 
(SCAP). This concerns intermetallics with giant unit ceHs eontaining hundreds to thousands of atoms on which essentially 
nothing is known with respect to physical properties. Procedures for the growth of centimeter-sized high-quality single 
crystals of a number of such alloys were developed. These constitute the first reliable sampies for physical property meas
urements of this novel dass of materials. A special Symposium was organized by us and Prof. Trebin, University of Stutt
gart, at the DPG Frühjahrstagung 2002 in Regensburg. This field was selected (spring 2002) by the Freneh and Germany 
ministers of science as a field of preference for French-Germany seience collaboration in materials science. Structurally 
complex aHoy phases is also tbe topic ofa European Network ofExcelience "CMA" (Coordinators: Profs. K. Urban, Jülich, 
l-M. Dubois, Nancy, L. Schlapbach, Fribourg, J. Hafner, Wien) to be applied for in the 6th Framework Program ofthe EC. 
The Chinese-German research program on Modern Metallic Materials Design organized on behalf of tbe DFG and the 
NSFC by Profs. Herlach, Köln, and Urban, Jülieh, has been granted by the DFG Senate in September 2002. The work of our 
group together with the Institute ofPhysics CAS and Wuhan University on SCAP has started in December 2002. 

In recent years great efforts went into joint doctor student programs with foreign universities. Formal contracts were 
signed with the Russian Academy of Sciences, the University ofKiev, the Tsinghua University and the Institute ofPhysics, 
Beijing, the Dalian University and Wuhan University, China. In the framework of this special program the doctor students 
are working up to three years in Jülich on a grant supervised by the Jülich Doktorandenausschuß, but they will pass theit 
examina in their horne university. A number of doctor students from Moscow Institute of Science and Technology, ofDalian 
University and of Wuhan University where Prof. Urban holds a professorship are working at JÜlich. Students from the Insti
tute ofPhysics will follow during this year. 

It was a great gain and honor for the institute to he the host for extended stays ofthe Humboldt prizewinners Prof. Frans 
Spaepen, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., and Prof. Berry earter, University ofMinnesota, Minneapolis. 

Prof Dr. Knut Urban 
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Institute for Microstructure Research 

Personnel 2002 I 2003 and areas of activity 

Sclentific Staft Field of Activity No. 

Dr. Y. Divin Hilbert-spectroscopy 2342004 
Dr. Ph. Ebert Scanning tunneling microscopy of semiconductors and quasicrystals 2310204, 

2342004 
Dr. M. Falev Hi"h-Tc-Superconductor SQUIDs, Multilayer structures, SQUID-Microscopy 2342004 
Dr. M. Feuerbacher Plasticity of quasicrystals 2310204 
Dr. B. Grushko Crvstal growth, phase diagrams of alloys 2310204 

! Dr. CL Jia Characterization of superconductors, diamond and electroceramic films by 2342004 
high-resolution electron microsopy 

Dr. M. Lentzen Reconstruction techniques in high-resolution electron microscopy, Cs- 2310204, 
corrected transmission electron microscopy for imaging of interfaces in 2342004 
semiconductors and of superconducting materials 

Dr. M. Luysberg Transmission electron microscopy of semiconductor heterostructures, low- 2342004 
temperature GaAs and microcrvstalline silicon 

Dr. U. Poppe Superconductivity, tunneling spectroscopy, High-Tc superconductor thin 2342004 
films and multilayers, SQUID-Microscopy 

Dr. A. Thust Reconstruction techniques in high-resolution electron microscopy, Cs- 2342004, 
corrected transmission electron microscopy for imaging of Interfaces In 2310204 
semiconductors, electron microscopy of superconductinQ materials 

Prof. Dr. K. Urban Head of Institute 2310204, 
2342004 

TechnicalStaft 

K. Fischer Crvstal growth, Materials preparation and characterization 2310204 
DI K.-H. Graf Electronics, Electronic data processing, scanning tunneling microscopy 2310204, 

234!!l D. Meertens l;"ograPhY, semiconductor preparation, scanning- and transmission 2310 
tron microscopy 2342 

• W. Pieper Technical supervisor, Centre for High Resolution Electron Microscopy 2310204, 
2342004 

I. Rische-Radloff Secretarv 
K. Schwill Trainee 2310204 
M. Schmidt Trainee 2310204 
R. Speen I SQUID-MicroSCODY, Sputtering systems 2342004 
C. Thomas Crvstal growth, Materials preparation and characterization 2310204 
G. Waßenhoven Photolaboratory, photography teehnique 2310204, 

2342004 
E. Würtz Metallography, semiconduetor preparation, scanning and transmission 2310204 

electron microscopy 

Junior scientists 

Dr. Y. Ding Cs-corrected transmission electron microscopy of electroceramie thin films 2342004 
Dr. L. Houben Structure characterization of microcrystalllne silicon thin films and solar 2342004 

cells. Investigation of potential distributions at grain boundaries in 
semiconductors and semiconductor devices by holographie imaging. 

Dr. P. Schall Feodor-Lynen-Program of the Humboldt Foundation 2310204 
Dr. K. Tillmann Quantitative analysis of semiconductor heterostructures by high-resolution 2342004 

transmission electron mieroscopy and finite element simulations 
! Dr. M. Yureehko Scanning tunneling microscopy of semiconductors and quasicrystals 2310204, 

2342004 

Doctor students 
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S. Balanetskyy 

J.He 

M. Heggen 
N. HOging 

N. Jäger 

M. Liatti 
S.Mi 

U. Semmler 

Guests 

J. Gebauer 

23102.04 
23420.04 

Formation of intermetallic phases in ternary alloys of aluminium with 
palladium and a second transition metal 
Investigation of electroceramic thin films by high resolution electron 
microscopy 
Plasticity of quasicrystals and complex intermetallic phases 
Investigation of Strain Fields and Structural Defects in Helium Implanted 
Silicon 
Effects of individual dopant atoms on the electronic properties of GaAs 
investigated by scanning tunneling microscapy and spectroscapy 
Signal I naise optimisation in superconductar heterostructures 
Formation of intermetallic and quasicrystalline phases in ternary alloys of 
aluminium with transition metals 
Diffusion and dynamic effects on compound semiconductor surfaces 

UC at Berkeley, STM of semiconductors 

Condensed Matter 
Materials, processes and devices for the micro
and nanoelectronics 
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Atomic Resolution Imaging of Oxygen in Perovskite-Based Ceramies 
Employing a Novel Imaging Mode 

C. L. Jia, M. Lentzen and K. Urban 
Institutjur Festkörperjorschung, Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, 52425 Jülich, Germany 

Employing a novel imaging mode based on the adjustment of a negative value of the spherical
aberration coefficient of the objective lens of a transmission electron microscope, we suceessfully 
imaged all types of atomic columns in the dielectric SrTi03 and the superconductor YBazCu307, in 
particular, the oxygen atoms [1]. This allowed us to detect loeal non-stoichiometries or the degree 
of oxygen-vaeancy ordering. This technique offers interesting opportunities for research into the 
huge group of perovskite-derived electroceramie materials in which the local oxygen content sen
sitively controls the electronic properties. 

F&E-Nr: E 2342004 

The microstructure of perovskites can be stud
ied by means of high-resolution transmission electron 
mieroseopy (HRTEM). Under suitable conditions it is 
possible to image the cation columns projeeted along 
the viewing direction. As th~ cations have a high nu
clear charge, their scattering power is high, resulting 
in strong phase contrast. In eomparison, due to the 
relatively low scattering power, it is difficult to image 
the oxygen sublattice. In this study we used a trans
mission electron microscope (TEM) with a field
emission gun operated at an accelerating voltage of 
200 kV. It is equipped with an electromagnetic hex
apole system which allows for the correction of the 
spherical aberration of the objective lens [2]. As 
measured by the Young's fringe technique this in
strument offers an information limit better than 0.13 
nm [3]. A comparison with the atomic distances oc
curring in the projection of SrTi03 along the crystal
lographic [110] direction (Fig. la) indicates that this 
should be sufficient to resolve all the atom positions in 
the compound, including those of oxygen, provided 
that there is sufficient contrast. 

We fmd that the aberration correetion system 
in our microscope, initially designed to compensate 
the original es = 1.23 mm to zero, ofTers the great 
advantage that, by proper exeitation of the hexapoles, 
es can be continuously adjusted within wide limits. 
This means that we have now two parameters, es and 
the defoeus AZ, available to tune the mieroscope for 
optimum contrast. We fmd that compensating the 
aberration not to zero but to the small residual value of 
40 llm and combining this with an underfocus of AZ 
-8 nm should result in good contrast up to the infor
mation limit of the microseope. The progress aehieved 
in this way is demonstrated by the calculated images 
displayed in Fig. 1. The strongly blurred and inade
quate image obtained from SrTi03 without aberration 
eorrection is given in (b). The image obtained under 
the new conditions is given in (e). The strontium at
oms give strong contrast and in between a horizontal 
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dark band oecurs at the position of the titanium
oxygen atom rows. 

Exploiting the excitation range of the hex
apoles even further, we fmd that we ean overcompen
sate the objective-Iens aberration resulting in negative 
es values. The intriguing result is that eombining this 
negative value with the adjustment of an overfocus the 
contrast not only becomes inverted, i.e. atoms appear 
bright on a dark background, but it also inereases 
steeply. In Fig. 1 (d) ealculated employing es = 
-40 llm and AZ = +8 nm the atomic images are now 
very sharp and oxygen can be seen weIl separated 
from titanium. That this imaging condition provides us 
with real atomic resolution ean be tested by calculat-

Fig. 1. Calculated images of SrTi03 demonstrating the 
improvement in point resolution. (A) Structure projected 
along the [Oll] crystal direction. (B) Image under Scherzer 
foeus conditions in the uncorrected instrument; Cs = 1.23 
nun, L1Z == - 68 nm and 8.4 nm-I for the diameter of objec
tive lens aperture. (C) Image for Cs = +40 j.tm and 
L1Z = -8 nm. (D) Image for the new imaging mode adjusting 
for - 40 flm and L1Z = +8 nm. The calculations here are 
carried out for a specimen 4 nm thick. The fact that real 
atomic resolution is obtained is demonstrated by calcula
tions for (E) an empty oxygen colurrm, CF) a 50 % oxygen 
occupancy, and (G) a shift of the oxygen column by 0.05 
nm. The effect on contrast is localized at the single atomic 
column (arrow). 



Fig. 2. (a) Experimental image of SrTiü3 [110] with a 
specimen thiekness of 4 nm, a spherieal aberration of -40 
flm, and a defoeus of 8 nm: at the oxygen eolumn marked 
with an arrow the loeal intensity is redueed. The inset shows 
a simulated image with an oeeupaney of 70% of one of the 
oxygen eolumns. (b) Intensity traee along the columns 
framed in (a): at the oxygen column marked with an arrow 
the Ioeal intensity is redueed. (e) Simulated intensity traee 
with an oeeupaney of 70% of one of the oxygen columns. 

ing images for which the occupancy of a single atomic 
column of oxygen is set to 0 % (e) and to 50 % (f). 
The effect of displacing the column by 0.05 nm along 
!he [001] direction is shown in (g). From the image it 
1S apparent that the change in contrast is restricted to 
the selected atomic column. The contrast is rather 
robust with respect to a variation of the imaging con
ditions. The sampie thickness can vary between 2.5 
and 5.0 nm and the defocus value between 7 and 12 
nm without seriously changing the contras!. 

Fig. 2 shows an experimental image of SrTi03 

[110] for es = -40 r.rm and L1Z = +8 nm. It demon
strates the extraordinary quality of the images and the 
fact that the oxygen-atom columns can be seen and 
studied individually. At positions marked by an arrow 
the oxygen-atom contrast is weaker than in the 
neighbouring oxygen positions. This is shown by the 
intensity trace in (b ). The calculated image in the 
inset, evaluated in the inset (c), perfectly matches the 
experimental data indicating that the occupancy of the 
oxygen columns is only 70 % of the stoichiometric 
value. 

Fig. 3(a) shows the application of the nega
tive-es imaging mode to YBa2Cu307 [100]. Compari
son with the structure model indicates that, besides the 
cations Ba, Y, and Cu, we image oxygen at atomic 
:esolution in the CuO-chain planes marked by arrows, 
m the CuOz-planes and in the BaO-planes. Dark con
trast on both sides of the Y -atom supports the absence 
of oxygen in agreement with the structure model. 
Information on oxygen-vacancy ordering can be ob-
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Yt> Ba. Cuo 00 

Fig. 3. (a) Experimental image of a stacking fault in 
YBa2Cu3ü7 [100] with a spherical aberration of -40 flm and 
a defocus of around 12 nm. (b) Experimental image of a 
stacking fault in YBa2Cu3ü7 [010] with spherical aberration 
of -40 flm, and a defocus of 12 nm. 

tained by inspection ofthe [010] image ofYBa2Cu307 
in Fig. 3(b) and a comparison of the atom contrast in 
the Cu-O~chain planes with that of Fig. 3(a). Since 
these two images show the two sampie areas crystal
lographically tilted by 90° around a vertical axis with 
respect to eaeh other, the horizontal atom rows seen in 
(a) are seen end~on in (b). We recognize that in (b), in 
the Cu-O-chain planes, the atom positions between the 
Cu-atoms are empty while they are occupied by oxy~ 
gen in (a). 

In both images, Fig. 3(a) and (b), a stacking 
fault also oceurs as indicated by two pairs of arrows. 
The two pictures were taken at different locations of 
the sampie. They are, however, arranged in such a 
way that they represent two views, tilted by 90° with 
respect to the vertical axis, of the same type of fault. 
The shift by one half ofthe [010] lattice parameter in 
Fig. 3(a) and the occurrence of a Cu-O double layer in 
(b) indicates a so-called "124" fault since periodic 
arrangements of such faults oceur in the structure of 
YBa2Cu40S [4]. In Fig. 3(b) the enhanced white spot 
contrast of the Cu-O atom columns in the fault pro
vides evidence of a high oxygen occupancy and highly 
perfeet ordering. This can be explained by particularly 
strong Cu-O bonds atong the [010] direetion [5]. The 
study of such atomic detail including both the cation 
and the oxygen sublattices provides access to 
stoichiometric and structural defects in ferroelectric 
and superconducting heterostructures which have long 
been known to hamper their performance in micro
electronic applications but eould not so far be investi
gated in detail. 
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Ordering ofRuthenium Nanoscale Particles in tbe SrRu03 Buffer Layer in 
SrTi03/SrRu03 Bilayer Films on SrTi03 Substrate 

Y.L. QinI, C.L. Jial, J.H. Hao2 x.x. xe, K. Urbanl 

Jlnstitutfür Festkörperforschung, Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, D-52425 Jülich, Germany 
2Department ofPhysics, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802, USA 

A structural grate pattern is observed in the SrRu03 buffer layer in a SrTi03/SrRu03 bilayer system 
on (001) SrTi03 substrate. By means ofhigh resolution transmission electron microscopy the grate 
fringes are identified as a band of planar defects with decoration of nanoscale precipitate particles. 
The planar defects are Sr-rich Ruddlesen-Popper defects occurring in the (100) and (010) planes. 
The precipitate partieies are either Ru-rieh phase or pure Ru crystals. 

F&E-Nr: E 2342004 

The microstructure and lattice defects of thin 
films have a dominant effect on the electrical 
properties, and therefore have attracted great 
attentions in perovskite oxide systems. In addition, 
there has been a broad interest in searching for 
methods to fabrieate ordered structures for potential 
property engineering and technological applications 
[1]. A highly ordered structure pattern induced by 
strain was observed in Lal_xCaxMn03 (LCMO) films 
[2]. This pattern structure is believed to enhance the 
low field megnetorresistance. 

In this work, we report on an ordered structure 
of Ru-rich nanopartieies in the SrRu03 (SRO) buffer 
layer in SrTi03(STO)/SRO bilayer films on STO 
substrate. The bilayer STO/SRO films were grown by 
PLD on single crystal STO substrates [3]. 

Fig. l(a) is a low magnification transmission 
electron microscope (TEM) micrograph of a plan-view 
sampie. An structural grate pattern can clearly be seen 
in the SRO film. The horizontal and vertical grate 
fringes are along the <100> directions of STO. At a 
high magnification the fringes look as ribbons with a 
width of about 6 nm. Fig. 1 (b) shows the details of 
such a ribbon. It is evident that the ribbons are 
composed by small partieies embedded in the faulted 
lattiee areas. The average size of the partieies is in the 
order of several nanometers. Along the ribbonlmatrix 
boundary, stacking faults are frequently observed, as 
marked by arrows. Image simulation showed that the 
lines with brighter dots correspond to the SrO layers, 
while those with weak contrast are RU02 planes. The 
double row of strong dots at the boundary corresponds 
to double SrO plane with a projected displacement of 
a/2[1l0]. This planar defect is Ruddlesen-Popper 
(RP) type planar defect. The RP defects were also 
observed by Wu et al. in the SRO films grown on 
LaAl03 substrate [4]. 

In the cross-sectional sampies these ribbons are 
found along the [00 I] direction only, Le. the film 
growth direction. Fig. 2(a) shows a low magnification 
cross-sectional image of the bilayer STO/SRO film on 
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Fig. 1. (a) Plan-view TEM image of a SrRu03 film on the 
SrTi03 substrate. loset is a quarter of an electron diffraction 
pattern. The central spots are indicated by an asterisk and 
indexing is based on the pseudo-cubic perovskite structure. 
(b) HREM image, showing the details of a ribbon. A 
particle is clearly seen at the boundary, arrows denote the 
boundaries. 

STO taken along the [100] direction. High density 
defects were found in the top STO film. In contrast, 
except the ribbon structure, the SRO layer looks very 
clean. Most ribbons run from the substrate surface to 
the SRO layer. Fig. 2(b) is a low magnification HREM 



Fig. 2. (a) Cross-sectional picture of a STO/SRO bilayer on 
STO substrate taken along [100]. Arrows mark the interface 
between the STO and SRO films (white), and that between 
SRO film and STO substrate (black). (b) An HREM image 
at low magnification of a SRO film on the STO substrate, 
showing two ribbons with RP defects and small particles. 
The interface is marked by a black arrow. One ofparticles is 
shown in (c); and (d) shows the details of the interface 
between the left ribbon and substrate. A dislocation is 
indicated by an arrowhead. 

image, showing two ribbons. The left ribbon grows 
from the interface (black arrow), and the right one is 
formed about 30 nm above the interface. 

In the cross-sectional view, the ribbons show 
the same structure details as in the plan-view. Fig. 2( c) 
shows a small particles. The RP-defects can also be 
seen as marked by an arrow. Because of the small 
mismatch (-0.6 %) between SRO and STO, the perfect 
interface between SRO film and STO substrate is free 
of misfit dislocation. 

However, dislocations are frequently observed 
in the ribbons either at the interface (the left one) or 
above the interface (the right one). Fig. 2(d) is a 
magnified picture of the area marked by the bottom 
frame in Fig. 2(b). A dislocation is indicated by an 
arrowhead. Employing a Burgers circuit, the Burgers 
vector ofthe dislocation is determined to be a[OlO]. 

By me ans of energy dispersive x-ray 
spectroscopy (EDX) much higher concentration ofRu 
was measured in the particles than in the film matrix. 
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According to the image simulations, it is suggested 
that the particles are either Ruthenium oxides (Ru02) 
or pure Ru crystal. More detailed work is necessary to 
unambiguously identify the two phases. 

It is weIl known that strain and defects can 
provide energetically favorable sites for precipitate 
nucleation. The strain can result from either the lattice 
mismatch or/and the difference in thermal expansion 
coefficients between film and substrate. The ordered 
structure in LCMO films was identified to be induced 
by the strain resulting from the large difference in 
thermal expansion coefficients between film and 
substrate at high temperature [2]. In fact, LCMO has 
the same GdFe03-type structure as SRO but with a 
larger lattice mismatch than SRO to the STO substrate. 
From high-temperature structural studies [5], the 
thermal expansion coefficient of SRO is estimated to 
be 3.5x10-5/T, which is not much different from that of 
STO (1.0xlO-5/T) [6]. Therefore, consideration ofthe 
strains induced from the lattice mismatch and thermal 
expansion difference only is not sufficient to explain 
the formation ofthe ordered structure in our SRO film. 

From Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the Ru-rich 
nanoparticles are always found to be combined with 
the RP defects. In the perovskite structure, the RP 
defect is a kind of non-conservative antiphase 
boundary in the {I OO} planes with a crystallographic 
displacement of aI2<11l> [7]. It usuaIly oecurs in Sr
rich (SrO)(SrTi03)n phases, where n is the number of 
perovskite layers separating the defects [8]. This kind 
of planar defect is believed to be mainly introduced in 
the initial stage of film deposition and play an 
important role in the generation of misfit dislocation. 
We think that the pattern in our work ean also be 
explained by this RP defeet. At the initial stage of film 
growth, the deposition process may deviate from the 
stable eonditions so that composition fluetuation is 
expected. The composition fluctuation may lead to the 
formation of the RP defects along the film growth 
direction. The formation of the RP planar defects 
results in a local Sr-deficient area, and leads to the 
formation ofthe Ru-rieh precipitates. 
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Dopant Induced StabiJization of LT -grown AlAs/GaAs:Be Multiple Quantum 
WeHs and Superlattices against Thermally Activated Intermixing 

K. Tillmann and M. Luysberg 

Institut für Mikrostrukturforschung 

The stlUctural degeneration of interfaces in AIAs/GaAs:Be heterostructures epitaxially grown at low temperatures has 
been analysed by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. Numerical data on the layer stoichiometry ob
tained by the quantitative analysis of high-resolution micrographs are used to calculate diffusion parameters control
ling the exchange of aluminium and gallium atoms. Analyses demonstrate that beryllium doping of the GaAs layers 
decreases the interfacial mixing by up to one order of magnitude and results in an activation enthalpy enhanced by 
about 0.5 eV compared to the undoped heterostructures. The results lead to the conjecture that the diffusion process is 
govemed by the defect related electronic properties e10se to the interfaces or the formation of defect complexes rather 
than by the pure concentration of gallium vacancies. 

F&E-Nr: 2342 8000 

Within recently ALAs/GaAs multiple quantum weHs 
(MQWs) and superlattices (SLs) grown at low temperatures 
(LT) of about 200°C have become an object of intense 
research as they show great promise for ultrafast electronic 
device structures [1]. Due to a high concentration of 
gallium vacancies mediating the exchange of group m 
atornic species and the precipitation of excess aresenic 
these heterostructures, however, und ergo an enhanced 
interfacial mixing compared to layers grown at standard 
temperatures [2]. On the other, beryllium doped GaAs:Be 
material shows a far better stability against the condensa
tion of charged excess arsenic atoms towards precipitates 
[1], whose spatial distribution is weil correlated with the 10-
cal electrical field distribution of corresponding LT
AIAs/GaAs:Be MQWs [3]. Therefore, it is reasonable to as
surne that the doping with beryllium will also improve the 
stability of LT-grown ALAs/Gaas structures against inter
mixing upon thennal treatment. 

In the present study high-resolution transmission eJectron 
microscopy (HRTEM) was used to quantify the impact of 
the beryllium dopant concentration on the interface stability 
of LT-grown ALAs/GaAs:Be MQW and SL structures. 
Heterostructures with nominal ALAs layer thicknesses dn of 
5.0 nm (equivalent to 17.7 (002)-monolayers; MQW) and 
of 1.7 nm (6.0 monolayers; SL) were grown by molecular 
bearn epitaxy at a temperature of 210°C choosing a VIIII 
bearn equivalent pressure ratio of 20 and a growth rate of 
0.5 Ilmh-I. A reciprocal space modification [4] to classical 
chemical mapping [5] was implemented to measure concen
tration profiles XAl (z) across interior interfaces. As 
sketeched in Figure 1, this approach bascially impJies 
extracting the (002) beam intensity distribution 1002 (x, z) 
frorn HRTEM images wh ich is directJy linked with the 10-
callayer composition [4]. 

Experimental data on the concentration profiles as 
expressed by the nominal ALAs layer thickness d" together 
with the interfacial roughness parameters Alo and A.,p of the 
as-grown heterostructures and of sampies annealed between 
600·C and 900·C served as input parameters for numerical 
evaluation of the interdiffusion coefficient in dependence 
on the anneal temperature Tapplied. Assuming non-linear 
diffusion behaviour, the coefficient D(T) for the 
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Figure 1: Schemalic representalion oJ basic procedures ap
plied Jor the measurement oJ composilional profiles. (a) High
resolution micrograph taken with an aberration corrected 
Philips CM-200-C instrument under chemica/ly sensitive imag
ing condilions showing a GaAs:BeIAIAsIGaAs:Be interJace oJ a 
superlattice system annealed Jor 30 min at 750 ·C. (b) Diffrac
togram with the grey shaded areas indicating the positions oj 
Gaussian apertures successively convoluted with the Fourier 
transJorm oJthe image and used to evaluate the (c) beam inten
sity distribution 1002 (x, z). (d) Compositional profile XAI (z) 
along the [001] growth direction oJ the SL. The solid curve 
represents a least square fit oJ the diffusion profile to the exper
imental data yielding d" = 6.73 ± 0.30 mIr, Alo = 2.09 ± 0.29 
mir a~~ A,'P, = ? 17 ,± 0.30 ,~lr Jor the nominal la~er , thickness, 
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Figure 2: DiffUsion coefficient D (I') /01' the intermixing 0/ Al 
and Ga. Solid cUI-ves represent least square adaptions to the 
experimental data (.) obtained/ol' the A1Aslayers embedded in 
undoped GaAs (darker grey curve) and in beryllium doped 
GaAs:Be (black curve) 0/ the MQWs together with the dashed 
curve fitted 10 the data measul'ed for an A1As/GaAs: Be SL. 

intermixing between aluminium and gallium may be 
expressed in its most simple form as 

(1) 

with Doa(I) denoting the gallium diffusion coefficient in 
pure AlAs and S representing the ratio Doa(IJ/D Al(I) for 
which previous analyses demonstrated a numerical value of 
about 15 independent ofthe anneal temperature applied [6]. 

Correspondingly obtained experimental results summarized 
in Figure 2, clearly demonstrate a reduced mixing for high
Iy doped GaAs:Be (nBe 5e19 cm-3) compared to undoped 
GaAs layers grown under identical conditions. The corre
sponding effective activation enthalpies Heff amount to 1.0 
eV (nBe = 0) and to 1.4 eV (nBe = 5e19 cm-3

) while even 
higher values of 1.7 e V are found when focusing on ultra
thin AlAs/GaAs:Be superlattices (nBe = 7e19 cm-3) grown 
under similar conditions [7]. Independent of the doping 
concentration, these values are extraordinary low compared 
to Heff "'" 6 eVas measured for heterostructures grown at 
standard temperatures of about 600°C. This difference is 
due to the fact that mobile gallium vacancies have first to 
be nucleated in intrinsic materials, thus requiring a 
formation enthalpy, which was shown to be in the order of 
3.0 eV to 4.0 eV in addition to the migration enthalphy 
about 1.8 eV describing the motion process of the diffusion 
atoms (5], while a high concentration of vacancies is 
already present when layers are grown under LT conditions. 

In the general, D(T) values measured for the ultrathin SL 
system are higher compared to the MQW structures. This 
"apperently" higher degree intermixing will be due to the 
smaller nominal layer thickness of the superlattices. If the 
peak values of XAI fall weIl below 1.0 the flux of aluminium 
atoms is no longer energised from a virtually infInite AIAs 
layer but from a layer which additionally needs to broaden 
to "provide" further atoms. In this case the intermixing 
takes mainly place between areas of low aluminium 
content, where the D(T) values according to eqn. (1) will be 

locally increased compared to intermixing processes taking 
place in the high XAI regime. 

At least for mechanisms may be considered to explain the 
deceleration of the intermixing by means of the beryllium 
dopants, namely: 

(i) a reduction of the gallium vacancy concentration due to 
an occupation of corresponding lattice positions by the 
beryllium dopant atoms which, however, may be ruled out 
with the utmost probability since positron annihilation 
measurements demonstrated no effect of the dopant 
concentration on the gallium vacancy concentration, 

(ii) a lattice parameter reduction of the the doped GaAs:Be 
layers exacerbating the permeation of the larger aluminium 
atoms into the compressively strained GaAs:Be layers, 

(iii) the formation of dopant-vacancy defect complexes 
whose binding energy has to be overcome to allow the 
gallium vacancies to contribute to intermixing processes 
thus yielding an additional contribution to the total 
activation enthalpy, and 

(iv) changes in the position of the Fermi level induced by 
the beryllium dopants, which may alter the concentration of 
charged point defects elose to the interfaces and thus have 
an impact on the concentration and the mobility of charged 
gallium and aluminium atoms. Indeed, detailed analyses 
demonstrate that the observed increase of H eff values with 
increasing beryllium dopingconcentrations i8 weil correlat
ed with the dopant induced bending of the electronic bands 
thus influencing the movement of charged gallium vacan
cies and, consequently, the interfacial mixing [3]. 
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Quantitative Transmission Electron Microscopy Analysis on the Gas Pressure of 
Helium Filled N anocavities in Implanted Silicon 

N. Hüging, K. Tillmann, M. Luysberg and H. Trinkausf: 

Institut fiir Mikrostruktwforschung 

[Institut Theorie III 

For the first time, the gas pressure of crack-shaped nanocavities fonned in silicon upon implantation with 
helium and subsequent annealing has been directly quantifIed from diffraction contrast features visible in 
transmission electron micrographs taken under dynamical two-beam conditions. For this purpose simulated 
images, based on the elastic displacements associated with a GriffIth crack, have been matched to 
experimental micrographs thus yielding unambiguous data on the ratio pi p of the cavity gas pressure to the 
silicon matrix shear modulus. Experimental results demonstrate cavity radii of some ten nanometres and 
plp values up to 0.22, which may be regarded as sufficiently high for the emission of dislocation loops 
from the nanocavities. 

F&E-Nr: 2342 8000 

Most recently, helium mied nanocavities fonned in silicon 
upon implantation and subsequent thermal treatment have 
become an object of particular interest in microelectronics 
since, when nucleated in the substrate area of lattice mis
matched GeSilSi(OOI) heterostructures, the plastic relaxa
tion of these overpressurized inclusions represents a highly 
effIcient pathway in the reduction of the threading disloca
tion density inside the GeSi epilayers [1]. For these purpos
es, the elastic stress fIelds associated with the cavities, 
whose size and spatial arrangement may be weIl adjusted 
by proper process control during helium implantation and 
sub se quent thermal annealing, act as nucleation sources 
during the formation of dislocation loops gliding to the het
erointerfaces from the substrate area thus circumventing the 
formation of threading dislocations usually penetrating the 
epilayers from the free surfaces. In this context the ratio plp 
of the cavity gas pressure to the silicon matrix shear 
modulus is a most critical parameter with respect to the 
effIciency ofthe relaxation process [2]. 

In the present study nanocavities fonned in silicon upon im
plantation with helium at room temperature and subsequent 
thermal annealing at 400 C for Imin> t > 70 min have 
been subjected to a detailed structural analysis using 
quantitative transmission electron microscopy in tandem 
with specially developed numerical analysis and simulation 
algorithms. In general, electron diffraction contrast imaging 
is a versatile tool for the visualisation of locallattice strains 
with respect to an undisturbed crystal and full 
quantifIcation requires the adoption of simulated images to 
experimental micrographs or, at least, the fitting of 
representative contrast features. 

In the present case, arc shaped bright-dark diffraction con
trast lobes visible in electron micrographs taken under 
dynarnical two-beam excitation conditions, cf. Figure I(a), 
have been used to measure the elastic strain fIelds in the 
proximity of the cavities. To this end the six outennost 
Iocal extrema positions AI extracted from intensity line 
profiles perpendicular to the crack plane, i.e. along the 
direction ofthe imaging vector g, cf. Figure I(b), have been 
fItted by simulated profIles as shown in Figure 1 (d). These 
simulations are based on analytical expressions of the elas-
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tic strain distribution associated with a Griffith crack [3 J as 
described by the linear theory of elasticity. Dynamical elec
tron scattering is taken into account in the frarnework of the 
colurnn approximation using experimentally used imaging 
and specimen input parameters (specimen thickness t ob
tained by convergent bearn electron diffraction, effective 
deviation parameter s measured from diffraction patterns 
and crack radii ro determined by large angle tilt experi
ments) together with a continuous variation of the plp ra-
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Figure 1.' (a) Bright-jield mierograph 01 a helium filled cavity 
in silicon laken from a cross-sectional sampie oriented along 
the [110J direction and recorded under two-beam imagillg eOIl
ditions. (b) Intensity Une profile measured perpendicular to the 
crack plane, (c) Calculated image assumillg g = (004), an ef
lective deviation parameter s = 0,03, a sampIe thickness t 
300 nm, U 200 kV, an imaginmy part olthe Fourier coeffi
Gient 01 the laltiee potential 010,05 thus taking absorption into 
accoullt, a nanocavity radius ro = 30 nm and p/p 0.15 to
gether with the (d) eorrespondingly ealculated intellsity lilie 
profile. Intensity extrema positions 01 the experimental profile 
(b) weil eoillcide with the ealculated positions (d) illdicatillg an 
optimal adaption. 
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Figure 2: Experimentally measured nanocavity plp ratio in 
dependence on the radius roofindividual cavities together with 
an equilibrium curve for a Grifftth crack assuming a specijic 
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tio. Systematic analyses demonstrate that under suitable im
aging conditions, the positions of the line profile intensity 
minima are most sensitive exclusively on the the pi p ratio, 
which ensures a non-ambiguous determination of the 
nanocrack pressure [4,5]. 

Independent of the anneal time chosen, the experimental 
results demonstrate 0.07< p/p < 0.22 for cavity radii in the 
range 70 um> ro > 20 IlIl1, cf. Figure 2. The observed beha
viour pi p oc 11 ro gives evidence that the cavities are in 
approximate equilibrium with the silicon matrix under the 
anneal conditions applied. Minor deviations in the exact 
numerical values between experimental data and theoretical 
predictions [6J wen below 20 % may be due to model 
assumptions concerning the linearity of the elastic material 
behaviour, the neglect of elastic anisotropy of silicon or due 
to increased free interface energies compared to previously 
reported data measured at significantly higher temperatures 
compared to our room temperature experiments [4, 7]. 

When not activating untypical glide systems at elevated 
temperatures, the nucleation and movement of mobile 60° 
dislocations usually takes place on {111} slip planes in 
silicon. Applying the criterion that shear stress values of 
about p/21'C 11 GPa will be necessary for expelling 
dislocation loops hom areas elose to the rim of the 
nanocavities, the shear stress distribution ab (S', ~") inside 
the (S', (") slip plane shown in Figure 3 elearly indicates an 
intrinsic instability of the cavities to relax, e.g. by the for
mation of dislocation loops. This prediction, which needs 
further investigations, e.g. by performing rnicroscopic in
situ experiments, will be especially true, when focusing on 
lattice rnisrnatched heterostructures, e.g. GeSi epilayers on 
implanted silicon substrates, where image forces will 
additionally contribute to the puH out of dislocations from 
the overpressurized nanocracks. 
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Nanoscale dopant-induced dots and potential fluctuations in GaAs 
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We identified p-type nanoscale dopant-induced dots that are formed by fluctuations of the dopant atom 
distribution in thin GaAs p-n multilayers. Their electronic structure and the resulting potential variations were 
investigated by cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy as a function of the number 
of dopant atoms within the dot. We find significant changes in the current-voltage characteristics of the dots 
compared to spatially non-eonfined material, due to a reduced ability to sereen the tip's electrie field. This 
indicates a Iimited ability to deplete the dots of free holes arising from the presence of confining potentials. 

State-of-the-art semiconduetor devices consist of 
structures with dimensions as small as 70 nm defined by 
the gate length of the transistors. Research is focusing on 
a further reduction to 20-30 nm. At such small dimen
sions the electrical potential distribution within the 
devices cannot be treated as continuous anymore. The 
potential is rather governed by individual, discrete ionized 
dopant atoms. Consequently, always present fluctuations 
in dopant distribution [1] limit the achievable miniaturi
zation of semiconductor devices, by introducing variations 
in individual device characteristics, such as turn on 
voltage and noise level spectra. Although this problem is 
of key importance, it has turned out that a simultaneous 
direct experimental access to individual dopant atoms and 
the corresponding potential distributions i8 a very difficult 
task. We solved this task by using eross-sectional 
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and 8pectroscopy 
(STS) [2]. We present a direct experimental proof oflocal 
variations of electronic characteristics and potential 
induced by fluctuations ofthe dopant atom distribution on 
the tens of nanometer scale. We show that in n-p-n GaAs 
layer structures such fluctuations lead to localized 
nanoscale dopant-induced dots spatially confined by 
potential barriers, whose properties changedrastically due 
to the spatial confinement of the free charge carriers even 
at room temperature. 

The structure investigated consisted of alternating 30 
nm thick p- and n-doped GaAs(OOI) layers grown by 
MBE, with C and Si dopant concentrations of (5 ± 1) x 
1018 cm-3 and (4± 1) x 1018 cm-3, respectively. Thesample 
was cleaved in ultrahigh vacuum to expose a (110) cross
sectional view of the layers, which was imaged by STM 
with atomic resolution at room temperature. 

Figure 1 shows a sequence of several n- and p-doped 
layers, which we identified on basis of the growth 
sequence and current-voltage spectra [3]. At the interface 
between n- and p-doped layers the presence of adepIetion 
zone gives rise in STM to a dark Hne [4]. The bright 
hillocks are signatures of the individual dopant atoms [5]. 
For the present work the p-doped layer on the right hand 
side of Fig. 1 is of particular interest. It exhibits several 
encircled areas labeled d2• d4, and d l4 according to the 
number of dopant atoms visible within the area. These 
areas are bordered along the growth direction by n-doped 
layers and perpendicular to the growth direction by zones 
with no dopant atoms (dark contrast areas labeled do). 
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These zones with no dopant atoms exhibit tunneling 
spectra (Fig. 2) with typical characteristics of adepleted 
region. Thus the areas (d2, d4, and dJ4) are semiconductor 
dots, whose confining potential for free holes is defined by 
the doping of the surrounding and thus by build-in 
potentials in the order of a few tenths of e V (border 
toward depleted zones) to 1.4 eV (toward n-doped layer). 

During acquisition of the constant-current STM 
images we also measured current-voltage spectra at the 
different encirc1ed areas in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows that all 
spectra are essentially identical at positive sampIe 
voltages. In contrast, at negative voltages the current
voltage curves are shifted relative to each other. The fewer 
dopants are inside the cluster, the greater is the shift 
towards more negative voltages relative to the spectrum of 
the spatially extended p-doped layer (labeled p in Fig. 1). 

The local variation of the dopant concentration 
apparent in Hg. 1 is a result of the combination of 

n / p / n / p 

Fig. 1 Atomically resolved scanning tunneling microscope 
images of several p- and n-doped layers. The bright hilIocks are 
signatures of dopant atoms. In the encircled areas the current 
voltage curves of Fig. 2 were recorded. The p-doped areas d2, 

d4, and d14 are dopant-induced dots confined by potential 
barriers due to the doping of the surrounding areas (n-type and 
lack of dopants). The growth direction is [001]. 



statistical incorporation and many-body effects in the 
repulsive screened Coulomb interactions between charged 
dopant atoms [1]. Unlike in bulk GaAs, in thin p-doped 
layers sandwiched between n-doped areas the electronic 
properties depend very sensitivelyon the exact dopant 
distribution governed by the individual statisticaI 
incorporation events: in our particular example this leads 
to one layer with nearly homogeneous electronic 
properties (marked p) and to another Iayer broken apart 
into electronically isolated dots (d2, d4, d14) although the 
avarage dopant concentration is the same. The electronic 
separation of the dots within the thin p-doped layer is 
induced by the neighboring n-doped layers, which push 
down the valence band edge wherever p-dopant atoms are 
Iocally missing within the nominally p-doped layer. This 
explanation is supported by our tunneling spectra. 

For a quantitative discussion of the spectra, we recall 
that the spectra consist of the current from valence and 
into conduction band states at negative and positive 
voltages, respectively, with the band gap region in 
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Fig.2 Current-voltage curves for the different dopant-induced 
dots marked in Fig. 1. 

between. At a fixed voItage the tunneling current is 
determined by the energetic positions of the band edges 
underneath the tip: 

At negative voltages, electrons tunnel from all filled 
valence band states lying between the valence band edge 
at the surface and the Fermi level of the tip. The size of 
this energy window is determined by the degree the tip 
bends the bands at the surface. Thus the shifts of the 
spectra at negative voltages indicate that the tip pulIs 
downward the position of the valence band edge at the 
surface of our dopant-induced dots the more, the less 
dopants are enclosed within the dot. This suggests a 
reduced screening ability ofthe dots with smaller numbers 
of dapant atoms. 

The electric field of the tip is screened by negatively 
charged acceptors, whose free holes have to be pushed 
away. On this basis, a reduction in the ability to screen the 
field of the tip is due to a combination of (i) the 
impossibility to deplete the dopant-induced dots from the 
free holes and (ii) the number of acceptors within the dot. 

(i) The first effect depends on the size of the dot. If the 
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dimension of the dot is much larger than the depletion 
width induced by the screening ofthe tip's field, Le., the 
field can be screened entirely by the acceptars within the 
dot, then the band bending is determined by the 
concentration of dopant atoms in the dot. This effect is 
applicable to the spatially extended p-doped Iayer on the 
left hand side of Fig. 1, which is electronically 
homogeneous over dimensions of more than 100 nm, 
which is much larger than the estimated depletion width 
of 10 to 25 nm for our conditions. 

If the dots' dimensions are similar to the width of the 
depletion zone, one needs to consider whether the holes 
can actually be pushed away sufficiently to accommodate 
the screening of the tip' s electdc field. For the small dot 
sizes, this means that holes need to be pushed out of the 
enclosed dot areas to deplete them. We recall that our dots 
are confined by potential wells. These weHs act as a 
barrier for the free holes and impedes the holes to be 
pushed out, such that the remaining negatively charged 
acceptors could screen the electric field of the tip. Thus 
the band bending increases, causing lower tunneling 
currents than expected for infinitely sized bulk GaAs 
crystals with the same dopant concentration. In contrast, 
at positive sample voltage the electric field of the tip is 
screened by free holes accumulating at the p-doped 
surface. These holes feel no barder to accurnulate at the 
surface and their concentration is determined by the 
density of valence band states, which is the same for all 
investigated areas, because the material is the same. Thus 
the screening of the tipis field is equal for all dots in 
agreement with the spectra. 

(H) The above discussion also shows, that the ability to 
screen the electric field of the tip is directly proportional 
to the number of acceptors available within the 
electronically isolated dot. Thus the fewer acceptors 
within the dot, the larger the tip-induced band bending 
and the larger the voltage shift observed in the tunneling 
spectra. This explanation is in agreement with our 
observations. 

In conc1usion, we identified and characterized dopant
induced dots in GaAs p-n muItilayers by scanning 
tunneIing spectroscopy. Already at room temperature the 
properties of the dots are determined by the presence of 
confining potentials surrounding the dots, which reduce 
the ability to screen the tips' electric field compared to 
spatiallynon-confined material. The simiIarity ofthedots' 
configuration with n-p-n transistors suggests that the 
effects found here will also affect future miniaturized 
semiconductor devices, once they reach dimensions as 
smaH as the fluctuations of the dopant concentration. 
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A prototype of Hilbert spectrometer for operation with pulsed far-infrared radiation has been developed and characterized. The 
prototype consists from a high-Tc Josephson detector in an optical cryostat, analog electronics with a bandwidth of 14 MHz, and a 
DSP-based data acquisition system. The spectral range of the spectrometer can be as broad as 30 - 1200 GHz at the junction 
temperature of 78 K and can be shifted to the higher frequencies by lowering the junction temperature. Tests have been carried out 
using pulsed 94 GHz radiation with pulse duration of 200 ns and a pulse repetition rate of 1 MHz. A measurement time of 7 ms for a 
data set of 512 spectral points has been realized. It has been demonstrated, that in broadband (10 MHz) measurements without 
integration the developed spectrometer could operate in apower dynamic range of FlR radiation of 17 dB, which could be further 
enhanced by using integration functions. 

In the last decade several new approaches have appeared for 
generation of intensive far infrared (FIR) radiation, e.g. 
photoconductive or electro-optical terahertz emitters excited by 
femtosecond laser pulses l

•
2, the p-Ge hot hole laser3 and coherent 

synchrotron or transition radiation from relativistic electron 
bunches4

•
5

• Essential features of these sources are a high spectral 
density of radiation and the pulse operation with a high repetition 
rate in the megahertz range. 

Hilbert spectroscopy based on high-Tc Josephson junctions 
demonstrates good potentials for fast and broadband FIR 
measurements6

. This teclmique with conventional low-frequency 
electronics has been already used for slow spectral measurements 
of coherent transition radiation in the range of 100-250 GHz7. 
Here, we present the results of the development and 
characterization of a Hilbert spectrometer for operation with 
pulsed far-infrared radiation. 

High-quality thin-film YBa2Cu307.x grain-boundary junctions 
have been epitaxially grown on the 2x14° (110) NdGa03 bicrystal 
substrates and pattemed by UV lithography. ATEM image ofthe 
grain-boundary region of a fabricated junction and an optical 
image of the whole junction in polarized reflected light are shown 
in Fig. 1. The bicrystal boundary is situated horizontally in both 
images. It could be visualized in the YBa2Cu307_x thin film by 
different atOlnic ordering recovered by TEM (Fig. la) and in the 
substrate by polarization contrast (Fig. Ib). A narrow 2llm-wide 
YBa2CuJ07_x bridge is pattemed across the bicrystal boundary. 
The YBa2Cu307_x bridge is integrated ioto a broadband 
AglYBa2CuJ07_x log-periodic antenna with a designed bandwidth 
of30-3000 GHz (Fig. Ib). 

The spectral range of Hilbert spectrometer was studied by 
measuring the frequency-selective responses offabricated 

Fig. 1. High-resolution TEM image (a) and optical image (b) of the 
YBa2CU307_x grain-boundary Josephson junction grown on 2x14° (110) 
NdGa03 bicrystal substrate. 
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Josephson junction to monochromatic radiation with the 
frequencies /; from 20 GHz to 4 THz. Two sets of the normalized 
current responses L1l(V)/Afc of the Josephson junction with a 
normal-state resistance RII = 0.5 Ohm are shown in Fig. 2 for two 
junction temperatures of 78 K and 48 K. The Afc is a suppression 
of a critical current Ie of the junction by monochromatic radiation. 
With an increase of frequency f, the amplitude of the odd
symmetric resonance at V=hfl2e also increases, then reaches the 
maximum, and falls down with further increase of frequency. The 
low-frequency cut-off of the resonances in the responses L1l(V)/ Afc 
in Fig. 1 is in accordance with the RSJ behavior. The high
frequency fall-down of the selective response for low-resistance 
junctions was attributed to Joule heating. When the junction 
temperature is decreased from 78 K 10 48 K, the bandwidth of the 
spectrometer shifts to the higher frequencies due to the increase of 
characteristic frequency fc=(2elcRjh). 
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Fig. 2. Two sets of current responses tV(V)/& c of the YBa2Cu307-x 
Josephson junction with a normal-state resistance Rn = 0.5 Ohm to 
monochromatic radiation with frequencies in the range 27 GHz - 2.5 THz. 
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Fig. 3. Trace 1 - The time dependence of the response of the Hilbert 
spectrometer to pulsed 940Hz radiation with 1 MHz repetition rate and 
200 ns pulse duration. Trace 2 - Example of available integration 
windows. 

A prototype of the Hilbert spectrometer consists from an 
optical cryostat, an YBa2Cu307_x grain-boundary Josephson 
junction as a frequency-selective detector, an analogue electronics, 
and a digital data acquisition and control system. The junction was 
placed on a temperature control stage in the optical cryostat. A 
broadband coupling of the Josephson junction with external 
radiation has been realized with a silicon hyperhemisphericallens. 
Josephson junction operation as a frequency-selective detector 
was accomplished by an analogue electronic scheme with a noise 
level ofO.16 nV/(Hz)ll2 and a bandwidth of 14 MHz. 

A specific part of the new Hilbert spectrometer prototype was 
its digital electronics, which ineluded the experiment control and 
data acquisition systems. This new specially designed digital 
electronics differs this prototype from a11 ever reported before. 
The characteristic features of used hardware and software are an 
operation with pulsed signals and a possibility for an optimization 
of this process. This digital electronics represents a united block, 
which ineludes a digital-analogue converter and analogue-digital 
converters, and whose operation is based on a digital signal 
processor and a field programmable gate array. 

The developed digital electronic system has a special 512-
points buffer for a temporal storage of measured data sets. The 
control channel is able to scan the dc signal with the rate of about 
7'104 points per second that determines the speed limitation for 
the experiment performance to around 7 ms for the whole data set. 
During this scanning, two recording channels take corresponding 
values in consecutive order (at constant biasing signal) and store 
them simultaneously. 

The W-band has been chosen for the characterization of the 
new Hilbert spectrometer prototype, because it is the highest 
frequency range where precision attenuators and fast PIN-switches 
are available. 

A principal suitability of the analogue electronic scheme for 
fast spectroscopic experiments with pulsed radiation can be seen 
from Fig. 3. The trace 1 in Fig.3 represents the pulse signal from 
the irradiated Josephson detector, amplified by the analogue 
electronic scherne. This figure demonstrates a good reproducibility 
of the chosen external radiation time structure by the analogue 
electronic part of the developed prototype. The digital electronics 
can measure the analog signals either without integration (ADC 
mode) or with an additional integration (integrator mode). The 
trace 2 shows an example ofthe 
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Fig. 4. The measured response. to pulsed 940Hz radiation and the I-V 
curve ofthe Josephsonjunction (a). Spectrum ofpulsed 940Hz radiation, 
recovered by Hilbert spectrometer (b). The dot line is a lorentzian fit. 

integration windows, which are available in the digital electronics 
ofthe spectrometer. 

Electrical characteristics for the Josephson junction (R" = 0.85 
Ohm, Ie R" = 315 Jl V at T = 77 K), i.e. junction I- V curve and its 
response, obtained when the Hilbert spectrometer was irradiated 
by pulsed monochromatic radiation, are presented in Fig. 4a. The 
spectrum recovered by Hilbert spectrometer and its lorentzian fit 
are shown in Fig. 4b. This figure demonstrates good agreement of 
experimental results and theory prediction. A spectral resolution 
of 9 GHz is very e10se to theoretical one. There is no sign of the 
second line at double frequency of 188 GHz with an experimental 
accuracy, so the power level ofthe incident radiation is inside the 
dynamic range ofthe spectrometer. 

At an operating temperature of 77 K, the power dynamic range 
of the external W-band power in the ADC mode was equal to 17 
dB above the minimal absorbed power of 1'10-10 W (-70 dBm), 
that can be registered within 10 MHz frequency bandwidth. The 
corresponding parameters in the integrator mode were shown to be 
24 dB and 1.8·1O-11 W (-77.5 dBm). Additiona11y, there is a 
possibility of a parameter irnprovement by increasing the 
measuring time and using an integration function over a large 
number ofpulses or averaging whole data sets. 
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We have investigated the noise properties of dc superconducting quantum interference device flip-chip magnetometers with 
submicrometer wide bicrystal junctions operating at 77.4 K. The magnetometers demonstrated a modulation voltage V pp up to about 
80 fl V compared with V pp up to ab out 30 fl V for the magnetometers with 1.5 flm junctions. This increases the slew rate of the 
magnetometers and improves stability of their operation in noisy environment. The noise of the magnetometers with eJectronics was 
ab out 6 fr/"Hz at frequencies above 100 Hz increasing up to about 20 fr/"Hz at 1 Hz. The operation of the magnetometers was 
characterized in a HTS dc-SQUID electronic axial first order gradiometer system, wh ich was employed for biomagnetic 
measurements. The system demonstrated a gradient resolution of about I fr/cm"Hz at 77.4 K and a stable operation in a standard 
magnetically shielded room under clinical conditions l

. 

F&E-Nr: 23420 

At the present stage of the development of high temperature 
superconductor (HTS) technology a production of HTS dc 
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) flip-chip 
magnetometers with a magnetic field resolution of about 6 fr/1Hz 
at 77.4 K is possible2. The sensitivity of dc-SQUIDs can be 
further improved with Josephsonjunctions having a higher normal 
state resistance Rn and leRn product. It was observed2, that the leRn 
product of bicrystal junctions is increasing with critical current 
density Je Iike feRnoc(Je)o.6. In order to keep the critical current Ie 
fixed optimal for SQum operation, provide narrow junction 
conditions, and simultaneously increase Je and Rn it is necessary to 
reduce the junction width down to a submicrometer scale. To 
demonstrate the sensitivity, reproducibility, and stability of the 
sensors with submicrometer wide Josephson junctions we have 
constructed a HTS dc-SQUID gradiometric system for 
biomagnetic measurements, e.g., for magnetocardiography 
(MCG). 

The high-oxygen-pressure dc-sputtering technique was used for 
the deposition of the YBa2Cu307_x films on 24° bicrystal SrTi03 
substrates. C-oriented 200 nm thick YBa2Cu307_x films show 
typical critical current densities Je of about 6 X 106 Alcm2 at 
77.4 :k and a transition temperature Te above 91 K measured by 
magnetic susceptibility. Some inclusions of secondary phases 
served as effective pinning centers. The junctions (see Fig.l) had a 
width between 0.4 flm and 1 ~m, anormal state resistance of 
about IOn, and a critical current density of about 2 x 104 Alcm2 

(leRn product of about 400 flV) at 77.4 K. The junctions were 
prepared by optimized conventional photolithography with 
AZ5214 photoresist, 0.3 flm UV-light exposure, and Ar ion 
milling. 

16-mm flux transforrners l were prepared with a PMMA
photoresist technique described in Ref. 4 with a PrBa2Cu307_x 
insulation layer between the windings of the multiturn input coil 
and the return strip. The flip-chip SQUID magnetometers 
demonstrated a modulation voltage V pp up to 80 fl V (av lai!> ~ 
250 flV/<I>o) at 77.4 K. Here i!> is the magnetic flux through the 
SQUID loop and i!>o = 2.05 X 10-15 T-m2 is the flux quantum. For 
comparison, similar magnetometers with 1.5 flm wide junctions 
showed va lues of Vpp only up to about 30 flV at 77.4 K. The 
increase of V pp leads to an increase of slew rate of the 
magnetometers and stability of their operation in noisy 
environment. 
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Fig. 1. Optical image of bicrystal junctions, obtained in a combination of 
transmission and reflective illumination. A magnification ofxlOOO and a 
green filter were used. The white arrows indicate the position of the 
bicrystal boundary. The black arrows determine the width of the 0.4 11m 
wide junction. 

Two encapsulated magnetometers were fixed parallel to each 
other on a glass-fiber epoxy rod. The gradiometer baseline of 
10 cm is deterrnined by the distance between the flux transforrners 
of the magnetometers. A two channel ac-bias electronics 
(Cryoton) provided a simultaneous operation of the 
magnetometers and an electronic subtraction of the output signals. 
The sensors were immersed in liquid nitrogen in a 1.5-liter glass
fiber epoxy cryostat. The cryogen hold time of the cryostat with 
the gradiometer insert was 10 days. The cold-warm distance at the 
cryostat bottom is about 10 mm. 

The measurements were performed in the magnetically 
shielded room (MSR) of the Franz-Volhard Hospital. The current 
shielding factor of the MSR is about 104 at 50 Hz and about 10 at 
0.1 Hz. A slow variation of the magnetic field in the middle of 
MSR was observed during daytime. A typical time constant ofthis 
drift was about 10 sec and the amplitude up to 5 nT. 
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Fig. 2. Noise spectrum of a single magnetometer (a) and the spectrum of 
the differential signal (b) measured in the MSR of the Franz-Volhard 
Hospital al 77.4 K. For comparison the noise ofthe bottom magnetometer 
measured in a HTS shield is included (e). 

The system noise spectrum with one of the individual 
magnetometer and the spectrum of the differential signal are 
presented in Fig. 2. The observed increase of the field noise at 
1 Hz is associated with the reduced shielding factor ofthe MSR at 
low frequencies. The magnetic field signals observed in the 
frequeney range from 10 Hz to 30 Hz (eurve a) were mainly 
eaused by building vibrations. In a HTS shield the individual 
magnetometers demonstrate a field noise below 10 ff/--IHz down 
to \0 Hz inereasing up to 20 ffll/Hz at I Hz (eurve e). 

Taking into aeeount the 10 em baseline of the eleetronie 
gradiometer the spectrum of the differential signal is presented in 
Fig. 2 with the eaHbration seale on the right in [ff/cm"Hz] units. 
The resolution of the gradiometric signal is below 1 ff/em-VHz at 
frequencies above 100 Hz and below 2 ff/cm"Hz in the frequeney 
range down to ab out 4 Hz. 

The MCG measurements were performed in the MSR with a 
volunteer having maximal peak-to-peak amplitude of about 30 pT 
for the magnetic signal of hear!. Both magnetometer signals were 
measured with a simultaneous recording and processing of the 
differential signal. AHne frequency synchronous filter combined 
with a band pass filter suppressed the residues of 50 Hz 
interference with its harmonies. The measurement frequeney 
bandwidth (0.03 - 125) Hz covered the most signifieant frequeney 
range of the heart signal. The observed peak-to-peak amplitude of 
the noise band is ab out 500 ff. This corresponds to an effeetive 
resolution Srl12 

- 1.7 ff/cm"Hz of the electronic gradiometer in 
the measurement frequeney range. 

Stability of the system operation was demonstrated by the 
measurements of MCG maps. The magnetic field measurements 
were earried out using a 6 x 6 reetangular grid over the thorax 
with a distance of 4 em between neighboring positions of the 
measurements in both directions. Equiinduetional maps of the 
magnetic field distribution were plotted on the basis of a two
dimensional interpolation at any moment of the heart beat (see 
Fig.3). The MCG-measurements for one mapping have taken 
about 30 minutes. The magnetometers have demonstrated a stable 
operation with no changes in the noise characteristics during the 
measurements. This has allowed to obtain low noise 2D-plots of 
the magnetic field distribution. The charaeteristics of the 
magnetometers were not ehanged also after a year of storage and 
multiple tests aecompanied with thermal cyclings. 
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Fig. 3. Magnetie field distribution over the sean area al the moments of the 
(a) S- and (b) T -peaks of the heart beat. 

A demand to improve the parameters of HTS Josephson 
junetions has determined the present trend of areduction of the 
junction width down to a submicrometer seale. In this case the 
main diffieulty is how to maintain the supercondueting parameters 
at 77.4 K in narrow bierystal junctions preventing degradation 
during the patteming proeess. Possible reasons for the degradation 
are chemieal reaction in humid atrnosphere and deoxygenating of 
the YBa2CuJ07_x films, both oeeur about \00 times faster along the 
bicrystal boundary eompared 10 single crystalline films in c-axis 
direetion. It is important to achieve the highest possible 
microstruetural quality of the YBa2CuJ07_x film and to keep the 
substrate cold du ring the ion beam etehing process. A subsequent 
eneapsulation then ensures the long-term stability of the sensor. 
The average size of the growth spirals of the YBa2CuJ07_x films, 
deposited by high-oxygen-pressure de-sputtering teehnique is 
about 1 11m eompared to about 0.3 11m large grains of 
eonventional laser ablated filmss. This rnakes it possible for the 
sputtered films to produee junetions between the individual 
growth spirals, so eontributing to the homogeneity and inereasing 
the tunneling part of the critieal eurrent density of the junction6

. A 
detailed study of the transport and mierostructural properties of 
submierometer wide bierystal Josephson junctions prepared with 
the sputtered YBa2CuJ07_x films is in progress. 
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High-Tc dc-SQUID microscope for information technology 
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A scanning SQUID microscope based on High Temperature Superconductor (HTS) dc SQUlDs was developed. An extremely soft 
magnetic anten na was used to guide the flux from room temperature sampies to the liquid nitrogen cooled SQUID-sensor. The 
sampie was moved under the cryostat with a computer controlied xy-scanning stage. A lateral resolution of better than 10 ~m could 
be achieved for the determination of the position of current carrying thin wires. This is an improvement of a factor of about five 
compared to existing commercial SQUID microscopes without flux guide. 
F&E-Nr: 23420 

In recent years, a number of groups (see, e.g., [1,2,3]) have 
developed scanning Superconducting Quantum Interference 
Device (SQUID)- microscopes in which a sampie is scanned 
under a SQUID and the resuItant variations in flux are used to 
construct a magnetic image. Microscopes with High Temperature 
Superconductor (HTS) SQUIDs operating at 77 K are especially 
suitable to study the magnetic stray field of room temperature 
sampies [2]. 
Such SQUID microscopes can be used, e.g., in failure analysis, 
yield, reliability, and design verification to identify critical defects 
in high density multilayer printed boards, multilayer structures for 
magnetoelectronics, multi-chip module substrates, in 
semiconductor packages, wafers, and processes. The development 
of the HTS dc-SQUID technology and HTS dc-SQUID 
measurement systems in lülich has achieved a level, which allows 
their application in laboratory prototypes [4]. 

Compared to other magnetic evaluation methods for microscopic 
objects the scanning SQUID microscope has higher magnetic field 
sensitivity and a high linearity over a dynamic range up to ab out 
200 dB. Different SQUID microscope measurement systems are 
presently under study in IFF FZJ. The goal of this research 
activity is the creation of a new generation of the high-Tc SQUID 
microscopes with an improved spatial resolution « 1 ~m) and 
sensitivity for room temperature sampies. 

Minimizing SQUID-sample separation for a better field- and 
spatial resolution becomes a problem for room temperature 
objects, wh ich are placed outside the cryostat. The typical 
separation between the SQUID sensor tip and the room 
temperature sampie is about 1 00 ~m. This relatively large distance 
limits the space resolution of such type of SQUID microscopes to 
about 50 ~m. Examples are commercially available scanning 
SQUID microscopes of US. firrns Tristan Tecbnologies !nc. and 
Neocera [5], wh ich are already used for low spatial resolution 
failure analysis of multi-chip modules and other semiconductor 
packaging. 

As a SQum operates at low temperatures the investigation of 
room temperature sampies leads to a loss of spatial resolution due 
to the required distance between the SQUID loop and the sampie. 
To overcome this drawback different versions of scanning SQum 
microscopes where the SQUIDs were combined with magnetic 
flux guides were investigated [6, 7,8]. Up to now these f1ux guides 
usually consisted of extremely soft magnetic several mm long 
sharp tips. In the case of local magnetic moments like tiny 
magnetic dipoles as they are provided by the stray field of small 
magnetic domains in, e.g., magnetic recording media the spatial 
resolution could be in the submicrometer region. In the other case 
of non localized fields such as magnetic fields produced by 
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current carrying wires the fields only slowly decay with l/r (r 
denotes the distance from the wire) and the whole tip of some mm 
lengths acts as an antenna for the field of the wire leading to a 
very poor spatial resolution. Futherrnore the decay of the flux 
transported from the sampie at the sharp end of the tip to the 
SQUID at the other end ofthe tip is substantial in these designs as 
no low loss return of magnetic flux to the sampie is provided. 
Both of these difficulties we have substantially deminished by 
using a specially designed flux guide geometry. Hs development is 
currently under way in the IFFIIMF together with the Zentrallabor 
rur Elektronik (ZEL). This opens up the possibility to image the 
fields of electrical currents in microelectronic devices with our 
new flux guide concept (patent pending). 

Fig.l. A photo of the SQurn microscope including a xy- scanning stage 
(1), a sampIe table (2), a liquid nitrogen cryostat with a HTS dc-SQUID 
sensor (3) and an optical control of the sensor - sampie distance (4). 
Additional magnetic shielding of the scanning stage and the sensor unit 
(not shown in the figure) can be provided for sensitive measurements. 



The device measures the z-component (direction 
perpendicular to the sampie surface) of the stray field of the 
sarnple, which is rastered with submicron precision in xy-direction 
by a motorized computer controlled scanning stage. In Fig. 1 a 
photo ofthe SQUID microscope is presented. 

First examples of measurements with new flux guide sensor 
type, which demonstrates improved spatial resolution are shown in 
Fig.2. 

r 

x-----i .... 

Fig.2. The upper part shows an example of the measurements of a 20 
distribution of the magnetic field Bz above a thin-film current-carrying 
meander, wh ich has 10 j.lm wide 1ines separated at 10 fm distanee from 
eaeh other. The total xy sean area was 860 x 1300 j.lm . The lower part 
shows a single line sean across 8 wires with antiparaJlel currents.The wire 
positions are marked by arrows. 

The upper part of the picture shows the 2D-distribution of the 
z-component of the magnetic field Bz above a thin-film current 
carrying meander test structure. About 200 nrn thick and 10 Jlm 
wide lines are separated at 10 Jlm distance by each other carry 63 
JlA of ac-current. The integration time was 0.3 sec. The current in 
neighboring lines produces magnetic fields with opposite sign. As 
indicated in the insert the structure consists of 4 pairs of wires 
with different length. The single line scan in the lower part of 
Fig.2 shows that the field of antiparallel currents of 8 neighboring 
wires can be clearly distinguished. This demonstrates an 
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enhancement by a factor of about 5 in spatial resolution compared 
to existing state of the art SQUID microscopes for room 
temperature sarnples without magnetic flux guides [3]. 

As a further example, where the gradient aBjax of the stray 
fields between domains of magnetic recording material was 
investigated, is presented in Fig.3. The picture shows three 
neighboring tracks with ferromagnetically encoded bit-patterns of 
a floppy disko 

x 

Fig.3. An example of the measurement of a 20 distribution of tbe field 
gradient aB,jßx above a floppy disko The xy scan area is 850 x 1200 11m2 

In conclusion first results of a new type of SQUID rnicroscope 
with integrated flux guide were presented. An application of the 
microscope for information technology especially in the field of 
failure analysis of serniconductor devices or the investigation of 
magnetic storage devices looks prornising. This includes, e.g., the 
non-destructive detection of package- or chip level shorts of 
micro-circuits and the analysis of the domain structure in magnetic 
thin film devices. 
Present1y we are working on a further improvement of the 
sensitivity of such instrument. An optirnized coupling of the 
magnetic flux to the SQUID can significant1y enhance the 
sensitivity, which is very important for the measuring speed in 
failure analysis of low level current distributions. 
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Fabrication process for the growth of large bismuth single crystals for use as neutron filter 

K.J. Fischer 

Institut fOr Festkörperforschung. FZ JÜlich. 0-52425 JÜlich. Germany 

Single crystals of bismuth of 170 mm diameter and 35 kg weight were grown by directional solidification. The nucleation and orientation of the 
seed crystal was performed in situ on a graphite sensor. Oue to the strong anisotropy in the heat conductivity the better conducting c-plane is 
aligned with the heat flow nearly parallel to the crucible axis. thus permitting 10 cut [c]- oriented neutron filter of maximum size. The single 
crystals are used as windows for subthermic neutrons and filter against y-rays. The transmission spectra for crystals with weak - and strong -
mosaic spread were measured. 

Contrary to earlier attempts to grow large bismuth single 
crystals either by applying steep temperature gradients [1] 
or using a soft mold of alumina powder [2. 3. 4] or just 
recovering big grains from a 220 kg slowly solidified melt 
[5] to obtain 11 x 11 x 10 cm3 [c]-oriented single crystals 
the controlled oriented nucleation and growth of 170 mm 
diameter and 35 kg weight bismuth single crystals by 
directional solidification is reported. 

Due to damage of a bismuth seed crystal even by careful 
handling by twin formation. in situ seed crystal nucleation 
was applied without checking whether a damaged seed 
crystal could have lead to a perfect bulk crystal or not. 

To obtain a flat phase boundary necessary for good 
structural perfection of the crystals grown. a crucible of fire 
clay. having much lower heat conductivity than those of 
bismuth. was used. Furthermore, the circumstances for the 
oriented growth of the nucleus were observed by inventing 
a sensor permitting to follow its appearance and growth. 

lhennocouples 

B i·mell I 

fire clay crucible........l' 

seed hole I 
sensor I 

[jre clay 'Pacer--:ttttt--H-J. 

heat sink 

cold lable 

Fig. 1 Scbeme of vacuum fuma ce growth device 

t 

A scheme of the growth arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. It 
consists of a vacuum furnace. a covered fire clay crucible 
(4 I volume) standing on a heat exchanger. a fire clay 
spacer and a heat sink. Heat flow towards the bottom is 
controlled by the heat exchanger which is heated and at 
the same time variably coupled to the heat sink. Aprecast 
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bismuth cylinder of about 35 kg fills the crucible after 
melling with about 3.5 I. 

The seed crystal is nucleated in Ihe seed hole in a small 
undercooled melt volume on the sensor. The sensor is a 
piece of graphite with a thermocouple hole located in the 
bottom of the crucible. 
By measuring the temperature-time lapse at the sensor 
during seed formalion il was found thai the seed aligns 
nearly parallel with its cleaveable c-plane to the crucible 
axis if the temperalure gradient from the sensor towards 
the melt is of Ihe order of 2 - 3 K cm-1

. The orientation of 
the seed in this manner is possible due to the anisotropy in 
heat conductivity. The beUer conducting c-plane aligns 
parallel to the heat flow direclion. This is advantageous for 
cutting large in [c]- oriented neulron filter from the single 
crystal cylinder. 
Further directional solidification of the melt is performed by 
lowering the temperature at the heat exchanger. Before 
solidification starts the melt has nearly no surplus heat 
content above latent heat and a temperature gradient of 
0.03 K cm-1 from bottom to top. This leads to growth times 
in the range from 120 to 150 hours corresponding to a 
solidification rate of about 5 9 min-1. 

The stabilizing temperature gradient at the growth front 
builds up by the recovered latent heat. The growth front 
could therefore be described as a "self stabilizing growth 
front". The low heat conductivities öf bismuth in addition to 
the insulating crucible support this effect. 
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The influence of the structural perfection of the crystal on 
the transmission for subthermic neutrons and the 
appearance of the back reflection peak at 7.89 A were 
measured by time of flight measurements at the SANS-2 
instrument at the GKSS Forschungszentrum. Figs. 2 a-c 
show transmission speclra for an empty measurement (2a), 
for a crystal with weak (2b) - and strong (2c) - mosaic 
spread. 
To see the back reflection peak of structurally perfect cry
stals at 7.89 A a sampling time of 12 hours was necessary. 
Whereas for a cryslal with weak mosaic spread a value for 
the back reflection peak of !l,,-' "-'" 3 . 1 0-4 is estimated, this 
value rises for a crystal of strong mosaic spread to ,., 12 . 
10-4. Applying the crystal growlh process described, 
crystals of lowest mosaic spread can reproducibly be 
grown. 
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Institute for Electronic Properties 

General Overview 

In any condensed matter system, electrons are the "glue" that holds the atoms together. Therefore the electronic 
structure constitutes a microscopic base for all material properties. The electronic interactions determine whether 
asolid is metallic, insulating 01' semiconducting, whether it is transparent 01' exhibits a distinctive color, whether 
it is a magnet or a superconductor. 

The research program of the Institute for Electronic Properties is devoted towards the investigation of the 
electronic structure of atoms, clusters, nanostructures, and solids. The ultimate goal is the development of an 
understanding and thus a base for the control of the properties of new materials. 

After the departure ofthe former institute director Prof. Wolf gang Eberhardt to BESSY in the year 2001 it was 
decided that in the future the Institute for Electronic Properties should focus on research on magnetic 
nanostructures. It thus can serve as a nucleus for the various research activities within this field, which exist at 
the research center. A list of three candidates for the future institute director has been established and 
negotiations with the first candidate on the list are on the way. We hope that this position can be filled in spring 
01' early summer 2003 so that the institute can resume fuH operation. In the past year the institute has shrunken 
considerably due to personnel following Prof. Eberhardt to the BESSY GmbH 01' taking up an employment in 
industry. The largest group remaining is the research group on magnetic multilayers, wh ich can weil serve as a 
nucleus for the new "Institute for Electronic Properties ofMagnetic Nanostructures". Therefore the activities of 
this group are highlighted in this overview. 

The areas ofresearch ofthis group can be summarized as folIows: 

1. Deposition of magnetic thin films and multilayers by various techniques (MBE, ion-beam, and magnetron 
sputtering). 

2. Characterization of magnetic and magnetotransport properties of magnetic thin film and multilayers by 
LEED, RHEED, MOKE, SQUID, Brillouin light scattering (BLS) and ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), 
magnetoresistance measurements, I-V characteristics, XPS, AES, XRR, soft x-ray emission (SXE), near
edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy (NEXAFS), AFM, and STM. 

3. Definition of stripes and junctions by optical and e-beam lithography down to the 100 nm sc ale for transport 
measurements. 

4. Instrumental development for (i) an in-situ chemical analysis by XPS and AES in the ion-beam sputtering 
machine and (ii) electrical transport measurements at low temperature and in a magnetic field with an 
enhanced sensitivity. 

Some important research results in 2002 were: 

• The coexistence of strong antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling and electronic transport (in CPP geometry) via 
tunneling could be shown for epitaxial Fe/SilFe(OOl) trilayers. The existence ofa band gap in the Si spacer layer 
at the Fermi energy providing a tunneling barrier is confirmed by preliminary spectroscopic data (SXE and 
NEXAFS, in collaboration with S. Eisebitt and A. Zimina, BESSY) and correlates with sharp interfaces observed 
by TEM (in collaboration with C. Ha). These results are an important piece of information for the theoretical 
understanding ofthe coupling mechanism across Si spacers. 
• Development of a new theoretical model to calculate BLS spectra and MOKE hysteresis loops for magnetic 
multilayers with strong antiferromagnetic coupling, for which a twisted magnetization state occurs within each 
magnetic layer. The excellent agreement between MOKE and BLS measurements and the fits according to the 
new model confirm the existence ofthe proposed twisted magnetization state. 
• Successful deposition of VITROV AC thin films with good soft magnetic properties by sputtering from targets 
buHt from amorphous VITROVAC ribbons (in collaboration with U. Poppe). The magnetic characterization by 
BLS and FMR indicates preparation and thickness dependent variations of the film magnetization. 
• Optimization of the GMR ratio of Co/Cu/Permalloy pseudo spin valves by varying the Ar pressure during 
magnetron sputter deposition. The dependence is non-monotonie, and a maximum of 4% is achieved at an 
intermediate pressure. 
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• The GMR ratio of Co/Cu multilayers strongly depends on the number of bilayers. This dependence can be 
understood by assuming that the first few bilayers are not significantly contributing to the GMR effect but act as 
buffer layers which improve the growth quality ofthe subsequent bilayers. 
• The roughness-induced GMR enhancement previously found for pairs of sampies with rough and smooth 
interfaces could be confirmed for a single sampie with a wedge-shaped bottom Fe layer: The oscillations of the 
RHEED intensity (measured along the wedge after deposition) correlate with oscillations of the GMR ratio 
(measured at different position along the wedge after lithographically defining stripe conductors perpendicular to 
the wedge slope). These results allow excluding any intluence of different buffer layer qualities on the GMR 
ratios. 
• A first series a nanocontacts of epitaxial Fe/CrlFe trilayers could be prepared by a combination of e-beam and 
optkal lithography. The contacts with a diameter of about 200 nm show metallic behavior and a currently not 
understood dependence of the resistance on the current density. A new process for the fabrication of nanopillars 
of epitaxial Fe/CrlFe multilayers has been developed as an alternative route for the observation of current
induced magnetic switching. 

Most members of the former cluster group have left the institute and with them the equipment for cluster 
deposition has been transferred to BerUn. However, the existing cluster beam apperatus is being upgrated with a 
linear double retlectron. The most important scientific achievement in research on clusters was the interpretation 
of scanning tunneling spectroscopy data of endohedral fullerenes Ce@C44 and Ce@Cso. Orbitals and orbital 
symmetries ofthe fullerene molecules were calculated and assigned. 

Work continued on the two soft x-ray beamlines of IFF at DELTA and BESSY. For the latter beamline 
(UE56/1-SGM) the beam stability was improved by the installation of a more sophisticated mirror chamber. The 
focus at the sampie position could be improved up to a 70 J..lm vertical spot size. Results obtained on the two 
beamlines inelude: 

• Investigation of the electronic strueture of Co and Cu submonolayers on stepped W(llO) surfaces. The 
dispertion of the electronic states of Co and Cu is compatible with the assumption of quasi on dimensional 
structures, e.g., monoatomic chains. 
• For the Heussler alloy CoZCrxFel.xAI the electronic structure was investigated by magnetic x-ray dreular 
diehroism (MXCD) and the domains were observed by photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM). The 
observed magnetic moments of Fe and Cr are considerably larger than those reported in metallic compounds. 
• Soft x-ray spectroscopy of fluids. Here first observations of concentration dependent differences in adsorption 
edges of iron and other 3d metal ions in solution could be made. 

In 2002 again some members of the institute received personal awards and achievements: 
Dr. S. Blügel has been appointed institute direetor für the Institute Theory I ofthe IFF. 
Prof. Dr. P. Grünberg received an honorary doctorate from the Ruhr-University Bochum. 
Dr. P.S. Bechthold was appointed APL Professor at the University of Cologne. 

The following students have been awarded their diploma and Ph.D. degrees in 2002: 

Diploma: 
Henning Dassow: Herstellung von Nanokontakten zum Nachweis strominduzierten magnetischen Schaltens 
Bernd Heitkamp: Charakterisierung magnetischer Materialien mit X-PEEM 
Lars Pohlmann: Transporteigenschaften in Fe/SilFe Schichtsystemen mit halbleitenden Zwischenschichten 

Doctorate: 
Jörg Wingbermtihle: Transportphänomene in magnetischen Tunnelkontakten unter besonderer Berticksichtigung 

der Ionenstrahldeposition 
Christopher Zilkens: Gestufte Oberflächen und quasieindimensionale Strukturen Photoemission an 3d Metallen 

aufW(llO) 
Matthias Buchmeier: Magnetische Schichtsysteme: Veränderung statischer und dynamischer magnetischer 

Eigenschaften durch starke Zwischenschichtkopplung 

I would like to elose this report by thanking all members of the institute for their dedicated work during the past 
year. 

Thomas Brtickel 
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Personnel 2002/2003 and areas of activity 

Scientists 

Dr. L. Baumgarten 

Prof. P.S. Bechthold 
Dr. G. Bihlmayer until31.10.02 
Dr. D.E. Bürgler 
Prof. Dr. Th. Brückel 
Dr. S. Cramm 
Dr. R.R. Gareev 
Prof. P. Grünberg 
Dr. J. Morenzin until 31.08.02 
Dr. A. Paul 
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Coexistence of strong antiferromagnetic coupling and transport via tunneling 
in epitaxial Fe/SilFe structures 

R.R. Gareev, L.L. Pohlmann, D.E. Bürgler, and P.A. Griinberg 
Institute "Electronic Properties" 

We prepare epitaxial Fe(5 nm)/Si(0.8-2 nm)/Fe(5 nm) ferromagnetic tunneJing junctions with 
strong antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling. Transport properties in CPP geometry reveal (i) a 
strong increast'( of the resistance times area product with spacer thickness, (ii) parabolic dI/dV- V 
characteristics, and (iii) a small and negative temperature coefficient of the zero-bias resistance. 
Therefore, antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling and transport via tunneling coexists in these 
junctions. 

Recently, we have found very strong antiferromagnetic 
(AF) interlayer coupling with a total coupling strength in 
excess of 5 mJ/m2 in epitaxiai Fe/SilFe structures [I]. In 
view of the strong tendency for silicide formation in this 
system, the question about the nature of the spacer layer 
arises: Is the coupling mediated by a metallic FeSi alloy [2], 
by pinholes, or by a non-conductive spacer? The latter 
would call for a new coupling mechanism to explain the 
strong AF coupling. Here, we report CPP (current
perpendicular-plane) transport measurements to prove that 
electronic transport across the spacer proceeds via elastic 
tunneling and that the coupling is indeed mediated by a non
conductive spacer. To do so, we show the validity of the 
necessary and sufficient criteria for direct elastic tUlUleling 
[3]: (i) strong and exponential increase ofthe resistance with 
spacer thickness t, (ii) parabolic dependence of dI/dV on V, 
and - most decisive - (iii) small and negative temperature 
coefficient of the zero-bias resistance. 

The preparation procedure of Fe(5 nm)/Si(0.8-2 
nm)/Fe(5 nm) wedge-type epitaxial sampIes on Ag(150 
nm)/Fe(l nm)/GaAs(lOO) buffer systems has been described 
elsewhere [1,2]. We measure longitudinal magneto-optical 
Kerr effect (MOKE) and SQUID hysteresis loops to verify 
the presence of AF coupling. The zero-field antiparallel 
alignment is observed in the whole range of temperatures (4 
-300 K) and for all spacer thicknesses (Fig. 1). After these 
magnetic characterizations, 1 Ox JO mm2-sized, wedge-type 
sampIes are pattemed using photolithography, ion-beam 
etching, and lift-off to obtain CPP junctions with different 
spacer thicknesses, which are all deposited under the same 
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FIG. I. AF coupling constant J, versus spacer thickness t. The 
fitted curve yields a decay length of 0.33 nm. lnset: 
Experimental and fitted longitudinal MOKE hysteresis curves 
clearly showantiparallel alignment due to AF coupling and 
yield J,=-0.27 mJ/m2

• 

Area A: 
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c:~----:------J 
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FIG. 2. Layout of tl1e sampie with a wedge-type Si spacer layer 
resulting in junctions with different spacer thicknesses. The 
inset shows a photograph of a typical pattemed junction. 

growth conditions. We use crossed contacts, where the 
upper electrode is formed by depositing a 300 nm-thick Cu 
layer. The pattemed 150 nm-thick silver buffer layer serves 
as abortom electrode. Electrical insulation of the electrodes 
is achieved by deposition of a 250 nm-thick Si-oxide layer. 
Finally, we define junctions of rectangular shape ranging in 
area A from 22 to more than 200 f.lm 2 (Table I). The layout 
of the pattemed sampie is shown in Fig. 2. Voltage and 
current leads suitable for four-point transport measurements 
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Bias voltage V (V) 

~ 
'5 

FIG. 3. Measured (red and green) and fitted (blue) I-V and 
dI/dV curves of junction J4. 
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Table I: Junction area A, nominal spacer thickness t, junction resistance R, and the param.eters. deri~ed from Brinkman fits: me an 
baITier height 0, barrier asymmetry !l0, and the fitted baITier thickness tell for vanous Junctlons labeUed J I to J 6. 

1unction A (J.lm2) t (nm) R(Q) 13 (eV) 613 (eV) toff (nm) 

11 22 1.54 307 
J2 22 1.70 23.4 
J3 100 1.48 26.0 
14 100 1.54 5.6 
15 100 1.64 223 
16 225 1.70 

are connected by ultrasonic bonding. 
A representati ve 1- V curve taken at room temperature 

and the cOITesponding dl/dV- V curve are presented in Fig. 3 
and show typical tunneling-type behaviour. The dl/dV-V 
curve is parabolic with its minimum away from V=O. We 
observe similar curves for all junctions with t>1.5 nm, for 
which the voItage drop is sufficient to reveal the non-linear 
part of 1- V characteristics, and' we can fit them with the 
Brinkman formula [4]. The ca1culated baITier heights (3 vary 
from 0.33 to 0.78 eV and showadefinite barrier asymmetry 
(Table 1). The variation of the barrier heights could be 
related to locally different Si contents in the Si-rich spacer. 
The observed barrier asymmetry is most likely caused by 
different rates of diffusion at Fe/Si and SilFe interfaces [1]. 
The fitted baITier thicknesses teff are in most ca ses slightly 
smaJler than the nominal Si indicating so me interdiffusion at 
the interfaces. For junctions 11 and 13, however, the 
Brinkman fits result in le.rf>t, which according to Ref. [5] is 
an indication of a small amount of pin-holes in the spacer 
layer. In this case, the transport across the pin-holes coexists 
with the dominating tunneling process and leads to a slightly 
decreased value ofthe fitted barrier height [5] . 

In Fig. 4 we show the resistance times area product RA 
versus t on a semi-logarithmic scale. The value of RA 
increases at room temperature strongly with I by more than 
4 orders of magnitude, while I only approximately doubles. 
The decay length 10"'1 A (dashed line in Fig. 4) is of the 
same order of magnitude as the decay length of the coupling 
strength given in Fig. 1 and in Ref. [I]. 

A typical temperature dependence for junctions of the 
zero-bias resistance for junctions with lefr-t is presented in 
Fig. 5. The resistance slightly decreases (5-7%) with 
temperature and thus indicates prevailing direct elastic 
tunneling. The temperature dependence in this case arises 
solely from the broadening of Fermi distributions. Elastic 
but resonant tunneling is much weaker than the direct one 
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and obeys a decay length, which is twice as large as the 
decay length of direct tunneling. We cannot definitely 
exclude resonant elastic tunneling for our junctions because 
of the narrow thickness range (1.4<t<I.7 nm). Different 
weights of the contributions from elastic direct and elastic 
resonant tunneling could lead to the scattering of the RA 
values in Fig. 4. Next, we consider inelastic tunneling based 
on thermo-activated hopping across impurity states in the 
barrier. For this channel a strong decrease of resistance with 
temperature is expected. Thus, this channel is not dominant 
in our junctions. Finally, the third criterion for direct 
tunneling - the negative temperature coefficient of the 
resistance observed in Fig. 5 - allows us to exclude a 
significant metallic contribution to the electron transport 
through pin-holes. . 

We conclude that epitaxial, AF coupled Fe/Sl/Fe 
junctions fulfil the necessary and sufficient criteria for direct 
elastic electron tunnel ing. The experi mentally proven 
coexistence of both strong AF coupling and electron 
transport via elastic tunneling across nominally pure Si 
spacers is an important piece of information for the 
c1arification of the so far unknown mechanism of strong AF 
interlayer exchange coupling across Si spacers . 
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Layered magnetic structures: twisted ground state due to strong antiferromagnetic 
coupling 

M. Buchmeier, R. Gareev, D. E. Bürgler and P. Grünberg 
Institute "Electronic Properties" 

We have investigated the remagnetization behavior of ferromagnetic doublelayers with strong an
tiferromagnetic interlayer exchange coupling. If the coupling and external field are strong enough 
a partial Bloch-type domain wall parallel to the interface will form inside the ferromagnetic layers. 
This twisted groundstate has to be taken into account when extracting the coupling constants from 
hysteresis loops. Comparing experimental Magneto-Optic-Kerr-Effect (MOKE) and Brillouin Light 
Scattering (BLS) data obtained from strongly coupled Fe/Si/Fe SampIes with a model calculation 
we find strong evidence for the twisted state. 

After the discovery of magnetic interlayer exchange 
coupling (IEC) in 1986 by Grünberg et al. [1] the phe
nomenon has been explored in much detail and its origin 
is basically understood. Still some discrepancies remain, 
far example the large differences between the theoret
ically predicted and experimentally measured coupling 
strengths [2]. On the other hand there is an increasing 
interest in interlayer coupling, in particular in systems 
showing strong antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling, due 
to applications as artificial antiferromagnets or antifer
rimagnets in magnetic sensors [3] and more recently in 
antiferromagnetically coupled (AFC) storage media for 
hard disk drives [4]. Here we report on the features of 
the twisted magnetization state encountered in strongly 
coupled systems and discuss its effect on the remagneti
zation behavior. 

80A Fe Spacer 100A Fe 

FIC. 1. Schematic view of the twisted magnetization state 
in a sampIe with strong AFM coupling. The circles lie in 
the plane of the interfaces. The in-plane magnetization an
gle evaries in direction of the sampIe normal n. The pic
ture corresponds to Fe(80A)/spacer/Fe(100A) with applied 
field Bext of 0.5 T and coupling strength J1 == -2.6 mJ /m2

, 

J2 == -0.2 mJ/m2 typical for a Si spacer with a thickness of 
lOA. 

The interlayer exchange coupling can be quantita
tively described by the phenomenological bilinear and 
biquadratic coupling constants J1 and J2 respectively, 
which are defined by their corresponding energy E c = 
- I:i Ji COS i (t:,.(}) [2]. Generally their determination re
quires comparing the field dependence of experimental 
data with a model calculation. In the case of strong cou
pling special care has to be taken as the commonly used 
approximation of a rigid magnetization, uniform in each 
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ferromagnetic (FM) layer, will break down. If the AFM 
interlayer coupling and external field are strong enough 
compared to the intralayer exchange the magnetizations 
twist forming a partial Bloch-type domain wall parallel 
to the interface as sketched in Fig. 1. 
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FIG. 2. Calculated field dependence of the twisted state 
(a) compares the averaged magnetization angles (redd) with 
the rigid magnetization approximation (black dashed line). In 
(b) the twisting angle defined as in Fig. 1 is plot ted. 

The twisted groundstate has been investigated in much 
detail for the so called exchange springs [5], layered or 
granular systems with strong direct FM coupling between 
a hard and soft magnetic material. However, there are 
only few publications [6-8] treating the twisted ground
state in the case of AFM coupling. The occurrence of the 
twisted configuration is a result of competing torques ex
er ted at the interface by the coupling and in the bulk 
by the external field. Its possible lower energy com
pared to the uniformly magnetized configuration is due 



to a reduction of the coupling energy at the cost of in
tralayer exchange energy, which tends to keep the spins 
inside the FM layers parallel. A critical AFM coupling 
strength Jcrit at which the intralayer exchange and inter
layer coupling energy corresponding to a small twist in 
parallel alignment will cancel out can be estimated to be 
Jcrit ~ -Ajd, where d is the FM layer thiclmess and A 
the intralayer exchange constant. For I J11 « I Jcrit I the 
twisting effects in a thin film sampie can be neglected 
and the rigid magnetization approximation can be ap
plied as the corresponding intralayer exchange will be 
bigger than the coupling energy. On the other hand the 
twist becomes dominant leading to an disproportionate 
increase of the saturation field with the coupling strength 
for IJ11 > IJcritl when the anisotropy is negligible. 
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FIG. 3. MOKE loops (a),(b) and BLS data (e) for a 
Fe(80 A)jSi(10 A)jFe(100 A) sampie. The field is applied 
along an easy axis in (a) and (e) and a hard axis in (b). Black 
dotted lines and open eircles are the experimental data, the 
green dotted !ines fits including the twisted state. 

Using d = 100 A and the literature exchange value for 
iron of A = 2 X 10-11 Jjm yields Jcrit = -2 mJjm2 . 

The calculated field dependence in Fig. 2 using param-
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eters typical for Fe(80 A)jSi(10 A)jFe(100 A) [satura
tion magnetization M s = 1.65 X 106 Ajm, fourfold crys
tal anisotropy K 1 = 45000 Jjm3 and coupling values of 
J 1 = -2.6 mJ jm2 , h = -0.2 mJ jm2

], indeed shows pro
nounced deviations form the uniform state. Although 
the averaged magnetization angles of the twisted state 
(solid line in Fig. 2(a)) which approximately determine 
the MOKE-signal, are elose to the result obtained as
suming a rigid static magnetization (dotted line) over a 
wide field range, they clearly deviate for B ext > 0.3 T, 
and the saturation field is about a factor of two bigger. 
Thus, deriving the coupling strengths from the satura
tion and spin-flop fields using the rigid approximation 
will lead to a systematic overestimation of J1 and espe
cially J2. The overestimation of J2 would be as much as 
by a factor of 3 for the parameters used here. In Fig. 
2(b) we plot the the twisting angle defined in Fig. 1 as a 
measure of the non-uniformity. The twisting angle is not 
negligible apart from the antiparallel state at low fields 
(Bext < 0.07 T) and the saturated state (Bext > 0.63 T) 
and reaches a maximum value of about 20·. 

In Fig. 3 we fit experimental data measured on a 
epitaxial Fe(80 A) jSi(lO A) jFe(100 A) sampIe. This 
system shows among the largest AFM-coupling values 
(IJI > 6 mJjm2

) found ever [9]. For the modeling of the 
MOKE-data [Fig. 3 (a) and (b)] the quadratic MOKE
effects [10] and the twisted state are taken into account 
approximately by the average magnetization angles. On 
the other hand the calculation of the spinwave frequencies 
measured by BLS [Fig. 3 (c)] requires the fuH magnetic 
configuration to be included [11]. The coupling values of 
J1 = -1.9 mJjm2 and h = -0.2 mJjm2 extracted from 
the different curves are in good agreement and the cal
culated and experimental curves fits nicely. This shows 
that the twisted state exists in our sample and is con
form to the theory as on the other hand a satisfactory fit 
assuming a rigid magnetization is not possible. 

In conclusion, we have observed the twisted ground
state in strongly AFM coupled doublelayer systems. It 
has been included in the calculation of MOKE and BLS 
data, which allows the accurate determination of the cou
pling constants . 
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Dynamic properties of sputtered VITROV AC thin films 

A.B. Drovosekov, R.R. Gareev, T. Damm, D.E. Bürgler, and P.A. Grünberg 
Institute "Electronic Properties" 

U. Poppe 
Institute "Microstructure Research" 

VITROV AC 6025 thin-film sampies of different thicknesses are investigated by means of two 
high-frequency techniques: Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and Brillouin light scattering 
(BLS). FMR measurements are performed by sweeping the frequency from 50 MHz to 40 GHz. 
In BLS, both the Damon-Eshbach surface mode and multiple standing volume spin wave modes 
are detected. The combination of FMR and BLS enables us to evaluate the g-factor and the 
saturation magnetization Ms for film thicknesses down to 4 nm. Thickness and preparation 
dependent effects are found and discussed. 

Amorphous VITROV AC magnetic alloys feature soft 
magnetic properties such as very low coercivity and 
anisotropy as weil as a high permeability and are therefore 
used for magnetic field sensors [I]. This application requires 
the preparation and characterization of sputtered 
VITROV AC films and motivates our investigation of their 
magnetic properties. Up to now, there is no report devoted 
to the high-frequency magnetic properties of sputtered 
VITROV AC thin films. 

Thin films are prepared by ion-beam sputtering in two 
different deposition setups from VITROV AC 6025 
(C066SiI6BI2Fe4M02) targets built from 30 flm-thick 
amorphous, melt-spun ribbons. We perform FMR and BLS 
for ribbons as weil as for a set of thin film sampies of 
different thicknesses t. The sampie of 150 nm thickness was 
sputtered onto a sapphire substrate, all other sampies are 
prepared on oxidized Si wafers. Films with t~ 125 nm are 
prepared in a small HV chamber using a Kaufmann source, 
and those with t-:;'70 nm in a 4"-compatible UHV system 
equipped with ECR sources. 

In order to study FMR we use a frequency-sweep 
technique described in Ref. [2]. Our FMR setup is based on 
a Network Analyser (HP8722ES), which provides the 
possibility to measure the reflection coefficient SI I of a 
microwave system in a wide range of frequencies from 
50 MHz to 40 GHz. We measure the reflected signal in the 
Corbino geometry where the thin-film sampie terminates a 

1~=6.0 kOe 

10.1 dB 

o 10 20 30 40 
Sweep frequency (GHz) 

FIG. I. Experimental FMR spectra of alSO nm-thick film 
measured in different magnetic fields H. 

coaxial line. The extemal magnetic field H of up to 6 kOe is 
applied in the film plane. The microwave magnetic field has 
radial symmetry according to the modes in the coaxial line. 
The difference between reflection coefficients obtained at 
two different extemal magnetic fields provides information 
about the resonant losses in the sampie. 

BLS measurements are carried out in the back-scattering 
geometry using a Sandercock-type tandem Fabry-Perot 
interferometer in (2x3)-pass configuration. An argon laser 
(11,=532 nm) is used as a light source. The magnetic field 
(H<6 kOe) is applied in the film plane and perpendicular to 
the plane defined by the incident and reflected light beam. 
The magnon spectra are observed at an angle of 45° 
corresponding to qll = 1.67'105 cm-I. 

Figure I shows experimental FMR spectra for alSO nm
thick film. The field dependent minimum reflects the FMR 
absorption line. Figure 2 depicts the dependencies of the 
FMR frequencies on H for the ribbon sampie as weil as for 
150 and 70 nm-thick films. The signal from VITROV AC 
sampies with t'!,35 nm is not detectable with our FMR setup 
based on a Network Analyser. 
The theoretical treatment of the experimental FMR spectra 
is performed on the basis of the formula for the frequency of 
precession (j) in a homogeneously magnetized disk [3] 

(ro/y)2 = H (H + 4nMsJ, (1) 
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where y=g'tlslh with the g-factor g and the saturation 

magnetization Ms. For al1 three films the g-factor is constant 
(g=2.14), while the Ms value is varying. 

Figure 3 shows typical experimental BLS spectra taken at 
two different magnetic fields. The BLS spectra are 
characterized by the presence of a weak and a strong peak 
on the Stokes side and up to six peaks on the anti-Stokes 
side. The resulting field dependence of BLS frequencies for 
alSO nm sampIe is shown in the Fig. 4. 

The theoretical treatment of BLS is performed including 
dipolar interaction and exchange. In this case, the Damon
Eshbach (DE) surface mode frequency is given by [4] 

«())/"()2 = H (H + 41tMs) + (21tMs)2[1 - exp( -2 qll t )], (2) 

and the volume mode frequencies are given by [5] 

(3) 

where D=2A/Ms, l=qIl2+(n1t/ti with n= 1,2,3 ... the number 
of the standing spin wave mode, and A is the exchange 
stiffness. 
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FIO. 4. Dependence of BLS mode frequencies on H for a 150 
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Table I: Summary of fitted parameters for the whole set of 
sampIes. 

f 

(nm) 
Ribbon 
(30 [.Im) 

150* 

100* 

125* 

70 

35 

18 

9 

4 

feLS 
(nm) 

150±90D 

150±50D 

110±IIOD 

90±40D 

g-faetor 

2.14±0.14F 

2.I4±0.04F 

2.14±O.07F 

2.14±0.04F 

2.14±0.14F 

2.18±0.IOD 

2.15±O.IOD 

2.18±0.IOD 

2.2±0.2D 

Ms 
(0) 

400 ± 80F 

620±20F 

600±40F 

590±IOF 

330±70F 

200±40D 

200±40D 

200±40D 

80±40D 

A'IO' 
(erg/em) 

3±3v 

6±4v 

3±3v 

S±3v 

* Estimated, no thiekness calibration of the Kaufmann souree F . 
Derived from FMR data. 

D Derived from the DE mode in BLS. 
v Derived from BLS volume modes. 

Inserting the g-factor and the magnetizations Ms obtained 
from FMR measurements in Eq. (2) and comparing with 
experimental BLS spectra enables us to identify the line on 
the Stokes side of Fig. 3 as the DE mode. Fitting the field 
dependence of the volume mode frequencies with Eq. (3) 
allows evaluating the exchange stiffness constant A and the 
film thickness tBLS, yet with large errors. This procedure 
could be performed for the t?.70 nm. For thinner films the 
volume modes are not observed. However, it is still pos~ible 
to obtain the g- factor and magnetization M s from the 
position of DE modes. The results of the fits are 
summarized in Table I. 

Our frequency-sweep FMR technique in Corbino 
geometry provides a simple method to determine the g
factor and Ms, but only for t?.70 nm. For thinner films, these 
parameters are derived from BLS spectra. The thicknesses 
detennined from the DE mode positions are - within the 
sizeable error bars - in agreement with the estimated 
nominal values. We find that the g-factor is rather constant 
with film thickness. In contrast, Ms shows strong variations: 
Ms is (i) reduced for all films prepared with the ECR 
sources (t~70 nm) and (ii) extremely small for t=4 nm. 
Possible reasons for this behaviour are (i) different 
compositions due to preferential sputtering under ECR 
conditions and (ii) a reduced Curie temperature for the 4 nm 
film. X-ray reflectivity data indicate the presence of an 
oxide with a thickness of up to 3 nm, which reduces the 
effective magnetic thickness of the thinnest film to about I 
nm. Future studies including in-situ x-ray photoemission 
and Auger spectroscopy (XPS/AES) will focus on the 
dependence of the composition and closely related the 
saturation magnetization on the sputter conditions and on a 
precise determination of the effective magnetic thickness of 
the investigated films. 

[I] O.V. Nielsen et al., Sensors and Actuators A 59,168 (1997) 
[2] J.C. Booth el al., Rev. Sei. Instrum. 65, 2082 (1994) 
[3] C. Kittel, Phys. Rev. 73, 155 (1948) 
[4] R.W. Damon and J.R. Eshbach, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 19, 308 

(1961) 
[5] M. Orimsditch et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 43, 711 (1979) 
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Optimizing the GMR effect in NiFe/Cu/Co pseudo spin-valves prepared by 
magnetron sputtering 

Amitesh Paul, Thorsten Damm, Daniel E. Bürgler, and Peter Grünberg 
Institute "Elect1'onic Properties" 

Simon Stein and Hermann Kohlstedt 
Institute "Electrocemmic Materials" 

We study the dependence of magnetic and magnetotransport properties of NiFe/Cu/Co pseudo 
spin-valves on the pressure of the Ar sputtering gas during magnetron deposition. The giant 
magnetoresistance (GMR) ratio as a function of the sputtering pressure behaves non-monotonic 
with a max.imum of about 4% at an intermecliate pressure of 0.87 x 10-2 mbar. Atomic force 
microscopy image reveal a variation of the grain structure with increasing sputtering pressure: The 
grain size first decreases and then the grains start clustering for highest pressures. These changes 
influence the spin-independent scattering and thus the GMR ratio via the saturation resistance R s . 

Giant magnetoresistanee (GMR) in spin-valves based 
on different magnetie materials with different eoerci ve 
fields - so-ealled pseudo spin-valves - are interesting 
from the applieation point of view for developing mag
netie sensors and magnetoresistive random aeeess mem
ory (MRAM) teehnologies [1]. 

Recently, the influenee of the sputtering gas pres
sure during rf sputtering of the hard CoFe layer in 
NiFe/Cu/CoFe pseudo spin-valves has been studied [2]. 
The inerease of the GMR ratio with pressure was as
soeiated with a small deerease of the grain cluster size 
[2] . Due to the magnetie eonfinement of the plasma in 
magnetron sputtering, the dependenee of plasma prop
erties such as the ionization effieieney on press ure are 
different from that of rf sputtering [3]. Therefore, we at
tempt to optimize the GMR ratio ofNiFe/Cu/Co pseudo 
spin-valves by ehanging the sputtering pressure of a mag
netron sputtering system. 

The pseudo spin-valves studied in the present work 
are struetures of NiFe/Cu/Co prepared by de magnetron 
sputtering. The sputtering pressure was eontrolled by 
the ftow of 99.9999% Ar in the ehamber. Trilayer sam
pies labeled SI, S2, and S3 ofthe strueture SiOdNiFe(5.0 
nm)/Cu(3.0 nm)/Co(3 .0 nm) are prepared at three dif
ferent Ar pressures as listed in Table 1. 

Magnetoresistanee is measured at room temperature 
(RT) by the eonventional four-probe de teehnique, and 
magnetization loops are reeorded by means of the 
magneto-optie Kerr (MOKE) effeet at RT. The magnetie 

TABLE I : The GMR ratio, saturation resistance Rs , average 
feature size, and surface roughness Usur/ace of spin-valves SI, 
S2, and S3 prepared at clifferent Ar pressures. 

Sample Ar pressure GMR R s Feature size O"surface 

(10-2 mbar) (%) (r!) (nm) (nm) 

SI 0.34 2.5 0.139 180 1.3 

S2 0.87 4.0 0.012 78 0.3 

S3 1.70 1.3 0.116 229 2.0 

229 

field is applied in the plane of the sampIe for all measure
ments. Atomie force mieroseopy (AFM) measurements 
are performed in tapping mode using a multimode SPM 
from Digital Instruments. 

Figure 1 (a) shows the MOKE data of the sampies . Two 
distinct separate hysteresis loops eorresponding to NiFe 
(smaller eoereivity) and Co (larger eoereivity) are seen 
for SI and S2, and a weaker, but still well-defined sepa
ration for S3. The almost equal vertieal position of the 
plateau due to antialignment for all three sam pIes indi
eates that the fraction of the sampie with antiparallel 
alignment is approximately the same for all spin-valves. 
The eorresponding magnetoresistanee eurves are plot ted 
in Fig. l(b). The GMR ratio is defined as (Ro - R s )/ R s , 

where Rs and Ra are the resistanee with and without 
saturating magnetie field, respeetively. The redueed eo
ereivity of S3 is reftected by a narrower field range of 
the high-resistanee state. Note, that the GMR ratio for 
S2 is higher than that of SI and S3 . Thus, the GMR 
ratio shows a non-monotonie dependenee on the sputter
ing pressure. This behavior eorrelates with the different 

(ij 
c 
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'00 
w 6 - o- S1 
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FIG. 1: (a) MOKE hysteresis loops, and (b) magnetoresis
tance of spin-valves SI, S2, and S3. 
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FI G. 2: 1 t-tm x 1 t-tm AFM micrographs and height-height cor· 
relation functions C(R) calculated according to the definition 
in Eq. (1) from the images of spin-valves (a) 81 (greyscale 
range 5.0 nm), (b) 82 (greyscale range 2.5 nm), and (c) 83 
(greyscale range 10.0 nm). Arrows mark the first correlation 
maxima which yield a measure for the typical lateral feature 
size. Dashed curves in (a) and (b) are vertically magnified by 
a factor of 10. 

topographies visible in the AFM mierographs in Fig. 2. 
The right parts show the height-height eorrelation fune
tion C(R) defined by 

1 r2rr j ~ C(R):= 2rrA Ja d13 A d
2
p z(ii)z(p+R), (1) 

where R = (R,13) is an in-plane veetor in the integra
tion area A, and z(R) the height profile. The first eor
relation maximum allows determining the typieal size of 
the surfaee features. Evenly distributed grains 180 and 
78 nm in size are observed for 81 and 82, respeetively. 
For 83, however, we observe a different surfaee morphol
ogy with larger eongeries 01' clusters of small grains with 
an average size of 229 nm and voids in between. The 
rms value of the surfaee roughness, usw'jace, is given by 
the relation C(O) = U;urjace' The observed variation of 
er sur j ace (Table I) supports the topologieal ehanges from 
large and small grains in Figs. 2(a) and (b), respectively, 
to an arrangement of grain clusters in Fig. 2(e). The 
volume sensitive saturation resistanees Rs clearly refleet 
these structural differences: Rs of sampIe 82 is about one 
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order of magnitude sm aller than those of sampIes 81 and 
83 (Table I) . 

The deposition rates used in our study (0.037 -
0.056 nm/s) are one order of magnitude lower than usu
ally reported [2, 4], and the substrate heat load is low . 
Therefore, the temperature is not expected to inerease 
signifieantly above RT or to vary with Ar pressure. The 
slight deerease of the deposition rates with inereasing Ar 
pressure (while all other parameters are kept eonstant) 
is due to the aeeumulation of eharged particles ne ar the 
target caused by magnetie eonfinement and due to more 
eollisions between the ejeeted particles and the Ar gas. 
The me an free path varies in the pressure range from 0.34 
to 1.70xl0- 2 mbar between about 3.0 and 0.5 em and 
is always sm aller than the target-substrate separation of 
6 em. Thus, the pressure inerease results in a lower aver
age energy and a broader angular distribution of the par
ticles arriving at the substrate [4] . The reduced energy 
leads to less surfaee mobility of the deposited adatoms 
and a higher nucleation density. Therefore, the grain size 
deereases with pressure and the grain density inereases. 
This behavior is clearly observed for sampies 81 and 82 
in Figs . 2(a) and (b). The broadening of the angular dis
tribution eventually leads to intergrain shading [4] whieh 
gives rise to a morphology with hilloeks or clusters and 
voids on a length seale larger than the grain size. We 
relate the undulated topography of sam pIe 83 in Fig . 
2(e) to this intergrain shading effect. The inerease in R s 
by almost one order of magnitude for highest and low
est pressures (Table I) supports the deseribed structural 
ehanges with voids 01' high-resistive boundaries between 
large grains for 81 and between grain clusters for 83 . 
Intergrain magnetie interaetions within grain clusters of 
the NiFe and Co layers may eause ineoherent magnetie 
reversal rotation [5] of the clusters which explains the 
lower eoereivity for sampIe 83 [Fig. 1 (a)]. 

In eonclusion, the GMR ratio of NiFe/Cu/Co pseudo 
spin-valves prepared by de magnetron sputtering has 
been optimized using an intermediate Ar pressure. The 
non-monotonie dependenee of the GMR ratio on the Ar 
pressure results from (i) the grain size variation and (ii) 
the onset of grain cluster formation due the intergrain 
shading. Both effeets have an influenee on the spin
independent seattering rate as refleeted by variations of 
the saturation resistanee. 

[1] C . Dupas, P. Beauvillain, C. Chappert, J . P. Renard, F . 
Trigui, P. Veillet, E. Wlu, and D. Renard , J . App!. Phys. 
67, 5680 (1990). 

[2] 8. Bae, J. Li, J . H. Judy, and 8 . Zurn, App!. Phys. LeU. 
77, 3435 (2000). 

[3] T. E. Sheridan, M. J. Goeckner, and J. Goree, Appl. Phys. 
Lett . 57, 2080 (1990). 

[4] J . A. Thornton, J. Vac. Sei. Techno!. 11,666 (1974) . 
[5] R . W. Vook, Int. Met. Rev. 27, 209 (1982). 



The Electronic Structure of Artificial Quasi-One Dimensional Systems 

L. Baumgarten, Ch. Zilkens 
Institute "Electronic Properties" 

The electronic structure of submonolayer coverage of Copper on W(llO) stepped surfaces has 
been investigated using angle resolved photoelectron spectroscopy. For coverages around 0.1 
monolayers a Cu related electronic structure near tbe Fermi edge shows dispersion along and no 
dispersion perpendicular to the step edge direction. We interpret this behavior as an indication for 
atomic chain formation of the Copper atoms along the Tungsten steps. 

Over the past decade there was great success in the 
technical application of quasi two-dimensional systems 
(layers and multilayers). Magnetoresistance devices, 
based on the exchange irlteraction· of ferromagnetic 
layers coupled through an intermediate layer are 
nowadays standard for reading magnetic storage discs. 
The next step towards an application specific material 
design is expected from a further reduction of 
dimensionality. Equivalent to the history of two 
dimensional systems more recently pure research first 
paid attention to one and zero dimensional systems 
(atomic chains and quantum dots). The interest, 
especially in metallic chains, is of principle character. 
Such systems should show pronounced instabilities in 
magnetic and electron phonon interaction as weIl as a 
different electron-electron interaction behavior near the 
Fermi edge, known as "Luttinger liquid". There are 
mainly three methods in preparing quasi-one
dimensional systems. Lithography is the common 
technique in semiconductor device applications. In 
pure research usually two methods are used. The self 
assembling of adsorbates on single crystalline surfaces 
[1] (OICu(llO); Au/Ni(llO)) or step edge decoration of 
vicinal surfaces by molecular beam epitaxy [2]. 
Especially step edge decoration offers a wide range of 
choice in materials for preparing metallic chains. The 
principle of this method is shown in figure 1. A single 
crystal, slightly miscut towards a low index direction, 
is used as a substrate for molecular beam epitaxy. The 
miscut results in the formation of terraces separated by 
steps. The step density depends on the miscut angle. 
For specific preparation conditions step flow of the 
adsorbate is expected. This means, deposited adsorbate 
atoms move across the terrace towards the step. The 
aim is to prepare atomic chains along the steps. The 
difficulty is to find the specific preparation conditions 
depending on adsorbate and substrate material, step 
edge orientation, substrate temperature, etc. We 
investigated the coverage dependant electronic 
structure of Cu on vicinal W(llO) surfaces using angle 
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy. The choice of 
tungsten as substrate material was govemed by its 
stability against interdiffusion and alloying as weH as 
the fact that nearly all d-metals can be grown as single 
crystalline films on a flat W(llO) surface. 

Stepedge decoration 

Fig.l: Ideal metal chains on a stepped W(llO) surface. 

Photoemission experiments are performed at the 
DELTA storage ring (Dortmund, Germany). 
Photoelectron spectra are recorded by a Scienta SES 
200 analyzer. The sampies are prepared by in situ 
molecular beam epitaxy. From submonolayer to 
monolayer coverages the gradual development of the 
electronic structure from a quasi-one to a two 
dimensional system is analyzed. For coverages around 
0.1 monolayer aseries of energy and momentum 
dependent spectra in the vicinity of the Fermi edge are 
shown in figure 2. The Cu related feature is enhanced 
by a subtraction of the tungsten background. The Cu 
related electronic state near the Fermi edge shows 
dispersion only for electron momenta along the step 
edge direction. This is expected for a one-dimensional 
system since the electrons can only move along the 
chain. Thus, this behavior is the frrst indication of a 
quasi-one-dimensional electronic state of Cu on vicinal 
W(llO). 
In summary, this work demonstrates that molecular 
beam epitaxy anto regular stepped substrates can be an 
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useful method for preparing and investigating a variety 
of artificial quasi-one dimensional materials. Thus in 
combination with angle resolved photoelectron 
spectroscopy experimental electron-electron and 
electron-phonon interaction parameter should be 
available for a variety of materials. Finally we 
acknowledge the help of the DELTA staff. This was 
one of the first successful experiments at the DELTA 
storage ring and shows the availability of an additional 
synchrotron radiation source for user applications. 
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Fig.2: Photoelectron difference spectra of 0.1 
monolayer Cu on stepped W(llO). 
The dispersion of the Cu related state (a) perpendicular 
and (b) along the step edge direction of the W(llO) 
vicinal surface is shown. 

[1] C. Pampuch et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 85,2561 
[2] A. Dallmeyer et al. Phys. Rev. B61, R5133 
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Detection of ferromagnetic spin structure of Manganese in an exchange biased 
IrMn/CoFe Bilayer 

J. Morenzin and S. Cramm, 
Institute "Electronic Properties" 

D. Schondelmaier, H.A. Dürr and W. Eberhardt 
BESSY GmbH, Albert- Einstein-Str.15, D - 12489 Berlin 

The magnetic properties of an exchange bias layer system are reported, composed of an 
antiferromagnetic 85 A IrMn layer and a ferromagnetic 150 A CoFe layer. An exchange 
field He of 43 Oe was determined by magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE). Measurements of 
the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at the L2,3 edges of Mn and Co show local 
magnetic moments not only at the Co atoms in the ferromagnetic layer but also at the Mn 
atoms in the antiferromagnetic layer. The latter can be assigned to uncompensated spins at a 
part of the Mn, atoms at the interface. 

More than 40 years ago Meikeljohn and· Bean! 
discovered the exchange bias phenomenon, Le. a 
shift of the hysteresis loop by a bias field He of a 
ferromagnetic (FM) layer brought in contact with 
an antiferromagnetic (AF) layer. The effect is 
ascribed to an uncompensated amount of 
ferromagnetic spins at the interface layer in the AF. 
However, even after a large amount of work a 
microscopic understanding of the effect is not yet 
established. Experimentally this may be due to the 
fact that most of the observation methods can not 
distinguish the small signal of less than a 
monolayer of uncompensated spins from the 
magnetic signal of the FM layer. Using x-ray 
magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at high
brilliance 3rd generation synchrotron light sources 
such as BESSY we show that it is now possible to 
obtain element specific information on the magnetic 
moments and to detect even minute magnetic 
effects at the interface layers of exchange biased 
sampIes. 

We have measured the XMCD of Manganese and 
Cobalt in an exchange biased IrMnlCoFe bilayer. 
The measurements were performed at the IFF - FZ 
Jülich beamline UE5611-SGM at BESSY, Berlin, 
using circular polarized light with an energy 
resolution ofO.3 eV. 

For this study a 200 A Cu / 85 A IrMn / 150 A 
CoFe 150 A Cu. sampie was prepared on a loooA 
thick SiN membrane by magnetron sputter 
deposition. The Cu seed layer was needed to cause 
a notable exchange biasing of the FM Co Fe layer 
after the whole structure was deposited in an 
applied magnetic field. The Cu capping layer 
served as a contamination protection of the sampIe. 
The hysteresis loop of the sampie obtained using 
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the magneto-optic Kerf effect (MOKE) is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

The magnetic fjeld was applied along the easy 
magnetization direction. We obtain an exchange 

MOKE hysteresis loop 
1;-_ ...... ....,i ...... __ .~,-L ... -1 ............. ,----.- .. . 
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Fig.l Hysteresis loop of thc easy axis of the exchange 
biased sampie. 

field of He 43 Oe, The coercivity is He 36 Oe. 
XMCD spectra were obtained by switching a static 
magnetic field generated by a pair of permanent 
magnets mounted in the high-vacuum chamber, 
switching paralleIl anti-parallel to the easy axis of 
the sampie at each energy step of the spectrum. The 
sampIe normal was aligned with a fixed angle of 
450 relative to the incident x-rays. The transmitted 
x-ray intensity, I, was measured with aGaAsP 
diode mounted behind the sampie. The x-ray 
intensity, Io, before the sampie was measured as the 
total electron yield of a gold mesh. The normalized 
absorption spectra at the ~.J edges of Mn and Co 
are shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2c. 
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Fig.2 X-ray absorption (a) & (e) and XMCD (b) & (d) speetra versus photon energy at the L2,3 edges of 
Co and Mn. The XMCD speetra were taken by flipping the magnetization of tbe sampIe with help of an 
applied external field. 

The spectra obtained for each magnetization were 
subtracted from each other to get the XMCD 
spectra at the Mn and Co L edge respectively, The 
XMCD spectra are shown in Fig. 2b and Fig. 2d. 

We found a strong dichroism of 31 % at the Co edge 
and a dichroism of 0.48% at the Mn edge. For Co a 
considerable MXCD signal is expected, reflecting a 
high local magnetic moment around the Co atoms 
since they are located in a ferromagnetic layer. But 
in AF IrMn the XMCD signal should be zero. 

There are two obvious possible reasons for the non
zero MXCD of Mn: A) Part of the Mn atoms could 
have diffused into the FM layer, experiencing there 
a considerable magnetic moment. B) All or part of 
the interface Mn atoms could be influenced by 
uncompensated spins. Uncompensated spins are 
recently discussed to playa key role in the AFIFM 
coupling in exchange biased systems 2.3. 

Other experimental details support explanation B): 
As mentioned above, a 200 A Cu seed layer was 
needed to obtain both exchange bias effect and 
MXCD signal at the Mn edge. No seed layer or 
different materials like Ta, Ag or Au resulted in 
both being much smaller. It is unprobable that the 
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material of the seed layer influences the diffusion of 
Mn atoms within the ColFe layer, while an 
influence on the growth and morphology at the 
interface is plausible. Moreover the diffusion is 
more likely at elevated temperatures rather than at 
room temperature growth applied here. 

We can estimate the number of uncompensated Mn 
spins assuming that the dichroism is similar on both 
Mn and Co Lz.3 edges. Taking into account the 
thickness of 85 A of the IrMn and assuming that 3 
A IrMn correspond to one monolayer, the total 
XMCD signal at the Mn L edge corresponds to a 
number of Mn atoms from about 13% of a 
monolayer of IrMn. In conclusion, the data in Fig. 
2d support the existence of uncompensated Mn 
spins at the CoFelIrMn interface. 

J W.H. Meikeljohn and c.P. Bean, Phys. Rev. 102, 
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coupling across semiconductors 
Journal ofphysics D - applied physics, 35 (2002), S. 
2403 

Heinze,S.*; Kurz,Ph.; Wortmann,D.; Bihlmayer,G.; 
Blüge1,S. 
Complex magnetism in ultra-thln films: atomic-scale 
spin structures and resolution by the spin-polarized 
scanning tunneling lnicroscope 
Applied physics A, 75 (2002), S. 25 
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Hoffmann,R.*; Bfugler,D. E.; van Schendel,P.J.A.*; 
Hug,H. J.*; Martin,S.*; GÜlltherodt,H.-J.* 
Perpendicular magnetic domains of a thin AglFel Ag 
film observed by magnetic force microscopy at room 
temperature 
Journal ofmagnetism and magnetic materials, 250 
(2002), S. 32 

Klingeler,R.; Bechthold,P. S.; Neeb,M.; Eberhardt,W. 
An experimental setup for nondestructive deposition of 
size-selected clusters 
Review of scientific instruments, 73 (2002), 4, S. 1803 
- 1808 

Klingeler,R.; Pontius,N.; Lüttgens,G.; Bechthold,P. S.; 
Neeb,M.; Eberhardt,W. 
Photoelectron spectroscopy of GdO 
Physical review A, 65 (2002), S. 032502 

Kuaur,B.; Buchmeier,M.; BÜfgler,D.E.; Grünberg,P. 
Exchange coupling ofMBE grown Fe/AlIFe trilayers 
by dynamic techniques 
Journal of applied physics, 91 (2002), S. 7209 

Kurz,Ph.; Bihlmayer,G.; Hirai,K. *; Blügel,S. 
Itinerant magnets on a triangular Cu(111) lattice 
Phase transitions, 75 (2002), S. 101 - 112 

Kurz,Ph.; Bihlmayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
Magnetism and electromc structure ofhcp Gd and the 
Gd(OOOI) surface 
Journal ofphysics: condensed matter, 14 (2002), S. 
6353 

Lüttgens,G.; Pontius,N.; Bechthold,P. S.; Neeb,M.; 
Eberhardt, W. 
Photon-induced thermal desorption of CO from small 
metal-carbonyl clusters 
Physical review letters, 88 (2002), S. 076102 

Maiti,K.; Malagoli,M. C.; Dallmeyer,A.; Carbone,C. 
Finite temperature magnetism in Gd : evidence against 
a stoner behavior 
Physical review letters, 88 (2002), 16, S. 167205 

Maus-Friedrichs,W. *; Frerichs,M. *; Gunhold,A. *; 
Krischok,S. *; Kempter,V. *; BihImayer,G. 
The characterization ofSrTi03(001) with MIES, 
UPS(HeI) and first-principles calculations 
Surface science, 515 (2002), S. 499 - 506 

Olligs,D.; Bfugler,D. . Wang,Y. G.; Kentzinger,E.; 
Rücker, U.; Schreiber,R.; Bruckel,Th.; Grünberg,P. 
Roughness-induced enhancement of giant 
magnetoresistance in epitaxial Fe/CrlFe(OOI) trilayers 
Europhysics letters, 59 (2002), 3, S. 458 - 464 

Paul,A. 
Effect of interface roughness on magnetic multilayers 
ofFelTb and Fe/Cr 



Journal ofmagnetism and magnetic materials, 240 
(2002), S. 497 - 500 

Paul,A.; Lodha,G. S. * 
Interface roughness correlation due to changing layer 
period in PtfC multilayers 
Physical review B, 65 (2002), S. 245426 

Pontius,N.; Lüttgens,G.; Bechthold,P. S.; Neeb,M.; 
Eberhardt, W. 
Size dependent hot-electron dynamies in small Pdn
clusters 
Journal of chemical physics, 115 (2001), S. 10479 

Schondelmaier, D.; Cramm, S.; Klingeler, R.; 
Eberhardt, W. 
Orientation and self-assembly ofhydrophobic 
fluoroalkylsilane 
Langmuir, 18 (2002) 16, S. 6242 - 6245 

Wortrnann,D.; Ishida,H.*; Blügel,S. 
An ab initio Green-function formulation ofthe transfer 
matrix: application to complex bandstructures 
Physical review B, 65 (2002), S. 165103 

Wortrnann,D.; Ishida,H.*; Blügel,S. 
Embedded Green-fimction approach to the ballistic 
electron tran sport through an interface 
Physical review B, 66 (2002), S. 075113 

Wortrnann,D.; Kurz,Ph.; Heinze,S.*; Hirai,K.*; 
Bihlmayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
Resolving noncollinear magnetism by spin-polarized 
scanning tunneling microscopy 
Journal ofmagnetism and magnetic materials, 240 
(2002), S. 57 - 63 

Wortrnann,D.; Kurz,Ph.; Heinze,S.; Hirai,K,*; 
Bihlrnayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
Resolving noncollinear magnetism by spin-polarized 
scanning tunneling microscopy 
Journal ofmagnetism and magnetic materials, 240 
(2002), S. 57 - 63 

Invited talks 

Bihlrnayer,G.; Kurz,P.; Blügel,S. 
Ab-initio prediction of complex magnetic structures in 
low dimensions 
19th General Conference ofthe EPS Condensed Matter 
Division 
Brighton: 07.04.2002 - 11.04.2002 

Bihlmayer,G.; Kurz,Ph.; Förster,F.; Blügel,S. 
Non-collinear ab-initio calculations with the FLAPW
method 
ESF/TMR Workshop: Noncollinear Magnetism 
Wien: 08.03.2001 
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Blügel,S.; Heinze,S.*; Wortmann,D.; Bihlmayer,G. 
Theorie komplexer magnetischer Strukturen in d,nnen 
Schichten und deren Aufl~sung mittels des spin
polarisierten STM 
DPG-Frühjahrstagung 
Hamburg: 26.03.2001 - 30.03.2001 

Bode,M. *; Pietzsch,O. *; Kubetzka,A. *; Heinze,S. *; 
Kleiber,M.*; Ravlic,R.*; Nie,X.; Blügel,S.; 
Wiesendanger,R. * 
Spin-polarisierte Rastertuunelmikroskopie 
DPG-Frühjahrstagung 
Hamburg: 26.03.2001 - 30.03.2001 

Buchmeier,M.; Kuanr,B.; Gareev,R. R.; BÜfgler,D. E.; 
Grünberg,P. 
Studies of strongly coupled epitaxial F e(OO 1 )/ AlIF e 
trilayers by brillouin light scattering 
DPG-Frühjahrstagung 
Regensburg: 11.03.2002 

BÜfgler,D.E. 
Interlayer coupling in FelFe-(l-x)Si-xlFe(OOl) 
structures 
ICMFS2002 
Kyoto, Japan: 08.03.2002 

Förster,F.; Bililmayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
Structure and magnetism ofthin Fe films on Cu(100) 
Symposium on Surface Science 
St. Christoph: 03.03.2002 - 09.03.2002 

Förster,F.; Bililmayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
Structure and magnetism ofthin Fe films on Cu(100) 
Symposium on Surface Science 2002 
St. Christoph am Arlberg: 03.03.2002 - 09.03.2002 

Gareev,R. R.; BÜfgler,D. E.; Buchmeier,M.; 
Schreiber,R.; Grünberg,P. 
Antiferrornagnetic interlayer exchange coupling in 
MBE-grown FelFel-xSixIFe structures 
DPG-Frühjahrstagung 
Regensburg: 11.03.2002 

Grünberg,P.; BÜfgler,D.E.; Gareev,R.R.; 
Buchmeier,M. 
Magnetic multilayers : exchange coupling of 
ferromagnetic films across metallic and 
semiconducting interlayers 
281. WE Heraeus Seminar 
Wandlitz: 12.06.2002 - 15.06.2002 

Heide,M.; Nie,X.; Bihlmayer,G.; Blüge1,S. 
Ab initio investigations ofFe/W(IIO) : magnetic 
structure of domain-walls 
DPG-Frühjahrstagung 
Regensburg: 11.03.2002 -15.03.2002 

Neeb,M.; Breuer,c.; Klingeler,R.; Blanchard,A.; 
Wirth,I.; Bechthold,P. S.; Eberhardt,W. 



Tunneling spectroscopy on small endohedral 
metallofullerenes on HOPG 
The Electrochemical Society Centennial Meeting 
Philadelphia, USA: 12.05.2002 - 17.05.2002 

Neeb,M.; Breuer,C.; Klingeler,R.; Blanchard,A.; 
Wirth,I.; Bechthold,P. S.; Eberhardt,W. 
Tunnelspektroskopie an kleinen metalldotierten 
Fullerenen aufHOPG 
DPG-Fruhjahrstagung 
Regensburg: 11.03.2002 - 15.03.2002 

Neeb,M.; Pontius,N.; Lüttgens,G.; Bechthold,P. S.; 
Eberhardt,W. 
Photoelectron spectroscopy on clusters as new 
materials 
New Opportunities in Ultrafast Science using X-rays : 
Workshop 
Napa, CA: 14.04.2002 - 17.04.2002 

Wortrnann,D. 
Spin-polarized ballistic electron transport through an 
interface by an embedded Green-function method 
ESCM 2002 : Electronic Structure and Computational 
Magnetism 
Washington, DC: 14.07.2002 - 17.07.2002 

Other talks 

Bfugler,D. E. 
Zwischenschicht-Kopplung über metallische, amorphe, 
zusammengesetzte und halbleitende 
Zwischenschichten 
Kolloquium: RWTH Aachen 
Aachen: 10.01.2002 

Bfugler,D. E.; Gtünberg,P. 
Structures of thm magnetic films separated by metallic 
or semiconducting interlayers : growth, structural, 
magnetic and magnetotransport properties 
Seminar: Tohoku University 
Sendai, Japan: 12.03.2002 

Bfugler,D.E. 
Kopplungs- und Transportph%onomene in 
magnetischen Nanostrukturen 
IFF-Kolloquium: Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 25.05.2002 

Bfugler,D.E. 
Magnetische Zwischenschichtkopplung über nicht
metallische Zwischenschichten 
SFB-Kolloquium : Universität Bochum 
Bochum: 17.10.2002 

Bfugler,D.E.; Gtünberg,P. 
Structures ofthin magnetic films separated by metallic 
or semiconducting interlayers : growth, structural, 
rnagnetic and rnagnetotransport properties 
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Seminar NTT 
Atsugi, Japan: 15.03.2002 

Cramm,S. 
Installation and first use ofthe IFF-IEE beamlines 
Beiratstreffen im IFF : Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 21.03.2002 

Damm,T. 
Fortschritte Ionenstrahl-Sputteranlage 
BMBF-Leitprojekt "Magneto-Elektronik" 
Bielefeld: 29.05.2002 

Gtünberg,P. 
Experiments on the relation between GMR and 
interface roughness and on the interlayer exchange 
coupling across semiconductors 
NTT 
Tokyo, Japan: 13.03.2002 

Grlinberg,P. 
Interlayer exchange coupling across metals and 
insulators 
Kolloquium: Universite Paris Sud 
Paris, France: 31.10.2002 

Gtünberg,P. 
Magnetische Multilagen 
Rundgespräch Schichtsysteme 
Bad Honnef: 14.02.2002 

Gtünberg,P.; Bfugler,D.E. 
Experiments on the relation between GMR and 
interface roughness and on the interlayer exchange 
coupling across semiconductors 
Institute for Materials Research 
Sendai, Japan: 11.03.2002 

Neeb,M.; Pontius,N.; Lüttgens,G.; Bechthold,P. S.; 
Eberhardt, W. 
Time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy on clusters 
BESSY FEL Workshop 
Berlin: 04.12.2002 

Posters 

Breidbach,M.; Olligs,D.; Bfugler,D.E.; Schreiber,R.; 
Gtünberg,P. 
Roughness-induced enhancement of giant 
magnetoresistance in epitaxial Fe/CrlFe(OOl) trilayers 
HGF-Workshop 'Kondensierte Materie' : 
Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 06.11.2002 

Buchmeier,M.; Kuanr,B. K.; Dassow,H.; Bfugler,D. 
E.; Gtünberg,P. 
Studies of strongly coupled epitaxial Fe(OO 1)/ AIlFe 
trilayers by brillouin light scattering 
3-Königs-Treffen: WE-Heraeus 2002 



07.01.2002 - 09.01.2002 

Buchmeier,M.; Kuanr,B.K.; Schreiber,R.; 
Bfugler,D.E.; Grünberg,P. 
Studies of strongly coupled epitaxial Fe(OOI)/AlIFe 
trilayers by Brillouin Light Scattering 
ICMFS 2002 
Kyoto, Japan: 05.03.2002 

Buchmeier,M.; Kuanr,B.K.; Schreiber,R.; 
Bfugler,D.E.; Grünberg,P. 
Studies of strongly coupled epitaxial Fe(OO 1)1 AlIFe 
trilayers by Brillouin Light Scattering 
HGF-Workshop 'Kondensierte Materie' : 
Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 06.11.2002 

Bfugler,D. E.; Gareev,R R.; Buchmeier,M.; 
Schreiber,R; Grünberg,P. 
Interlayer exchange coupling across iron-silicide 
spacers with varying Si content 
Gordon Research Conference on Magnetic 
N anostructures 
Il Ciocco, Italien: 28.04.2002 - 03.05.2002 

Cramm,S. 
First experiments and tests at beamline Ue56/1 
BESSY User Meeting 
Berlin: 09.12.2002 

Damm,T.; Paul,A.; Bfugler,D.E.; Grünberg,P.; Jia,C* 
Ion-beam and magnetron sputtering for the preparation 
of magnetic multilayers 
HGF-Workshop 'Kondensierte Materie': 
Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 06.11.2002 

Dassow,H.; Bfugler,D.E.; Grünberg,P.; Steffen,A.*; 
Lehmann,R. *; van der Hart,A. * 
F abrication of nanocontacts for current induced 
remagnetization ofFe/CrlFe layers 
HGF-Workshop 'Kondensierte Materie' : 
Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 06.11.2002 
102 

Gareev,R. R.; Bfugter,D. E.; Buchmeier,M.; 
Schreiber,R.; Grünberg,P. 
Interlayer exchange coupling in FelFeSiI /SilFeSilFe 
structures with combined metallic- and insulating-type 
spacers 
MORIS 02 : Magneto Optical Recording International 
Symposium 
05.05.2002 - 08.05.2002 

Gareev,R.R.; Bfugler,D.E.; Pohlmann,L.; 
Buchmeier,M.; Schreiber,R.; Grünberg,P.; Cramm,S.; 
Qin,Y.L.*; Jia,C.L.*; Siegel,M.*; Eisebitte,S.*; 
Zimina,A. 
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Magnetic interlayer coupling across non-metallic 
spacer layers 
HGF-Workshop Kondensierte Materie: 
Forschnngszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 06.11.2002 

Gareev,RR.; Pohimann,L. L.; Stein,S.; Bfugler,D.E.; 
Grünberg,P. 
Tunneling across epitaxial Fe/SilFe structures with 
strong antiferromagnetic coupling 
MMM 2002 : 47th Annual Conference on Magnetism 
& Magnetic Materials 
Tampa, Fla.: 11.11.2002 - 15.11.2002 

Gareev,R.R; Pohlmann,L.; Stein,S.; Bfugler,D.E.; 
Grünberg,P. A. 
Tunneling across epitaxial Fe/SilFe structures with 
strong antiferromagnetic coupling 
47th Annual Conference on Magnetism & Magnetic 
Materials 
Tampa, Florida: 11.11.2002 - 15.11.2002 

Heide,M.; Bihlrnayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
Magnetic structure of domain walls in ultrathin Fe 
filrns on the W(110) surface 
DPG-Frühjahrstagung 
11.03.2002 - 15.03.2002 

Heide,M.; Heinze,S.*; Nie,X.; Bihlmayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
Ab initio investigation ofFelW(llO) : magnetism, 
domain-walls, STM-images 
3-Königs-Treffen: WE-Heraeus 2002 
07.01.2002 - 09.01.2002 

Heide,M.; Heinze,S.*; Nie,X.; Bihlmayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
Ab initio investigations ofFe/W(110) : magnetism, 
domain-walls, STM-images 269 
WE-Heraeus Seminar on Magnetism on the Sub
Micrometer Scale : Interactions and Microscopy 
Bad Honnef: 07.01.2002 - 09.01.2002 

Heide,M.; Nie,X.; Bihlmayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
Ab initio investigations ofFelW(110) : magnetic 
structure ofDomain-Walls 
WE Heraeus Seminar 
Berlin: 11.06.2002 - 15.06.2002 

Heide,M.; Nie,X.; Bihlmayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
Ab initio investigations of F e/W (110) : magnetic 
structure of domain-walls 
2nd Annual Meeting of the R TN (Computational 
Magnetoelectronics) 
Oleron Island, France: 05.10.2002 - 09.10.2002 
ügel,S. 
Ab initio investigations ofFelW(llO) : magnetic 
structure of domain-walls 281 
WE-Heraeus Seminar on Spin-Orbit Interaction and 
Local Structure 
Wandlitz: 12.06.2002 - 15.06.2002 



Paul,A.; Damm,T.; Bfugler,D.E.; Stein,S.; 
Kohlstedt,H.; Griinberg,P. 
Correlation of magnetotransport and structure 
evolution in sputtered Co/Cu multilayers 
HGF-Workshop Kondensierte Materie: 
Forschungszentrum Jülich 
Jülich: 06.11.2002 

Wortmann,D.; Bihlmayer,G.; Blügel,S. 
A transfer matrix method for ballistic transport : 
MgOlFe (001) 
19th General Conference ofthe EPS Condensed Matter 
Division 
Brighton: 07.04.2002 - 11.04.2002 

Wortmann,D.; Ishida,H.*; Blügel,S. 
A transfer matrix method for ballistic transport : 
MgOlFe(OOl) 
Physical Society Meeting ofthe European Physical 
Society CMD19CMMP 
Brighton, UK: 07.04.2002 - 11.04.2002 

Wortmann,D.; Ishida,H.*; Blügel,S. 
An embedded Green-function approach to the ballistic 
e1ectron transport through an interface 
R1N Magnetoelectromcs Mid-Term Meeting 
Oleron, France: 05.10.2002 - 09.10.2002 

Wortmann,D.; Ishida,S.*; Blügel,S. 
An embedded Green function approach to the ballistic 
electron transport through an interface 
Trends in Nanotechnology Conference 
Santiago de Compostela, Spain: 09.09.2002 -
13.09.2002 

Pd.n. Theses 

Zilkens, C. 
Gestufte Oberflächen und Quasieindimensionale 
Strukturen Photoemission and 3d Metallen aufW(llO) 
2002 
Köln, Univ., Diss., 2002 
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Institute for Solid State Research (IFF) 

Research Center Jülich GmbH 

Managing Director 2003 

Prof. Dr. K. Urban 

Pennanent Deputy ofManaging Director 
H. Geisler 

I 
I I 

Central Facilities Institnte 

Administration 600 Theory I 612 Electroceramic Materials 630 - f--- r----
H. Geisler Prof. S. Blügel Prof. R. Waser 

Theoryll 614 I Soft Matter 660 
- r----

Prof. G. Gompper i Prof. J. Dhont 

Construction Workshop 605 

DI H. Feilbach K. Hirtz 

Theory III 616 MicrostructuralResearch 680 
r---- r----

Prof. H. Müller-Krumbhaar Prof. K. Urban 

Accelerator 698 
I-

DI R. Hölzle 

Scattering Methods 670 Electronic properties 692 
r--- r----

Networks and Numerics 604 Prof. T. Brücke! Prof. T. Brückel (acting) 
'-

H. Geisler 

'--
Neutron Scattering 640 

Prof. D. Richter 

01.01.2003 
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Scientific Advisory Board 2003 

The 2003 meeting ofthe Scientific Advisory Board will take place on the 03./04. April 2003. Currently, the 

board consists ofthe following members: 

Dr. C. CarIile, Institute Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France 

Prof. R. Dronskowski, RWTH Aachen 

Prof. K. Ensslin, ETH Zürich 

Prof. H. Eschrig, IFW Dresden 

Prof. S. Hess, TU Berlin 

Prof. H. Ibach, ISG-3 

Dr. 1. Joosten, DSM Research, Geleen, NL 

Chairman 

Prof. H. von Löhneysen, Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe 

Prof. M. Manninen, University of Jyväskyla, Finland 

Prof. T. Nattermann, Universität zu Köln 

Prof. W. Press, Universität Kiel Vice Chairman 

Dr. J. Rieger, BASF, Ludwigshafen 

Prof. L. Singheiser, Forschungszentrum Jülich, IWV-2 

Dr. K. Sommer, Bayer AG, Leverkusen 

Prof. E. Umbach, Universität Wfuzburg 

Prof. M. Wuttig, RWTH Aachen 

Prof. P. Wyder, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (MPI), Grenoble, France 
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Personnel 2002/2003 

Staff members (centrally financial) 

Scientific Staff 
including those funded extemally 

Technical Staff 
inc1uding those funded extemally 

Post-dOl.~ (HGF) 
including those funded extemally 

Staff members of service-groups 
Administrations incl. Secretaries 

Graduate students 
including those funded extemally 

Diploma students 

Trainees 

Guests Scientists staying for two weeks or longer 

Invited lectures 
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98 
15 

57 
2 

18 
3 

47 
17 

48 
5 

10 

27 

65 

105 
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IFF-Scientists Teaching at Universities 

Lecturer: 

Dr. A. Baumgärtner 

Prof. P.S. Bechthold 

Prof. S. Blügel 

Prof. Th. Brücke! 

Dr. D. Bürgler 

Prof. U. Buchenau 

Prof. P. Dederichs 

Prof. lK.G. Dhont 

Dr. P. Ebert 

Dr. P. Ehrhart 

Prof. E. Eisenriegler 

Prof. G. Gompper 

Prof. P. Grünberg 

Dr. H. Kohlstedt 

Dr. H. Lustfeld 

Prof. H. Müller-Krumbhaar 

Prof. G. Nägele 

Prof. D. Richter 

Prof. T. Schober 

Dr. H. Schroeder 

Prof. K. Schroeder 

Dr. G. Schütz 

Dr. W. Schweika 

Prof. K. Urban 

Prof. R. Waser 

Dr. S. Wiegand, Frau 

Prof. R. Winkler 

Dr. R. Zorn 

Dr. O. Seeck 
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University: 

Duisburg 

Köln 

Osnabrück 

Aachen 

Köln 

Düsseldorf 

Aachen 

Düsseldorf 

Aachen 

Aachen 

Düsseldorf 

Köln 

Köln 

Köln 

Duisburg 

Aachen 

Konstanz 

Münster 

Aachen 

Aachen 

Aachen 

Bonn 

Aachen 

Aachen 

Aachen 

Bremen 

Uim 

Münster 

Kiel (vertretungsweise) 
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List of IFF-Scientists on leave 2002 

Dr. Günter Goerigk HASYLAB at DESY, Hamburg, Germany 

Dr. Dirk Hamann HASYLAB at DESY, Hamburg, Germany 

Dipl.-Ing. György Kali ILL Grenoble, France 

Dr. Winfried Kockelmann Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, England 

Dr. Rainer Lässer Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany 

Matthias Paeßens Universität Nancy, France 

Maikel Christi an Rheinstädter ILL Grenoble, France 

Julio Rodriguez y Contreras Penn State University, Pennsylvannia, USA 

Dr. Wolf gang Schmidt ILL Grenoble, France 

Dr. Oliver Hermann Seeck HASYLAB at DESY, Hamhurg, Germany 

Richard Willmann Weizmann Institute, Israel 

Danie1 Wortmann Nihon University, Japan 
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List of IFF-Scientists 

(G: Guests; GS: Graduate students) 

Akola, Jaakko Eemeli 

Allakhiarov, Elchad 

Antons, Armin 

Arbe, Maria 

Atodiresei, Nicolae 

Auth, Thorsten 

Axelrod, Leonid 

Babik, Waldemar 

Balanetskyy, Sergiy 

Ballone, Pictro 

Baud, Stephanie 

Biehl, Ralf 

Bihlmayer, Gustav 

Blanchard, Ariane Jeanne 

Balten, Dierk 

Bos, Johanna 

Botti, Alberto 

Breidbach, Michael Peter 

Buitenhuis, Johan 

Bukhvalov, Danil 

Bürgler, Daniel-Ernil 

Burkhardt, Theodore 

Byelov, Dmytro 

Carletto, Philippe 

Chang, Lieh-Jeng 

Chen, Guangxin 

Chen, Jiachao 

Cherstvy, Andrey 

Colmencro, Juan 

Corcoran, Derek 

Da Silva, Juarez L.F. 

Damm, Thorsten 

Dassow, Henning 

di Napoli, Solange 

Dittrnann, Regina 

Drovosekov, Alexcy 

Eliashberg, Guerassim 
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(Theory I, G) 

(Theory II) 

(Theory III) 

(Neutron Scattering, G) 

(Theory HI, GS) 

(Theory Il, GS) 

(Scattering Methods, G) 

(Scattering Methods, GS) 

(Microstructure Research, GS) 

(Theory I, G) 

(Electronic Properties, G) 

(Neutron Scattering) 

(TheoryI) 

(Neutron Scattering, GS) 

(Electrocerarnic Materials) 

(Scattering Methods) 

(Neutron Scattering, G) 

(Electronic Properties, GS) 

(Soft Matter) 

(Theory I, G) 

(Electronic Properties) 

(Theory II, G) 

(Neutron Scattering, GS) 

(Soft Matter, G) 

(Scattering Methods) 

(Neutron Scattering, GS) 

(Scattering Methods) 

(Theory II) 

(Neutron Scattering, G) 

(Electrocerarnic Materials, G) 

(Theory III) 

(Electronic Properties, GS) 

(Electronic Properties, GS) 

(Theory I, G) 

(Electroceramic Materials) 

(Electronic Properties, G) 

(Electroceramic Materials, G) 



Elsebrock, Ralf 

Fetters, Lewis J. 

Fitsilis, Fotios 

Fitsilis, Michael 

Freiwald, Mirko 

Prielinghaus, Heinrich 

Galanakis, Iosif 

Gareev, Rashid 

Gerber, Andreas Alexander 

Goerigk, Günter 

Guo, Xin 

Gurevich, Vadim 

Gutheim, Frank 

Gwan, Jean-Peng 

Hamann, Dirk 

Hartmann, Miks Jan 

He, Jiaqing 

Heggen, Mare 

Heide, Marcus 

Heil, Marco 

Heinrich, Martine 

Hermes, Helen 

Hilbrand, Nicole 

Hoffmann-Eifert, Susanne 

Höhler, Holger 

Holderer, Olaf 

Houben, Lothar 

Hüging, Norbert Johann 

Hur, Kahyun 

loffe, Alexander 

Iordanski, Sergei 

Iosselevitch, Alexei S. 

Istomin, Konstantin 

Kahle, Stefan 

Kali, Oyörgy 

Karthäuser, Silvia 

Kirstein, Oliver 

Kockelmann, Winfried 
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Spring Schools of the IFF 

Beginning in 1970, our institute has organized an annual two-week Spring School on modem topics in solid state 

physics. 

The topics ofthe Spring Schools over the past 14 years were: 

1990 Solid State research for Information Technology 

1991 Physics ofPolymers 

1992 Synchrotron Radiation for investigating Condensed Matter 

1993 Magnetism of Solids and Boundaries 

1994 Complex Systems between Atoms and Solids 

1995 Electroceramics - Basics and Applications 

1996 Scattering Methods for investigating Condensed Matter 

1997 Dynamies and Pattern Formation in Condensed Matter 

1998 Physics ofNanostructures 

1999 Magnetic Layer Structures 

2000 Fsec and neV: Dynamies ofCondensed Matter 

2001 New materials for the information technology 

2002 Soft Matter - Complex Materials on Mesoscopic scales 

2003 Fundamentals ofNanoelectronics 
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Spring School2003 on "Fundamentals ofNanoelectronics" 

Trus event was the 34. spring schoot offered by the IFF. It took place from 10.-21. March 2003 and included the 

latest developments in the fields of spectroscopic investigations ofthe dynamics in condensed marter. 

The following lectures were presented (in chronological order): 

R. Waser 

H. Lüth 

J. vanDelft 

H. Hardtdegen 

RW. Siegel 

D. Pfannkuche 

P. Ebert 

S. Blügel 

B. Voigtländer 

B. Beschoten 

C. Sotomayor-Torres 

T. Noll 

U. Simon 

A. Förster 

A. Thust 

J.Mayer 

R. Zorn 

F. Gießibl 

S. Karthäuser 

M. Mayor 

H. Weber 

K. Takayanagi 

M. Indlekofer 

M. Indlekofer 

J. Weis 

J. Hoeckstra 

V. Derycke 

R Waser 

Th. Schäpers 

G. Meyer 

Th. Wandlowski 
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Basics of Solid State Physics 

Scattering Theory of Conductance 

Atomic Layer Deposition I 

Opening Lecture 

Tunneling of Electrons 

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy 

Spin-dependent transport 

Self Organization I 

Spintronic 

Non-Optical Lithography 

Future Integrated Circuits 

Self Organization III 

Atomic Layer Deposition I 

High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Electron Spectroscopy 

Atomic Layer Deposition III 

Atomic Force Microscopy 

Self Organisation II 

Molecular Electronics 

Transport in Molecular Structures 

Metallic Nanowires 

Resonant Tunneling Barrier Systems 

Semiconductor Nanodots 

Single Electron Devices 

Single Electron Tunneling 

C-Nanotubes 

Scaling Effects ofMemory Principles 

Quantum Communication 

Scanning Probe Manipulation Techniques 

Nanostructure Manipulation at Solid Liquid Interfaces 
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When a thin elastie foil with high shear modulus and 
low bending rigidity is crumpled by an external force, 
the stretching and bending energies are not distributed 
uniformly, but condense into localized folds and conical 
dislocations. A familiar example for such a material is 
paper. The crumpling process can be studied very weil 
by computer simulations. The picture shows a circular 
piece of an 6riginally flat, thin elastic sheet, whieh has 
been compressed by a constant isotropie force to 
about a third of its original (linear) size. A characteristic 
pattern of folds has formed, wh ich is shown here in the 
flat referencestate. Coloring is used to indicate the 
sharpness of the folds where yellow means a nearly flat . 
surface, blueiildicates weakly curved regions while 
strongly curv~d folds are shown in red. 
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